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DE L EGAT I ON AND AGENCY IN
I NT ERNAT I ONA L ORGAN I ZAT I ON S

Why do states delegate certain tasks and responsibilities to international
organizations rather than acting unilaterally or cooperating directly? Further-
more, to what extent do states continue to control IOs once authority has
been delegated? Examining a variety of different institutions, including the
World Trade Organization, the United Nations, and the European Commis-
sion, this book explores the different methods that states employ to ensure
their interests are being served and identifies the problems involved with
monitoring and managing IOs. The contributors suggest that it is not in-
herently more difficult to design effective delegation mechanisms at the
international level than at the domestic level. Drawing on principal-agent
theory, they explain the variations that exist in the extent to which states are
willing to delegate to IOs. They argue that IOs are neither all evil nor all
virtuous, but are better understood as bureaucracies that can be controlled to
varying degrees by their political masters.
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Preface

311083

This volume began with a set of questions asked at Park City, Utah, in
May of 2002. The conference was titled “Delegation to International
Organizations” and was organized by Scott Cooper, Darren Hawkins,
Wade Jacoby, and Daniel Nielson, all of Brigham Young University. The
conference asked why governments delegate authority to IOs, how they
structure delegation relationships, and what problems result from such
delegation. In many respects, this volume reflects the basic architecture
of that early conference on the topic. We are thus grateful to the David
M. Kennedy Center for International Studies; the College of Family,
Home, and Social Sciences; and the Department of Political Science at
Brigham Young University for making possible that initial exploration of
ideas about international delegation.

While the broad themes of the volume were laid out in the spring of
2002, the scope of the project was narrowed and refined considerably
during two conferences organized by Lisa Martin and held at Harvard
University in December 2002 and April 2003. These meetings focused
participants specifically on agency theory as a tool for understanding
delegation to IOs. For funding and sponsoring these conferences, we are
grateful to Harvard’s Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study and its
Weatherhead Center for International Affairs.

To sharpen contributions to the volume, David Lake organized a final
conference in Del Mar, California, in September of 2003. This meeting
helped make clear the unifying themes of the volume. We are grateful to
the Department of Political Science and the Institute for International,
Comparative, and Area Studies at the University of California, San
Diego; the University of California’s Institute on Global Conflict and
Cooperation and BYU’s Kennedy Center for enabling that conference.
We gathered a final round of commentaries and critiques during two
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linked panels at the International Studies Association meeting in March
2004. We also thank the Reves Center for International Studies and the
program on the Theory and Practice of International Relations at The
College of William and Mary for financial support and maintenance of
the project website.

We are grateful to many scholars who served as discussants at the
various meetings. For their help in improving the ideas in this volume, we
thank Ken Abbott, Michael Barnett, Jee Baum, Bill Bernhard, Tim Büthe,
J. R. DeShazo, Peter Dombrowski, Daniel Drezner, John Ferejohn, Marty
Finnemore, Jeff Frieden, Judy Goldstein, Peter Gourevitch, Lloyd Gru-
ber, Miles Kahler, Robert Keohane, Barbara Koremenos, Beth Simmons,
Kenneth Schultz, Ken Stiles, and Mike Thies. Anonymous reviewers for
Cambridge University Press and International Organization (for the
individual chapters submitted there) also provided useful feedback.
While these scholars certainly do not agree with all the arguments we
advance in this volume, the arguments and supporting evidence are much
stronger because of their critiques.

With remarkably good cheer, all of the volume’s contributors wrote
multiple drafts of their papers in response to the comments received at
the several conferences and lengthy comments from the editors. In add-
ition, they served multiple times as discussants and commentators on one
another’s chapters. More than most academic projects, this volume rep-
resents the very best type of collaboration, where the joint efforts greatly
outweigh the sum of the individual contributions. We are grateful to all
of the authors for going that second (and third) mile on behalf of their co-
contributors. This process has greatly strengthened our faith in the value
of such collaborative scholarly endeavors.

We are also indebted to Randy Calvert, the series editor, and John
Haslam at Cambridge University Press for their support and commitment
to this project. Lynne Bush at the Institute on Global Conflict and
Cooperation did an outstanding job in preparing the manuscript for
review and publication.
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1

Delegation under anarchy: states, international
organizations, and principal-agent theory

DARREN G. HAWKINS, DAVID A. LAKE, DANIEL L. NIELSON,
AND MICHAEL J. TIERNEY

In December 1999, police fired tear gas and rubber bullets into a mob
protesting the World Trade Organization meeting in Seattle. A central
theme of this and similar anti-globalization protests is that the WTO,
IMF, World Bank, and other global institutions are “runaway” inter-
national bureaucracies implementing a “Washington consensus” formu-
lated by professional economists and other neo-liberals who have made
their careers within these agencies (Stiglitz 2002; Rich 1994). Other
critics charge that these international organizations (IOs) are imperialist
tools of the powerful, exploiting poor and disadvantaged countries for
the benefit of the West. Although they have not yet taken to the streets,
American conservatives, at the other end of the spectrum, argue that
these IOs fail to promote the interests of the United States (Meltzer
Commission Report 1999; Krauthammer 2001).

Meanwhile, Europeans complain about the “democratic deficit”
within the European Union (see Pollack 2003a: 407–14). As the EU
expands its competencies and grows to twenty-five members, critics
charge that the simultaneous deepening and broadening of the union is
driven by unaccountable bureaucrats in the European Commission and
the highly insulated judges of the European Court of Justice. Divorced
from electoral pressures, these increasingly powerful EU institutions have
allegedly escaped popular control. French and Dutch voters retaliated
against the Brussels-led integration project by rejecting the proposed EU
Constitution in June 2005.

Similarly, a variety of critics have excoriated the United Nations and
its various agencies for their inability to take strong action on the one

We would like to thank Tim Büthe, David Dessler, Dan Drezner, Judy Goldstein,
Mona Lyne, Mike Thies, Alex Thompson, and the participants in various workshops
and panels for their feedback on earlier versions of this chapter.
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hand and for gross inefficiencies on the other. For victims in Bosnia,
Rwanda, Congo, and elsewhere, states have preferred to fiddle while the
world burns rather than give peacekeepers the authority and capacity to
act (Gourevitch 1998; Power 2002; Barnett 2002). To many taxpayers in
donor states, UN bureaucrats are seen as profligate globalists who spend
first, budget second, and simply pass along the costs to member states.
Corruption in the “oil-for-food” program in Iraq administered by the UN
simply confirms pre-existing views of a skeptical American public.

In short, for some observers, IOs appear to be institutional Franken-
steins terrorizing the global countryside. Created by their masters, they
have slipped their restraints and now run amok. But for others, IOs seem
to obey their masters all too well. Like the man behind the curtain in
the Wizard of Oz, powerful Western countries use IOs to impose their
will on the world while hiding behind the facade of legitimizing multilat-
eral processes. Finally, other analysts claim that many IOs once served
the purposes of their creators but were subsequently hijacked by other
political actors to pursue undesirable ends. IOs become double agents,
betraying their original purposes in serving new masters. While these
debates rage among pundits, policy-makers and activists, students of
international relations find themselves with few appropriate tools to
assess these claims.

Contributors to this volume address these debates by drawing upon
principal-agent (PA) theory – developed in other areas of the social
sciences, especially economics and the study of American and compara-
tive politics – and by examining IOs in their roles as agents variously
responsible to member states. The seemingly incompatible perceptions of
IOs persist in part because international organizations themselves vary
widely in their range of activities and autonomy. Member states have
tasked some IOs to act independently, even empowering them to sanction
member states in order to facilitate dispute resolution or bolster treaty
commitments. Yet other IOs are tightly constrained to follow the dictates
of their member states.

To address such variation, this volume takes up two linked issues.
First, why do states delegate certain tasks and responsibilities to IOs,
rather than acting unilaterally or cooperating directly? Second, how do
states control IOs once authority has been delegated? Specifically, what
mechanisms do states employ to ensure that their interests are served
by IOs? Overall, we find the causes and consequences of delegation to
IOs to be remarkably similar to delegation in domestic politics. Despite
assertions that international anarchy transforms the logic of politics and
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renders international institutions less consequential, we find considerable
overlap between the reasons why principals delegate to domestic agents
and why states delegate to IOs. We also find considerable similarity in the
mechanisms domestic principals use to control their agents and those used
by states to control IOs. There are, of course, important differences be-
tween the two arenas that we note below, but the similarities are striking.

This finding does not suggest that critics are incorrect to point to the
problems of monitoring and controlling IOs. Underneath the charges
leveled by anti-globalization protestors, for instance, are real concerns
about opportunistic international bureaucracies. But the research pre-
sented in this volume suggests that it is not inherently more difficult to
design effective delegation mechanisms at the international level than at
the domestic level. There are variations in the ease of monitoring and
controlling different IOs and in the extent to which states are willing to
delegate to international agents. Nonetheless, these are questions of
degree rather than kind. IOs are neither all evil nor all virtuous as their
partisans too often suggest. Rather, they are better understood as bureau-
cracies that, like those within states, can be more or less controlled by
their political masters. This volume helps to explain such variation.

Analytically, we treat IOs as actors in their own right. This furthers the
development of an actor-oriented and strategic approach to international
institutions. Much of the literature in international relations asks “do
institutions matter?” Neo-realists, of course, are skeptical, whereas neo-
liberal institutionalists claim that international institutions can and do
facilitate interstate cooperation. More recently, scholars have moved
beyond this debate to specify and test propositions about when and
why states create international institutions and how they operate. Im-
portant new research has begun to advance a political approach in which
strategic, forward-looking states intentionally adopt and design inter-
national institutions in pursuit of their goals (Goldstein et al. 2000;
Koremenos, Lipson, and Snidal 2001).

We build on this work by reintroducing and emphasizing the import-
ance of IOs as actors that implement policy decisions and pursue their
own interests strategically. Most of the existing literature treats inter-
national institutions primarily as sets of rules (Simmons and Martin
2002: 192–94). We highlight the strategic behavior of IOs without ignor-
ing the impact of rules on member states or IO staff. But we are primarily
interested in a set of related questions: When and why do states delegate
to an IO and what sets of rules govern that interaction? How do IOs
behave once established; do they follow orders issued by their member
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states? To what extent do states foresee the problems that might occur by
creating IOs as independent actors and how does that anticipation struc-
ture the relationship? In short, we seek to understand when, why, and
how states create not only rules but also political actors who, in pursuing
their own interests, might thwart the goals of states – or, at least, how
these concerns might force states to expend valued resources to bring IOs
to heel. By reinserting agency into institutionalist theory, we shed new
light on the sources and difficulties of international cooperation.

This volume also seeks to contribute to the growing literature on PA
theory in political science. First, the authors test a number of standard
principal-agent hypotheses in new empirical settings (see chapters by
Broz and Hawes, Gould, Martin, Milner, and Pollack, this volume). As
results accumulate across sub-disciplines, scholars can be more (or less)
confident in the general predictions that follow from specific variants
of PA theory. Second, a number of chapters draw novel implications from
PA theory that have not been deduced or tested before (see chapters by
Thompson, Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney, and Hawkins and Jacoby, this
volume). Third, in the international settings studied here some of the
conditions that drive predicted outcomes in PA models – such as stability
of decision rules, the heterogeneity of preferences, and the reflection of
social power in formal decision rules – take on extreme values seldom
witnessed in domestic politics. By testing models under these conditions,
we help to establish scope conditions for the PA approach. Although
the authors in this volume take principal-agent theory seriously, the
project was not conceived as, nor is the final product, an uncritical
celebration of this approach. Rather, in pushing the approach to a new
area – the anarchic international system – we hope to identify the
approach’s weaknesses as well as its strengths.

In this introductory essay, we define the key terms employed in the
volume and derive propositions regarding the nature and extent of dele-
gation to IOs. Our arguments center on the interaction between the
benefits to governments from delegating tasks to an IO, and the compli-
cations introduced by preference heterogeneity and power differentials
among states. As the benefits increase, the probability of international
delegation grows, all else equal. However, given a set of potential benefits,
the probability of delegation to an IO decreases when preferences
become more heterogeneous or voting rules fail to accord with the distri-
bution of power among states. Following our discussion of the “why
delegate” question, we then turn to the mechanisms of control used both
domestically and internationally by principals to control their agents.
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DEFINING DELEGATION

Delegation is a conditional grant of authority from a principal to an agent
that empowers the latter to act on behalf of the former. This grant of
authority is limited in time or scope and must be revocable by the princi-
pal. Principals and agents are mutually constitutive. That is, like “master”
and “slave,” an actor cannot be a principal without an agent, and vice
versa. The actors are defined only by their relationship to each other.

The preferences of principals and agents are important determinants
of outcomes in PA models. Nonetheless, the PA approach does not imply
any particular assumptions about the preferences of actors. Rather, the
preferences of both principals and agents are “filled in” as necessary by
the specific assumptions of particular theories. The PA framework is
employed to model the strategic interaction between these actors and
to help make sense of the outcomes we observe. Further, the PA approach
does not require that the actors be fully informed or motivated by
material interests. Thus, the approach is equally consistent with theories
that posit rational, egoistic, wealth-maximizing actors and those that
assume boundedly-rational altruistic actors. What unites specific theories
under the umbrella of “principal-agent theory” is a focus on the substan-
tive acts of principals in granting conditional authority and designing
institutions to control possible opportunism by agents.

The relations between a principal and an agent are always governed
by a contract,1 even if this agreement is implicit (never formally acknow-
ledged) or informal (based on an unwritten agreement). To be a principal,
an actor must be able to both grant authority and rescind it. The mere
ability to terminate a contract does not make an actor a principal.
Congress can impeach a president, and thereby remove him from office,
but this power does not make Congress the principal of the President as
we define it. Alternatively, Congress can authorize the President to decide
policy on its behalf in a specific issue area – for example, to design
environmental regulations – and then later revoke that authority if it
disapproves of the President’s policies. In this case, the Congress is indeed
the principal of the President. To be principals, actors must both grant
and have the power to revoke authority.

1 Contracts are “self-enforcing agreements that define the terms of the relationship
between two parties” (Lake 1996: 7). A principal delegating to an agent in a
vertically integrated setting is an extreme form of a relational contract (Williamson
1985; Milgrom and Roberts 1992).
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Agents receive conditional grants of authority from a principal, but
this defining characteristic does not imply that agents always do what
principals want. Agency slack is independent action by an agent that is
undesired by the principal. Slack occurs in two primary forms: shirking,
when an agent minimizes the effort it exerts on its principal’s behalf, and
slippage, when an agent shifts policy away from its principal’s preferred
outcome and toward its own preferences. Autonomy is the range of
potential independent action available to an agent after the principal
has established mechanisms of control (see below). That is, autonomy is
the range of maneuver available to agents after the principal has selected
screening, monitoring, and sanctioning mechanisms intended to constrain
their behavior. Autonomy and slack differ in subtle ways: autonomy is the
range of independent action that is available to an agent and can be used
to benefit or undermine the principal, while slack is actual behavior that
is undesired.

Finally, as discussed in greater detail below, discretion is a dimension
of the contract between a principal and an agent. Since it is often the
most prominent feature of the contract, and often used as a synonym for
autonomy, a brief digression is warranted. Discretion entails a grant of
authority that specifies the principal’s goals but not the specific actions
the agent must take to accomplish those objectives.2 As we explain later,
discretion is an alternative to rule-based delegation. Where discretion
gives the agent leeway the principal deems necessary to accomplish the
delegated task, autonomy is the range of independent action available to
the agent. Greater discretion often gives agents greater autonomy, but
not always. To anticipate propositions we develop at greater length
below, if a principal combines large discretion with mechanisms of con-
trol, the agent may have less autonomy than under rule-based delegation
with less restrictive instruments of control. For example, UN weapons
inspectors in Iraq enjoyed substantial discretion regarding which sites to
inspect and how to gather evidence, but ultimately enjoyed little auton-
omy due to constant pressure from the United States and other members
of the Security Council to produce specific results. Discretion is some-
thing the principal intentionally designs into its contract with the agent;
autonomy is an unavoidable by-product of imperfect control over agents.

2 A military commander may order her lieutenant to “take that hill,” while leaving
him considerable discretion regarding specific tactics. Alternatively, a commander
may order her lieutenant to take the hill by a frontal assault at noon, leaving him
with less discretion.
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Principals incur agency losses or costs when agents engage in un-
desired independent action or when they themselves expend resources
to contract with or monitor and control those agents. Since principals
always incur some costs in contracting with or supervising agents – even
with the most “sincere” types that are unlikely to slack – there are always
agency losses associated with delegation. In choosing whether to dele-
gate (or re-delegate), principals must weigh the benefits of delegation,
discussed in the next section, against expected agency losses.

This conception of principals and agents hews closely to the classic
definition of delegation in the PA literature (see Alchian and Demsetz
1972; Fama 1980; and Williamson 1985). It eschews definitions that
broaden the scope of delegation to encompass any situation where
the “principal” can affect the “agent’s” incentives (see Bernheim and
Whinston 1986). For example, Dixit, Grossman, and Helpman (1997)
extend a principal-agent relationship to embrace all situations of influ-
ence. In this view, legislators are simultaneously agents of party officials,
campaign contributors, and voters. Similarly, bureaucrats are agents
of courts, the media, interest groups, and lawmakers.3 But under our
narrower definition of delegation, the legislators’ principals are strictly
voters, who are the only actors who grant authority to act on their behalf
and are empowered to terminate the legislators’ employment. Similarly,
legislators or executives, or perhaps both, are the only actors that can
write and terminate a contract with bureaucrats. This is not to say that
the political influence of campaign donors, party leaders, interest groups,
the media, and courts is trivial. Quite the opposite. We expect third
parties will vigorously pursue their interests and may attempt to influ-
ence the principals, who then instruct their agents to act in certain ways.
Alternatively, third parties may bypass the principals and try to influence
agents directly, who may then act independently of their principals.
However, third parties necessarily have a different relationship with
principals and agents than those two actors have with each other.

These definitions of principals, agents and related terms are rela-
tively theory-neutral. Many specific theories – employing particular as-
sumptions regarding actor preferences or deriving preferences through

3 If delegation is simply a situation where actor A can affect the payoffs that actor
B receives, then nearly any strategic interaction would qualify A as the principal of
B (and usually vice versa). Accepting such a broad definition would rob the ap-
proach of its analytic clarity and would make it much more difficult for analysts to
deduce falsifiable hypotheses.
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inference or observation – can gainfully employ the principal-agent
framework. Thus far, our use of the principal-agent approach has served
as an analytic tool to identify important categories and dimensions of
relationships that may be unfamiliar to international relations scholars.
Such analytic tools are useful to the extent that they highlight understud-
ied real-world phenomena or help us to understand more fully the
phenomena that we already study without PA tools.

In the following sections we develop propositions about why states
delegate and how they control agents. These arguments build on existing
theories, which tend to be strongly rationalist. Yet the theoretical vari-
ation among those who study PA relationships is large, as reflected in this
volume, and it would be a mistake to discuss “the” theory of delegation.
We chart a middle course by forging a common language and identifying
some generalizable answers to key questions that demonstrate the utility
of a PA research program.

Delegation to IOs

Any theory of delegation must specify not only what delegation is, but
also the alternatives to delegation. If we are to explain delegation, we
must also be clear on what is “non-delegation.” One possible construc-
tion of the dependent variable for this study is depicted in Figure 1.1. We
distinguish first between whether states cooperate with one another –
where, following Keohane (1984: 51–54), cooperation is defined as
mutual policy adjustment – and then whether states choose to delegate
authority or not to an IO. Conceptualized in this way, delegation to an
IO is a particular form of international cooperation, broadly defined, and
one of three possible outcomes.

Node 1. Unilateralism. In unilateral actions, there is no adjustment of
policy and IOs are not the implementing agency for any policy. A recent
example of unilateral action was the US war on Afghanistan, where the
United States pursued its own preferences and implemented its policy
choices without its traditional allies.4 Other cases of unilateralism in-
clude Japan’s war on the United States in 1941, the Smoot-Hawley Tariff
of 1930, repeal of the British Corn Laws in 1846, and arguably the
American policy on global warming today.

4 After the fall of the Taliban regime other states cooperated by providing troops, aid,
and other assistance.
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Node 2. International cooperation. In “standard” international cooper-
ation, the parties adjust policy but implementation is through strictly
national laws or regulations. Cooperation can be achieved through a
variety of mechanisms, all the way from unpublicized, informal agree-
ments to legally binding multilateral treaties. Nonetheless, states them-
selves implement the policy rather than delegate authority to a third party.
Examples include lowering tariffs under the GATT, arms reduction under
START, bilateral foreign aid contracts, and restricting the production of
specific chemicals under the Montreal Protocol on Ozone Depletion.

Node 3. Delegation to IOs. In a second form of cooperation, the para-
digmatic case for this book, principals agree (or not) on a common policy
and then delegate the implementation of that policy to an IO. Of course,
even if states have jointly decided to delegate to an IO, questions remain
over what tasks to delegate and how to control the IO. The chapters
below provide many examples of such delegation.5

5 Of course, states might also delegate authority to private firms, NGOs, or a third
state rather than a formal international organization. For work that employs a
similar PA framework to these phenomena see Martens et al. 2002; Cooley and
Ron 2002. In this volume Lyne, Neilson, and Tierney examine a case where the US
government shifts authority from an IO agent to a newly formed domestic agent in
an attempt to minimize agency slack.

Figure 1.1. International delegation decision tree
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Any satisfactory explanation of the decision to delegate to an IO also
explains why not cooperation without delegation, and why not unilat-
eralism. Delegation to an IO must be compared to the “next best alter-
native.” In this volume, the “null policy” for delegation will be either
unilateralism or international cooperation.

Delegation and recontracting

Several of the contributions to this volume address the initial act of
delegation, while others pursue problems that result once delegation
has taken place. While there are some clear differences between these
endeavors, many of the hypotheses suggested for explaining why states
delegate should also have observable implications for why states restruc-
ture – or fail to restructure – their relationship with an IO given the
agency problems that result. This restructuring may include increased
monitoring, new administrative checks, or enhanced screening and selec-
tion of agents (see below). It could also include choosing to withdraw
authority from the IO (or “de-delegating”), re-delegating more precisely
designated tasks, or authorizing new pursuits for the IO. While principals
can never fully anticipate problems with IOs, they likely foresee some
potential difficulties and thus design mitigation mechanisms in advance.
We thus see the initial delegation and subsequent “re-delegation” en-
deavors as focusing on slightly different aspects of the same question:
How and under what conditions do states conditionally grant authority
to an IO?

WHY DELEGATE?

The literature on domestic delegation typically assumes that delegation
occurs and then focuses on how principals design institutions to control
their agents (McNollgast 1987, 1989). Congress can pass welfare legis-
lation, for instance, but it is poorly suited to determine whether particu-
lar individuals pass a means-test to qualify for public aid. Thus, it
appears unproblematic that Congress will delegate the implementation
of its policy to some agent. However, not all domestic delegation stems
from a principal’s inability to do something itself. Congress can delegate
to the President the authority to decide whether a particular country
meets a human rights standard or if a policy is in the “national interest,”
but these are choices that Congress can (and often does) make itself
(Epstein and O’Halloran 1999a).
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In the international arena, the question “why delegate?” is central.
States, especially powerful states, can accomplish unilaterally at least
some of the tasks they delegate to IOs. Neo-liberal institutionalists have
persuasively argued that cooperation can serve state interests (Keohane
1984; Martin 1992b). Delegation is not necessary for international
cooperation. Why then do states delegate authority to an IO?

The benefits of delegation

All delegation is premised upon the division of labor and gains from
specialization. These gains interact with all other benefits from delega-
tion. We identify five additional benefits that may induce states to dele-
gate to an IO: managing policy externalities, facilitating collective
decision-making, resolving disputes, enhancing credibility, and creating
policy bias. As the benefits from delegation increase, all else constant, we
predict that states will be more likely to delegate authority to IOs.

Not surprisingly, given that delegation is a form of cooperation, many
of the benefits we identify here overlap with incentives to cooperate more
generally. Yet, our analysis goes beyond the sources of cooperation
identified in the extant literature by showing how delegating to an IO
can actually enhance the prospects for cooperation. As actors look
“down” the decision tree described above and work backwards from
possible outcomes to actual choices, the availability of attractive options
at the terminal nodes increases the probability that actors will choose
cooperation at the upper branch. In this way, understanding the benefits
of delegation can also help augment explanations about when and why
states cooperate.

Benefits do not always translate smoothly into international delega-
tion; the mere fact that countries can gain does not mean that they will
choose to grant authority to an IO. Two mitigating factors – preference
heterogeneity and power balances – interact with benefits to affect the
probability of delegation. We develop each of these arguments below.

Specialization. Inherent in all delegation is a division of labor. Rather than
performing an act itself, the principal delegates authority to a specialized
agent with the expertise, time, political ability, or resources to perform a
task. Without some gains from specialization, there is little reason to
delegate anything to anybody. In turn, the greater the gains from specializa-
tion, the greater the incentives to delegate (and the greater the agency losses
the principal is willing to tolerate, if necessary, to capture these gains).
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Gains from specialization are likely to be greatest when the task to be
performed is frequent, repetitive, and requires specific expertise or know-
ledge. One-time tasks capable of being performed by “anyone” are not
likely to engender delegation; although the principal incurs opportunity
costs in implementing the policy itself, this is offset by the inevitable costs
in creating or finding and controlling an agent. Common tasks that
require great expertise produce greater gains from specialization. The
International Criminal Court, for example, centralizes the expertise
needed for prosecuting war crimes and crimes against humanity, a task
that states undertook with increasing frequency and intensity in the
1990s.6 In this volume, Martin and Thompson both highlight the gains
from specialized agents who can collect information that is useful to
agents, including financial conditions in the developing countries (IMF)
and the intentions of actors seeking to use force (Security Council).

Delegation to an IO is most likely when the costs of establishing the
specialized agent are more than the benefits to any single state but less
than the benefits to a collection of states. Peacekeeping provides a clear
example. In most cases, no single state benefits enough from peacekeep-
ing to pay those costs itself. Yet the benefits from peacekeeping are larger
than any state’s costs if burdens are distributed in politically viable ways
(e.g. Bangladeshi and Nigerian soldiers with Western money). Resulting
outcomes are not necessarily more effective than unilateral action (US
peacekeepers acting alone might do a better job than Nigerians under UN
command), but they do provide collective gains to states as a group.

Specialization allows others to provide services that states are unable
or unwilling to provide unilaterally. States sometimes lack technical
expertise, credibility, legitimacy, or other resources to make policy on
their own. The greater the needs of states, the larger the gains from spe-
cialization and the more likely states are to delegate to IO agents, even
though large agent capabilities also increase the possibility of shirking by
those agents. States may delegate routine loan decisions to the World
Bank and the IMF, for instance, but are likely to engage in coordinated
action when those decisions become more important to state security, as
with the Mexican peso crisis or the Russian financial crisis. Likewise,
states may delegate some monitoring of weapons of mass destruction to

6 The US representative to the Rome Conference argued explicitly that the transac-
tions costs of setting up numerous regional courts, like those in the former Yugo-
slavia and Rwanda, were too great and that these tasks ought to be consolidated by
creating the ICC. See Scheffer 1997.
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an IO for reasons of credibility, but powerful states are unlikely to give
up such monitoring capabilities themselves and are unlikely to delegate
monitoring of other powerful states to an IO.7

Policy externalities. Principals benefit from cooperation and may dele-
gate to an IO when there are large policy externalities (see Milner 1997:
44; Lake 1999: 44–52). The greater the externalities, the more likely
states are to engage in mutually coordinated action. The gains from
cooperation, however, can also be enhanced by delegating to an agent.

Policy externalities arise under two conditions, characterized as di-
lemmas of coordination and collaboration, respectively (Stein 1990;
Martin 1992b). In coordination dilemmas, states seek to avoid mutually
distasteful outcomes (exemplified by the Chicken game, where the actors
desire to avoid the DD outcome) or enhance the certainty of their
choosing mutually desired outcomes (exemplified by the “battle of the
sexes” game, where the actors prefer to choose either CC or DD, but run
some risk of choosing CD or DC “by accident”). Compared to other
strategic problems, coordination dilemmas are relatively easy to solve –
but no less important to world welfare. The risk that cooperation may
fail in such situations arises from mistaken signals of resolve or other
misperceptions.

Delegating authority to a coordinating agent can help resolve such
dilemmas. Since the fact of agreement is typically more important than
which policy is selected, states can reduce transactions costs by granting
authority to some neutral, third party that can evaluate alternatives on
more technical or social welfare criteria. In such cases, states are likely
to grant significant discretion to their agents. Since cooperation may fail
due to informational problems, states can also gain by delegating
to agents to monitor their behavior, provide information about the
various policy alternatives, or otherwise “endorse” various cooperative
solutions (see Milner 1997; Lake and McCubbins, this volume). Such
agents are likely to be granted significant discretion. International stand-
ards agencies, such as the International Postal Union or agencies to
allocate the radio spectrum, are examples of IOs with broad discretion
to coordinate national policies.

7 For example, the United States and the Soviet Union insisted on monitoring each
other in the SALT, INF, and START agreements, but they were willing to delegate
significant authority to the IAEA to monitor the nuclear programs of developing
countries.
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In collaboration dilemmas, the equilibrium outcome (or in cases of
multiple equilibria, some range of outcomes) is sub-optimal. To realize
cooperation in such strategic settings, states must bind themselves to act
against their “natural” tendencies. Even so, states will typically retain
incentives, at least in the short run, to “defect” from cooperation (the
exemplary game is Prisoner’s Dilemma). Nonetheless, states often try to
develop some mechanism to restrain defection and facilitate cooperation.

Public goods constitute a major class of collaboration dilemmas.
When states can benefit from a good (such as a clean environment)
whether or not they contribute to its provision, the classic free rider
problem arises and, in the absence of centralized provision, the outcome
is likely to be sub-optimal. In such cases, states may benefit by delegating
to an IO that they empower and finance to provide the public good. In
the area of public health, the World Health Organization (WHO) pro-
vides an example, especially in the monitoring and control of infectious
diseases (see Cortell and Peterson, this volume). In theory, states might
also use multilateral development organizations to avoid policy external-
ities in the form of giving some countries too much aid and others too
little, though Milner (this volume) finds no evidence for that hypothesis.

Alternatively, states may elect to contribute individually to public
goods, but create agents to collect and reveal information about their
efforts – often a necessary condition for successfully overcoming the free
rider problem (see Keohane 1984; Abbott and Snidal 1998). Examples
here include the Council of Europe, which monitors human rights prac-
tices; the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), which monitors
non-proliferation policies; and the Organization for Economic Cooper-
ation and Development (OECD), which monitors macroeconomic pol-
icies of member states. Since states still have incentives to free ride, they
might individually desire to control their agents but nonetheless collect-
ively grant the IO a small amount of discretion so that it can more
effectively provide public goods or, alternatively, police their individ-
ual contributions. Nonetheless, such collaboration agents are likely to
possess far less leeway than their coordinating counterparts.

Collective decision-making. States may also delegate to IOs when they
possess socially intransitive preferences or other problems of collective
decision-making. That is, when states as a group are unlikely to reach a
stable agreement on policy (i.e. will cycle through alternatives), they can
delegate power to an agenda-setting agent to induce an equilibrium when
one might not otherwise exist. This is a standard solution to the collective
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choice problem in domestic politics and may be reflected in the consider-
able agenda power given to the European Commission within the Euro-
pean Union (see Pollack 2003a: 84–85, and this volume).

Although the choice of institution or the leader of that institution may
also be subject to collective choice dilemmas, presumably the IO and its
leadership stand someplace near the median of the managing coalition of
member states. On any particular policy choice, therefore, the leadership
will try to move the group closer to its own ideal point and, therefore,
closer to the managing coalition’s collective preference.8 Yet, we can
anticipate a policy struggle over agenda control between states closer to
the median of the group, who prefer to delegate agenda power to an IO
they control, and powerful states with more extreme preferences who
prefer to act unilaterally. We saw this in the wrangling between the
United States and Britain, on the one hand, and the other members of
the UNSC, on the other, over the disarmament of Iraq before the 2003
War in the Persian Gulf. The closer the membership’s preferences and the
politically weaker the preference outliers in socially intransitive settings,
the more likely states will be to delegate to an agenda-setting IO or
restructure an IO contract to provide agenda-setting authority.

Dispute resolution. States may also delegate authority to IO agents to
resolve disputes between themselves. As international interactions have
grown more rule-governed (Goldstein et al. 2000), there has been a
corresponding increase in the use of third-party agents to resolve dis-
putes. Such arbitrating agents can be important in securing the social
benefits of cooperation – and it is this cooperation that helps to explain
why states delegate to these agents in the first place.

The key problem in most interstate disputes is the incomplete nature
of the contract among the principals. Although it is possible in theory to
consider all possible future states-of-the-world and to negotiate ex ante
the responsibilities and appropriate actions by all parties to an agreement
in each of those states, in practice a large number of future conditions are
left unconsidered in negotiations (see Williamson 1985). The anticipa-
tion of future conflicts over the terms of the contract, in turn, inhibits
cooperation.

8 In the context of American politics, this argument is pursued by Kiewiet and
McCubbins 1991; and Cox and McCubbins 1993. They show, persuasively, that
delegation can work in favor of the collective interests of the principals.
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When contracts are incomplete, the principals can lower their future
transactions costs and secure cooperation by delegating authority to an
agent who is empowered to decide disputes between the parties. In
agreeing in advance to refer disputes to an arbitrating agent, the princi-
pals select (or create) agents who are known to be impartial and, more
importantly, to possess a high degree of autonomy, as Alter’s analysis in
this volume illustrates. Agents that are expected to be biased or con-
strained to decide disputes on anything other than application of the
relevant rules are unlikely to be acceptable to one or both parties to the
agreement. Since the principals themselves disagree on what the contract
implies, they cannot instruct the agent on exactly how to decide on the
issue(s) under dispute. Principals, therefore, go to considerable lengths to
select (or create) impartial agents with relatively high autonomy. In some
cases, especially at the level of constitutional courts, the principals create
not an agent, to whom they can both grant and revoke authority, but a
trustee, to whom authority is permanently transferred, as Alter points
out in this volume (see also Grant and Keohane 2005). For both agents
and trustees, however, the purpose of the grant of authority is the same.
The autonomy of the agent increases the likelihood that over some
unknown number of future disputes regarding unforeseen issues, an
individual principal is likely to “win” as many times as it “loses.” This
permits the agreement to go forward on a “risk neutral” basis.

Nonetheless, the principals still seek to constrain their arbitrating
agents in a variety of ways, including specifying clearly the intent of their
agreement – and therefore stipulating the principles to be upheld in dis-
pute resolution – and agreeing on procedures, the types of evidence
permitted, and the forms of argument to be followed should a dispute
arise. Despite considerable discretion, principals do not grant agents
the autonomy to decide disputes any way they want. If principals have
designed the process well, the agent’s decision will reflect what the
architects of the agreement would have wanted on average even if they
disagree on the particulars in a specific instance.

Credibility. States may delegate authority to an IO or revise an existing
IO contract to enhance the credibility of their policy commitments
(Martin 1992a; Stone 2002). Problems of credible commitment often
arise under what economists call the time-inconsistency problem –
actions that are in a political actor’s long-term interest may not be in
its interest at any particular moment. Although there are advantages
in the long run to a balanced budget, for instance, at each moment
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politicians have incentives to satisfy the demands of their constituents for
more services and less taxes through deficit spending. Credibility prob-
lems can also arise, as Pollack argues in this volume, when issues impose
concentrated costs and diffuse benefits. Competition policies in the EU,
for example, hurt producers but benefit all EU citizens and thus raise
credibility problems for states with major producers adversely affected
by the rules.

Principals can mitigate these problems by delegating policy to enfor-
cing agents with high discretion and, typically, more extreme preferences
so that, left to their own devices, the agents will move policy in the
desired direction. To succeed in establishing policy credibility, it must
also be costly for principals to revoke authority from their agents or to
overturn their specific decisions, otherwise there is nothing to prevent the
principals from promising to act in the long-term interest but then giving
in to short-term temptation. Costs may arise from issue linkages, so that
withdrawing on one dimension of policy threatens losses on other dimen-
sions as well. Costs may also be imposed by others (say, international
investors) who interpret the withdrawal itself as a signal of impending
policy change (possibly a return to a more inflationary monetary policy)
and react negatively (increasing the cost of borrowing to the state). The
European Central Bank, designed to reflect Germany’s comparatively
conservative financial preferences, is an example of delegation to an
enforcing IO to solve the time inconsistency problem. Currency areas
in Francophone West Africa and Anglophone East Africa have been
adopted for similar reasons (see Cooper 2004).

“Lock-in” (creating policy bias). Political decisions always create win-
ners and losers, but political uncertainty is endemic; today’s winners
could be tomorrow’s losers. Policy winners who want to continue to
win in the future can bias policy in their favor through delegation. In
domestic politics, political parties may alternate in power and, represent-
ing different coalitions of interests, enact different policies. In inter-
national politics, states may rise (or decline) in power, forcing a
renegotiation of a more (or less) favorable agreement than was possible
before (Powell 1999). Of course, these two arenas interact; domestic
coalitions can seek to lock in their domestic benefits through inter-
national agreements (Moravcsik 2000).

In American politics, this is the widely discussed bureaucratic “lock-
in” effect. As Moe (1990: 213, 222) put it, most political institutions
“arise out of a politics of structural choice in which the winners use their
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temporary hold on public authority to design new structures and impose
them on the polity as a whole.” McNollgast (1987) demonstrates that
administrative procedures acts have been used to structure the incentives
of bureaucracies and insulate current policy beneficiaries from future
change. Similarly, in some ethnically divided societies, consociational
institutions have been constructed that lock-in the balance of ethnic
power that exists at a particular moment and, in turn, delegate authority
to elites (Lijphart 1977). The United Nations Security Council, em-
powered by the international community to defend international peace
and security, has a permanent membership drawn entirely from the major
victors of World War Two. This has served to lock-in the international
balance of power as it existed in 1945.

Unlike arbitrating or credibility-seeking agents, such policy-biased
agents do not necessarily need much discretion (though they may have
it). Rather, principals ensure their utility by crafting careful mandates
that are difficult to undo or by structuring voting rules in ways that
ensure the continued dominance of those who hold power at the moment
of the rule-drafting. For example, Moravcsik has argued that elites in
unstable democracies created the European Court of Human Rights
(ECHR) in order to secure democracy and bias future policy against
autocratic elites who might try to seize power. The Court enjoys discre-
tion, certainly, but more important to principals is its mandate protecting
certain kinds of rights and decision rules that help ensure the Court is
staffed by those sincerely committed to individual rights (Moravscik
2000). While this logic is sound, Hawkins and Jacoby (this volume)
emphasize that the costs of adverse agent decisions can be quite high,
and so in practice states have delegated very cautiously to the Court
despite their strong incentives to lock-in policy.

Preference heterogeneity

While the gains from delegation may motivate states to grant conditional
authority to IOs, they do not determine the outcome. Instead, benefits
interact with the preferences and power of states to affect the probability
and extent of delegation.

It is unlikely that all states share the same goals and policy preferences.
Except in coordination dilemmas where states are largely indifferent
between alternative equilibria or collective decision dilemmas plagued
by social intransitivities, where delegation is a means of overcoming
policy differences, delegation typically requires states to resolve their
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policy conflicts before they can decide to grant conditional authority to
an agent and, then, usefully instruct that agent on the action they want
implemented. The greater the preference heterogeneity of any group of
states, therefore, the less likely they will be to delegate to an IO. Simi-
larly, the less similar their preferences, the less likely states will be to
revise an existing delegation relationship (Nielson and Tierney 2003a;
Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney, this volume). Since revising the relationship
will likely produce a policy change, the greater the preference heterogen-
eity of states the more likely one or more members will prefer the status
quo to the proposed outcome. Depending on the rules for institutional
decision-making, this may allow states to veto any proposed revision of
the delegation relationship and, thus, give the agent more autonomy (in
this volume see Cortell and Peterson, Thompson, and Martin).

Institutional rules, power, and delegation

In addition to their preferences over policy, states also care about how
institutional rules at the international level aggregate national prefer-
ences into policy and control over possible IO agents. Institutions aggre-
gate preferences in different ways (Rogowski 1999). In the case of
American politics, for instance, voters elect representatives at the local
level, senators at the state level, and presidents at the national level. Not
surprisingly, the House of Representatives, the Senate, and the executive
all have different medians or “ideal points” on many policy issues despite
their electoral connections to the same voters. Similarly, in the European
Union, the Council of Ministers, representing voters as aggregated
through national-level political institutions, differs in its positions from
the European Parliament, elected directly by voters. Rules not only
identify voting constituencies, they also govern how decisions are made
in collective principals and they may tell agents (or not) how to resolve
potentially conflicting instructions from different member states in the
case of multiple principals.9 Generally, the greater the number of states
required to approve an action, the greater the autonomy of the agent. As
with preference heterogeneity, decision-making rules requiring wide-
spread support are likely to discourage delegation and to increase agent
autonomy. Cortell and Peterson and Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney (this

9 On the distinction between collective and multiple principals see Lyne, Nielson, and
Tierney in this volume.
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volume) elaborate this logic and show how different rules for aggregating
preferences result in different predictions for agent behavior.

Because institutional rules matter, they also interact with the power of
different states to influence delegation outcomes. As depicted in the
decision tree above, states weigh their ability to realize their aims by
acting alone versus acting through an IO. Powerful states are able to
obtain their goals through their own influence and capabilities. As a
result, they have a more attractive “outside option” and, if they choose
to do so, can more effectively realize their preferences (see Gruber 2000).
When institutional rules fail to reflect accurately the distribution of
power, powerful states will more readily choose to act alone outside the
institution, in a “minilateral” group with like-minded states, or in con-
cert with weaker states they can control. President George W. Bush’s
“Coalition of the Willing” in the 2003 Iraq War is a striking example.

When institutional rules reflect the power distribution, powerful states
will more likely choose to act within the institution and delegate to the
IO to reap the benefits of delegation discussed above. As Broz and Hawes
suggest (this volume), the United States may be willing to work through
the IMF because its weighted decision rules make it responsive to US
concerns. Since powerful states are also likely to be large in absolute
terms, the absolute benefits of delegation may be quite important.10 The
greater the benefits of delegation, of course, the greater the gap between
rules and power the powerful states are likely to tolerate and still delegate
to an IO. States that lack international influence will typically favor
delegation because, first, they cannot affect international outcomes uni-
laterally and, second; they share in the benefits of delegation discussed
above. To the extent that institutional rules do not reflect accurately the
power distribution among states, moreover, the rules are likely to en-
hance their influence on world affairs, as in the United Nations General
Assembly, for instance, where both large and small states all have one
vote.11 With weaker states normally disposed toward greater delegation,

10 Large states may constitute a “privileged group” in providing public goods. See
Olson 1965; Snidal 1985.

11 Parks and Tierney 2004 demonstrate that multilateral granting agencies with rules
closer to one country one vote, like the UNDP and the Montreal Protocol Fund,
enable weaker states to realize their aid allocation preferences more fully than the
weighted voting systems of multilateral development banks. On measuring power
within IOs see Strand and Rapkin 2005.
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the impetus for or against delegation to IOs typically originates from the
more powerful members of the system.

Thus, in choosing to delegate to an IO, the existing institutional rules
are important. Cortell and Peterson develop this point in their chapter. As
important, the greater the divergence between power and institutional
rules, the less likely the powerful states will be to delegate to IOs. As
power is constantly in flux, and institutions are sticky and evolve slowly,
this may well be an important impediment to international cooperation
and delegation.

Summary

There are important benefits from delegation to IOs. By delegating, states
reap gains from specialization, as well as capture policy externalities,
facilitate collective decision-making, resolve disputes, enhance credibil-
ity, and lock-in policy biases. The larger these benefits, the greater
the likelihood that states will choose to delegate to an IO. Similarly, the
larger the gains, the greater the agency losses states will tolerate before
revoking authority from an agent or renegotiating the agency contract.
Delegating to an IO, in turn, is likely to enhance international cooper-
ation as well.

Yet, despite the potential gains, states face at least two impediments to
delegation. The more diverse the preferences of states, the less likely they
are to agree to a common policy and delegate to an IO (see Martin and
Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney, this volume). Similarly, as the distribution of
power and institutional rules diverge, the less likely states will be to
delegate to that IO. The most powerful states are critical to decisions
about delegation and will be most likely to support delegation to inter-
national institutions that accurately reflect their global influence. By a
similar logic, the greater the preference heterogeneity of states and the
greater the divergence between institutional rules and the power of states,
the fewer agency losses states will accept before abandoning the current
contract or agent.

STRUCTURES OF DELEGATION

In any instance of delegation, there is a tradeoff between the gains from
delegation and the agency losses that arise from the opportunistic behav-
ior of the agent. The structure of the agency relationship – the form of
delegation – is designed to manage this tradeoff and, specifically, to
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maximize the interests of the principals in a manner that is compatible
with the incentives of the agents. In this section, we examine the incentives
of agents and how principals design institutions to align these incentives
with their own interests.

Agency problems

Central to PA theory is the assumption that agents pursue their own
interests, subject to the constraints imposed upon them by their principals
(Kiewiet andMcCubbins 1991: 5). In other words, agents are opportunis-
tic, which Williamson (1985: 30) famously defines as “self-interest seek-
ing with guile.” Since the preferences of the principals and agents are
seldom aligned perfectly (see below), there is a natural and perhaps inevit-
able conflict of interest between the parties (Kiewiet and McCubbins
1991: 24). Principals try to control the behavior of their agents, but can
do so only imperfectly and at some cost to themselves, inevitably suffering
agency losses. Agency losses are partly endogenous to the agency relation-
ship and vary in magnitude. The larger the agency losses relative to the
available alternatives, the less likely states are to delegate authority to IOs
or to maintain ongoing relationships with IOs.

Two features of the agency problem are critical. First, for agency slack
to arise there must be some environmental uncertainty that renders it
difficult for the principal to assess the agent’s effort.12 If no uncertainty
exists, the principal can simply observe the outcome and infer the agent’s
actions in bringing about that result. In a world of perfect certainty,
however much agents might try to obfuscate, their actions will eventually
become known. But if there is uncertainty, the principal can discern only
with difficulty whether an outcome arose because of the efforts of the
agent or from some exogenous “shock.” If the principal observes an un-
satisfactory outcome, it cannot tell for sure whether this was the result of
slack by the agent, in which case the latter should be sanctioned, or some
unfortunate event that disrupted the best efforts of a sincere agent, who
should not be punished. Conversely, if the principal receives a satisfac-
tory or even better than expected outcome, it cannot tell if this is the
product of the extraordinary efforts of a diligent agent or a “lucky
break” for an otherwise slacking agent. It is this inability to distinguish

12 On the important role of uncertainty, see Furubotn and Richter 2000: ch. 6. See
also Koremenos, Lipson, and Snidal 2001.
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the causes of policy success and failure that prohibits, in part, the princi-
pal from writing an optimal contract to control the agent (see below).

Second, agent specialization exacerbates the twin problems for
the principal of hidden action and hidden information (Kiewiet and
McCubbins 1991: 25). If the principal must learn everything that the
agent knows and observe everything the agent does, the gains from
specialization diminish accordingly. At the extreme, with perfect know-
ledge and monitoring, it is almost as if the principal has performed the
task herself. Thus, to the extent that specialization is part of the motiv-
ation for delegating to an agent, the agent can act opportunistically by
failing to disclose actions or information that might be beneficial to the
principal. Specialization also typically inhibits the principal’s ability to
threaten contracting with other agents as a disciplining device to control
the first agent. The greater the specialization, therefore, the greater the
opportunity for agency slack.

The nature of the agent

In “hiring” an agent, a principal can create one of its own, thereby
constructing from “scratch” an organization of her own design, or
choose from among a pool of existing entities willing to serve as the
agent. Creating a new agent is, of course, costly, but likely to produce one
closer to the preferences and purposes of the principal. Choosing an
existing agent avoids the start-up costs, but since no pool is infinitely
large and diverse, the principal may be unable to find an ideal agent that
perfectly mirrors her preferences and is optimally designed to perform
the appointed task. This problem is compounded when principals must
decide whether to re-delegate to an existing agent. Breaking relations
with an existing agent imposes costs, but so does renewing a contract
with a problematic agent.

Agent characteristics have not received much attention in the IO
literature analysts typically assume that agents are designed by princi-
pals and therefore have no independent influence, or that adverse agent
characteristics are controlled through selection and monitoring mechan-
isms (discussed below). Given a finite pool of possible agents and positive
costs of creating new agents, however, the “exogenous” traits of agents
are likely to matter, as Hawkins and Jacoby argue in their chapter (see
also Moe 1990). This is not just a problem of delegating to IOs, but a
problem inherent to all delegation. Nonetheless, despite their recent and
accelerating growth (Shanks, Jacobson, and Kaplan 1996), the relatively
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limited number of existing IOs brings this constraint into sharp relief.
The greater the costs of creating new agents and the larger the divergence
between the “ideal” preferences and design of an agent and the traits of
existing agents, the more difficult it will be to control the agent, the more
costly mechanisms of control will be, and the greater will be the agent’s
autonomy. Several chapters below illustrate this argument while high-
lighting a range of agent characteristics. Cortell and Peterson argue that
agents composed of international civil servants are likely to be more
autonomous than those with staff seconded from national bureaucracies.
Alter argues that courts as agents are likely to exhibit greater autonomy.
For Gould, variation in agent tasks provides the main source of agent
autonomy. Hawkins and Jacoby argue that agents have a variety of
strategies available to make themselves more autonomous.

Principals anticipate many of these problems, which raise the costs of
delegation. Hence, principals should carefully examine agent character-
istics and not delegate where they cannot find a suitable agent. In support
of this argument, Hawkins and Jacoby argue that principals often
delayed delegation to the ECHR while they tried to ascertain the Court’s
preferences. Thompson argues that states delegated to the Security Coun-
cil due to its heterogeneous preferences and the Council, in turn, failed
to delegate enforcement to the United States due to concerns about
US intentions. Martin finds evidence that states delegated more to the
IMF when the staff’s preferences reflected those of the principals. Lyne,
Nielson, and Tierney find that despite such screening efforts, states
sometimes make mistakes when selecting their agents and thus attempt
to reform their agents (as in the case of the Inter-American Foundation)
or to rescind delegated authority (as in the case of the Inter-American
Development Bank). Such ex post measures by state principals focus
attention on the mechanisms of control in any delegation relationship.

Mechanisms of control

Principals have five major mechanisms for controlling their agents.
Broadly, principals attempt to structure the incentives of agents ex ante
so that it is in the interests of those agents to carry out their principals’
desires faithfully ex post. The form of delegated authority, then, is not
given or fixed, but rather is endogenous to the agency relationship and
largely designed by the principal to minimize the opportunistic behavior
of the agent. However, principals cannot anticipate every contingency –
particularly where agents are granted broad discretion or when the
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interests of the principals themselves shift over time. The mechanisms
that principals use to control agents have been the subject of extensive
research in the domestic politics literature. As we do not find significant
differences between domestic and international mechanisms of control,
this survey is brief.

Rules versus discretion. The contract between the principal and the
agent specifies the scope of the authority delegated to the latter, the
instruments by which the agent is permitted to carry out its task, and
the procedures that the agent should follow in employing those in-
struments (McCubbins and Page 1987: 412). The precise nature of
the contract will reflect many considerations, but contracts are often
described as varying along a single dimension of rules versus discretion.

On the one hand, the principal can write detailed rules to the agent for
carrying out its responsibilities. Under rule-based delegation, the princi-
pal instructs the agent on exactly how the agent is supposed to do its job.
The use of rules may be partly a function of the purposes of delegation
(discussed above) but it is, more often, a mechanism for constraining the
agent. Rule-based delegation generally reduces the gains from specializa-
tion – as the principal must spend time and effort learning about the task
and writing the rules – and reduces flexibility, as the tightly bound agent
cannot respond as effectively to unpredictable changes in the environ-
ment. For this reason, rule-based delegation is relatively inefficient and
will be used only when agents are difficult to control through other
means. The World Bank provides an example. Member states allowed
the Bank broad discretion until the mid-1980s when a fundamental
change occurred in the preferences of a winning coalition on the Bank’s
executive board in favor of greater environmental protection. For
several years, the coalition, led by the United States, tried ad hoc threats
and ex post sanctions on the Bank but failed to establish a new equilib-
rium for their agent. Finally, the executive board designed new rules and
institutions that now more tightly constrain the agent. These changes to
the IO contract, entailing rule-based delegation, proved very expensive
(Nielson and Tierney 2003a).

On the other hand, the principal can articulate its goals and leave the
agent to figure out how best to fulfill its assigned mission. Under discre-
tion-based delegation, the policy-making role of the agent is greatly
enhanced. Discretion is most useful where uncertainty is high, and thus
flexibility is necessary and valued (Cooter 2000: 94), or when the
task requires highly specialized knowledge possessed only by the agent.
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Discretion may also be useful when principals have heterogeneous pref-
erences but not so extreme as to vitiate the gains from delegation. Rather
than negotiating to a final policy, and incurring potentially large transac-
tions costs in doing so, diverse principals may let the agent figure out
where to set policy so that it cannot be overturned by a group of unhappy
principals (McCubbins and Page 1987: 418). But for all these same
reasons, discretion creates greater opportunities for opportunistic behav-
ior by the agent. In this volume, Alter and Hawkins and Jacoby find that
judicial agents capitalize on their high discretion to gain autonomy and
exercise slack.

Monitoring and reporting requirements. Principals use ex post monitor-
ing and reporting requirements, typically specified in the delegation
contract, to reveal information about the agent’s actions. The most
important distinction is between “police patrols,” which refer to direct
monitoring of agents by principals to identify malfeasance, and “fire
alarms,” which rely upon affected parties outside the agency relationship
to bring evidence of slack to the attention of the principals (McCubbins
and Schwartz 1984). Fire alarms are typically more efficient, as the prin-
cipal does not need to expend resources searching for slack where it may
not exist, and potentially more effective, as parties harmed by the agent
typically have strong incentives to publicize shirking and slippage. We see
examples of both police patrol and fire alarm mechanisms at work in the
European Union. Police patrols feature prominently in the EU’s “comi-
tology,” where the Single European Act specifies various advisory, man-
agement and regulatory committees that oversee actions in all realms
where the European Commission operates. As an effective fire alarm,
aggrieved individuals can bring complaints before the European Court of
Justice against any Commission action that affects them directly (Pollack
1997; see also Tallberg 2002b).

Screening and selection procedures. Principals also seek to reduce slack
by selecting agents with preferences similar to their own. In doing so,
principals seek agents who are likely to do what they themselves would
do if they carried out the task directly. Screening and selection occur at
both the leadership and agency levels. In domestic political systems,
majorities typically select cabinet ministers and agency heads that reflect
their views. In IOs a similar process of leadership selection unfolds (see
Kahler 2001; Wade 2002). Principals can select between institutional
agents with known biases or, at some cost, create a new agent with a
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defined policy preference. Either way, the principal attempts to select an
agent naturally inclined to act as the principal would if implementing
policy itself. By selecting a sympathetic agent, the principal can grant the
agent greater discretion and employ less costly monitoring mechanisms
while still minimizing agency slack.

However, agents have incentives to misrepresent their true prefer-
ences. Hence, principals face the problem of adverse selection when
choosing an agent and, in international relations, screening and selection
mechanisms may be rather weak. As noted above, the number of IOs,
although growing rapidly, is still relatively small compared to the domes-
tic arena. States can be expected to delegate authority to the most
favorable IO, a practice sometimes known as “forum shopping,” but
the range of possible agents is still limited. At the same time, creating IOs
with sympathetic preferences de novo is often costly. As Hawkins and
Jacoby argue in this volume, this problem of a limited agent pool can
create disincentives for delegation and greater scope for agent autonomy.

In addition, leaders of international organizations tend to be selected in
less than fully competitive ways and are often difficult to remove, limiting
the choice available to principals at any moment in time. By implicit
agreement of the founding parties, for instance, the director of the IMF
is always a European and the President of the World Bank is always an
American. The Secretary General of the United Nations is selected from a
list of regional candidates on a rotating basis. Such rules limit competition
for office, deprive principals of a full range of candidates from which
to choose, and may produce agents who do not represent the median
member of the organization. The recent selection of Paul Wolfowitz as
president of the World Bank is an obvious example, but is not atypical.
The inability ofmember states to agree on the appointment of a prosecutor
for the Yugoslav war crimes tribunal delayed the operation of that insti-
tution for more than a year and resulted in a weak choice that further
delayed the institution’s operation.

Institutional checks and balances. Principals can also structure agency
relationships so that they contain institutional checks and balances that
limit opportunistic behavior by agents. Within single organizations,
checks are created by empowering bureaus with at least partially oppos-
ing mandates (e.g. in firms, production managers charged with maximiz-
ing output and controllers charged with minimizing production costs). In
response to fears of a runaway international court, states carefully
designed a series of safeguards in the International Criminal Court. The
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prosecutor can be checked by judges, initial court rulings can be checked
by a more complete set of judges, the Security Council can check both
prosecutors and judges, and individual states can check the court by
seriously investigating cases themselves.

Checks are also created by empowering more than one agent or hiring
agents with overlapping mandates. Competition between the agents will
help reveal to principals the true costs of performing the task, the prefer-
ences of the agents, and so on. Although redundancy reduces the benefits
of specialization, it may also reveal more and better information to the
principal. The purview of the regional development banks overlaps with
the World Bank’s, and the banks often compete over projects and country
portfolios. And in adjustment lending, the World Bank and the IMF are
increasingly competitors.

Sanctions. Finally, principals can punish agents for undesired actions
and reward agents for desired actions. This carrot and stick approach
by principals can be applied to both individuals and bureaus to induce
desired behavior.

Principals typically sanction agents through budgetary expansions and
contractions. Agents that succeed in their missions are rewarded with
larger budgets, allowing individuals to perform their jobs more easily or
supervise larger staffs with compensatory benefits. Agents that fail are
punished with smaller budgets, and may even be eliminated entirely. Broz
and Hawes in this volume argue that the size of US funding creates
incentives for the IMF to protect US money center banks in their loans
to developing countries. In this case, the IMF appears responsive to the
need for expanded budgets from the most important member of its
collective principal.

Principals employ these mechanisms of control in varying combin-
ations to achieve their aims. In some cases, the mix is determined by the
availability of agents. In cases where agent preferences are especially
hard to discern, principals are likely to write more extensive rules,
employ tighter monitoring arrangements, create multiple agents, or use
higher-powered sanctions. The mix is also likely to be affected by the
purpose of delegation. When delegation is used to enhance the credibility
of a principal’s policy, for instance, considerable discretion must be given
to the agent and visible sanctions will be counter-productive. Since it
is the very independence of the agent and the agent’s more extreme
preferences that yields credibility, any overt control of the agent by the
principal will actually diminish credibility. Similarly, dispute resolution
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requires controlling the agent with a “light hand.” Too much control, in
these instances, undermines the purpose of the delegation. But in all
cases, theory suggests mechanisms of control are intentionally designed
and used to minimize agency slack.

Control mechanisms are costly and imperfect. Since resources are
scarce (in the economic sense), principals never devote sufficient time
or effort to control agents completely. Agents always possess some au-
tonomy. As Gould shows in her chapter, principals find it more difficult
to design control mechanisms for some IMF tasks than for others and,
not surprisingly, the IMF has more autonomy in the areas that are more
difficult to monitor. Alter argues that many of the control mechanisms
designed by principals are inapplicable to international courts and that
states have to find other ways to check courts. Despite the best efforts of
principals, agents can turn autonomy into slack, depending on agent
preferences and strategies.

Traditionally, PA approaches have focused on agent slack as the
outcome of imperfect control, yet the presence of slack does not mean
that delegation has failed or that it is not the best course of action
available to states (Gould 2003). Slack is only meaningful relative to
the gains from delegation and relative to the next best alternative avail-
able to states. Indeed, the greater the gains from delegation, the greater
the agency slack states will tolerate. As a result, if slack is observed, one
possibility is that the principal is reaping offsetting benefits. The princi-
pals can always reduce slack by tightening oversight, but this requires
time, attention, and expertise. States choose the degree of delegation and
control mechanisms to maximize their overall return, not just to minim-
ize agency slack.

Agents as actors

While slack is one possible outcome of agent autonomy, we wish to draw
attention to the possibility that agents may use their autonomy to influ-
ence future decisions by principals, an outcome that the term “slack”
does not fully capture. When the agent pool is small or agents possess
significant expertise, agents can lobby principals for more authority and
resources, negotiate with principals the terms of their contracts, and even
utilize their resources and knowledge to influence principals’ preferences
or strategies. In this volume, Thompson argues that the Security Council,
acting as an agent of states, helped those states by providing valuable
information about US intentions in the recent Iraq War. Hawkins and
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Jacoby argue that the ECHR has influenced state human rights policies
and preferences. Moreover, when agents face complex principals they
may play one member state against another, thus increasing their range
of possible action or decreasing their principals’ choice set (see Lyne,
Nielson, and Tierney, this volume). This is often the case with adminis-
trative agencies in the United States, and we find international analogs
in the European Union and the International Monetary Fund (see
McNollgast 1987; Pollack 1997; and Martin, this volume, respectively).

Agents may also seek to increase the degree of autonomy that they
possess, convincing states to delegate more authority to them or exercise
less control. Agents can demonstrate to states through past successes – or
use their resources to lobby member government officials – that they can
be trusted with new tasks that obviate the need for a new IO. In this way
agents can convince states to delegate new authority and resources to
them rather than act unilaterally, cooperate without delegating, or dele-
gate to a new IO. The unit cost of delegating thus may decrease as the
number of tasks delegated to an apparently competent IO increases. In
this volume, Thompson and Hawkins and Jacoby both examine agents
who sought delegation and autonomy from principals, with contrasting
outcomes. In Thompson’s chapter, the United States was unsuccessful at
trying to persuade the Security Council to delegate to it, while the ECHR
was quite successful over time at encouraging further delegation and at
gaining much greater autonomy.

This process of IO agents using their autonomy to influence principals
is the central insight of neo-functionalism. In this literature, agents use
autonomy to expand their influence through functional spillover, polit-
ical spillover, and upgrading common interests (Burley and Mattli 1993).
As Pierson (1996) and others recognize, however, much more than agent
discretion is typically necessary for agents to influence principals. In
particular, agents can gain more autonomy in a gradual process driven
by member-state preoccupation with short-term concerns, the ubiquity of
unintended consequences, and the instability of member-state policy
preferences. Once agents have gained enough autonomy, principals may
find it difficult to rescind authority due to institutional obstacles, such as
the need for unanimous or supermajority votes to change the status quo.
If we examine the prior link in the delegation chain, the logic for this
institutional stasis becomes clearer. Societal groups may possess interests
that coincide with the delegation of greater authority to the agent and
may lobby political leaders to preserve or cede more clout to the agent.
The European Union, for example, helps serve the interests of powerful
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industrialists and investors, while the World Health Organization serves
few social group interests in developed democracies. Hence, we should
not be surprised to find that the European Commission has been more
successful at turning autonomy into greater delegation than the WHO
(see Cortell and Peterson, this volume).

In all, this dynamic of agent autonomy, slack, and influence has a
substantial impact on the willingness of states to delegate in the first
place, on the mechanisms and form of delegation, and on the restructur-
ing that occurs to existing delegation contracts. Analysts should pay
greater attention to these dynamic effects on delegation outcomes.

PLAN OF THE BOOK

To summarize, we provide a narrow definition of principal-agent rela-
tionships that distinguishes delegation from lateral strategic interactions.
This narrower definition facilitates the development of falsifiable hy-
potheses in the short run and a viable research program in the long
run. In addition, we distinguish delegation to IOs from unilateralism
and cooperation alone. It is vital to keep these alternatives in mind when
formulating hypotheses about when delegation will occur and what
form it will take.

We also derive initial conjectures that have observable implications
both for original decisions to delegate and for the restructuring of
existing delegation contracts and provide an array of examples that
illustrate the arguments. These initial propositions examine delegation
from the viewpoints of principals contemplating or renegotiating contin-
gent grants of authority and agents accepting delegation contracts. The
remaining contributions to this volume follow up on these insights,
challenging and extending them theoretically, as well as grounding them
empirically.

Variation in principal characteristics

Each chapter in this volume assesses PA theories through one of two
conceptual experiments – though some also interact the two. The first
conceptual experiment examines exogenous variation (across cases or
time) in some characteristic of the principal that is predicted to lead to
some observable variation in the agent’s behavior, authority or task, or in
the mechanisms of control employed to guide the agent. Authors in
this volume explore four important characteristics of principals (key
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independent variables) that are hypothesized to have an impact on agent
behavior, authority, or the mechanisms of control.

Preferences of the principals. A number of chapters argue that the
preferences of the principal determine the design of the contract, its
mechanisms of control, and the subsequent behavior of the agent. At
the same time, important disagreements exist among them about which
principals and which preferences matter. Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney
argue that alterations in the principal’s preferences ought to induce
change in agent behavior even if the principal does not re-contract or
ratchet up control mechanisms. Given efficacious control mechanisms,
a responsive agent should anticipate the principal’s interests and adjust
behavior accordingly. They find that as the preferences of member states
evolved toward a greater emphasis on social protection during the 1980s
and 1990s, multilateral development bank agents responded by making
more social loans – but only when a large coalition favoring that pre-
ference emerged within the collective principal. When individual states
delegate authority through trust funds, they often lack the control mech-
anisms necessary to control MDB behavior. Hence, as in the case of
US delegation to the IADB in the 1960s, their only option may be to exit
or dramatically restrict the delegation when faced with excessive ag-
ency slack. Broz and Hawes agree that principal preferences influence
agent actions. Yet while Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney insist that scholars
should avoid the temptation to focus on just one member state or even
a small sub-group of member states, Broz and Hawes provide power-
ful evidence that the preferences of a single member of a collective
principal can indeed influence agent actions. They find that the IMF
responds to the influence of the US Congress by providing more loans
for countries where US banks are exposed. For Broz and Hawes, the
preferences of the US Congress as a principal of the IMF are funda-
mentally shaped by money center banks, outside actors in the PA
relationship.

Milner agrees that principal preferences strongly influence agent
actions, even in the unlikely case of US voters and the question of
whether Congress allocates development aid bilaterally or multilaterally.
Like Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney, Milner focuses on the substantive
preferences of principals, in this case voter preferences for relatively
altruistic development aid. She finds that as voter skepticism of foreign
aid increases, Congress responds by distributing comparatively more
multilateral aid.
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The need for information. Martin, Pollack, and Thompson all argue that
states’ demands for more and better information influence their relations
with IOs. For Martin, crisis situations produce a stronger need for infor-
mation and states react by allowing IOs greater autonomy. She finds that
IMF staff autonomy varies over time in response to the information needs
of states. Pollack argues that states delegate to agents to gain better infor-
mation but also to create more credible commitments. Like Martin, he
hypothesizes that the greater the principals’ need for information and
credibility, the larger the agent’s autonomy. Unlike Martin, he finds that
in the European Commission, autonomy has little to do with the need for
information and much more to do with the need for credibility and for
speedy, efficient policy-making. Thompson argues that the needs of
member states for information about the desirability of intervention have
led them to delegate that authority to the Security Council.

Structure of the principal. Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney also argue that the
nature of the contract between the principal(s) and agent ought to influ-
ence agent actions. When multiple principals hold independent contracts
with the same agent, the outcome is likely to be less determinate than
when agents face a collective principal composed of numerous member
states acting in concert under a single contract. Of course, this implies
that the collective principal possesses institutions that can effectively
aggregate preferences and induce stable coalition formation among the
members of the collective.

Decision-making rules within a collective principal. Relatedly, Cortell
and Peterson, and Alter, maintain that unanimous decision rules within a
collective principal provide greater room for agency slack than major-
itarian rules (or rules that grant authority to a sub-set of great powers).
Unanimous decision rules – allowing each state an effective veto – should
increase the number of options that agents confront and should allow
agents to select a policy closer to the agent’s own ideal point. On the
other hand, majoritarian decision rules should constrain the agent more
closely because such rules more effectively aggregate member preferences
and concentrate authority.

Variation in agent characteristics

The second conceptual experiment looks at exogenous variation in
some characteristic of the agent, predicting observable variation in the
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principal’s behavior or in the mechanisms of control adopted by the
principal. As noted above, in many areas in which PA theory is applied,
there are a large number of potential agents or it is not too costly to
create a new agent. As a result, it often appears that principals select or
design an “ideal” agent that corresponds to their preferences and is well
suited to carry out its assigned tasks. In such cases, the attributes of the
agents themselves appear to be relatively unimportant. As a consequence,
this second conceptual experiment does not feature prominently in
the existing PA literature. In international relations, however, neither
the large-number nor low-cost conditions are consistently satisfied;
hence, we have some reason to expect that varying characteristics of
the agents may play an important role in delegation and its consequences.
In this conceptual experiment, then, agent characteristics constitute the
independent variables that should produce observable outcomes in the
principal-agent relationship. The substantive chapters identify four im-
portant sets of variables.

Agent preferences. As with principal preferences, a variety of authors
argue that agent preferences affect PA relationships. Hawkins and
Jacoby, and Martin, both argue that states are more likely to delegate
when they identify agents with preferences similar to their own. This
argument suggests that state decisions to delegate can be influenced by
the nature of the available IOs. Where IOs with similar preferences are in
short supply, states are more likely to undertake tasks on their own rather
than to delegate to an IO.

Drawing on the literature on delegation to committees in domestic
legislatures, Thompson models the UN Security Council as an agent,
hired by the membership or international community more generally,
to screen proposals by others agents (the United States in his case) to use
force for collective purposes. As in domestic legislative committees, it is
the median and the distribution of preferences in the UNSC that deter-
mines whether it can provide a useful signal about the proposal of other
agents. The fact that the Security Council has heterogeneous preferences
makes it an attractive agent for all states seeking information. Milner
also varies agent preferences, arguing that aid is delegated to a multilat-
eral organization with more altruistic preferences when principals
become suspicious of Congress, with its preferences for politicized aid.

Agent tasks or functions. The function or task assigned to the agent may
alter the terms of the contract and the ability of the principal to monitor
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and sanction that agent. Alter argues that international courts often
undertake judicial review tasks that require substantial discretion and
make the agent extraordinarily difficult for the principal to control.
Gould argues that certain tasks within the IMF, especially negotiating
agreements with borrowers, are simply harder for state principals to
monitor effectively, and therefore the staff will have greater autonomy
in these areas than in areas where tasks are more easily monitored.
Cortell and Peterson argue that staffing arrangements influence agent
autonomy. In an interesting twist, Thompson suggests that powerful
states like the United States can sometimes be agents, as when the United
States sought the blessing of the Security Council for invading Iraq. The
United States sought this approval to demonstrate its benign intent in a
case of preventive war.

Agent strategies and permeability. Hawkins and Jacoby argue that the
permeability of agents to third parties can also increase agency autonomy
and induce counter-reactions on the part of principals. When outside
actors have broad or privileged access to agents, as Gould (this volume)
suggests, they can pull the agents’ actions toward their particular policy
bias. Often principals design contracts for the purpose of giving this
privileged access to specific outside actors. However, the influence of
outside actors can also damage the interests of principals, and in such
cases should induce principals to attempt to restrict third-party access
or otherwise alter contract terms to bring outcomes back into line with
their interests. However, agents have a variety of strategies available to
them – a counterpart to principal control mechanisms – through which
they can pursue autonomy. Hawkins and Jacoby argue the most import-
ant of these are interpretation (identifying new meanings for rules) and
buffering (creating barriers between principals and agents).

The following chapters, of course, represent the beginning rather than
the end of a research program on delegation to international organiza-
tions. The individual chapters develop one or more of the above concep-
tual experiments and arguments but do not individually or collectively
provide a conclusive test of PA theory in international relations.

The final essay in this volume looks toward the future research agenda
on delegation to IOs. Lake and McCubbins analyze how principals can
learn about the behavior of their agents. Drawing upon recent work in
domestic politics, they highlight the important role of third-party in-
formants, or “external” sources of information. Pointing to the growth
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and importance of NGOs in world affairs, they suggest that these
organizations may play a central role in facilitating monitoring and
promoting delegation to IOs. Hence, their contribution may serve as an
analytic bridge between the chapters in this volume, which focus on
formal intergovernmental organizations and their member states, and
the burgeoning literature on the role of NGOs and transnational politics
in international relations.

Introduction
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PART I I

Variation in principal preferences,
structure, decision rules, and

private benefits
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2

Who delegates? Alternative models
of principals in development aid

MONA M. LYNE, DANIEL L. NIELSON,
AND MICHAEL J. TIERNEY

INTRODUCTION

Principal-agent theory has proven a powerful tool for analyzing delega-
tion relationships in a wide variety of settings, yet it remains under-
developed in the study of international relations. Conventional wisdom
holds that state principals face special, and often insurmountable, diffi-
culties in realizing their interests when they delegate to international or-
ganizations (IOs). In this chapter we examine delegation to multilateral
development banks (MDBs) and ask whether they are faithful agents. We
demonstrate that analytic shortcuts commonly employed in the study of
IOs can lead researchers to misleading conclusions about the faithfulness
of IO agents.

In order to accurately assess whether delegation to IOs routinely leads
to inordinate agency losses, analysts must first identify the actual princi-
pal(s) who has authority to delegate.1 This requires careful attention to

For helpful suggestions and criticisms we are grateful to Jee Baum, Bill Bernhard,
Lawrence Broz, Scott Cooper, John Ferejohn, Jeff Frieden, Erica Gould, Jay Goodliffe,
Peter Gourevitch, Darren Hawkins, Wade Jacoby, Robert Keohane, David Lake,
James Long, Lisa Martin, Eric Neumayer, Brad Parks, Mark Pollack, Phil Roeder,
and Sven Wilson. For research assistance we thank Jessie Di Gregory, Steve Kapfer,
Josh Loud, Dan Magleby, Chris Miller, Rich Nielsen, Chris O’Keefe, Phil Scarbor-
ough, and Jess Sloan. We are particularly grateful to BrendanWilliams for his fantastic
job doing archival research on the SPTF case study.

1 In a seminal article on IO accountability Keohane and Grant (2005: 33) explain,
“There is a clear tension between the concept of a World Bank that is accountable to
poor people and one that is accountable to the U.S. Secretary of the Treasury.” This
is certainly correct, but either assumption would lead to a false negative (or positive)
test. The formal principal of the World Bank is typically an authorized majority
on the executive board, and assessments of Bank faithfulness within an agency
framework should start with this assumption.
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formal institutional rules, the structure of the principal, and the prefer-
ences of the principal(s). In this chapter we introduce the idea of complex
principals – principals with more than one actor individually or collect-
ively delegating to the same agent – and argue that these common con-
ditions must be considered when assessing IO behavior. When we employ
models that more accurately reflect the structure of the principal in a
specific empirical setting, we find that delegation to IOs closely resembles
delegation to domestic agents. Both domestic and international agents
shirk under similar conditions, and principals employ familiar tactics in
an attempt to rein in errant agents.

Our main point is simple: analysts should select the agency model that
best reflects the real-world delegation relationship under study, since
failure to do so will likely result in faulty interpretations of empirical
results. We illustrate this central point with a qualitative analysis of the
United States government’s decisions to unilaterally delegate the adminis-
tration of foreign aid for social policy through a trust fund at the Inter-
American Development Bank (IADB) and later through the same trust’s
subsequent domestic administrator, the Inter-American Foundation
(IAF). Although the deliberate shift from an international to a domestic
agent suggests that the United States was unhappy with the results of its
initial delegation to an IO, subsequent IAF performance reveals that it
was not a demonstrably more faithful agent.

We suggest that the particular structure of the US principal may
explain the apparent fecklessness of both agents. In presidential systems
such as the United States, both the President and Congress have authority
to delegate in the name of the US government. If these two independent
principals are in conflict over the terms of the delegation, as they were in
these cases, then the agent may exhibit behavior that is inconsistent with
the preferences of either (or both) of these principals considered in isol-
ation. We conclude that even when a single state is delegating to an IO, it
may not be appropriate to adopt a single-principal model. If the govern-
ment is composed of two independent principals that can unilaterally re-
contract, then analysts must consider the impact of this multiple-principal
structure in assessing the faithfulness of IO agents. These qualitative cases
underscore that, in order to make sense of the empirical puzzles we
observe or tomake judgments about delegation success or failure, analysts
must take care to employ an appropriate model of the principal.

Moving beyond unilateral delegation, we also examine the more
common setting of multilateral delegation from a large number of
member states to an IO. Here, many analysts suggest that international
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organizations are only nominally accountable to all their member states.
Scholars interested in explaining IO behavior argue that IOs do not
reflect the interests of most of their members (especially small states),
or develop an internal culture that drives IO behavior, or echo the
personal views of an autonomous leader (see Moravcsik 1998; Gilpin
2002; Barnett and Finnemore 2004; Sandholtz and Zysman 1989). We
do not doubt that large member states often have more influence over IO
behavior than small ones. We also agree that bureaucracies develop their
own cultures and that charismatic leaders can engender change and
shape the behavior of IOs in particular instances.

Nevertheless, analysts should exercise caution when generalizing
about the irrelevance of particular member states, or when attributing
primary causal weight for IO behavior to organizational culture or
charismatic leaders. We argue for taking the formal decision-making
rules seriously as mechanisms that serve to constrain delegation out-
comes in predictable ways. Moreover, if rules are efficacious, then even
small states can sometimes influence IO behavior. Too often scholars
assume that formal decision rules are epiphenomenal and assert that a
hegemonic state or small group of powerful states writes the rules and
determines behavioral outcomes within an IO. With these analytic priors,
IO behavior that does not conform to the preferences of a few power-
ful states in a relatively straightforward fashion will be (we believe,
incorrectly) interpreted as unfaithful.

In order to address these problematic analytic and empirical shortcuts,
we provide a series of systematic quantitative tests to determine whether
MDBs follow the preferences of their principals. As in the prior case
studies, we show that the model of the principal chosen by the analyst
significantly alters the interpretation of empirical results. Modeling the
principal properly allows for more accurate assessments of delegation
success and agent faithfulness.

There are at least two requisites for a fair test of how well IO agents
carry out the authoritative instructions of their principals. First, analysts
must accurately model the structure of the principal and the rules
governing decisions about agent contracts (Cortell and Peterson, this
volume). We argue that our collective-principal model of delegation
to MDBs, more accurately reflects the actual strategic interaction over
multilateral lending that occurs among member states within MDBs
than the more common conception of states as single principals or
multiple principals. Second, a fair test requires systematic and reprodu-
cible measures of principal preferences and a large sample of cases that
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is drawn using established scientific methods. Hence, in the case of
MDBs, an accurate test of agent compliance with principal preferences
requires that we include all member states that are represented on the
executive boards, provide systematic measures of each member’s prefer-
ences, and explicitly model the formal decision rules that transform
individual state preferences into collective preferences. Before we put
our arguments about complex principals in empirical context, it makes
sense to elaborate their conceptual underpinnings.

COMPLEX PRINCIPALS

The simplest PA relationships involve a single principal and a single
agent. However, when more than one actor delegates to an agent, we
are studying a complex principal. And in both domestic and international
politics, principals are typically complex. A delegation relationship can
have one or more principals, and a principal can either be an individual
or a corporate entity containing more than one individual. Following
Kiewiet and McCubbins (1991), when a single agent has more than one
contract with organizationally distinct principals we label this a delega-
tion relationship with multiple principals (Calvert, McCubbins, and
Weingast 1989; Hammond and Knott 1996).

The second type of complex principal is designated as a collective
principal. In the case of a collective principal, more than one actor
designs and has authority over a common contract for a single agent.
The most familiar delegation relationships in domestic politics and inter-
national relations involve a collective principal. Voters delegate to polit-
icians, legislators delegate to party leaders, and nation-states delegate to
international organizations. In all these situations a group of actors
comes to a decision among themselves and then the group negotiates
(or renegotiates) a contract with an agent. If the group cannot come to a
decision a priori, then they cannot change the status quo. This goes for
initial hiring decisions, for proposals to renegotiate the agent’s employ-
ment contract, or for novel authoritative instructions. In all these collect-
ive-principal situations there is a single contract between the agent and
his collective principal.

Collective principals are overwhelmingly the most common type of
principal that we observe when analyzing IOs. Whether we are studying
the World Bank, the IMF, the UN Security Council, or the WHO, all
require a collective decision by a majority or super-majority of member
states in order to alter the delegation contract between the member states
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and the IO secretariat. While the formal rules of some IOs allow individ-
ual states to veto a change to the status quo, few authorize an individual
state to unilaterally re-contract with an IO agent. Since collective princi-
pals are most common in IR, we argue that a collective principal model
should typically be used for analyzing delegation to IOs.

However, there are good reasons to consider both single-principal
and multiple-principal models as alternatives. First, occasionally the
decision-making rules within IOs do reflect a single – or multiple –
principal setting.2� Second, many scholars assume that the most powerful
state within any IO will dictate outcomes there. Such a stance implies
that the United States is often a single principal in many contemporary
IOs. Third, since many PA models are imported from the American
politics literature, where multiple-principal models are well developed,
it makes sense to see how such models fare when explaining outcomes
at the international level. Therefore, in the next two sections of this
chapter we demonstrate the implications of adopting different models
of principals – single, multiple, and collective – to explain the same
empirical patterns.

Strikingly, getting the model right has significant implications for
conclusions drawn from empirical results. In the next section we argue
on a priori conceptual grounds that a multiple-principal model fits the
politics of US social foreign aid delegation better than a single-principal

2 In the next section of this chapter we explore the case of trust funds, where a single
country is granted the authority (by the other IO members) to unilaterally contract
with the IO secretariat. The clearest example of multiple principals in international
relations is the European Union, where the Commission is responsible to both the
Council of Ministers and the European Parliament. Both these principals can inde-
pendently re-contract with the Commission (Nugent 2003). Also, Hix (2002) argues
that both national and EU political parties are principals of the MPs in the European
Parliament. For an alternative view see Pollack, this volume.

Figure 2.1. Types of agency relationships
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model because both the US President and Congress have the authority
to unilaterally contract with the same agent. When agents are respon-
sible for producing a single policy, theory suggests that a divergence of
preferences among the multiple principals will create more room for
agency slack (at least from the perspective of the principal whose prefer-
ences are not being enacted as policy).�3� Under these conditions the
multiple-principal model predicts that the agent will shirk and aggrieved
principals will attempt (often unsuccessfully) to redirect their agent. As
important, when multiple-principal preferences converge, delegation
becomes more attractive to all the principals and efforts to direct the
agent will be more successful (Nielson and Tierney� 2003�a). A single-
principal interpretation of the same cases would conclude (erroneously)
that delegation had failed.

Further, in the third section of this chapter we argue that the correct
conception for most IOs – and, hence, the MDBs lending multilaterally –
is a collective-principal model. Indeed, modeling the MDBs appropri-
ately as responsive to collective principals produces results that suggest
that delegation often succeeds; modeling the banks inappropriately as
responsive to single or multiple principals produces either false negatives
or mixed results.

The different interpretations of results occur because these distinct
principal structures have implications for how we model principal pref-
erences and how contracts are designed. With multiple principals, mod-
eling principal constraints on agent behavior requires that we capture
the independent monitoring and sanctioning power of each of the prin-
cipals. With collective principals, coalition politics – driven by the deci-
sion rules for aggregating members’ preferences – will determine the
shape of instructions to and contracts with agents. The significance of
these conceptual points grows clearer as we apply them empirically, first
qualitatively and then quantitatively.

US SOCIAL FOREIGN AID POLICY: S INGLE

OR MULTIPLE PRINCIPAL?

In the 1960s the US government pursued similar foreign policy goals
through delegation to an existing international agent, the Inter-American
Development Bank (IADB), and later to a new domestic agent, the Inter-
American Foundation (IAF). Hence, because the substantive issue and

3 For theoretical underpinnings see Calvert et al. 1989; Hammond and Knott 1996;
and Martin, this volume.
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the time period is similar, these cases serve as a useful comparison when
assessing the faithfulness of IO agents compared to domestic alternatives
(see Hawkins et al. and Milner, this volume). Normally, US influence
over IADB-funded projects would be diluted, since the United States is
only one member of the Bank and thus part of the Bank’s collective
principal. However, the establishment of a “trust fund” for a particular
development purpose allows a donor to funnel money directly and uni-
laterally through a multilateral agent.4 This novel delegation contract
makes the two cases more comparable.

Conceiving the United States as a single principal

In 1960 the United States established the Social Progress Trust Fund
(SPTF) at the IADB to fund small, grass-roots social projects and allo-
cated $525 million to the Fund through early 1964. A May 1967 Report
to the House Committee on Foreign Affairs reviewed projects funded
through the SPTF. It documented numerous cases of extreme shirking
on the part of IADB officials,5 unwillingness to coordinate with USAID
officials, and the lack of any results on the ground even though the vast
majority of project funds had been released at least two years prior to
the study. The report concluded that the IADB “is accountable to the
U.S. Government for the [SPTF’s] proper and effective use” and recom-
mended a full review by the Government General Accounting Office
(GAO) (US House Committee 1967a: 43).

Reacting to these lackluster results at the SPTF, the US government
took three steps. First, it terminated new funding for the SPTF: after the
initial appropriation in 1961, and one additional appropriation in Feb-
ruary 1964, the United States announced in April 1964 that it would
provide no fresh funds to the SPTF (US House 1964: 4). Any future SPTF
money would be supplied only by repayments of prior loans from
borrowing countries. Second, the United States acted to establish its
own explicit oversight rights over the SPTF and all other trust funds. In
November 1967, Congress amended the Foreign Assistance Act to pro-
vide for US auditing of the SPTF to assess “how well the funds have been

4 The single donor does need the authorization of the MDB board, which represents
all the other member governments. But once the collective principal that is the board
has given its assent, the donor and the MDB agent contract directly with each other.
This form of unilateral delegation to IOs has grown rapidly over the past decade and
cuts against the archetypical form of collective delegation to IOs (World Bank 2004).

5 For example, there was no permanent IADB representative in Brazil despite the fact
that the country received the largest proportion of Bank funds.
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administered” (US House Committee 1967b: 32, emphasis added).
Third, the United States created a domestic agent, the IAF, which was
granted the lead role managing small US-financed development projects
in Latin America and increasingly was authorized to administer the trust
fund money that came back to the SPTF in repaid loans.

The IAF was created in 1969 as “the end-product of extensive con-
gressional review of U.S. foreign assistance” in order to “help rectify
identified shortcomings of previous U.S. programs for Latin America.”
The founding legislation gave the IAF a mandate remarkably similar to
that of the original SPTF: to pursue small, grass-roots social develop-
ment projects (US GAO 1982: 1–4). Roughly half of the IAF budget was
funded through redirected SPTF loan repayments, and half from new
congressional appropriations (US GAO 1979: 7), suggesting that the
United States sought to realize the same development foreign policy goals
by delegating to a more faithful domestic agent.

However, after the IAF’s creation the US government repeatedly failed
to monitor the IAF, to assert greater control over IAF’s selection of
grantees, or to encourage the desired coordination between the IAF
and other US agencies. The criteria governing funding decisions became
particularly controversial in the early 1980s. Following a 1981 Heritage
Foundation report stating that the IAF funded many left-wing and na-
tionalist organizations hostile to the United States, the Reagan Admi-
nistration sought to redirect the agency. The Administration and its
supporters argued that these funding choices were a direct consequence
of an internal culture hostile to private enterprise and more concerned
with maintaining a favorable image in Latin America than with serving
US taxpayers. Members of the Board were successively replaced until
it was dominated by a majority of Reagan appointees, who were all
outspoken critics of previous IAF practices. In December 1983, this
Reagan-backed majority ousted the Foundation’s president and replaced
him with one widely viewed as more business-oriented and loyal to the
President (Omang 1985).

Despite these direct and forceful efforts at better vetting of grantees to
ensure they were broadly in tune with US policies and practices, events in
the mid-1990s revealed continued shirking by the IAF. Despite a prior
warning from the US embassy in Ecuador, the IAF funded groups that, in
1997, publicly threatened an American businessman. Later that year an
IAF-funded group supported a group responsible for the kidnapping
of two American citizens. In 1998, an IAF grantee occupied a cathedral
in Argentina in order to protest the local government (US GAO 2000;
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Ryan 2000). According to a Congressional staffer, the Foundation’s staff
in Ecuador avoided all contact with the embassy and sought to act as an
independent NGO rather than an agent of the US government (Lippman
1999; US GAO 2000). Finally, US government officials expressed outrage
that even under these extreme circumstances, the grantees’ contract was
not immediately terminated, but was allowed to expire based on the
original agreement (Lippman 1999). US officials concluded that the
IAF had inadequate pre-screening procedures and displayed a general
disdain for authoritative directives from the US government.

In addition to this inability to tighten control on vetting procedures,
GAO reports in 1982 and 2000 document remarkably similar lapses at
the IAF – a failure to coordinate with other US agencies, failure to follow
established procedures for on-site monitoring, failure to document and
report agency monitoring activity, and failure to ensure grantee compli-
ance with reporting requirements. The 1982 GAO report reviewed 66
projects (which constituted 41 percent of all projects approved at the
time of audit) and found that 29 had met, 25 had partially met, and 12
were not meeting their objectives, and that 38 were not self-sustaining
(US GAO 1982: 1, 10).6 The report found that grant funds were “not
adequately accounted for or controlled, resulting in misuse and other
improprieties,” that monitoring visits “follow no discernable pattern to
ensure full timely coverage of projects,” and that “reports required were
often delinquent” (US GAO 1982: ii, 7). Its final recommendations are to
“carefully plan monitoring activities to provide coverage of all active
grants” and “regularly check on grantees who are overdue in . . .
reporting” as well as “establish explicit operating procedures” to ensure
“active regular coordination with other governmental . . . development
organizations” (US GAO 1982: 17, 26).

The 2000 GAO report reviewed program and financial documents
for 50 of the 86 grants that were completed in 1999 and found that the
requirement for documented annual monitoring visits was met in only 10
percent of projects, the requirement for embassy visits and documenta-
tion was met in only 63 percent of cases, Foundation contractors had
submitted required reports in only 50 percent of projects, and financial
audits were on time for only 25 percent of IAF grants (US GAO 2000).
Despite calls for more coordination, better monitoring, and more

6 Unfortunately, the 1982 GAO report does not define its criteria for concluding a
project is fully, partially, or not meeting its goals. The general tenor of the report,
however, demonstrates a willingness to give the IAF the benefit of the doubt.
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stringent reporting controls in the 1982 report, the 2000 report also
recommended that the President “develop a management control mech-
anism to provide oversight of compliance with monitoring and auditing
procedures” (US GAO 2000: 4–5).

This history suggests that the IAF is far from a perfect agent for the
US government. Further, it is not obvious that the IAF is a more faithful
agent than the IADB in administering the SPTF. In both cases the princi-
pal expresses displeasure with the utility of funded projects, agent failure
to monitor projects, and agent failure to report and coordinate with
other US officials. Moreover, the evidence suggests that the US govern-
ment was not able to ensure proper vetting of grantees or better moni-
toring and coordination at the IAF than at the IADB. These very similar
histories for two different agents with similar mandates at roughly the
same time belie the notion that IO agents are necessarily less faithful than
domestic counterparts. How can we better understand the apparent
fecklessness of these two different agents?

Multiple principals within the US government

Our conclusions about the faithfulness of agents change considerably
when we view those agents as responsive to two competing and inde-
pendent principals. Since either US government branch can (re)contract
with an agent regardless of the preferences of the other, predictably con-
tradictory marching orders from distinct principals led to apparently
feckless agents in both cases. At the very least, conflict among the prin-
cipals allows the agents to pursue their independent preferences much
more than if they had been accountable to a single principal or multiple
principals that had similar preferences. In fact, the evidence suggests
that when Congress and the Executive differ in their policy preferences,
complaints about both the IO and the domestic agent arise and efforts
at re-contracting subsequently occur. The poor performance by the
IADB with the SPTF funds often followed from the conflicting goals
the President and the Congress pursued with this agency. Similarly, the
failure to alter the behavior of the IAF resulted from the fact that it
became an important battleground in a larger war between the Reagan
Administration and Congress over US foreign policy in Latin America.7

7 Note that all three of the most critical GAO reports from 1973, 1982, and 2000were
published during times of divided government in the United States, where Congress
was controlled by one party while the White House was controlled by the other.
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Presidential and congressional preferences over Latin American aid
policy in the early 1960s cannot be understood without attention to
the historical context. The President, who is generally held accountable
for broad foreign policy successes or failures (Haggard 1988), had an
overriding goal during this period: to counter the very real threat of
communism in Latin America as exhibited and further exacerbated by
Castro’s rise to power in Cuba. Under these conditions, the President was
more concerned with demonstrating effort and commitment in Latin
America than in detailed compliance with the small-scale projects admin-
istered by the SPTF. Congress, in contrast, controls the purse-strings, and
members of Congress face strong electoral pressures to act as good
stewards of taxpayer dollars. Moreover, foreign aid is decidedly unpopu-
lar, and its scrutiny and management aligns with congressional incentives
(Martens et al. 2002; Milner, this volume).

The available evidence from the period suggests an Executive rela-
tively unconcerned with detailed compliance yet a Congress dismayed
at the President’s lackadaisical attitude. In the House Committee on
Foreign Affairs report to amend the Foreign Assistance Act, it states
that “The Executive has taken the position that the Social Progress Trust
Fund . . . is not subject to audit by the General Accounting Office or
other United States agencies, executive or legislative” (US House Com-
mittee 1967b: 32). In the same document, Congress amends the Act to
explicitly assert congressional auditing rights over all projects for which
the United States is the sole contributor as discussed above. It also states
that “provision is made for the President to take such steps as are
necessary to modify any existing agreements to conform to the auditing
requirements newly prescribed” (US House Committee 1967b: 32). In
short, the Congress acted to ensure, both retroactively and prospectively,
that it would have auditing rights over any unilateral aid provided by the
United States through trust funds at MDBs.

There is evidence for this same difference between the President and
Congress in amid-1964 report from the Treasury Department to Congress
regarding proposed changes at the IADB. In a letter urging Congress to
support and appropriate funds for an expansion of the Special Operations
Fund at the IADB after SPTF was terminated, Treasury went to great
lengths to assure Congress that internal changes at the IADB would
guarantee greater compliance with US directives. The report empha-
sized the formation of a new review committee and a new high-level
programming office staffed by a US national. This individual would
rank among the senior management officials at the Bank and serve as
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principal staff advisor to the President for review of the Bank’s object-
ives, policies, plans, and programs. The office would “prepare and
recommend guidelines for the Bank’s day-to-day operations . . . and
assure that the Bank continues to make periodic appraisals of progress
being made . . . in meeting planned social and economic objectives”
(US House 1964: 9–10). In sum, this history of the SPTF suggests,
first, that oversight was initially delegated to the IADB with few
constraints, likely because the President had powerful overriding policy
goals that gave him a strong incentive to favor a quick demonstration
of commitment on the ground. Second, as soon as Congress gained
information about the agent’s poor performance, it acted both to
terminate unilateral commitments to the problematic agent and to
ensure that, in the future, both unilateral and multilateral aid pro-
grams would be subject to stringent oversight.

Turning to the IAF, the apparent failure to change agent behavior with
regard to funding decisions, as well as coordination and oversight, also
seems to stem from differences between the President and Congress. In
this case, however, relations between the two branches degenerated into
intense open conflict over Latin American policy. The IAF became a
crucial battleground in this conflict, and in particular was an important
symbol of a Democratic Congress’s policy positions in opposition to the
Reagan Administration. Congress’s desire to constrain Reagan’s Latin
American policy, and the IAF’s role in this larger conflict, meant that the
Executive had difficulty ensuring compliance with the Administration’s
demands for improved vetting of grantees at the IAF. Conversely, it also
meant that Congress had no interest in focusing attention on the IAF’s
failings that were cited in the 1982 GAO report.

In particular, Reagan’s pro-right policies in El Salvador and, particu-
larly, Nicaragua met with considerable resistance from Congress.8 The
IAF became a central battleground in this struggle over Latin American
policy and with each attempt by the Reagan Administration to bend
the IAF to its new vision, Congress pushed back. The Reagan
Administration’s initial strategy for gaining control of grantee vetting

8 Already, in December of 1982, Congress expressed considerable misgivings about
Reagan’s Central American policy and passed the Boland Amendment prohibiting
the use of US funds to overthrow the Nicaraguan government. In 1984, it passed the
second Boland Amendment, prohibiting funding for the Contras, an expatriate force
organized by the CIA to overthrow the Nicaraguan government.
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criteria was to replace the Foundation’s top executives, but some
members of Congress quickly noted that the IAF’s president and his staff
were directly answerable by law to the Foundation board, not to the
White House (Clines 1983). Reagan responded by stacking the board
with recess appointments and this Administration-backed board then
dismissed Peter D. Bell, the IAF president. Congress’s parry sent strong
signals to the IAF that it had an ally in its battle with the Administration.
Shortly after Bell’s firing, Congress held hearings on his dismissal and
indicated that it would not accept an IAF president who would remake
the Foundation into a tool of Reagan’s policies in Latin America. When
Reagan appointed a businesswoman and Republican donor unknown in
the development community, Congress used its ultimate sanction and
cut the IAF’s budget by 10 percent.

Finally, in the late 1990s we see detailed and coordinated intervention
which leads to better performance at the IAF. After Senate Foreign
Relations Committee Chair Jesse Helms publicized the problems at the
Foundation in 1998, its budget was cut drastically, and Helms demanded
a detailed response from the IAF president regarding new procedures to
correct continuing problems (Lippman 1999).9 In response to improve-
ments in coordination with US embassies to ensure proper vetting of
grantees and auditing reports that demonstrated better control of funds,
the IAF’s funding increased in the years 2001–05.10 It is no surprise to
agency theorists who study multiple principal settings that this period of
budget expansion corresponded with unified Republican government
and vastly refocused foreign policy goals in the wake of the September
11 terrorist attacks. The IAF’s multiple principals now shared similar
preferences, which enabled control fromWashington and reduced agency
slack. Conservative Republicans who were previously attempting to
eliminate the agency now increased funding to its highest levels in two
decades and authorized the IAF to draw down all the remaining funds
from the SPTF that are on deposit at the IADB. When multiple principals
agree on what policies to pursue, they are both more likely to delegate

9 The IAF’s budget was cut from $22 to $5 million from 1998 to 2000 and,
according to one participant, was very nearly eliminated altogether. Interview with
Senate Foreign Relations Committee staffer, July 2005, Washington, DC.

10 On new procedures insuring coordination with embassies, see US House 2000. On
improved financial control, see US House 2003.
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and more able to control their agents (see Nielson and Tierney 2003a;
Hawkins et al. and Martin in this volume).

These results suggest that, if there are multiple principals involved in a
delegation relationship, whether the two principals are in agreement
about the terms of the delegation can create significant differences in
patterns of agent behavior over time. As our discussion of both the SPTF
and IAF cases suggest, it is misleading, but common, to conceive of “the
US government” as the single principal of these agents. As conflict
between Congress and successive US executive Administrations clearly
illustrates, these agents receive distinct and sometimes contradictory in-
structions from their multiple principals that likely lead to inconsistent
agent behavior. One of the two principals is thus often complaining
about a feckless agent, while the other seeks to insulate the agent from
“political meddling.” Analysts employing a simple single-principal model
might observe such behavior and conclude that delegation has “failed.”
In fact, we describe the first case of US delegation to the IADB in preci-
sely these terms. But the observed pattern of agent behavior no longer
appears aberrant with a model that considers all the multiple principals
who actually have authority to delegate independently. A similar concep-
tual error may occur when analysts assume a multiple-principals model
holds where a collective-principal model is more appropriate.

MODELING MDBS AS COLLECTIVE PRINCIPALS

In the year 1998, total dollars lent for social development at the World
Bank – in education, health and safety nets – exceeded loans for the tradi-
tional sectors of energy, industry, mining, oil and gas, irrigation, trans-
portation, and urban development combined. Since such “traditional”
sectors had dominated the World Bank’s portfolio since 1945, this
change marked a major shift in lending behavior. Echoed among the
regional MDBs, this trend toward social projects signals a wholesale
change in the focus of multilateral development lending (Upton 2000;
Nielson and Tierney 2003a). The trends in social lending at the three
major development banks can be seen in Figure 2.2.

Conventional international relations (IR) theory suggests that this
shift in MDB behavior should follow from the interests of the great
powers, and particularly from the global hegemon. Yet the available data
present an empirical puzzle. Preferences for social policy in the advanced
industrial democracies – and in the United States especially – have not
changed significantly over the last 20 years, and some measures even
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suggest a decline since the mid-1990s. If we assume that MDBs are
responsive to their most powerful members, then MDB social lending
should not have increased over the past decade. But social lending moved
dramatically upward. Common analytic shortcuts employed in the study
of IOs would likely lead analysts to interpret this pattern as a case of
MDBs defying their principals.

We argue that an accurate assessment of these trends requires recon-
sidering a number of analytic shortcuts commonly taken in the study of
IOs. We improve on the existing literature evaluating the faithfulness
of IO agents in four ways, and we test our new model with comprehen-
sive data from the three major multilateral development banks. First,
we develop two different measures of state preferences, and we systema-
tically derive state preferences. Second, we introduce a new, collective-
principal model of the decision-making process within MDBs and a
systematic method for aggregating the preferences of member states for
our model and the existing alternatives. Finally, we provide a systematic
and comprehensive empirical analysis: we include all available obser-
vations of approved projects at the World Bank, the Inter-American
Development Bank and the Asian Development Bank from 1980–99.

Figure 2.2. Social percent of MDB projects, 1980–1999 (three-year rolling average)
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Number of actors

In the study of IOs, the consensus view is that small states do not affect
IO behavior in significant ways, and thus many empirical examinations
explore the influence of great powers or the hegemon (Grieco 1990;
Thacker 1999; Oatley and Yackee 2000, 2004; Yackee 2000; Nielson
and Tierney 2003a). Small states, because they depend much more fully
on the international system for their welfare, possess few attractive
unilateral options for realizing the gains that IOs provide (Katzenstein
1985; Moravcsik 1998; Lake 1999). Moreover, because they are small,
such states are susceptible to side-payments from the larger states
(Moravcsik 1991, 25–26; Martin 1992a; Klepak 2003).

But this view discounts the fact that institutionalization of the inter-
national system varies from issue to issue and even from IO to IO within
the same broad issue area (Keohane and Nye 1977; Stein 1990). In some
IOs the formal rules that specify functional roles and the distribution of
authority within an institution may actually reflect the “real” authority
of various members – much as they do in institutionalized domestic
polities.11 If IO decision rules are efficacious, then we must include all
member states in our derivation of the delegating principal’s preferences.
We believe this to be the case with multilateral development banks.

The voting power of member states and the project approval process
within the MDBs are formally articulated in the Articles of Agreement
and are similar to the decision process within a joint stock company.
Member governments own shares in MDBs and thus have voting rights
within the institutions. The number of shares owned by each state is
roughly proportional to the amount of capital that each has paid in – an
amount that is negotiated upon entry and adjusted depending upon a
formula or periodic bargaining among member governments. The staff
and management of the Bank typically develop projects in consultation
with potential borrowing governments and then present individual
projects to the executive board for approval.

If a majority of voting shares is cast in favor of a project, then Bank
money is appropriated to cover agreed project costs. If a project fails to

11 A crucial task for both IR and PA theorists is to specify the conditions under which
these criteria will hold. Knowing this ex ante would help scholars to select cases
amenable to institutional analysis. In this chapter we simply adopt the assumption
that institutions are efficacious and test to see whether empirical patterns are
consistent with our expectations.
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attract a majority of shares casting votes, then the loan request is
rejected. Hence, the politics of loan approval at the MDBs requires the
construction of voting majorities on the board. Observers and board
members note that projects lacking majority support rarely reach the
board. Further, formal roll-call votes are not often taken when a clear
consensus in support of a project exists. While both these observations
are accurate, all negotiations within the board take place in the shadow
of the formal majority rule.12

Given these decision rules, we argue that the preferences of all member
states within an MDB ought to be considered when attempting to explain
or predict the behavior of IO agents and ultimately the substantive
outcomes that result from this behavior – the type (and amount) of loans
made by these MDBs. The selection of relevant member states is not the
only analytic choice we believe deserves closer scrutiny. Scholars should
systematically derive preferences for member states.

Derivation of individual member states’ preferences

In the case of social lending at the MDBs, we derive two independent
measures of member governments’ preferences based on their behavior in
two realms other than multilateral finance: domestic social policy and
bilateral aid for social projects. For the first measure, we assume that
countries with redistributive welfare states at home should be interested
in seeing similar policies and institutions take hold in developing coun-
tries. This is a strong assumption. However, there is a growing body of
literature demonstrating that domestic social policy preferences map very
well onto foreign policy for social purposes.13

Our second measure uses the proportions of foreign aid targeted to
social purposes for each donor and recipient, which arguably reflect
the social foreign policy preferences of governments more directly. We
assume that those governments interested in giving or receiving more
bilateral social aid will lobby for similar policies on MDB execu-
tive boards. Of course, we recognize that even if bilateral aid is a reason-
able proxy for donor country preferences, it may reflect the interests of
recipient nations less well, since recipients may have less influence over

12 As the former US Executive Director to the ADB explains, “Management is not
going to bring a project to the Board unless it knows the project will be approved.”
Interviewwith CinnamonDornsife, June 2005. See also Piercy interview, June 2005.

13 See, in particular, Noel and Therien 1995; also Imbeau 1988, 1989; Stokke 1989.
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the type of bilateral grants they receive than they have over the loan
contracts that they negotiate with MDBs. Objections might be raised
about either measure of preferences, and thus we employ both here. If
we find similar results using both measures, this lends greater confidence
to our argument. Modeling country preferences is the first step in testing
PA arguments; the next step requires systematic aggregation of those
preferences.

Modeling multiple principals

The leading multiple-principals model suggests that the agent scans the
range of principal demands and identifies a point that maximizes the
compensation offered by the multiple principals. Principals with more
power and resources thus have a greater impact on agent behavior. This
is the general result of the original treatment of the common agency
problem, by Bernheim and Winston (1986).14 In the Bernheim–Winston
equilibrium, the multiple principals all truthfully offer compensation
schedules to the agent that accurately reflect their interests and expected
gains from delegation. This allows the agent to select an action that
maximizes the joint gains to both the principal and the agent.

This model is a good place to start for scholars who wish to model
delegation with many independent principals and a single agent who
must come to some discrete decision. We can operationalize this model
in a relatively straightforward fashion. If analysts have a reasonable
proxy for principal resources and a means of locating principals in a
policy space according to their preferences, the ideal points for each
principal can be imputed where the compensation offered is at its max-
imum, with the rest of the schedule reflecting the shape of the individual
principal’s indifference curve. Once all of these compensation schedules
are specified, we can compute which of these offers maximizes the vector
sum for the agent, and identify a unique equilibrium. We display an
example of this model in table 2.2.

Modeling a collective principal

Since most PA relationships studied by scholars of IOs more closely
reflect a collective-principal structure, we develop a generalizable

14 For these authors, and most other economists, common agency is equivalent to a
multiple-principals structure. They do not consider collective principals.
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collective-principal model that can be employed by empirically oriented
researchers. The key problem here is how to model the decision rules
that determine how the members of the collective principal will come to
a joint decision. We draw on coalition theory in comparative politics,
which suggests ways in which coalitions can be built given majority
voting rules. The coalition model we employ highlights pivotal players
in coalition formation. It allows us to construct an aggregate measure of
the collective principal preference (Laver and Schofield 1990; Garrett
and Tsebelis 1996).

The pivotal-players model emphasizes the role of veto players in the
coalition-formation process. That is, of the many possible connected
majority coalitions that might form in unidimensional issue space, some
potential members might be “pivotal” in the sense that the combination
of their centrist position and their size makes them very attractive coali-
tion partners. Thus, pivotal players can veto a large set of the possible
winning coalitions that might form and can extract policy benefits
from their coalition partners that their size alone would not necessarily
predict.

The simplest intuition distinguishing the multiple-principals model
from the collective-principal model is that the collective-principal model
better captures the constraints that collective decision-making places on
those members with the most votes. The multiple principals vector-sum
model implies that outcomes will be closest to the preferences of the most
powerful player. In contrast, the collective-principal model explicitly
models coalition dynamics which can inflate or diminish the influence
of a player, relative to its size, depending on where they are located within
the policy space.

EMPIRICAL APPLICATIONS: MDB SOCIAL LENDING

Data and dependent variables

We apply these alternative models to social lending at the MDBs. Our
dataset consists of more than 6,600 loans issued by the World Bank,
the Inter-American Development Bank and the Asian Development Bank
from 1980 to 1999. The dependent variable is a dummy variable – it
takes the value of 1 when the MDB project in question is intended for
social development, otherwise the value is 0. We classify MDB projects
as “social” when the primary intent is to address the following issues:
education, health, general welfare, and social safety nets. We identified
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the universe of projects from the banks’ annual reports and analyzed
project descriptions to code every loan.

Independent variables

Using the two datasets described above, we derive the social policy
preferences of member states year-by-year since 1980 and track member
states’ voting shares in the MDBs over time. In order to obtain a com-
posite measure of social policy preferences of MDB member states, we
constructed a social policy index (SPI).15 We gathered data for 179
countries on 13 distinct measures of social policy-making and social
outcomes in three areas: education, health, and social protection. Data
on these variables were gathered from World Development Indicators
(World Bank 2001b).

We standardized the measures, aggregated them into six overall indi-
cators (education outcomes, education expenditures, health outcomes,
health expenditures, fertility rate, and social security expenditures), and
then averaged them to generate the social policy index (SPI). We used
1996 as a baseline year from which we calculated a pooled time series
for all 179 countries. Our SPI is a comparative measure of social policy
outcomes, not an absolute measure. The higher a country’s score on our
index, the more socially “progressive” are its social outcomes for a given
year compared to the 179 countries in the index in 1996. This offers us a
relative measure of social policy, which varies over time for a given
country and varies across countries within a given year.16

Our second measure of social policy preferences uses statistics on
bilateral foreign aid compiled from the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development’s (OECD) Creditor Reporting System data-
base. Using the same coding system we used for MDB loans, we coded
each bilateral grant into social and non-social categories. The percentage
of social projects was then computed as a proportion of total projects
committed by donor countries or obtained by recipients to derive an
overall measure of social foreign policy preferences for each country by
year from 1980 to 1999.

We operationalize the collective principal’s preference in the following
manner. For each bank year we arrayed all countries from highest to

15 For our exemplar, see Esty 2001.
16 For details on the index, see http://fhss.byu.edu/PolSci/Nielsond/PlaidWebsite/

ResearchIndex.htm.
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lowest for our two measures of preferences (SPI and bilateral social aid
percentages). We then summed all possible values of the voting shares
of countries adjoining one another, creating a matrix of all potential
coalitions. The matrix was 179 by 179 for the bank year with the greatest
number of members.

For all of the coalitions where the sum of voting shares was greater
than .50, we computed the consequence to the potential coalition of each
extreme partner’s defection. If the defection of a partner on one of the
ends of the potential coalition would cause the coalition’s collapse (vote
shares fell below .50), we counted this as an instance where the defecting
country would prove “pivotal.” We summed all such instances and then
gave each country a “pivotalness” score based on the proportion of all
instances where the given country proved pivotal to a potential coalition.
We then weighted all countries’ SPI and SFA scores by the pivotalness
share. Finally, we summed the products of all of the countries’ SPI and
SFAvalues multiplied by their pivotalness shares to produce the collective
principal’s social preferences for each bank year.

We provide a simple example of this technique in table 2.1. Along a
ten-point scale in issue space, all possible contiguous coalitions are
identified. In this example there are five such potential coalitions: (1)
ABC, (2) ABCD, (3) ABCDE, (4) BCD, and (5) BCDE. For the first
coalition, either actor A or actor C could prove pivotal by defecting.
For coalitions 2 and 3 there are no critical defectors (defection does
not collapse the coalition below 0.5). For coalition 4 either actor B or
D could prove pivotal. And for coalition 5, only actor B could critically
defect. The total number of potential critical defections is 5, with actors
A, C, and D each proving pivotal in 20 percent of the critical defections,
and actor B in 40 percent. Actor E is never pivotal. We then weight
each actor’s ideal point by the “pivotalness” share. Finally, we sum each
of these products to produce an overall preference for the collective
principal of 5.2.

A different outcome is predicted by the multiple-principals model,
which predicts agent behavior based on the maximum weighted sum of
the compensation schedules offered by the principals, with the weights
reflecting the principals’ resources. To create a proxy for this, we set ideal
points for all members of the three MDBs equal to the countries’ SPI
score or bilateral aid percentage for a given bank year. We then compute
compensation schedules weighted by the countries’ actual contributions
(capital subscriptions) to the banks. This produces a single equilibrium
where the weighted sum of the compensation schedules can bemaximized.
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A hypothetical example is given in table 2.2. Here, we compute
offered compensation schedules based on ideal points and voting shares.
We set the maximum offer at the principal’s ideal point and then reduce
the offer uniformly over the other possible outcomes, setting a floor of
zero, and weight the offer by capital subscriptions/voting share.17 In this
hypothetical, there are two policy outcomes where the compensation is
maximized: 5 and 6, with an average of 5.5.

Operationalizing the hegemon’s preferences at the MDBs is straight-
forward. We multiplied the United States’ SPI and bilateral social aid
scores by its voting share for each bank each year. We would expect
that hegemonic influence would vary from bank to bank depending on
the degree to which the hegemon dominated the other member states.
Since voting share at each of the banks is scaled to country GDP, vote
share might be reasonably used as a proxy for the weight of hegemonic
influence from bank to bank.

Figure 2.3 displays the proxy measures of principal preferences for
the IBRD from 1980 to 1999 produced by the three distinct models using
the SPI measure. The SFA measure produced a qualitatively similar
graph. As noted previously, it is the marked tendency in IR scholarship
to focus solely on the most powerful players in an IO to the exclusion of
all other actors. While this is often convenient analytically, it is equiva-
lent to setting the weights for all of the neglected actors at zero. As the

17 Allowing negative offers (sanctions) does not matter in predicting the outcome
provided that they are uniformly scaled across the actors.

Table 2.1. Hypothetical pivotal players

Actor Vote Share Ideal Pivotal Ideal* Pivotal

A 0.2 2 0.2 0.4
B 0.3 5 0.4 2.0
C 0.1 6 0.2 1.2
D 0.3 8 0.2 1.6
E 0.1 9 0.0 0.0

Sum 5.2

Actors’ ideal points:

A B C D E

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Table 2.2. Hypothetical multiple principal

Compensation schedules

Actor Ideal Vote share 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

A 2 0.2 0.16 0.20 0.16 0.12 0.08 0.04
B 5 0.3 0.06 0.12 0.18 0.24 0.30 0.24 0.18 0.12 0.06
C 6 0.1 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.02
D 8 0.3 0.06 0.12 0.18 0.24 0.30 0.24 0.18
E 9 0.1 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.08

Overall agent compensation 0.22 0.34 0.38 0.48 0.60 0.60 0.56 0.56 0.44 0.28
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figure indicates, these distinct modeling choices produce significantly
different principal preferences.

As illustrated in figure 2.3, the measure for social preferences for the
United States and the multiple-principals proxy using the top ten member
countries track one another quite closely. This is almost certainly because
the United States and most of the other top ten World Bank members
share closely aligned social preferences compared to the vast majority of
member countries. As depicted, both measures produce high numbers
for principals’ social policy preferences with a relatively flat trend over
the twenty years.18 But the preferences of the United States and the top
ten voting members of the Bank do not reflect the preference distribution
of the other 169 member countries. Of course, the number of countries
examined in a multiple-principals model is arbitrary. To address this
problem we specified three different multiple-principals models, the first
employing the preferences of the five leading donors to each bank, the
second to the G-7 countries, and the third to the top ten donors.

Figure 2.3. Social preferences for the International Bank for Reconstruction &
Development (World Bank), 1980–1999 with alternative models of the principal

18 Ten multiple principals, while a small number, is actually much larger than the
number usually considered in IR studies. See Moravscik 1998, Pollack 2003,
Nielson and Tierney 2003a, and Martin in this volume.
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The top-five and top-ten models arbitrarily set a limit on the number
of states considered and thus are vulnerable to criticisms of unreliability.
The G-7 model is better grounded theoretically in that these seven states
actually coordinate policy through regular meetings. However, for the
two regional banks – the Inter-American and Asian Development Banks –
several members of the G-7 have marginal voting shares that are signifi-
cantly smaller than large regional players, such as Brazil, Argentina,
India, and Indonesia. The theoretical foundation for the G-7 measure
thus proves much shakier for the regional banks.

Controls

In addition to the independent variables that are central to our argument,
we include a large number of control variables. We include dummy
variables for each bank, expecting differences across the banks that our
proxy variables for social preferences might not capture. Overall GDP
and GDP per capita in 1995 dollars are standard comparative measures
and control for the size of a given country’s economy and its relative
wealth, respectively (World Bank 2001b).

We also control for the objective need that given borrower countries
might have for social loans, employing measures for Infant Mortality,
Measles Immunizations, Physicians per Thousand, Public Health Ex-
penditures, Paved Roads, Primary School Enrollment, Public Education
Expenditures, Literacy Rate, Social Security Expenditures, and Fertility
Rate. Domestic Savings Rate, Exports as Percent of GNP, GDP Growth,
and Agriculture Value Added are all standard economic controls and
might be expected to affect the overall probability that a loan – of any
type – will be issued to a given country in a given country year (World
Bank 2001b).19

Methods and results

We employed a set of basic logistic regression models, clustered by
country (since loans within countries – but not across countries – should
be related). These different models represent alternatives for the same
independent variable. This means that the models are non-nested – they
cannot encompass one another and thus should not be included in the

19 Here, we tested for collinearity and removed all collinear controls that were
duplicated or not theoretically justified.
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same regression. They are also highly collinear, particularly the hege-
monic and the multiple-principals models. For these reasons we ran the
variables separately rather than pooling them in the same model.

Because there is a two-year project cycle on average at the MDBs, we
lagged all of our independent variables by two years. The loans approved
for each year, which comprise our dataset, should reflect the interests
of the executive board members from two years before a given annual
portfolio is announced more than they reflect the current interests of the
board. Thus, all results reported in tables 2.3 and 2.4 for each variable
reflect the effects of independent variables lagged by two years.

We argue that the received wisdom that state principals do not control
their IO agents deserves re-examination. Thus we vary the number of
member states included in the principal as well as the model of the
principal in order to evaluate whether analytic short-cuts commonly
employed in the literature are likely to affect results. We expect that
when we accurately model the relationships between member states
and their IO agent and include all member states in the analysis, the
results will show that principal preferences are significant predictors of
agent behavior. We should model IOs as subject to collective principals.

As seen in tables 2.3 and 2.4, employing different models of the
principal, and varying the number of states included, do lead to different
results. In Models 1A and 1B, the social preferences of the United States
(the hegemon) weighted by voting share in the MDBs proved significant
at the .001 level, but in a negative direction. That is, the odds that a given
loan would be social actually decreased significantly as the weighted
social preferences of the United States increased. This suggests that
hegemonic influence may not be determinant of social lending at the
MDBs in the expected direction.20 Employment of this model thus might
lead researchers to conclude (we believe, erroneously) that delegation
failed in this case.

In Models 2A and 2B, the proxy for multiple principals’ social prefer-
ences for the top five donor countries did not prove significant at con-
ventional levels. In Models 3A and 3B the social preferences proxy for
the G-7 countries acting as multiple principals was significant for both
our measures of preferences at the .05 level. While the coefficient for the
G-7 variable in these latter two models is relatively large, the variable

20 This result flies in the face of other quantitative evidence in other issue areas at
other IFIs where the United States purportedly determines outcomes. See Oatley
and Yackee 2000, 2004; Thacker 1999.
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Table 2.3. Logistic Regression Results with Social Loan as Dependent Variable Using the Social Policy Index to Generate
Principal Preferences

Independent Variable
Model 1A
Hegemon

Model 2A
Multiple
Principals
(Top 5)

Model 3A
Multiple
Principals

(Group of 7)

Model 4A
Multiple
Principals
(Top 10)

Model 5A
Collective
Principal
(Pivotal)

USA Social Preferences Coeff. !0.142***
St. Err. 0.033

Social Prefs. – Top 5 States Coeff. 1.149
St. Err. 0.623

Social Prefs. – Group
of 7 States

Coeff. 3.599*

St. Err. 1.493
Social Prefs. – Top 10 States Coeff. 0.786

St. Err. 0.740
Social Prefs. – Majority
Coalition

Coeff. 3.143***

St. Err. 0.744
Infant Mortality Coeff. !0.003 !0.003 !0.003 !0.003 !0.003

St. Err. 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
Physicians per 1000 Coeff. !0.151* !0.153 !0.155 !0.150 !0.156*

St. Err. 0.074 0.080 0.080 0.080 0.076
Measles Immunization Coeff. 0.004* 0.007*** 0.007*** 0.007*** 0.004**

St. Err. 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002
Health Expenditures Coeff. !0.048 !0.060 !0.062 !0.061 !0.053

St. Err. 0.031 0.035 0.035 0.035 0.032

(continued)
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Table 2.3 (continued)

Independent Variable
Model 1A
Hegemon

Model 2A
Multiple
Principals
(Top 5)

Model 3A
Multiple
Principals

(Group of 7)

Model 4A
Multiple
Principals
(Top 10)

Model 5A
Collective
Principal
(Pivotal)

Fertility Rate Coeff. 0.007 !0.011 !0.007 !0.012 0.003
St. Err. 0.047 0.049 0.049 0.049 0.047

Primary School Enrollment Coeff. 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
St. Err. 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003

Public Expenditures on
Education

Coeff. !0.041* !0.044* !0.047* !0.045* !0.043*

St. Err. 0.018 0.018 0.019 0.018 0.017
Illiteracy Coeff. 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.002

St. Err. 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
Social Security Expenditures Coeff. 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000

St. Err. 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.005
Paved Roads Coeff. 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003

St. Err. 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
Agriculture Value Added Coeff. !0.010* !0.009* !0.009* !0.009* !0.010*

St. Err. 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
GDP per capita (in
thousands)

Coeff. 0.049* 0.040 0.041 0.039 0.046

St. Err. 0.024 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.024
GDP in 1995 USD (in
billions)

Coeff. 0.759*** 0.726*** 0.715*** 0.729*** 0.701***

St. Err. 0.179 0.182 0.186 0.184 0.182
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Independent Variable
Model 1A
Hegemon

Model 2A
Multiple
Principals
(Top 5)

Model 3A
Multiple
Principals

(Group of 7)

Model 4A
Multiple
Principals
(Top 10)

Model 5A
Collective
Principal
(Pivotal)

GDP Growth Coeff. 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
St. Err. 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005

Exports as Percent of GNP Coeff. 0.006* 0.007* 0.007* 0.007* 0.006
St. Err. 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003

Domestic Savings Rate Coeff. !0.006 !0.006 !0.006 !0.006 !0.005
St. Err. 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004

IBRD Dummy Coeff. !0.274 !0.462** !0.462** !0.465** !0.434**
St. Err. 0.167 0.153 0.154 0.153 0.153

ADB Dummy Coeff. !0.928*** !0.281 !0.413** !0.336* !0.098
St. Err. 0.185 0.161 0.151 0.169 0.159

IADB Dummy Coeff. 1.920*** !0.016 !0.242 !0.102 0.208
St. Err. 0.527 0.167 0.133 0.179 0.155

Constant Coeff. 1.416 !1.755* !3.986** !1.444 !3.218***
St. Err. 0.678 0.718 1.396 0.778 0.738

Number of Observations 6636 6636 6636 6636 6636
Log Likelihood !3804 !3825 !3823 !3826 !3814
Wald Chi-Square 192*** 145.1*** 187.2*** 145.91*** 164.26***

Notes:� * � p� < .05
**� p� < .01
*** � p� < .001
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Table 2.4. Logistic Regression Results with Social Loan as Dependent Variable Using the Bilateral Social Foreign Aid to
Generate Principal Preferences

Independent Variable
Model 1B
Hegemon

Model 2B
Multiple
Principals
(Top 5)

Model 3B
Multiple
Principals

(Group of 7)

Model 4B
Multiple
Principals
(Top 10)

Model 5B
Collective
Principal
(Pivotal)

USA Social Preferences Coeff. !0.162***
St. Err. 0.032

Social Prefs. – Top 5 States Coeff. 0.525
St. Err. 0.658

Social Prefs. – Group of 7
States

Coeff. 2.014*

St. Err. 0.897
Social Prefs. – Top 10 States Coeff. 0.804**

St. Err. 0.245
Social Prefs. – Majority
Coalition

Coeff. 2.786***

St. Err. 0.492
Infant Mortality Coeff. !0.003 !0.003 !0.003 !0.003 !0.004

St. Err. 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
Physicians per 1000 Coeff. !0.163* !0.150 !0.152 !0.149 !0.152

St. Err. 0.076 0.081 0.081 0.081 0.078
Measles Immunization Coeff. 0.005** 0.007*** 0.007*** 0.008*** 0.006***

St. Err. 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
Health Expenditures Coeff. !0.052 !0.062 !0.062 !0.064 !0.059

St. Err. 0.031 0.035 0.035 0.036 0.034
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Independent Variable
Model 1B
Hegemon

Model 2B
Multiple
Principals
(Top 5)

Model 3B
Multiple
Principals

(Group of 7)

Model 4B
Multiple
Principals
(Top 10)

Model 5B
Collective
Principal
(Pivotal)

Fertility Rate Coeff. 0.004 !0.014 !0.015 !0.013 0.004
St. Err. 0.047 0.049 0.049 0.049 0.048

Primary School Enrollment Coeff. 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002
St. Err. 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003

Public Expenditures on
Education

Coeff. !0.043* !0.046* !0.046* !0.045* !0.043

St. Err. 0.018 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.018
Illiteracy Coeff. 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.004

St. Err. 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
Social Security Expenditures Coeff. 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

St. Err. 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006
Paved Roads Coeff. 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003

St. Err. 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
Agriculture Value Added Coeff. !0.009* !0.009* !0.009* !0.009* !0.009*

St. Err. 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
GDP per capita (in
thousands)

Coeff. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

St. Err. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
GDP in 1995 USD (in
billions)

Coeff. 0.691*** 0.737*** 0.722*** 0.726*** 0.729***

St. Err. 0.186 0.183 0.185 0.185 0.190
GDP Growth Coeff. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001

St. Err. 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005

(continued)
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Table 2.4 (continued)

Independent Variable
Model 1B
Hegemon

Model 2B
Multiple
Principals
(Top 5)

Model 3B
Multiple
Principals

(Group of 7)

Model 4B
Multiple
Principals
(Top 10)

Model 5B
Collective
Principal
(Pivotal)

Exports as Percent of GNP Coeff. 0.006 0.007* 0.007* 0.007* 0.006
St. Err. 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003

Domestic Savings Rate Coeff. !0.005 !0.007 !0.007 !0.007 !0.006
St. Err. 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004

IBRD Dummy Coeff. !0.387* !0.466** !0.460** !0.419** !0.430**
St. Err. 0.156 0.153 0.152 0.153 0.158

ADB Dummy Coeff. !0.636*** !0.464** !0.408** !0.502** !0.322
St. Err. 0.160 0.157 0.142 0.154 0.153

IADB Dummy Coeff. 0.637* !0.284* !0.245 !0.330* !0.408**
St. Err. 0.211 0.144 0.133 0.141 0.141

Constant Coeff. 0.175 !0.934* !1.460** !1.160* !1.450**
St. Err. 0.483 0.472 0.496 0.456 0.467

Number of Observations 6636 6636 6636 6636 6636
Log Likelihood !3812 !3826 !3824 !3821 !3807
Wald Chi-Square 206*** 149*** 144*** 185*** 252***

Notes: * p < .05
** p < .01
*** p < .001
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itself has a much smaller range (between .86 and .92), indicating that
while statistically significant, its substantive impact is minor.

In Model 4A, the proxy for the top ten multiple principals’ social
preferences using our social policy index was not significant, though in
Model 4B the proxy using bilateral aid dollars for social projects was
significant at the .01 level. These results for the various multiple princi-
pals’ models are decidedly mixed: in half of the instances they suggest
that the multiple principals’ preferences drive social lending outcomes at
the MDBs and in half they do not. Thus, if analysts were to adopt the
multiple principals model as the appropriate conceptualization of multi-
lateral delegation to MDBs, they might once again, as in the case of the
hegemonic model, conclude (we believe, erroneously) that principals
exercise only limited control over their agents.

For the collective principal model the proxy for collective social
preferences proved positive and significant at the .001 level in both
Models 5A and 5B. The results for Model 5A, for example, suggest that
an increase from the minimum pivotal-weighted preference of .50 (the
IADB in 1981) to the maximum of .87 (the IBRD in 1994) was on
average related to a .15 increase in the probability that a given loan
would be social. Given that only 27 percent of all loans in the dataset
were social loans, a .15 increase in the probability for social loans
suggests substantive as well as statistical significance.

These results demonstrate that decisions about how to model the
principal and the number of states included do have important implica-
tions for the results generated. We believe they also provide strong
support for the view that, at least in the case of MDBs, member state
principals do control their IO agents. Researchers commonly employ a
model that approximates the multiple-principals model we employed
here, and we have shown that in half of the instances, such a modeling
choice would lead to conclusions of delegation failure. We have argued
on a priori conceptual grounds that the collective-principal model is
the more accurate model of actual PA relationships governing multi-
lateral delegation to MDBs. And this model consistently demonstrated
a substantively and statistically significant relationship between principal
preferences and agent behavior.

Alternatively, scholars often examine only the hegemon or a few
powerful states in studying IO behavior,21 but we have shown that

21 The most prominent example for researchers employing qualitative analysis is
probably Moravcsik 1998. For examples of this practice with quantitative analysis
see Thacker 1999; Nielson and Tierney 2003.
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varying the number of states included alters the results.22 We have argued
once again on a priori conceptual grounds that if rules governing inter-
action between member states delegating to IOs are efficacious, then
small states will also, at times, influence IO behavior. And indeed, both
of the collective principal models which included all states showed that
principals do exercise control over MDB behavior. In sum, we believe
that on a priori conceptual grounds, we can have far more confidence in
the statistical results that demonstrate that MDB agents do follow the
preferences of their collective principal than in the alternatives.

CONCLUSION

The goal of this chapter was to demonstrate that choices about model-
ing the principal in delegation to IOs have important implications for
empirical results and thus for conclusions about whether IO behavior
is consistent with principal preferences. We introduced the idea of com-
plex principals and argued that researchers must carefully consider
whether the principal(s) delegating to IOs are best modeled as a single
principal, multiple principals, or a collective principal. First we presented
a qualitative case study of US delegation to an international (IADB) and
then subsequently to a domestic (IAF) agent to pursue virtually identical
goals. We argued that researchers should exercise caution in concluding
that this replacement of a poorly performing international agent with a
domestic alternative provides affirming evidence for the view that do-
mestic agents are more faithful than international agents. Often policy
differences between the President and Congress over the terms of the
delegation contract drove agent behavior or enabled agent autonomy. We
concluded that even when a single state delegates to an IO (or a domestic
agent), researchers should first consider the impact of multiple principals
before drawing conclusions about delegation failure.

22 When all of the member countries are included, the proxy for the multiple princi-
pals’ preferences does prove significant in the expected direction. This is an
interesting result that is very likely driven by the fact that voting shares are exactly
equivalent to compensation schedules at the MDBs. But this is a very special case
for two reasons. First, we have employed a very simple model of the multiple
principal as a first analytic cut. Changing any of our simplifying assumptions
would likely mean the results of the collective and multiple principal models
diverge. Second, in cases where voting shares in the collective principal are not
equivalent to compensation schedules offered by each multiple principal, even this
simplified model of the multiple principal would very likely give different results
from the collective principal model, even when all states are included.
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In the second section we examined delegation from member states
to MDBs and we argued that the appropriate model for understanding
principal preferences in this case was a collective principal model.23 We
also argued that accurate tests of the faithfulness of IO agents required
systematic derivation of individual member state preferences and inclu-
sive quantitative tests. As our results show, the distinction between col-
lective and multiple principals is demonstrably important for empirically
oriented researchers. We argued on analytic grounds that the collective
principal model is superior to a single or a multiple-principals model
when studying MDBs (and most other IOs), because it more accurately
reflects the strategic interaction taking place within the institution. This
more accurate model consistently demonstrated a strong statistical and
substantive relationship between principal preferences and loan patterns.
We believe the greater accuracy of our model, combined with our sys-
tematic derivation of preferences and our analysis of comprehensive
data, justifies the conclusion that our study provides strong evidence that
member state principals do control their MDB agents. This is consistent
with findings in other issue areas of MDB lending (Nielson and Tierney
2003, 2005).

We conclude that when testing principal-agent relationships, the
number of principals considered and the model employed of the principal
matter. It is quite possible that arbitrarily restricting the number of states
analyzed, or failing to model the complex principal correctly, will gener-
ate false negative (or positive) findings. That is, analysts may conclude
that agents are not responsive to principals when in fact agents may well
be responsive, just not to a truncated set of member states that does not
accurately reflect the operative principal. Similarly, analysts who do not
explicitly consider procedures for aggregating preferences within a col-
lective principal may often be evaluating agent behavior based on a
conception of agent marching orders that does not correspond to the
operative collective principal’s mandate.

But the modeling issues involving principals, once properly identi-
fied, do not introduce challenges to the conceptual underpinnings of

23 From 1980–2000 Congress and the President were more unified on multilateral aid
than they were on bilateral aid. This follows in part from the fact that multilateral
aid has more features of a collective good and that many reforms instituted in the
1960s and 1970s protected donor contributions at the MDBs. Hence, the simplify-
ing assumption that presidential democracies (like the United States) can be treated
as unified actors in a collective principal is more plausible for the period under
study.
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principal-agent models. To be sure, they are complicating factors. And,
particularly, we should not assume a single principal even in the case of
delegation from a single state if it has a separation of powers system, and
we should not conflate multiple principals with a collective principal nor
truncate the set of principals considered. But if scholars model the
structure of the principal and the dynamics of collective contract design
accurately, our analysis suggests that the basic insights of PA theory hold,
even “under anarchy.”
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3

US domestic politics and International Monetary
Fund policy

J. LAWRENCE BROZ AND MICHAEL BREWSTER HAWES

INTRODUCTION

Emerging market crises of the 1990s stimulated new interest in the polit-
ical motivations that shape International Monetary Fund (IMF or Fund)
lending decisions.1 We take up this topic, analyzing the interests and
influence of the IMF’s most powerful member, the United States. Instead
of specifying an aggregate “national interest” for the United States, we
ground our approach in domestic politics. One of our arguments is that
American “money-center” banks comprise a key constituency for the IMF
and lobby on its behalf.2 US policy-makers, in turn, use their influence at
the Fund to ensure that countries in which American banks are highly
exposed fall under the IMF’s insurance umbrella. In short, we provide
microfoundations for IMF lending and identify a possible source of
“moral hazard” in the lobbying activities of US banks.

We thank Mat McCubbins, J. R. DeShazo, Michael Hiscox, James Vreeland, David
Lake, Lisa Martin, Jeffry Frieden, William R. Clark, Erica Gould, Joseph Joyce,
Devesh Kapur, Louis Pauley, Shanker Satyanath, Beth Simmons, and Michael Tierney
for comments and Mark Farrales and Molly James for research assistance. We also
thank participants at the Annual International Society for New Institutional Econom-
ics Conference (ISNIE), Tucson, AZ, September 30–October 3, 2004; the Public
Lectures Seminar at the UCLA Department of Political Science, June 2, 2003; and
the 2003 Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association, Philadelphia,
August 28–31, 2003.

1 See Thacker 1999; Vreeland 1999; Przeworski and Vreeland 2000; Oatley and
Yackee� 2004�; Barro and Lee� 2001�; Bird and Rowlands� 2001; Dreher and Vaubel
2001; Joyce 2002.

2 Money-center banks specialize in wholesale and international banking and are
located in financial centers like New York, Chicago, and San Francisco. Their
clients include governments, corporations, and other banks. Citigroup, JPMorgan
Chase & Co., and Bank of America fit the description.
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We are not the first to identify money-center banks as an important
constituency for the IMF. A radical “dependencista” version of the argu-
ment has been around since the 1960s and a more orthodox variant is
currently circulating (Barro 1998; Soros 1998; Stiglitz 2002). One claims
the existence of a “Wall Street–Treasury complex” (Bhagwati 2002: 8–9).
Other studies (Gould 2003; Oatley and Yackee 2004) examine the extent
to which commercial banks exert a systematic influence on IMF lending.3

Still, some fundamental questions remain: How do bankers and other
private actors influence an international organization like the IMF? Why
would IMF officials be responsive to the interests of private actors?

These are tough questions, not least because they involve incentives
and actions of private and public actors at multiple levels of collective
decision-making. Furthermore, the IMF is not a particularly transparent
institution. Its members do not vote formally on country loan arrange-
ments or on other aspects of their day-to-day business, and much of the
IMF’s “consensus-building” is done informally, outside of executive
board meetings. In addition, the Fund imposes a 20-year gag rule on
minutes of board meetings – yet another procedure that makes it difficult
to ascertain the underlying motivations behind Fund decisions.

Like other chapters in this volume, we are motivated by the growing
scholarly interest in international organizations, and by concern with the
“principal-agent” problem that can confound the operation of these
organizations (Hawkins et al., this volume). But unlike chapters that
take a unitary actor approach to the formal principals of such organiza-
tions, we focus on the pecuniary interests of private individuals (voters
and interest groups) within a key principal: the United States.4 By estab-
lishing links between US private actors and domestic politicians, and then
between domestic politics and international decision-making, we eluci-
date the micro-incentives that underpin the behavior of complex inter-
national organizations like the IMF. In short, we examine incentives and
outcomes at both the domestic and the international levels of analysis.

Figure 3.1 illustrates our approach. The “chain of delegation” begins
with private individuals in the United States and ends at the IMF, with the
US delegate representing US interests, which are endogenously deter-
mined. To derive the interests of private actors with respect to IMF and
its policies, we ask: Who benefits and who loses from IMF policies? To

3 Gould (this volume) also discusses banks in her analysis of Fund conditionality.
4 Milner (this volume) comes closest to the spirit of our analysis in that she also
focuses on domestic politics.
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address this distributional issue, we look to the economics literature on
international financial rescues and to the literature on economic global-
ization more generally. Next, we assume that private actors advance their
international financial policy goals through one of three channels: either
directly to the IMF (top arrow) as in Gould (2003); via the Executive
Branch (second arrow); or by way of Congress. Although Congress rarely
monitors the day-to-day operations of the Fund, it plays an active role in
funding decisions, which require congressional authorization and appro-
priations. We analyze voting in the US House of Representatives on IMF
funding increases as a means to establish the links between private actors
and domestic politicians. Finally, we evaluate IMF behavior to see if it is
consistent with our arguments about the domestic distributional effects
of IMF policy. At this level, we employ a “revealed preferences” ap-
proach. Due to the absence of transparency at the IMF, we analyze IMF
lending outcomes as if the institution was pursuing the interests of US
private actors (e.g. money-center banks).

Our results are encouraging. At the congressional level, we find that
campaign contributions from money-center banks have a large and sig-
nificant impact on the propensity of members to vote in favor of increas-
ing the US quota contribution to the IMF. We also find that members
representing districts with greater proportions of net “winners” from
economic globalization are more likely to favor increasing the IMF’s
resources. We anticipate the first result because IMF financial rescues
provide insurance to private creditors, allowing banks to retain the gains
from international lending while distributing losses, when they occur, to

Figure 3.1. Chain of delegation
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the public sector. We predict the second result because the IMF, in pursu-
ing its mandate to protect the world economy from financial shocks,
encourages globalization and its attendant distributional consequences.

At the IMF level, we find that the size of an IMF loan to a country is
positively and significantly related to the degree of money-center bank
exposure in that country, controlling for other factors. An important
implication of this result is that moral hazard in international finance is
at least partly a function of the interests of private actors seeking to
externalize the risks of cross-border lending.

The chapter is organized as follows. In section two, we provide
background on the organization of the IMF and illustrate shortcomings
in the scholarly work on the IMF, particularly the lack of attention to
individual incentives. In the next three sections, we address these flaws.
Section three contains our arguments and evidentiary strategy. Section
four is the empirical analysis of congressional roll call votes on IMF
quota increases, and section five explores the determinants of IMF lend-
ing. The final section is the conclusion, which discusses the implications
of these findings.

ORGANIZATION OF THE IMF

The IMF supports global trade and economic growth by providing assist-
ance to countries facing balance-of-payments problems. The IMF obtains
its financial resources from member country subscriptions, which are
known as “quotas.” Each country’s quota is calculated by a formula
reflecting the relative size of its economy, using various measures of
output and trade. But quotas are also important because they determine
members’ voting power in the organization.

Each member country has 250 “basic” votes, plus one additional
vote for each part of its quota equal to SDR 100,000. As basic votes
comprise only a small fraction of total votes, control of the IMF is heavily
weighted toward its larger members.5 The United States is the largest
member with a quota of SDR 37.1 billion (about $54.2 billion) and
371,743 votes (17.1 percent of the total). By contrast, Palau has but

5 While we acknowledge Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney’s (this volume) concern with
small members and coalition-building in “collective principal” international organ-
izations, we focus on the United States because it is unambiguously the IMF’s most
powerful member. Our approach, however, could be applied to any member or
group of members.
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281 votes (0.013 percent of the total). The United States has even greater
clout over certain important decisions – like changing quotas – that are
subject to special 85 percent majorities. With 17 percent of the votes, the
United States is the pivotal actor on quota changes and many other IMF
decisions.

Organizationally, the IMF has two representative bodies, the board of
governors and the executive board, both with weighted voting.6 While
the board of governors has ultimate authority for running the IMF, it has
delegated nearly all its powers to the executive board. The executive
board is the main decision-making body on the day-to-day business of
the Fund.

Formal votes are not taken by the executive board. The board’s deci-
sion rule (Rule C-10 of the Fund’s Rules and Regulations) dates to the
origins of the IMF and came at the insistence of the United States and the
United Kingdom. The rule prescribes that “the Chairman shall ordinarily
ascertain the sense of the meeting, in lieu of a formal vote.” A “sense of
the meeting” means that the chairman of the executive board (i.e. the
managing director of the IMF) surmises whether a position is supported
by executive directors having sufficient votes to carry the question if a
vote were taken (VanHoutven 2002: 23).We are interested in the political
economy of these decisions, so we focus on the motivations and influ-
ence of large members.7 The problem is that the “sense of meeting”
voting procedure makes it difficult to discern influence by any member
and shrouds motivations behind a veil of “consensus.”

One solution is to infer motivations and influence from patterns of
IMF lending ex post, filling in the black box of IMF decision-making by
reading backwards from IMF outcomes to member government interests.
Several papers follow this “revealed preferences” approach, hypothesiz-
ing a positive association between the size of a debtor country’s loan
from the IMF and that country’s “political proximity” to the United
States (Thacker 1999; Barro and Lee 2002; Dreher and Jensen 2003;
Stone 2004). The standard proxy for “political proximity” is the fraction
of times the United States and the country in question vote identically in
the UN General Assembly. The results generally support the argument.

While this approach purports to elucidate IMF policy-making, it
has shortcomings. One problem is that the micro-incentives of

6 See Martin and Gould (both this volume) for details on the IMF’s governance
structure.

7 For the influence of small members, see Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney (this volume).
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decision-makers are not defined. IMF officials advance an aggregate
goal – their home country’s “national interest”– instead of being motiv-
ated by individual incentives conditioned on the institutional environ-
ment. While there may in fact be personal benefits (costs) that accrue
to executive directors that take positions favoring (opposing) allies, these
incentives are not identified ex ante, leaving a gap in the logic of
the causal story. Another problem is the indirect relationship between
the argument and the evidence. The argument predicts executive direct-
ors’ individual positions within the IMF’s main decision-making body.
Evidence, on the other hand, is from aggregate IMF lending outcomes.
While research in political economy is often forced by data constraints to
resort to indirect evidence, we should be cautious of inferences drawn at
one level but tested at another.

We acknowledge that IMF directors’ positions are difficult to discern,
and that simplifying behavioral assumptions can yield theoretical and
empirical insights. However, we think it is problematic to infer motiv-
ations from IMF outcomes without more direct evidence that executive
directors maximize the objectives claimed by analysts.

APPROACH AND ARGUMENT

To avoid this and other problems associated with the lack of transpar-
ency of IMF decision-making, we develop our argument from the bottom
up. We start with private actors within large shareholding countries
like the United States, treating them as potential constituencies of the
IMF. We define the interests of private actors in narrow pecuniary terms:
the IMF’s policies have distributional effects that give private actors
stakes in what the organization does. We then move east along the chain
of delegation to an institutional level in which individual voting on Fund
policy is formal and observable – the US Congress.8 We assume that
domestic legislators care about re-election and therefore take positions
that reflect voter and interest group stakes in the policy. Our results
suggest that legislators’ positions are indeed shaped by the lobbying
activity of banks and other constituency goals.

We then move to the IMF level, where we expect US representatives to
advance the interests of American banks, among other things. Since we
can’t observe this influence directly, we analyze IMF lending as if the US

8 Some decisions that the Fund makes must be ratified by Congress (e.g. quota
increases), which opens a window into the otherwise opaque politics of the IMF.
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delegate was the dominant decision-maker actively pursuing the interests
of private US constituencies. We are agnostic on the mechanism by which
private actor interests are communicated to the IMF (see figure 3.1), but
our results suggest that such communication does take place. We find
that the size of an IMF loan to a country is positively and significantly
related to the degree of US money-center bank exposure in that country,
controlling for other factors. Although such “third-party actors” are not
direct principals of the IMF according to the conceptual framework of
this volume (Hawkins et al., this volume), our findings suggest that
bankers do influence agent behavior.

Private actors and the IMF

Among third-party private actors, the portion of the financial sector in
the United States that invests in and lends to emerging market economies
is a key beneficiary of IMF activities (Oatley and Yackee 2004). This is
because IMF financial assistance, even if intended to help stabilize the
international financial system, is a form of insurance for creditors and a
source of moral hazard. A moral hazard is an action that encourages the
very behavior that the action seeks to prevent. With respect to the IMF,
moral hazard arises when IMF crisis assistance encourages private invest-
ors to assume risks that they might otherwise shun in an attempt to reap
greater financial returns. The idea is that private investors and lenders to
developing countries over-commit to emerging economies because of
the expectation, based on previous experience, that the IMF will provide
the foreign exchange liquidity that will allow them to exit the country
in time of crisis without having to bear their full losses.9 As creditors,
they are aware that they will be bailed out in case of a balance-
of-payments crisis. For example, at the time of the 1995 Mexican crisis,
private investors suffered no crisis-related losses as a result of the bailout.
This encouraged excessive risk-taking, and set the stage for the Asian
crisis two years later. In this crisis, investors and foreign banks did suffer
losses, although these losses were less than they would have been in the
absence of the $100 billion IMF rescue.

9 The IMF encourages moral hazard, both with creditors and debtor nations, but
there is a vigorous ongoing debate on the extent of the problem (Jeanne and
Zettelmeyer 2001; Dreher and Vaubel 2001). The International Financial Institu-
tions Advisory Commission, or Meltzer Commission, which Congress chartered to
evaluate and recommend US policy toward the IMF after the Asian crisis, viewed
moral hazard to be the most important problem in international finance.
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IMF bailouts allow private creditors to retain the gains from inter-
national lending and distribute at least part of the losses to the public
sector. When the IMF provides funds to a member government, that
government often uses the IMF funds to repay private creditors (Bird
1996: 477–511). Financial market participants are aware of this risk
transfer. Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga (1993) found that unanticipated
increases in US government financial commitments to the IMF caused the
market capitalization of exposed US money-center banks to increase.
They concluded that the “stock market expects virtually all additional
resources provided to debtor countries [by the IMF] to be used for debt
service to commercial banks”(Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga 1993: 443).
While moral hazard and the risk subsidy to private actors may be an
inevitable consequence of stabilizing financial markets (Rogoff 1999),
our argument is simply that creditors with assets in developing countries
are among the most important beneficiaries and therefore are likely to be
strong supporters of the IMF. We expect money-center banks to lobby
(provide campaign contributions) in support of the IMF.

Other private actors are affected by IMF policies. Among unorganized
constituencies (voters), the actors that gain and lose from having the IMF
stabilize the world economy can be identified via international trade
theory. Stolper and Samuelson (1941) identified the winners and losers
from economic globalization in terms of factors of production, such as
high-skilled and low-skilled labor, from which factor owners derive their
incomes. Owners of locally abundant factors tend to gain more than
average from globalization, while owners of scarce factors tend to lose.
In the United States, the relatively scarce factor is low-skilled labor, and
thus the group most likely to lose from globalization is low-skilled labor
(Wood 1994). As trade has increased with nations where low-skilled
labor is relatively abundant (and hence cheap), organized labor in the
United States has mobilized against globalization, and received protec-
tion in less-skilled intensive industries in return (Haskel and Slaughter
2000; Baldwin and Magee 2000). By contrast, highly skilled labor is
abundant in the United States relative to the rest of the world, and
thereby benefits from globalization.

Existing individual-level data from public opinion surveys provide em-
pirical support for the argument. Scheve and Slaughter (2001: 267–92)
suggest that workers with college degrees or advanced skills support
liberalization of international trade, while those with less education and
fewer skills resist such initiatives. Our extension to the analysis of IMF
policy recognizes that the Fund’s mandate to protect global trade and
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economic integration from financial disorder is a benefit to private actors
that gain from such integration. We thus would expect people with high
(low) skills to support (oppose) the IMF. But we do not expect them to
lobby. As discussed below, diffuse interests such as high- and low-skilled
workers find representation via the electoral calculations of legislators.

Congress and the IMF

Although it has delegated some important functions to the executive
branch – the President appoints the executive director to the IMF, and
the executive director is ordered by law to clear his or her decisions with
the secretary of the Treasury – Congress has the final authority to
determine the terms of US involvement in the IMF, which originate with
the Bretton Woods Act of 1944. While it does not carefully monitor most
aspects of Fund behavior, Congress plays an active role on certain issues,
especially funding increases.

On major IMF policy changes, such as an increase in the US quota
contribution, Congress maintains direct authority. Under Section 5 of the
Bretton Woods Act, US participation in a quota increase must be ap-
proved by the US Congress (Wertman 1998b). In fact, no general increase
in IMF quotas has taken effect without Congress consenting to the US
increase (Boughton 2001: 858).

On other issues, Congress is weakly to moderately active in monitor-
ing IMF policy and shaping the agenda that US appointees to the IMF
and the Secretary of the Treasury must advance. In 2001, the General
Accounting Office reported that Congress had established 60 legislative
mandates prescribing US policy goals at the Fund (US General Account-
ing Office 2001). These mandates cover a wide range of policies, includ-
ing labor standards, international trade, human rights, and weapons
proliferation. In every case, Congress directs the secretary of the Treasury
to instruct the US executive director to use his “voice and vote” on the
executive board of the Fund to pursue specific policies as part of his
duties (Wertman 1998a: 1–22).10

We analyze congressional voting on quota increases because voting
to increase quotas is a straightforward way to indicate support for the
IMF (more resources allow the Fund to make more stabilization loans).

10 As an international organization, the IMF is exempt from US law, so Congress
must work through the secretary of the Treasury to influence IMF behavior.
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Legislators’ positions on quota increases are likely to be shaped by many
factors, including partisan identity, political ideology, and expectations
about the future consequences of IMF rescues (the moral hazard prob-
lem). However, elections and the possibility of being voted out of office
bind legislators to the interests of constituents. We make the standard
assumption that legislator behavior is self-interested and derives, at least
in part, from the desire to remain in office. This assumption implies that
members of Congress make decisions on IMF policy based upon how
these policies affect them personally (which is to say, electorally), without
regard for the policies’ national or international effects. The link to
private actors involves both campaign contributions from organized
groups such as money-center banks, and votes of citizens affected by
the distributional impact of IMF policy such as high-skilled workers.

Campaign contributions provide legislators with resources for polit-
ical advertising, which can be helpful in winning support from voters.
Legislators thus respond to organized groups with clear stakes in a policy
and money to invest in politics (Grossman and Helpman 1994). How-
ever, legislators also are sensitive to unorganized constituencies via the
election processes. Legislators calculate the distributional effects of a
policy on voting constituencies within their districts and take positions
on the policy that reflect these districts’ interests (Denzau and Munger
1986; Arnold 1992; Bailey 2001). These calculations occur even in the
absence of direct influence and lobbying, meaning that constituents don’t
actually have to vote on the basis of the policy for this mechanism to be
effective.

IMF policy-makers and IMF policy

IMF decision-making procedures give the US executive director extraor-
dinary influence. The absence of roll call voting at the IMF, however,
makes it difficult to directly observe US positions and motivations. We
cannot resolve this problem. What we can do is determine if IMF deci-
sions are consistent with the motivations we uncover at the level of
domestic politics. Specifically, we predict that the IMF will tend to give
more support to countries in which US money-center banks have greater
exposure. This assumes that the US executive director and/or the secre-
tary of the Treasury are agents of these private actors. Scholars who
report a “Wall Street connection” would have little difficulty with this
assumption (e.g. Stiglitz 2002). However, it may also be the case
that members of Congress, as agents of banking interests, or bankers
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themselves, communicate these policy goals to the Treasury Department.
These paths of influence are depicted in figure 3.1.

DATA AND ANALYSIS: CONGRESS IONAL ROLL CALL VOTING ON

IMF QUOTA INCREASES

Under the IMF’s Articles of Agreement, a general review of the adequacy
of Fund quota resources must be conducted at least every five years. If a
review results in the approval of a quota increase, Congress must ratify
the US increase. Historically, these requests for increases in the quota
have been the occasion for rigorous congressional examinations of the
IMF, its operations, and its loan programs. During these debates,
members of Congress are occasionally required to vote. These roll calls
provide a window into the politics of the IMF, and an opportunity to
determine if constituency pressures are involved.

We analyze congressional votes on the quota increases that followed
the IMF’s Eighth and Eleventh General Review of Quotas, which oc-
curred in 1983 and 1998, respectively. These were the only quota in-
creases for which “clean” role call votes could be found.11 Table 3.1
provides summary information on the roll call votes we analyze. These
four votes represent the universe of clean roll calls on IMF funding since
1973.

Three of the votes (V286, V287, and V313) occurred in 1983
following the IMF’s Eighth General Review. The context was the Latin
American debt crisis, which provoked worries in Congress that a quota
increase would fund a bailout of the commercial banks (Bordo and James
2000: 32). Our three votes were on amendments that would strip the
omnibus spending bill of the IMF quota increase.

The fourth and most recent roll call (V109) involved a motion in
1998 to return $18 billion in new funding for the IMF to a House
emergency supplemental spending bill. The House had stripped the
IMF increase from the bill and the motion instructed the conference
committee to return it, thus providing the IMF with $18 billion in new

11 Congress typically includes IMF funding in large omnibus spending bills, which
makes it difficult to isolate legislators’ positions on the IMF issue. However, we
were able to identify amendments and motions to the 1983 and 1998 spending bills
that dealt exclusively with IMF quota increases. These are “clean” votes in the
sense that a vote for or against reflects a member’s position on increasing US
contributions to the IMF.
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Table 3.1. IMF quota votes in the US Congress

Roll call
number

V286 H.AMDT. 306
(HR 2957)

V287 H.AMDT. 307
(HR 2957)

V313 H.AMDT.341
(HR 2957)

V109 Motion to Instruct
Conferees (HR 3579)

Congress 98th 98th 98th 105th

Date 7/29/1983 7/29/1983 8/3/1983 4/23/1998
Sponsor McCollum (R-FL) Patman (D-TX) Corcoran (R-IL) Obey (D-WI)
Summary To amend HR 2957 to

strike the language
authorizing the Governor
of the IMF to consent to
an increase in the quota
of the United States. [A
“no” vote is a vote in
favor of the IMF quota
increase.]

To amend HR 2957 to
eliminate provisions in
the bill requiring
continued US
participation in the IMF.
[A “no” vote is a vote in
favor of the IMF quota
increase.]

To amend HR 2957 to
strike the language that
increases US participation
in the IMF General
Arrangements to Borrow
from $2 billion to $4.25
billion, and authorizes the
Secretary to consent to an
increase of the US quota
in the IMF. [A “no” vote
is a vote in favor of the
IMF quota increase.]

To allow the House and
Senate to pass identical
spending bills, providing
the IMF with $18 billion
for quota increase and to
establish the New
Arrangements to Borrow
(NAB). [A “yes” vote is a
vote in favor of the IMF
quota increase.]

Result Y ¼ 182 N ¼ 227 Y ¼ 178 N ¼ 226 Y ¼ 174 N ¼ 249 Y ¼ 186 N ¼ 222
Partisan split Dem: Y ¼ 90, N ¼ 158 Dem: Y ¼ 89, N ¼ 155 Dem: Y ¼ 82, N ¼ 177 Dem: Y ¼ 164, N ¼ 28

Rep: Y ¼ 92, N ¼ 69 Rep: Y ¼ 89, N ¼ 71 Rep: Y ¼ 92, N ¼ 72 Rep: Y ¼ 22, N ¼ 193
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US commitments. On April 23, 1998, Congress defeated Obey’s motion
by a vote of 186 to 222, stalling the appropriation of funds for the IMF
for another six months.

We have two hypotheses. First, we expect the probability a House
member will vote in favor of the IMF quota call to increase with a
member’s affinity with money-center banks. Money-center banks are
among the most direct beneficiaries of IMF rescues, and legislators with
ties to these banks, as proxied by campaign contributions, will support
their policy preferences. Second, we expect variation in skill levels of
constituents across House districts to influence member voting. Specific-
ally, we anticipate that the higher (lower) the skill level of constituents,
the more likely a member will be to vote for (against) the IMF quota
increase. This captures our argument that members relate to the IMF
as an organization that promotes global economic integration, and
take positions on IMF votes that reflect how diffuse constituencies fare
distributionally from globalization.

To identify money-center banks, we use the regulatory classification in
the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council’s (FFIEC) “Coun-
try Exposure Lending Survey.” The FFIEC compiles data on the inter-
national exposure of US banks and aggregates these data into two
categories, “money-center” banks and “other banks,” for confidentiality
reasons. Because the FFIEC survey identifies the specific banks that
comprise the money-center group, we were able to obtain a list on which
to base our collection of campaign contribution data. For campaign
contributions, we use the Federal Election Commission’s data on contri-
butions from Political Action Committees (PACs). Each money-center
bank identified by the FFIEC maintains a PAC to channel funds to mem-
bers of Congress. Our constructed variable is BANK_PAC: the sum of
campaign contributions from all money-center banks to a House member
in the two electoral cycles preceding the IMF quota vote.

We measure constituent skill levels in two ways: by educational at-
tainment and by occupational classification. COLLEGE is the share of
district population with four years of college. SKILLS is the percentage
of district workers in executive, administrative, managerial, professional,
and professional specialty occupations (see the Appendix for variable
descriptions and sources).

Table 3.2 presents results from Probit analyses of the three 1983
roll calls (robust Huber/White standard errors are in parentheses). In
Models 1–3, we control only for member “ideology” as proxied by a
member’s first dimension DW-NOMINATE score (Poole and Rosenthal
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1997). The first dimension of the DW-Nominate score is usually inter-
preted as capturing a member’s ideological position on government
intervention in the economy. We include it to pick up some of the
individual attributes that sway member voting. Since higher values
denote a more “conservative” ideology, we expect a positive sign on
the regression coefficients – more conservative members should oppose
increasing the IMF resources because IMF bailouts create moral hazard,
and have other ill effects on incentives. While we find evidence of this
effect, our variables of interest, BANK_PAC and COLLEGE, are invari-
ably correctly signed and highly significant. The more campaign contri-
butions from banks and the higher the education level in a district, the
more likely a member is to vote against the amendments stripping the
IMF of its quota increase. In Model 4, we include controls for district
INCOME (median household income) and MEXICAN ORIGINS (share
of district population of Mexican ancestry). The later control is intended
to capture any effect that proximity to Mexico – the first victim of the

Table 3.2. Probit analyses of IMF quota votes in the 98th Congress

(1) (2) (3) (4)

DV: 1 ¼ Yes
0 ¼ No (a no vote
favors IMF quota) V286 V287 V313

V313 (add’l
controls)

Constant 0.804*** 0.836*** 0.640*** 0.305
(0.203) (0.204) (0.198) (0.338)

DW-Nominate 1.885*** 1.835*** 1.788*** 1.785***
(0.201) (0.204) (0.192) (0.195)

Bank_PAC "0.212*** "0.237*** "0.180*** "0.186***
(0.049) (0.054) (0.047) (0.049)

College "13.165*** "13.820*** "12.204*** "14.307***
(3.3) (3.332) (3.225) (4.044)

Income 0.025
(0.024)

Mexican Origins 0.756
(0.69)

Observations 409 404 423 423
Prob > chi2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Log Likelihood "218.035 "215.778 "227.955 "226.932
Robust standard errors in parentheses

Note: * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
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debt crisis – might have on member voting. Our core results are not
affected by the inclusion of these controls.

As a robustness check, we ran Probits using alternative measures of
district skill level and member ideology. Table 3.3 contains results substi-
tuting SKILLS (share of population working in high-skills industries) for
college attainment and PARTY (1 ¼ Dem, 0 ¼ Rep) for DW-Nominate
scores. Our findings are robust to these substitutions.

The vote on Obey’s 1998 motion (V109, 105th Congress) would seem
to be a difficult one for our argument since members voted very strongly
along party lines – only 28 Democrats and 22 Republicans broke ranks
with their parties. Nevertheless, our main variables are signed correctly
(positive, since a “yes” vote on Obey’s motion would fund the IMF) and
significant in several alternative models, as shown in table 3.4. Model 1
controls for member ideology with DW-Nominate. We prefer Model 2,
which controls for PARTY, since this model has better explanatory power,
as indicated by the reduced log-likelihood ratio, and directly controls for

Table 3.3. Probit analyses of IMF quota votes in the 98th Congress
(robustness)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

DV: 1 ¼ Yes
0 ¼ No (a no vote
favors IMF quota) V286 V287 V313

V313 (add’l
controls)

Constant 1.334*** 1.156*** 1.247*** 1.118***
Party "0.670*** "0.621*** "0.756*** "0.759***

(0.136) (0.136) (0.134) (0.136)

Bank_PAC "0.217*** "0.234*** "0.190*** "0.193***
(0.052) (0.057) (0.049) (0.049)

Skills "2.645*** "2.227*** "2.522*** "2.517***
(0.758) (0.801) (0.719) (0.785)

Income 0.006
(0.02)

Mexican Origins 0.722
(0.713)

Observations 409 404 423 423
Prob > chi2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Log likelihood "252.851 "250.786 "256.952 "256.385
Robust standard errors in parentheses

Note: * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
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the partisan nature of the vote. Model 3 adds variables that reflect poten-
tially relevant district characteristics. MEXICANþKOREANþTHAI is
the share of district population of ethnic groups originally from three
countries that suffered major currency crises in the 1990s. Our estimates
do not support a relationship. NET IMPORTS and NET EXPORTS
capture the effect of district industrial characteristics.Members represent-
ing districts that face strong import competition are expected to oppose
funding the IMF, since the Fund pursues an essentially pro-trade mandate.
Members with export-oriented industries in their districts, on the other
hand, should support IMF funding (see Appendix for construction of these
variables). Our results provide partial support for this argument, as NET
IMPORTS is both negative and significant.

In table 3.5, we provide a substantive interpretation of the results and
a sense of the magnitude of the effects. Using models from tables 3.3

Table 3.4. Probit analyses of IMF quota votes in the 105th Congress

(1) (2) (3)
DV: 1 ¼ Yes 0 ¼ No
(a yes vote favors IMF quota) V109 V109 V109

Constant "0.508** "2.186*** "1.854***
(0.236) (0.288) (0.359)

DW-Nominate "2.678***
(0.215)

Party 2.526*** 2.519***
(0.177) (0.18)

Bank_PAC 0.015** 0.021*** 0.020**
(0.007) (0.008) (0.008)

College 2.120* 3.539*** 2.908**
(1.125) (1.127) (1.2)

Net Imports "2.218**
(1.121)

Net Exports 1.423
(1.99)

MexicanþKoreanþThai 0.322
(0.683)

Observations 408 407 407
Prob > chi2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Log likelihood "151.497 "140.859 "138.867
Robust standard errors in parentheses

Note: * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
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and 3.5, we simulated the predicted probability of observing a vote in
favor of increasing the IMF quota, and then examined how the predicted
probabilities change as our explanatory variables increase one standard
deviation from their means, holding all other variables at their mean
values.12 The effects are substantively large. For example, a one-
standard-deviation increase in BANK_PAC, the measure of campaign
contribution from money-center banks, increases the likelihood that a
member will support IMF funding by 17.9 percentage points in the case
of V286 (table 3.2, Model 1). Note that the effect is smaller in the case of
the 1998 vote (V109, Models 1 and 2), but still not trivial. The average
effect (across all five models) of increasing campaign contributions by
one standard deviation is to increase the probability of supporting the
IMF by 13.1 percentage points.

We obtain similarly large substantive effects for COLLEGE, our mea-
sure of district skill levels. Increasing the share of district population with
a college diploma by one standard deviation increases the probability a
member will support IMF funding by 10.2 percentage points, on average
(11.2 points on V286, 11.7 points on V287, 9.8 points on V313, 7 points

Table 3.5. Substantive effects of campaign contributions from money-center
banks, district skill levels, and House member “ideology”

Bank_PAC College DW-Nominate Party

V286 (98th Cong) 0.179*** 0.112*** "0.267***
Table 2, Model 1
V287 (98th Cong) 0.194*** 0.117*** "0.262***
Table 2, Model 2
V313 (98th Cong) 0.146*** 0.098*** "0.258***
Table 2, Model 3
V109 (105th Cong) 0.059** 0.07* "0.344***
Table 4, Model 1
V109 (105th Cong) 0.079*** 0.115*** "0.788***
Table 4, Model 2

Notes: Values represent the change in the predicted probability of voting in favor of an IMF
quota increase (“no” on V286, V287, V313, and “yes” on V109) as each variable of
interest is increased by one standard deviation over its mean, holding other variables
at their means. “Party” indicates the change in predicted probability of moving
from a Democrat to a Republican (from 1 to 0).

*p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01

12 The simulations were performed with Clarify, a statistical software program (Tomz
et al. 1998; King et al. 2000).
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on V109, Model 1, and 11.5 points on V109, Model 2). Note that the
effects are quite large even where PARTY has an overwhelming impact
on voting (V109, Model 2).

Discussion

The positive relationship between campaign contributions from money-
center banks and member support for the IMF clashes with research on
contributions from special interests more generally: there is little evidence
that campaign money influences member voting (Hall and Wayman 1990;
Snyder 1992; Wright 1996). One possibility is that contributions from
banks are different thanmoney from other sources. For example, the bank-
ing industry is one of the largest contributors to member campaigns. Com-
mercial banks rank in the top ten in terms of total giving (PAC, individual,
soft money) to Congress among more than 80 industries (Makinson
2003). This may help explain why our study and others (e.g. Kroszner
and Stratmann 1998) find an effect of bank money on congressional roll call
voting. However, our estimates on bank campaign money may also be
inflated due to some unmodeled constituency effect. Perhaps member
voting is tied to the importance of international banking activity in a district.
To control for this, we added a dummy variable for districts that are home
to money-center banks (in downtown New York, Chicago, Boston, and San
Francisco). We also created a variable to capture the importance of banking
in employment terms, as the share of a district’s population employed in large
commercial banks. Neither of these variables was significant, and their
inclusion did not affect the size or significant level of BANK_PAC.

A broader concern is whether special interests target members with
similar positions or “buy votes” when they give contributions (Hall and
Wayman 1990; Bronars and Lott 1997). We are agnostic on this issue.
It makes little difference to our argument whether banks give money
to reward members who share their policy preferences or give money to
sway their votes; either way, the money is an observable indication of a
relationship in which members are more likely to vote the way banks
want. Nevertheless, the relatively small sums involved do not suggest that
banks are directly buying votes. With members receiving $952 on aver-
age from banks in the 1981–84 electoral cycles (with a maximum of
$20,200), they would be selling their votes very cheaply relative to the
benefits. In light of these small numbers, campaign contributions might
be understood as a form of political participation, like voting or
attending a political rally (Ansolabehere, et al. 2003).
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Our other finding, that higher district skill levels increase the prob-
ability a member will support the IMF, is also open to alternative explan-
ations. Our interpretation is that member positions on rescues reflect
the relative wage effects of globalization on district constituencies. How-
ever, the result also could suggest that more educated constituents are more
“cosmopolitan,” and therefore better able to understand the need for
international financial rescues. But while a college education or a high skill
occupation could give rise to an internationalist outlook, there is no com-
pelling reason why these attributes imply support for rescues. Academic
economists are divided on the issue, with a handful taking public stances
against rescues on moral hazard grounds (Calomiris 1998; Meltzer 1998;
Schwartz 1998).More educationmightmake peoplemore likely to support
other foreign economic policies, like trade liberalization, where the over-
whelming majority of academic opinion favors free trade. But on rescues,
no such unanimity exists. Therefore it is difficult to attribute the results on
skill endowments to the constituents’ level of education.

Our argument also requires that constituents and members of Con-
gress understand the connections between IMF rescues and economic
globalization, and between globalization and relative income shares. Do
people really connect the dots that run from the IMF bailouts preserving
global economic integration to economic integration having distribu-
tional consequences? Evidence from peak organizations, industry groups,
and congressional testimony suggests they do. For example, organized
labor connected the dots when the executive council of the AFL-CIO
adopted a resolution in 1998 urging Congress to reject US participation
in the IMF unless borrowers adopted strict labor standards: “The IMF
defines its mission narrowly, as protecting the interests of international
capital”. . . it should be reformed to ensure that bailout programs serve a
broader set of social and economic goals, including “commitment to and
vigorous enforcement of international labor and human rights.” Corpor-
ate organizations and export interests connect the dots by taking pro-
IMF stances, as when the US Chamber of Commerce included a Senate
vote on IMF funding (S 1768) in its 1998 legislator ratings. The Chamber
strongly supported IMF funding “as a way to aid financially troubled
nations whose economic health impacts businesses in the United States”
(US Chamber of Commerce 1998: 4). Socialist Congressman Bernie
Sanders of Vermont also connected the dots:

What precedent is this [Asian] bailout setting, and what does it say about our role
in the globalization of the international economy? If the U. S. Government cannot
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protect millions of workers, small business people, and family farmers in this
country . . . should we really be responding to every bank and business failure
throughout the world? America must rethink the nature of our relationship to the
global economy – and our obligation to millions of needy Americans. (Sanders
1997)

IMF LENDING PATTERNS

We have shown evidence suggesting a relationship between campaign
contributions by money-center banks and congressional voting on IMF
issues. In this section, we check to see if money-center bank influence
carries through to IMF policy decisions. Our findings suggest that IMF
lending decisions are correlated with the size of US commercial banks’
loans outstanding in IMF member countries. Our analysis focuses on the
relationship between US banks and the IMF, but not exclusively. As
decision-making in international organizations is often the product of
collective bargaining between powerful members (Lyne, Nielson, and
Tierney, this volume), we begin with US banks, and then extend the
analysis to include the loan exposures of banks from other major IMF
donors (England, France, Germany, and Japan).

Two questions about IMF behavior motivate the analysis. First, does the
extent of commercial bank loan exposure make the IMFmore likely to bail
out a country facing a currency or debt crisis? Second, with all other factors
being equal, does greater private bank loan exposure induce the IMF to
provide larger loans to a country? In order to examine these questions, we
adopt a two-stage approach. In the first stage, we look solely at the decision
by the IMF to offer assistance; in the second we examine the amount of
assistance approved by the IMF. We treat the decision to lend as separate
from the actual amount of assistance because of the potential for endogene-
ity: the decision to support a country may serve as a “seal of approval,”
inducing further lending from the private sector.

Our data set spans twenty years, from 1983 to 2002. During this
period, the IMF approved 369 loans under the Stand-By and Extended
Fund Facilities (EFF) programs, with an average loan size of 636 million
Special Drawing Rights (SDRs). In the first stage of our analysis, our
dependent variable is a binary variable, representing whether or not a
member country received an IMF loan in a given year. In the second
stage, we analyze the size of IMF loans approved for member countries.

As our prior analysis focused on the ties between money-center banks
and the US Congress, the chief explanatory variable for this part of the
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analysis is the country exposures of these same money-center banks
abroad. For reasons of confidentiality, individual banks do not disclose
the geographic profile of their foreign loans. However, the Federal Finan-
cial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) does collect, aggregate,
and publish this information for the group of money-center banks, in
order to track the overall lending behavior of these banks. Thus, our key
independent variable is the amount owed to US money-center banks
by each IMF member country (US_BANKS).13 Furthermore, since
the United States is not the only major international lender with a
strong voice in IMF decision-making, we also include the foreign lending
behavior of major banks from England, France, Germany, and Japan.

Our theory does not lead us to predict that increased private-sector
bank lending will necessarily cause a country to require IMF assistance,
but rather, that of those countries experiencing debt or currency crises in
a given year, the IMF will be more likely to provide assistance to those
members with larger debts to banks in the Fund’s top-five donor coun-
tries. Consequently, in order to predict IMF lending behavior, we must
include in our model the principal variables used to predict and identify
sovereign debt and currency crises that might lead countries to need IMF
assistance in the first place.

Economists at the IMF and elsewhere have developed models of
currency and debt crises in order to establish an Early-Warning-System
(EWS) that can be used by the Fund in its surveillance of the world’s
economies. EWS models use economic and political variables in order
to predict economic crises before they occur. Kaminsky, Lizondo, and
Reinhart (1997) critically review EWS models and identify the econo-
mic indicators that yield the best predictive power. Drawing on their con-
clusions, we include several economic indicators related to the countries’
overall debt, debt profile, international reserves, and economy in our
analysis to obtain a more accurate and realistic model of IMF lending
behavior. We also include an indicator of financial crises, generated by
Caprio and Klingebiel (2003). Since receipt of IMF assistance is an
indication of economic instability, and since that instability may persist

13 These figures represent the total amount of loans by US money-center banks
outstanding in the IMF member country. As there is significant annual variation
in total money-center bank lending, while lending patterns to individual countries
remain relatively constant, we have elected not to scale this variable as a percentage
of the total banks’ annual lending portfolio, instead opting for the more stable
actual dollar amounts.
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beyond the duration of the Fund’s assistance, we also include a dummy
variable representing whether a member country has received any Stand-
By or EFF loans over the prior decade.

International politics may also affect IMF decision-making. To control
for these influences, we follow Barro and Lee (2002) and include UN
voting affinity scores for Fund member countries vis-à-vis the major
powers.14 Similarly, we include loans from the World Bank, on the
grounds that IMF might be more willing to lend to countries that are
receiving development assistance from the World Bank. A set of add-
itional controls round out the model: year dummies, a time trend, and
dummy variables for regions and economic groupings (e.g. Latin Amer-
ica, Africa, developed countries, as well as countries belonging to the
British Commonwealth and the French Francophonie).

Data and analysis: IMF outcomes

We expect greater commercial bank exposure to increase the likelihood
of IMF assistance for countries in economic crises. To evaluate this claim,
we ran a time-series cross-section Logit model of our binary dependent
variable (if a member country received an IMF loan in a given year) on
our independent variables and controls. The results, presented in table
3.6, provide modest support for our argument.15 The baseline model
includes all variables except UN affinity scores, our proxies for “inter-
national politics.” Note that including UN affinity scores has little sub-
stantive effect on our results. In both models, the exposure of US money
center banks (US_BANKS) is positively and significantly (at the 10
percent level) related to the likelihood that the IMF will provide a loan
to a country, other factors considered. Substantively, the estimate sug-
gests that a one standard deviation increase in US bank loan exposure
(roughly $4 billion) increases the probability of receiving an IMF loan by
approximately 3.4 percent.

When we consider the loan exposures of banks from Britain, France,
Germany, and Japan, the results are less consistent. While the coefficient
for German private bank loan exposure (GERMANY_BANKS) is

14 Affinity scores for Germany are unavailable.
15 Our substantive results are stable across methodological specifications. We

obtained nearly identical results (in sign, magnitude, and level of significance) for
our indicator of US bank lending using robust standard-errors, fixed-effect estima-
tors, and controls for temporal auto-correlation.
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Table 3.6. Random effects logit of IMF decisions to lend

DV: IMF decision to lend
(1 ¼ Yes, 0 ¼ No) (1) Baseline model

(2) Base with UN
affinity scores

US_Banks .155* .172**
(.080) (.088)

UK_Banks ".122 ".029
(.090) (.100)

France_Banks ".053 .016
(.121) (.141)

Germany_Banks .296*** .260**
(.102) (.110)

Japan_Banks ".143 ".060
(.096) (.088)

Prior IMF loans .790** 1.30***
(.347) (.380)

Financing .103** .056
(.048) (.052)

IBRD loans .200 .084
(.179) (.127)

Short-Term Debt ".029** ".054***
(.013) (.017)

Reserves/Imports .019 ".042
(.051) (.057)

Debt ".379 ".393
(.310) (.300)

Money_Supply/Reserves .014* .010
(.008) (.007)

Trade .011** .010**
(.005) (.005)

Debt_Service .385* .182
(.221) (.219)

US_TBill .183 .268
(.123) (.193)

Reserves (Change) 2.40e-11 9.22e-12
(3.40e-11) (5.29e-11)

Economic Crisis Dummy .637 .275
(.259) (.291)

US_UN_Affinity 2.15
(1.80)

UK_UN_Affinity "2.52
(5.47)

France_UN_Affinity ".042
(5.57)

Japan_UN_Affinity 4.33
(3.45)

(continued)
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positive and significant, those for Britain, France, and Japan vary in sign,
and are statistically insignificant. These results appear to suggest that the
United States and Germany exert a dominant influence on Fund decision-
making. However, these indicators exhibit a high degree of multicolli-
nearity. Britain, France, Germany, and Japan are all home to major
international banks with lending portfolios that strongly reflect US bank
lending. Correlations between US lending and these other countries’
bank lending range from r ¼ 0.45 to r ¼ 0.60. Despite this overlap,
which may lead to underestimation of foreign influence in Fund deci-
sion-making, we include these other countries’ lending exposures because
it is unrealistic to assume that these countries do not affect IMF deci-
sions. Combined, they constitute another 23 percent of voting rights on
the IMF, endowing them with clout similar to that of the United States in
Fund decision-making.16

Our second hypothesis relates to the size of IMF loans given to
countries that receive Stand-By or EFF assistance. Using the same eco-
nomic indicators and control variables, we expected to see a positive
relationship between the amount of US (and other contributors’) bank
lending to a country and the size of the loan it receives from the IMF. As
our cases are now limited to just those countries receiving IMF assist-
ance, our sample size drops to 165.

The results, presented in table 3.7, suggest that the amount of IMF
support a country receives is positively and significantly (at the .05 level)
related to US commercial bank exposure.17 According to this model, an
increase in the size of US lending of one standard deviation yields an

Table 3.6 (continued)

DV: IMF decision to lend
(1 ¼ Yes, 0 ¼ No) (1) Baseline model

(2) Base with UN
affinity scores

Observations 951 675
Groups 96 89
Log likelihood "375.02 "252.2
Standard errors in parentheses

Note: * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%

16 Pooling the lending portfolios of Britain, France, Germany, and Japan into a single
“foreign lending” indicator does not substantially alter the results for our key
explanatory variable (in sign, magnitude, or level of significance).

17 As with our first-stage analysis, our statistical results are stable across alternate
specifications.
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Table 3.7. OLS panel estimates of the size of IMF loans

DV: Amount of IMF loan (1) Baseline model
(2) Base with UN
affinity scores

US_Banks .119** .124*
(.053) (.069)

UK_Banks .026 .046
(.061) (.086)

France_Banks ".142* ".201
(.076) (.135)

Germany_Banks .049 .031
(.064) (.088)

Japan_Banks ".006 .057
(.057) (.074)

Prior IMF Loans ".503** ".392
(.214) (.252)

Financing .092*** .086**
(.035) (.042)

IBRD ".189 ".137
(.129) (.169)

Short-Term Debt ".023*** .019
(.008) (.015)

Reserves/Imports .007 ".016
(.038) (.046)

Debt .402** ".345
(.195) (.281)

Money_Supply/Reserves ".004 ".003
(.004) (.005)

Trade ".007** ".007
(.003) (.005)

Debt_Service .467*** .375*
(.149) (.210)

US_TBill .108 .079
(.098) (.148)

Economic Crisis Dummy .436*** .174
(.155) (.192)

US Bank Total Lending ".712*** ".657*
(.264) (.395)

US_UN_Affinity "1.91
(1.22)

UK_UN_Affinity 2.44
(3.68)

France_UN_Affinity "1.44
(4.36)

Japan_UN_Affinity 1.29
(2.55)

(continued)
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increase in the IMF loan of approximately 1.5 million SDRs. The results
for other countries’ lending portfolios were inconsistent across models,
and statistically insignificant. This seems to suggest that the IMF policies
do reflect the interests of major private actors within its powerful
members, and that lending practices of US banks may have greater influ-
ence on Fund decision-making than that of their foreign counterparts.

CONCLUSION

Our foray into the political economy of the IMF helps resolve some
issues, but raises others. We began by identifying the private actors
within large member countries that have pecuniary stakes in IMF activ-
ities. This step is often ignored in the study of international organiza-
tions, even though such organizations are nearly always created and
maintained through domestic legislation in powerful member states.
We then established that the organized segment of this constituency,
money-center banks, actively participates in domestic politics by supply-
ing legislators with campaign funds. Judging from our empirical results,
members of Congress appear, in turn, to be responsive to these appeals,
as well as to the interests of unorganized groups benefited or harmed by
the IMF’s pro-globalization mandate. The final link in the causal chain
was to analyze IMF outcomes. Although our results at this level provide
some support for the argument that the IMF acts in ways that reflect
the interests of money-center banks, our evidence is modest and indirect.
We have no direct evidence showing that the US executive director at the
Fund is a dutiful agent of Congress. We have no direct evidence that
Congress compels the US delegate to advance the interests of private
international banks. In fact, we have ignored a level of delegation
that is probably crucial to IMF outcomes: the delegation from Congress

Table 3.7 (continued)

DV: Amount of IMF loan (1) Baseline model
(2) Base with UN
affinity scores

Observations 165 116
Groups 58 50
Prob > Chi2 0.00 0.00
Standard errors in parentheses

Note: * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
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to the executive branch that gives the US Treasury secretary and the US
executive director the predominant authority for the day-to-day business
of the Fund.

We justify our lack of attention to this agency relationship in the
standard, unsatisfying way: one need not actually observe monitoring
and punishment for principals to effectively control agents, because
foresightful agents anticipate the boundaries of acceptable action and
stay within them. Is this how the supposed “Wall Street connection”
actually operates to promote the interests of the international investment
community? We are certain only that more research is necessary.

Overall, our multilevel arguments and statistical tests provide some
insight into the complex relationship between private actors and the IMF.
This relationship begins with the distributional goals of private actors
and moves to the domestic legislatures of powerful member governments
via the electoral connection. However, on all but the most important IMF
decisions (e.g. quota increases), national legislatures have no direct influ-
ence over policy. As an international organization, the IMF is not subject
to domestic law. Therefore, legislatures like the US Congress must work
through their agents at the IMF to influence Fund policy. In researching
this chapter, we found dozens of US laws formally requiring the US
executive director to use his “voice and vote” at the IMF to pursue
congressional goals. Our sense of the anecdotal evidence is that the US
executive director has a good deal of flexibility in deciding how to
interpret and implement these mandates. In short, the US executive
director is far from a perfect agent of Congress. Yet, even though the
chain of delegation may be long and indirect, the evidence we found
suggests that domestic politics may influence policy-making by inter-
national organizations.

Appendix: data and sources

Africa: Dummy variable indicating African countries.
ASEAN: Dummy variable indicating countries that are a member of the

Association of South East Asian Nations.
Bank_PAC: Campaign contributions from money-center bank political

action committees to candidates in the two electoral cycles preceding
the roll call votes. Money-center banks are identified by the Federal
Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC), Country Expos-
ure Lending Survey. PAC contributions are from the Federal Election
Commission.
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College: Share of district population with four years of college (Congres-
sional Districts of the United States, US Bureau of the Census).

Commonwealth: Dummy variable indicating countries that are members
of the British Commonwealth (http://www.thecommonwealth.org/).

Debt: Total external debt owed to non-residents repayable in foreign
currency, goods, or services. Includes publicly guaranteed and private
non-guaranteed long-term debt, IMF credit, and short-term debt (debt
with a maturity of one year or less and interest in arrears on long-term
debt). In current US dollars (World Development Indicators (WDI)).

Debt_Service: Public and publicly guaranteed debt service. The sum of
principal repayments and interest paid on long-term obligations of
public debtors and long-term private obligations guaranteed by a
public entity. In current US dollars (WDI).

Developed Countries: Dummy variable for developed economies.
DW-Nominate: The first dimension of the DW-Nominate score, which is

interpreted as capturing a member’s ideological position on govern-
ment intervention in the economy. Higher values denote a more con-
servative ideology (McCarty et al. 1997).

Economic Crisis Dummy: Dummy variable indicating whether or not the
country experienced a systemic banking crisis during that year (Caprio
and Klingebiel 2003).

Financing: Financing from abroad (obtained from non-residents). In-
cludes all government liabilities (other than those for currency issues
or demand, time, or savings deposits with government) or claims on
others held by government and changes in government holdings of
cash and deposits but excludes government guarantees of the debt of
others. Central government only (WDI).

France_Banks: Total foreign claims of French banks on individual coun-
tries, in millions of US dollars (BIS).

France_UN_Affinity: Voting affinity score of countries relative to the
French position in the United Nations General Assembly (Gartzke
and Jo 2002).

Francophonie: Dummy variable indicating countries that are members
of the French “Francophonie” (http://www.francophonie.org/mem-
bres/etats/).

Germany_Banks: Total foreign claims of German banks on individual
countries, in millions of US dollars (BIS).

IBRD: The sum of International Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-
ment (IBRD) and International Development Association (IDA) loans
to a country, in current US dollars (WDI).
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IMF Loans: Amount of IMF loans approved under the Stand-By and
Extended Fund Facilities during the fiscal year, in millions of Special
Drawing Rights (IMF Annual Reports 1983–2002).

Income: Median district household income (Congressional Districts of
the United States).

Japan_Banks: Total foreign claims of Japanese banks on individual
countries, in millions of US dollars (BIS).

Japan_UN_Affinity: Voting affinity score of countries relative to the
Japanese position in the United Nations General Assembly (Gartzke
and Jo 2002).

Latin America: Dummy variable indicating Latin American countries.
Mexican Origins: Share of district population of Mexican ancestry (Con-

gressional Districts of the United States).
Mexican þ Korean þ Thai: Share of district population of Mexican,

Korean, and Thai ancestry (Congressional Districts of the United
States).

Money/Reserves: Money and quasi money (M2) to gross international
reserves ratio (International Financial Statistics (IFS)). Gross inter-
national reserves include holdings of monetary gold, special drawing
rights, reserves of IMF members held by the IMF, and holdings of
foreign exchange under the control of monetary authorities (WDI).

Net Imports: Percent district population aged 16 years and over
employed in net import industries. Net import industries are two-digit
SIC manufacturing sectors where the ratio of imports to consumption
is greater than the ratio of revenues from exports to total industry
revenue (County Business Patterns, Bureau of the Census). County-
level employment data was aggregated up to the congressional district
level using the procedure in Baldwin and Magee (2000).

Net Exports: Percent district population aged 16 years and over
employed in net export industries. Net export industries are two-digit
SIC manufacturing sectors where the ratio of revenues from exports to
total industry revenue is greater than the ratio of imports to consump-
tion (County Business Patterns).

Party: 1 ¼ Democrat; 0 ¼ Republican.
Prior IMF Loans: Dummy variable indicating whether or not the country

received IMF assistance during the prior ten years (IMF, various years).
Reserves: Change in net international reserves resulting from transactions

on the current, capital, and financial accounts. Includes changes in
monetary gold, SDRs, foreign exchange assets, reserve position in the
IMF, and other claims on non-residents net of liabilities constituting
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foreign authorities’ reserves, and counterpart items for valuation
changes and exceptional financing items. In current US dollars (WDI).

Short_Term_Debt: Short-term debt (percentage of total external debt).
Short-term debt includes all debt having an original maturity of one
year or less and interest in arrears on long-term debt (WDI).

Skills: Share of district population aged 16 years and over employed in
executive, administrative, managerial, and professional specialty occu-
pations (Congressional Districts of the United States).

Trade: Sum of exports and imports of goods and services, as a share of
gross domestic product (WDI).

UK_Banks: Total foreign claims of UK banks on individual countries, in
millions of US dollars (Bank for International Settlements, “Consoli-
dated Foreign Claims on Reporting Country Banks on Individual
Countries” (BIS)).

UK_UN_Affinity: Voting affinity score of countries relative to the British
position in the United Nations General Assembly (Gartzke and Jo
2002).

US_Banks: Total amount owed US money-center banks by foreign bor-
rowers (excluding revaluations gains on foreign exchange and deriva-
tive products) as of March 31 of the reporting year (FFIEC).

US Bank Total Lending: Total owed to US money-center banks by foreign
borrowers (excluding revaluations gains on foreign exchange and de-
rivative products) as of March 31 of the reporting year (FFIEC).

US_TBill: Nominal US Treasury Bill rate (IFS).
US_UN_Affinity: Voting affinity score of countries relative to the US

position in the United Nations General Assembly. Voting affinity
scores are measured on a "1 to 1 scale using Signorino and Ritter’s
“S” score, for three categories of voting behavior (with/abstain/
against). A score of 1 indicates complete similarity of voting positions
with the United States, while a score of "1 indicates complete dissimi-
larity of voting (Gartzke and Jo 2002).

Year Trend: Time trend variable, in years, from 1983 to 2002 with 1983
equal to 1.
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4

Why multilateralism? Foreign aid
and domestic principal-agent problems

HELEN V. MILNER

INTRODUCTION

Why do countries sometimes use multilateral strategies and institutions
for pursuing their foreign policies? Since World War Two the advanced
industrial countries – basically, the OECD countries – have chosen to
distribute part of their foreign aid through multilateral organizations,
such as the European Union (EU), World Bank, IMF, UN, and regional
development banks (RDBs). In particular I want to understand why these
countries have chosen to delegate varying amounts of aid to these inter-
national organizations over the past 40 years. The delegation of aid-
giving to multilateral organizations is surprising; it reduces a country’s
control over its own foreign policy and has the potential to increase
principal-agent problems associated with all spending programs. The
other choice that these countries had was to use their own bilateral aid
agencies to select projects and oversee aid expenditures, which was the
traditional practice prior to the 1960s. So the question addressed is
why delegate the provision of foreign aid to a multilateral organization
instead of using traditional bilateral channels.1

I would like to especially thank Erica Gould, Ken Abbott, Robert Keohane, Mike
Tierney, Lisa Martin, Alex Thompson, Dan Nielson, David Lake, Darren Hawkins,
Barbara Koremenos, Ruth Ben-Artzi, and Peter Rosendorff for their comments, and
all the participants at the conferences on Delegation to IOs, Radcliffe, Cambridge,
MA, Dec. 13, 2002 and UCSD, La Jolla, CA, Sept. 19–20, 2003, also those at USC
and at Duke University. Robert Trager, Megumi Naoi, Patrick Leblond, Qiang Zhou,
and Thomas Kenyon have provided excellent research assistance. Research support
for this project also came from the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral
Sciences, Stanford, CA.

1 In this volume Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney address a similar question by examining
the US decision to delegate, and then rescind, such authority to the Inter-American
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The total amount of such multilateral aid is not inconsequential. For
instance, the World Bank gives aid in two main forms. The International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) uses its donor sub-
scription base as collateral to borrow money on world capital markets,
which it then lends at below market interest rates to developing coun-
tries. In 2001 the IBRD committed roughly $10.5 billion in low interest
loans (World Bank 2001a). For the poorest who cannot afford even
these rates, the bank makes interest-free credits available through its
other arm. The International Development Association (IDA) of the
World Bank, founded in 1960, gives out grants from moneys it collects
from about 40 donor countries. In fiscal year 2001 it gave out roughly
$6.8 billion in aid (World Bank 2001b). Donors must agree to replenish
this money every three years. And it supplies only about 25 percent
of total World Bank aid funds. In addition to these organizations, the
EU, UN, and the RDBs provide substantial aid funds yearly.2 For 1999,
the EU’s total commitments approached 8 billion euros (Holland
2002: 89).

The literature on foreign aid is large so I concentrate on that which
discusses donor giving (not the impact on recipients) and multilateral
(rather than bilateral) giving. The literature on donors focuses on a
debate over the motivations of donors. Simplifying, this literature points
to two main motivations: the satisfaction of recipient needs or of donor
political goals. Does aid promote economic development and meet the
needs of recipients, or does aid largely contribute to the foreign policy
or economic interests of the donor? A large part of the literature finds
that donor interests seem to better explain the nature and allocations of
aid given (e.g. Alesina and Dollar 2000; Dudley and Montmarquette
1976; Maizels and Nissanke 1984; McKinlay and Little 1977, 1978;

Development Bank. As Ruggie (1993: 6–14) notes, multilateralism minimally in-
volves the coordination of policies among three or more states. But substantively, it
implies more: that behavior is coordinated on the basis of generalized organizing
principles, which tend to entail both the indivisibility of the member’s behavior for
achieving their goals and some form of diffuse reciprocity, as opposed to specific
forms.

2 The RDBs are the African Solidarity Fund, African Development Bank, Asian
Development, Central American Bank for Economic Integration, Andean Develop-
ment Corporation, Caribbean Development Bank, East Caribbean Central Bank,
Inter-American Development, Nordic Development Fund. The EBRD gives aid (as
loans only) primarily to the ECE countries and Russia; this aid is classified as
Official Aid (OA), not ODA; hence it is not counted here.
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Burnside and Dollar 2000).3 Much of this literature shows that the
neediest countries do not receive the most aid and that much aid is tied
to the donor’s interests. As Alesina and Dollar (2000: 33) conclude, “the
pattern of aid giving is dictated by political and strategic considerations.
An inefficient, economically closed, mismanaged non-democratic former
colony politically friendly to its former colonizer receives more foreign
aid than another country with similar levels of poverty, a superior policy
stance but without a past as a colony.” More recent work, such as
Lumsdaine (1993), has argued that humanitarian motivations are pri-
mary. A good deal of research suggests, however, that bilateral aid is
more tied to donor interests than is multilateral aid, which is often more
needs-based in its orientation. This debate remains important and vigor-
ous, but it concerns us mainly in what it has to say about multilateral
versus bilateral aid giving.

Why is aid given multilaterally? The existing literature, inspired
largely by Rodrik (1996), suggests two principal reasons that make
multilateral organizations superior to bilateral relationships. The first is
an informational one. Since information about recipients is a collective
good, it will tend to be underprovided by individual donors. Multilateral
agencies are supposedly better at providing information, especially that
necessary to monitor the recipient. The second argues that the interaction
of multilateral organizations with recipient countries is less politicized
than that between donor countries and recipients. If the multilateral
organization has some autonomy from its member states, then it can
better exercise aid in a conditional way, that is, by making aid condi-
tional on policy changes, than can an individual donor. In addition, if
a recipient can play numerous potential donors off one another, the
donors may end up giving more aid and getting less influence. Under
these conditions, a multilateral institution may be seen as an aid-giving
cartel, designed to maximize the donors’ influence by presenting a unified
front to the recipients. As discussed in the introduction to this volume,
multilateralism may be chosen to reduce policy externalities. But these
reasons would seem to make multilateral aid preferable in most con-
ditions, leading to the prediction that it should inexorably supplant

3 Countries, of course, are often seen to differ in their motivations: the United States
and France are usually characterized as pursuing their foreign policy goals, although
of different types; Japan is often viewed as pursuing its economic interests, while
Sweden is more attuned to recipient needs (Dudley and Montmarquette 1976;
McKinlay 1979; McKinlay and Little 1977, 1978; Schraeder et al., 1998).
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bilateral aid. This has not occurred; instead, most aid is still given
bilaterally.4 This fact suggests that only under certain conditions do
acquiring better information, having less politicized relations, and
forming an aid-giving cartel become important enough to justify multi-
lateralism. Identifying these conditions is the next important step for
advancing such claims. Moreover, since Rodrik’s own data do not sup-
port these two claims strongly, we are left with an outstanding puzzle.

The argument here relies on domestic politics and principal-agent
problems in the donor countries. It claims that the preferences of donor
governments and their publics are likely to diverge. Donor governments
desire to use foreign aid for political and economic purposes that are
related to donor interests. Publics, however, are more interested in ad-
dressing the needs of the recipient countries, i.e. their economic develop-
ment. Publics are reluctant to give their tax dollars for aid when it is
controlled by their own government since they have a hard time moni-
toring the government and they know it has incentives to give aid
politically. But since multilateral aid organizations are both reputed for
giving more needs-based aid and cannot be as directly controlled by any
government, publics will trust more in them to give higher quality aid.
It is the fact that multilateral aid agencies have collective principals
(Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney, this volume) that gives them their ability
to help domestic leaders. When publics are more skeptical about aid,
governments will find it in their interest to give more multilateral aid.
By doing so, the public is more willing to allocate resources to foreign
aid. All sides end up better off: the government can distribute a larger
amount of aid than otherwise, and the public gets higher quality aid
through multilateral allocation. As Darren Hawkins, David A. Lake,
Daniel Nielson, and Michael J. Tierney claim in the introduction, mul-
tilateralism can serve a credibility enhancing function, but here a
domestic one.

This chapter attempts to explain variations in the pattern of multilat-
eral aid giving over time and across countries using this principal-agent
theory of multilateral allocation. Data on multilateral aid exist for the
27 OECD donors, i.e. those in the OECD’s Development Assistance
Committee (DAC), for the period from 1960 to 1999; sixteen of these

4 Only 12 percent of all of my country-year observations for the percentage of
multilateral aid committed relative to total aid are greater than 50 percent. The
median amount of multilateral aid committed relative to total aid is about 32
percent, meaning that bilateral aid-giving is the norm.
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countries have continuous data over the 40-year period. The data show
that public opinion toward aid is an important factor in the choice
of allocation between multilateral and bilateral aid within donor coun-
tries. The more the public dislikes aid in the prior period, the more the
government is induced to spend on multilateral aid in the next period.
Multilateral aid thus helps solve a domestic principal-agent problem.
Domestic politics may be a reason that governments choose to use
multilateral international institutions.

THE PUZZLE? THE COSTS OF MULTILATERAL AID

FOR DONOR COUNTRIES

A central purpose of the donation of foreign aid is to influence the
recipient’s policy choices or other behavior by providing the country with
additional resources. These additional resources may be used to continue
an existing policy which the donor approves. For instance, American
lend-lease aid to Britain during World War Two was intended to increase
British resources so that they would and could keep fighting the Nazis.
More strongly, aid may be used to alter a recipient state’s behavior or
policies. The use of conditionality by the World Bank is an example. Aid
is influential to the extent that its termination would affect (benefit or
hurt) the recipient. It is, of course, a central form of positive sanctions
and hence a primary tool of statecraft (Baldwin 1985).

The delegation of aid provision to an international institution is
thus puzzling. Why would countries relinquish (some) control over their
donations of aid if they are a useful instrument of statecraft? Multilat-
eral aid has not supplanted bilateral aid. For the United States in the
late 1990s, for instance, only 25 percent of its aid was multilateral; it is
greater than that for many EU countries. It is just that since the 1960s the
OECD countries have chosen to give both bilaterally and multilaterally.
Historically, this is unusual.

There are at least two puzzles here. The decision by one country to
channel its aid through an international institution, rather than donating
it bilaterally, is puzzling since this is likely to increase the principal-agent
problems facing donors. This choice adds another link in the chain of
delegation involving foreign aid, and thus may exacerbate the principal-
agent problems inherent in all government spending programs (Lake and
McCubbins, this volume). Unless the country completely controls the
international institution, it is unlikely that aid provision will be the same
as if it were done bilaterally. There is bound to be some slippage between
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the desired goals of any one country and the actions of its agent, the
international institution.

Second, in a multilateral setting the principal-agent problem becomes
even more acute. As noted by other chapters in this volume (Martin;
Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney), with many principals collectively trying to
direct an international institution, the slippage between the goals of
each country and the institution’s final output will likely grow. For
instance, the World Bank resembles a global cooperative, which is owned
by member countries, and in which control is shared by these members.
The size of a country’s shareholding depends on the size of the country’s
economy relative to the world economy. Together, the largest industrial
countries (the Group of Seven) have about 45 percent of the shares in
the World Bank. Thus the rich countries have a good deal of influence
over the Bank’s policies and practices. The United States has the largest
shareholding, at about 17 percent, which gives it the power to veto any
changes in the Bank’s capital base and Articles of Agreement (85 percent
of the shares are needed to effect such changes). According to the Bank
however, virtually all other matters, including the approval of loans,
are decided by a majority of the votes cast by all members of the Bank.
Hence even if the United States has an effective veto, it still cannot decide
aid matters on its own; it must compromise with the other members of
the Board – the Bank’s collective principal, a fact which would seem to
give the Bank greater latitude.

The OECD countries are a diverse set of principals with regard to
foreign aid provision. They have distinct preferences regarding the
amount, type, and distributive criteria for aid-giving. The Scandinavian
countries donate much larger portions of their GDPs to aid and give
this aid to a wide variety of countries with limited attention to their
international political alliances; in contrast, the United States gives a
much smaller portion of its wealth to aid and usually targets countries
that are political allies. Sweden and Norway gave aid equivalent to 0.8
percent of the GDP in 2000; the United States gave only 0.1 percent of
its GDP. The top three recipients of US aid are Russia, Egypt, and Israel;
the top three for Sweden and Norway include Tanzania, Mozambique,
and South Africa (OECD 2001).

Coordinating aid-giving among such countries is likely to be diffi-
cult, and costly. It is also likely to increase the range of outcomes that
the agent can implement, and hence to decrease the control that each
country exercises over the agent. As Hammond and Knott (1996) and
Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney (this volume) show, if collective principals
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have different preferences and coordination is costly, the best they can
do often is to agree to limit the agency’s discretion so that it cannot adopt
a policy that is worse for any principal than the initial status quo. As
these coordination costs rise or equivalently as the differences among
the principals’ preferences grow, the agency may gain autonomy. The
point is that each OECD country is losing control over aid policy by
delegating collectively to a multilateral international institution. As
argued in the introduction, if member states are rational, it must be the
case that the benefits of multilateral aid outweigh these costs.

As figure 4.1 shows, the average commitment of aid to multilateral
organizations by OECD countries has varied over time.5 As a percentage
of total aid, it appears to have risen in the late 1960s and early 1970s,
and then to have fallen from around 1976 to 1990. After 1990 it rose
and fell, leaving the levels similar at the beginning and end of the de-
cade.6 It is also the case that countries change the amount that they

5 The OECD defines multilateral aid as that made to an international institution
whose members are governments and whose contributions are pooled with other
amounts received so that they lose their identity and become an integral part of the
institution’s financial assets, and the pooled contributions are disbursed at the
institution’s discretion (OECD 1999: 81).

6 All data on foreign aid are from the OECD (2001). See the data at http://www.oecd.
org/dac/stats/. They are for annual multilateral commitments of aid by each country
divided by total ODA commitments. Actual disbursements of aid follow a very

Figure 4.1. Percentage of multilateral aid committed relative to total ODA committed
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delegate to multilateral organizations over time. Interestingly, for exam-
ple, Italy went from being in the bottom half of multilateral donors in
the � 1960�s to being the biggest multilateral donor by the� 1980�s. This
cross-national and longitudinal variation in multilateralism is the puzzle
motivating this inquiry.

THE BENEFITS OF MULTILATERAL AID FOR DONOR COUNTRIES

Most authors seem to agree that multilateral giving will be different than
bilateral aid. They suggest that multilateral aid will in itself be less
attached to any country’s foreign policy goals and more humanitarian
in orientation. It is the collective principal relationship, as defined in the
second chapter of this volume, that creates the possibility for multilateral
aid agencies to be useful to donors. As Balogh noted almost 40 years ago,
“bilateral aid was often based on irrelevant criteria aimed at political
ends, subject to changes and interruptions from budget to budget, and
thus unsatisfactory for [mitigating] inequality in the world . . . [There
was also a] tendency for bilateral aid to be tied to grandiose projects
when an equal or greater need was for general aid to overall programs of
development” (1967: 328).

Since then, research has confirmed that multilateral and bilateral
aid are quite different. For instance, multilateral aid tends to be given
to poorer countries on average than does bilateral aid (Maizels and
Nissanke 1984). As Lumsdaine (1993: 40) states, “Aid channeled
through [multilateral] sources – almost a third of the total – could not
even be identified as coming from a particular donor. Many donors
consciously undertook to direct a large proportion of their aid to the
neediest recipients, and multilateral institutions tended to favor large,
poor recipients even more than bilateral aid programs.” By and large, aid
given through multilateral fora cannot be “tied” to purchases from a
country’s firms, hence undermining the pursuit of donor economic inter-
ests. As Martens et al. (2002: 47) note, “a multilateral agency may be
able to [better] resist the pressure to make loans for purely political
purposes than would the aid arm of a single country.” Indeed, in the
mid-1960s, Senator William Fulbright argued that all aid should be given
multilaterally since this form was the only one that would truly promote

similar pattern, being correlated at about 0.85 with commitments. Later I discuss
why I use commitments here.
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economic development, but was never able to persuade any government
of this (Balogh 1967: 328–29).7

In most of the debate on multilateral versus bilateral giving, states
have been considered as unitary rational actors. But, as I have argued
elsewhere, they may be better analyzed as collective entities composed of
rational actors with different preferences (Milner 1997). This perspective
allows us to see the strategic interaction within states as an important
element of the aid delegation game.8

The redistribution of assets internationally is a policy that tends to
have limited domestic support, especially when publics are asked to pay
for it. Publics tend to have less sympathy for this goal than for similar
ones at the domestic level. For instance, in 1998 the last Eurobarometer
poll of 15 EU countries shows that on average for all countries over 31
percent think foreign aid should be decreased, and in countries like
Belgium and Germany a majority preferred to decrease aid than to
increase it even when they were not asked to pay for it. And in the United
States a Gallup poll for 2000 showed that 47 percent desired to reduce
foreign aid, while 49 percent wanted to keep it the same or increase it.
Foreign aid then is not a policy where policy-makers can count on strong
public support. However, most policy-makers realize that aid is an im-
portant element of foreign policy and desire to use this tool. In a democ-
racy especially then foreign aid-giving may be subject to strong domestic
pressures.

Foreign aid in general poses a principal-agent problem. Like all public
spending, it involves long chains of delegation. Publics pay taxes to their
governments who then spend this money on various programs including
foreign aid. Hence publics first delegate to elected representatives deci-
sions about the levels of taxation and allocations across different spend-
ing programs. Bureaucrats, who are the agents of the elected politicians,
then implement these decisions. Multilateral delegation of aid adds a
further link; aid moneys then pass through some multilateral organiza-
tion which, as the donors’ agent, makes decisions about the distribution

7 A second point about multilateral aid is that it is often given for long periods of
time. Moseley notes that “the very existence of multilateral aid agencies [means
that] individual members’ subscriptions to those multilateral bodies are contractu-
ally fixed several years in advance” (1985: 378). This process is contrasted with
bilateral aid programs where yearly allocations are more common.

8 See also Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney in this volume where domestic conflict between
the President and Congress often affects the nature and the extent of delegation to
both bilateral and multilateral aid agencies.
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of aid but then passes on to its agents the actual implementation of these
decisions.

As Martens et al. (2002) claim, the main difference with foreign aid is
that the final link in the feedback chain of delegation is broken. The
foreign recipients cannot vote for more or less aid, nor can they usually
express their opinion of whether the aid was useful or not and worth the
tax monies. On the other side, the real donors – i.e. the publics who pay
taxes – also cannot see for themselves how their aid monies were used.

The most striking characteristic of foreign aid is that the same people for whose
benefit aid agencies work are not the same as those from whom their revenues
are obtained; they actually live in different countries and different political con-
stituencies. This geographic and political separation between beneficiaries and
taxpayers blocks the normal performance feedback process: beneficiaries may be
able to observe performance but cannot modulate payments as a function of
performance. (Martens et al. 2002: 14)

Therefore, foreign aid adds at least two elements to the delegation
chain that are distinct from domestic spending programs. Longer chains
of delegation and the fact that, unlike with domestic spending pro-
grams where voters can see for themselves the benefits of the spending,
voters in donor countries cannot measure aid performance reliably mean
additional principal-agent problems.

As the principal-agent literature points out, the two most prevalent
problems arising from this relationship are moral hazard and adverse
selection (e.g. Laffont and Martimort 2002; Martens et al. 2002). Moral
hazard arises when agents take actions that are not fully observed by
their principals and when these actions promote goals of the agents that
differ from those of the principal. Adverse selection occurs when an agent
has private information unknown to the principal that the agent mani-
pulates to promote outcomes adverse to the principal’s interests. All
principal-agent relationships carry the potential for these sub-optimal
outcomes, but in the foreign aid arena they are likely to be worse given
the two problems noted above that make this area different.

In the foreign aid area, the information problems are extremely severe.
Voters in the donor countries have an impossible time evaluating how aid
is being used in the recipients. As noted above, the feedback loop is
broken and the public paying taxes for aid has little knowledge to use
to reward or punish their agents for foreign aid outcomes. Moreover, as
Martens et al. (2002) show, moral hazard and adverse selection also arise
in information provision about and evaluation of aid programs. Because
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of this, rational publics know that what their governments tell them
about aid programs is going to be heavily biased. This information
problem would not be as acute were it not for the fact that the agents’
and principals’ interests in aid are likely to diverge. But publics know
that the slippage between their preferences for aid and those of their
government may be substantial. And they know that their governments
have private information about the benefits of aid. Because they know
these problems exist, the public will be reluctant to support aid, i.e. to
pay taxes for it.9

Consider a simple game between voters in a donor country and the
agents of that voter, her government or executive branch. The public
supports aid for needs-based reasons and is willing to pay taxes for
that purpose, but prefers low levels of aid, if any, when it is used for
political purposes. The executive likes aid for political purposes; it pro-
vides another foreign policy tool. And more tools are always better
than fewer. The executive must also worry about the preferences of aid
suppliers in the donor country. These interest groups are the direct
beneficiaries of aid policies, and they are profit maximizers who give
campaign contributions. These interest groups prefer aid for commer-
cial reasons; that is, they want aid given in such a way that maximizes
their profits. Agents’ preferences vis-à-vis aid differ from those of their
principals.

The quantity and quality of aid are linked in terms of actors’ pre-
ferences. All actors worry about the quality of the aid given. Hoadley
(1980) points out that the DAC has four quality targets for donor
countries. First, grants are preferred to loans; roughly 84 percent of
ODA is supposed to be grants, instead of loans. Second, DAC members
should give at least 90 percent of this grant aid to the worst off countries.
Third, donors should give less aid that is tied to donor purchases.10 Last,
aid should be given mostly to the very poorest countries to ensure that
it is humanitarian aid. Each of these quality indicators implies aid that
is less political, less commercial, and less tied to donor’s self-interests,
and more humanitarian and responsive to recipient needs. Multilateral

9 In the concluding chapter of this volume, Lake and McCubbins specify the infor-
mational conditions for successful delegation.

10 “The tying of aid is an act of self-interest designed to protect the donor’s balance of
payments, stimulate its private sector exports, and return a portion of aid to the
treasury via taxation” (Hoadley 1980: 132).
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organizations are far more likely to give aid according to these criteria
than are bilateral aid programs, which are beset by special interest
pressures and concerned with foreign policy problems.

In general, the public by a large majority in most countries prefers aid
that is humanitarian to aid that is political. As Lumsdaine (1993: 43)
points out, “Publics when asked consistently said aid should go to needy
countries that would use it well rather than being used to promote
narrow national interest. In one poll of ten European countries, 75
percent favored giving aid to the neediest LDCs rather than those of
strategic, political, or economic importance to their own countries.” And
a recent study of public opinion toward aid (McDonnell, et al. 2003: 20)
points out that “In most cases, the overwhelming [public] support for for-
eign aid is based upon the perception that it will be spent on remedying
humanitarian crises.”

For the executive, of course, the political nature of aid is what makes it
a foreign policy tool; hence the executive is not likely to appreciate a
purely humanitarian approach to aid. Moreover, as special interest
groups grow in importance to donor executives, their desire for commer-
cially oriented aid will also make executives use aid for reasons opposed
by donor publics. As noted above, multilateral organizations, however,
tend to give aid in more humanitarian ways, or at least in ways that are
less tied to any single donor’s self-interest and are surely less commercial.
Multilateral aid is going to be closer to the public’s preferences.

The government will often have preferences that differ from voters’
and face pressures to take actions that diverge from the optimal aid
policy preferred by voters. First, capture by interest groups can divert
leaders from the policy most preferred by its principal, the voters.
Second, governments may also desire to use aid to promote their general
foreign policy goals, many of which may have no relation to the needs of
the recipients. The government controls what information is given to
the public about the results of foreign aid spending. The information
about the performance of aid spending is private information held by
the government; that is, publics have a hard time knowing how their
governments allocated aid, and whether that aid served donor inter-
ests or those of the recipient. The principal-agent relationship makes it
likely that the government will present only biased information to the
public.

The public knows this and hence has little way to judge the perform-
ance of aid and thus the benefits that it derives from paying for it. As a
recent study of foreign aid and public attitudes toward it claims,
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more than other policies, international development cooperation is characterized
by a large gap between its opacity for the public, and its relevance for this very
public’s concerns about global “bads” (epidemics, threats to the environment,
financial instability and crises, etc.) and “goods” (the call for greater justice at the
global level). . . Greater transparency of international development policies in
donor countries, as well as a stepping up of efforts towards accountability of
public authorities, are thus needed. (McDonnell et al. 2003: 30)

Because of these information problems, taxpayers will tend to believe
that the benefits of aid are less than political leaders say and thus they will
be unwilling to provide as much aid as may be optimal from their point of
view. As Smillie et al. claim about public opinion toward aid,

Typically more aware of its failures than its successes, people were concerned that
aid is being wasted. Not only do [voters feel that] global problems seem to be
getting worse, but “bureaucratic bungling and mismanagement” have diverted
assistance away from those who most need it, and have given way to a legacy of
“horror stories about rusty tractors and railways to nowhere.”

(Smillie et al. 1998: 23)

Political leaders know that this is how voters think. They desire to have
a foreign aid budget and will thus try to find ways to publicly commit
to an aid regime that provides higher benefits to voters. Multilateral aid
programs provide exactly this commitment mechanism. As in Mansfield
et al. (2002) where signing an international trade agreement that binds
protectionist leaders to freer trade improves their welfare, here a similar
process is at work. Giving (more) aid to a multilateral forum ties the
leader’s hands relative to that aid but also makes the voters more likely to
approve of greater aid overall. Thus executives choose some portion of
multilateral aid depending on how voters view the ex ante benefits of
foreign aid.

For this mechanism to work, some members of the public must know
that the government is committing more aid to multilateral organizations
than previously. Publics in donor countries, however, are notorious for
their lack of information about foreign aid. But two mechanisms at least
exist by which voters may learn about a government’s aid policy without
much effort. First, the multilateral organizations themselves may broad-
cast widely the fact that governments are giving them more or less aid.
Indeed, the OECD has a very public mechanism for alerting publics and
other governments to the behavior of its members: the country-specific
aid policy reviews that it conducts (OECD 1999). These reviews may
signal to the attentive public what their own government is doing in this
area. The OECD’s DAC has targets for the amount and type of aid-giving
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it expects from members (they usually have agreed to these targets) and
the reviews specifically ask about the percentage of multilateral giving.

Second, attentive publics and public organizations (NGOs) within
a donor country with strong preferences about aid-giving may act as
endorsers for other voters. Voters or organizations that care about for-
eign aid a lot may well invest in the resources to follow what their
governments are doing, and they may publicize this information or use
it to recommend for and against certain political candidates. For in-
stance, since 1993 a group of NGOs has produced an evaluation of aid
programs, called The Reality of Aid. A main goal of this group is to
publicize the behavior of the OECD countries vis-à-vis their aid-giving
(OECD 1999: 107). The use of “endorsers” such as these has been shown
to be important in other areas of politics (e.g. Lupia 1992, 1994; Lupia
and McCubbins 1994a; Milner and Rosendorff 1996; Milner 1997;
Grossman and Helpman 2002; Thompson, this volume; and especially
Lake and McCubbins, this volume). Information on the multilateral
content of a donor government’s aid is available directly or indirectly
from these sources for voters, especially for those who care about the
issue.

When the public is very hostile to aid, governments should have
to commit larger sums to multilateral programs to reassure voters and
induce them to vote for higher aid programs. When voters are more
favorable to aid, governments will have to do less to reassure them and
aid can be less multilateral. Since governments cannot provide unbiased
information to voters about the benefits of aid and voters know this, they
must use multilateral aid organizations as signaling devices about their
intentions. When they commit to multilateral aid, leaders signal that they
are going to use this for more humanitarian purposes and less political
or commercial ones. This signal is credible because the donor govern-
ment cannot control the multilateral organization (completely) and be-
cause the organization has a reputation for more needs-based aid-giving.

Do publics really believe that multilateral organizations are better
aid providers than their own governments? In many OECD countries,
publics often have more confidence in international organizations, such
as the EU, than they do in their own governments. Italy, for instance, is a
classic case of this; domestic corruption is perceived to be widespread,
while the EU, among other international organizations, is perceived to
be much “cleaner.” Although many Americans express doubts about
international organizations, in most of the OECD countries, espec-
ially the Scandinavian ones, international organizations are seen very
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favorably and are often preferred as a means of foreign policy to purely
domestic institutions. The Eurobarometer surveys of public opinion
support this contention. In 1983 the Eurobarometer asked its members
to identify which five groups provided the most useful help to the third
world countries. The choices were the national government, the EU,
international organizations like the UN, business and industry, and vol-
untary organizations. In the ten countries responding, the percentage
believing it was international organizations like the UN always outnum-
bered the percentage saying it was the national government. In 1994 the
Eurobarometer asked ten of its member countries again the following
question: which one of the following do you think is the most effective
way for EU countries to give humanitarian assistance; is it each EU
country’s own individual government, the EU, the UN, or NGOs? For
every country, the EU far outpolled the national governments and so
did the UN in all but two cases. Figure 4.2 shows the net percentage
of positive responses for the EU and international organizations (i.e. the
multilateral organizations) after subtracting from them the percentage
in favor of the national government. As can be seen, the publics in these
countries have far more confidence in multilateral organizations giv-
ing aid than in their own governments. Multilateral organizations for
aid-giving are thus often seen as better aid providers than their own

Figure 4.2. Public opinion in the EU: net percentage with greater confidence in multilateral
than bilateral organizations
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governments. Multilateralism thus may be an appealing strategy for
governments who face credibility problems with their own voters.

The main hypothesis follows from this model. Multilateralism should
be favored when governments most need to reassure their publics about
their intentions in aid-giving; that is, when domestic principal-agent
problems are the worst. The more skeptical the public is about the
(ex ante) benefits of foreign aid, the more likely that governments will
turn to multilateral aid organizations for aid-giving. This credible signal
provided by multilateral giving will induce voters in donor countries to
give more aid overall and thus will benefit executives, even though they
lose control of the portion that is multilateral. All groups in the donor
country gain from this since the government gets more aid and the public
gets higher quality aid.

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

What factors account for the varying amount of aid that countries give to
multilateral organizations relative to their total aid budgets? To address
this question, I will examine the data on total multilateral commitments
of ODA flows as a percentage of total ODA commitments per country-
year (OECD 2001).11 The data here are for commitments, not disburse-
ments. Given our model, the commitments data – i.e. what countries
have decided to provide each year – are preferable, since actual disburse-
ments depend on conditions in both the donor and recipient. Data for
27 DAC countries, with 16 of them having data for all 40 years from
1960–2000, exist. Recent members, such as South Korea (10 years),
Greece (4 years), Turkey (8 years), Poland (2 years), the Czech (2 years)
and Slovak (1 year) Republics, only have data for a few years. Countries,
such as Ireland, Luxembourg, New Zealand, Portugal, and Spain, also
have data for about 20–30 years only. This gives a total of 643 observa-
tions for the main dependent variable.

The literature discussed above suggests a number of hypotheses that
one must control in testing the claims made here. First, certain economic
characteristics of countries might make them more or less interested in
multilateralism. A country’s size, as measured by its population (log of
population, LN POP), could have some impact.12 Smaller countries

11 See http://www.oecd.org/dac/stats/.
12 Population and GDP are highly correlated among this group (r ¼ .93); the log of

population is also highly correlated (r ¼ .70). Both measures proxy for a country’s
size. I use the former since I also include GDP per capita.
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might be more multilateral in their orientation since they may not have
the economic or political weight to influence other countries bilaterally.
A country’s level of wealth, as measured by its real per capita GDP (GDP
PC), could also affect the choice of multilateral over bilateral. Wealthier
countries would be expected to rely on bilateral means more often.
A country’s extent of ties to the international economy is also important.
More trade dependent countries, as measured by their ratios of exports
and imports to GDP (TRADE), should be more likely to apply bilateral
provision of aid so that they can more directly influence their trading
partners, actual and potential. In addition, the amount a country’s gov-
ernment spends indicates an interest in or positive attitude toward
government aid for the poor, at home and abroad. Government spend-
ing as a percentage of GDP (GOV EXP) should be positively related to
multilateralism then. All data for these variables comes from the World
Bank’s (2001b) World Development Indicators.

In addition, features of the international system may affect all coun-
tries similarly. Donor collusion may also be promoted by external pres-
sures. American hegemony over the period might play a role in fostering
multilateral commitments since the United States could be expected to
enforce the multilateral rules and punish free riding. Declining US he-
gemony then would be expected to undermine multilateral giving. On the
other hand, the loss of American hegemony might make the demand for
effective multilateral coordination rise, and thus promote multilateral aid
giving. Thus the extent of American hegemony may matter. Higher levels
of US hegemonic power, as measured by America’s total trade relative
to world trade (US HEGEMONY), may induce greater cooperation
among donors, thus increasing the amount of multilateral aid they give.
An alternative measure is US GNP relative to the world’s total GNP.

Second, strategic competition at the world system level may affect the
donor game. The OECD countries were members of the Western security
alliance and during the Cold War one would expect that they might
desire and be better able to coordinate their policies. Indeed the more
intense the competition between East and West during the Cold War, the
more aid that might be given, but also the more multilateral aid that
might be given. Heightened external competition should increase the
will and capacity of the Western countries to coordinate their aid policies
to overcome both free-riding and being exploited by recipients. The end
of the Cold War in 1989 and the collapse of the USSR in 1991 brought
about a precipitous decline in aid flows from the Soviet Union after
1990 (which coincided with a large decline in aid from the OPEC Arab
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countries). These changes should have had the effect of reducing OECD
aid but also of decreasing the amount given multilaterally. As Arvin
says, “Freed from the strategic constraints of the Cold War, donors
may feel less tied to a common security agenda and thus more able
to pursue their own independent ODA policies” (Arvin 2002: 28). The
measure of Cold War competition that I use is an indicator that equals 2
before 1989, 1 from 1989 to 1991, and 0 from then on (COLD WAR).13

The Cold War should intensify Western countries’ cooperation in aid pro-
moting multilateral aid. It should be positively related to the percentage
of multilateral aid.

Other factors relating to each country’s relations with the rest of
the world may also be of significance. A country’s relative power, as
measured by the size of its GDP as a percentage of US GDP, may indicate
how much influence a country can wield on its own. Countries with less
relative power (GDP %US) may be more likely to use multilateralism
for giving aid since this may increase their influence over recipient
countries. In addition, whether a country is a member of the European
Union may make a difference. One might expect that countries willing
to join the EU and give up substantial control over their domestic and
foreign policies to such a multilateral institution may be much more
sympathetic to multilateralism in general.

In terms of domestic politics, the model suggests a number of import-
ant characteristics for determining a government’s choice between mul-
tilateral and bilateral aid. Political parties may have different policy
preferences regarding foreign aid. This may result from the fact that
their core constituents have different preferences about the matter. If
so, then giving aid in a multilateral forum may be a means of “locking
in” larger amounts of aid than could be given otherwise. One might
expect that parties on the left part of the political spectrum would be
more interested in foreign aid. Lumsdaine makes this argument explicitly
about the preferences of parties on the left; he claims that left parties’
greater support for the domestic welfare state translates into more sup-
port for foreign aid. “In country after country, the politicians and polit-
ical parties that strongly advocated aid were those on the left, and
factions within political parties that advocated aid were those which

13 I also looked at two alternative variables to measure the extent of Cold War
competition: a dummy that equaled 1 in all years previous to 1990 and a dummy
that equaled 1 in all years previous to 1992. These are the alternative dates one
could assign to the ending of the Cold War.
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were concerned with idealistic causes” (Lumsdaine 1993: 139). If this is
true, governments dominated by left parties may be more likely to give
aid multilaterally

The partisan orientation of a government may thus matter. I expect
that left governments have a greater propensity to give aid multilaterally.
I include a variable called PARTISAN, which uses the Comparative
Manifesto Project dataset on party programs to code governments and
should be negatively related. I use the Gabel and Huber method of
calculating party partisanship (Gabel and Huber 2000).14

To test my argument, I include a variable measuring public opinion on
foreign aid in each country over time (OPINION). Primarily, I use data
from a question about aid that asks whether the respondent thinks that
their government gives too much, the right amount, or too little foreign
aid to poor countries. The percentage saying the right amount plus the
percentage saying too little are added together and then from this I
subtract the percentage saying too much aid is given. This variable then
measures the net public opinion that is favorable to foreign aid in each
country that year. I assume that this tells us about the benefits that
taxpayers in donor countries believe foreign aid brings them. High levels
of favorable opinion indicate a belief that the benefits of aid are high.
When voters are optimistic about aid, then governments need to re-
assure them less about these benefits, and hence prefer to use multilateral
aid less. However, when voters are pessimistic about the value of aid,
leaders desire to reassure them by providing more multilateral aid, which
voters see as a signal that aid will be dedicated to humanitarian assist-
ance. I expect a negative relationship between opinion and multilateral
aid.

Collecting data on public opinion about foreign aid is not simple.
I have 222 observations for the donor countries from 1963 to 2001.
I have data for the 15 current EU countries from 1976 to 1998, and
sporadic data for the United States, Canada, Japan, Australia, and
Norway.15 A composite measure of favorable attitudes toward aid was

14 They take each party in government and create the government score by weighting
them by their percentage of seats among the winning coalition. For presidential
systems, the variable is constructed as a simple average of the score for parties in
control of the legislature and the President’s party score. The partisanship variable
ranges in theory from 0 to 10, with higher numbers denoting more right-wing
governments. The expected sign of PARTISAN then is negative.

15 The EU data come from eleven Eurobarometer surveys over the past three decades:
1976, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1983, 1987, 1991, 1993, 1994, 1996, 1998. Two general
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constructed from different public opinion polls. All those in favor of
increased or the same levels of spending on foreign aid were counted as
favorable toward aid, and all those favoring decreased spending were
subtracted from this. These net percentages of respondents in favor of
aid (OPINION1) were then used. If one worries about listwise deletion
problems and believes that public opinion may be quite stable over time,
then imputing values for the intervening years between public opinion
surveys may make sense. For years in between where no survey was
performed, data were added by using two different methods. First, the
last value available was used for all intervening years (OPINION2).
Second, a linear extrapolation was used to fill in values for intervening
years (OPINION3). Using these two methods, observations for this
variable (OPINION) rise to 418. Unfortunately, this number remains
smaller than the data on foreign aid available (643 total observations).
I expect that rising public opposition to aid will lead policy-makers
to prefer multilateral over bilateral aid. Hence OPINION should be
negatively related to the dependent variable.

Finally, I include a variable to capture the total amount of aid com-
mitted in the previous period. It may be that multilateral commitments
as a percentage of total commitments are changing because total ODA is
changing; that is, the denominator is changing and not the numerator.
The measure of total ODA commitments as a percentage of GDP
(TOTAL COMMIT) for each country in each year is examined as well.

The time series cross-section data used necessitate attention to prob-
lems of heteroskedasticity as well as panel and serial correlation. The
data include less than 26 countries over 40 years, which means that T
is fairly large and often bigger than N and therefore the use of panel-
corrected standard errors is appropriate. I sometimes include a time
counter variable to pick up linear trends over the period, but this is often
dropped since it is never significant and is highly correlated with both
the Cold War and the US hegemony variables. I use OLS regressions
with panel-corrected standard errors, including country fixed effects
and a lagged dependent variable for estimation. Table 4.1 presents the
summary statistics for all the variables used.

Tables 4.2A and 4.2B present the results from these regressions for
OPINION1, which contains only the original data on public opinion.

questions were used. One asked whether the respondent favored increased, de-
creased, or no change in foreign aid. The other asked whether the respondent was
highly favorable, favorable, opposed, or highly opposed to increased foreign aid.
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The lagged dependent variable (LAG ML PC) is positive and significant
as expected. A multilateral orientation once acquired seems to stay in
place. But note that this variable is nowhere near unity, suggesting that
unit root problems might be unimportant. The economic variables match
expectations generally, but often do not attain conventional levels of
significance. A country’s size (LN POP) seems to be negatively related
to its multilateral giving, although never significantly. Its wealth (GDP
PC) is negatively and often significantly related to multilateralism. Richer
and bigger countries tend to give less multilateral aid. Overall govern-
ment spending as a portion of GNP (GOV EXP) is unexpectedly nega-
tive, and usually quite significant. This result implies that as government
expenditure rises, executives are less willing to give to multilateral aid
organizations. Governments that are better able to tax and spend domes-
tically have less need and desire to use multilateral institutions to distrib-
ute their foreign aid. It may be an indicator of government capacity
rather than of preferences for spending on the poor, as speculated
above.16

Table 4.1. Summary statistics for variables

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max

ML PC 668 0.33 0.15 0.02 0.92
OPINION1 222 45.59 30.35 "54 96.40
OPINION2 418 43.84 31.95 "54 96.40
OPINION3 418 44.29 29.81 "54 96.40
LN POP 772 16.61 1.37 12.81 19.44
GDP PC 756 20656.35 8838.63 2654.08 52675.27
GOV EXP 729 18.59 4.68 7.32 29.88
TRADE 735 63.13 38.26 9.33 238.70
PARTISAN 686 7.57 0.82 4.66 9.37
TOTAL
COMMIT

624 2.72E-09 2.05E-09 7.75E-11 1.18E-08

US HEGEMONY 772 0.27 0.02 0.24 0.31
GDP % US 756 0.15 0.25 0.00 1
YEAR 853 1983 12.31 1960 2002

16 This negative relationship does not disappear if one eliminates partisanship either.
The correlation between them is surprisingly low and positive (r ¼ .10).
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Table 4.2A. Multilateral commitments as % total ODA committed and OPINION1

Dependent variable ML PC

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
OPINION1 "0.0005*** "0.0005*** "0.0005** "0.0005*** "0.0005***

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)
GDP PC "0.0000* "0.0000 "0.0000** "0.0000* "0.0000

(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)
LN POP "0.0694 0.0113 0.0025 "0.0704 "0.0575

(0.1368) (0.1487) (0.1366) (0.1353) (0.1390)
GOV EXP "0.0068* "0.0067* "0.0079* "0.0068* "0.0068*

(0.0040) (0.0040) (0.0044) (0.0041) (0.0041)
PARTISAN 0.0208*** 0.0223*** 0.0212*** 0.0208*** 0.0209***

(0.0075) (0.0075) (0.0073) (0.0076) (0.0074)
LAG ML PC 0.4239*** 0.4195*** 0.4175*** 0.4242*** 0.4225***

(0.0803) (0.0802) (0.0806) (0.0802) (0.0805)
YEAR "0.0015

(0.0023)
TRADE "0.0013

(0.0009)
COLD WAR 0.0023

(0.0108)
US HEGEMONY 0.0289

(0.3744)
Constant 1.3590 2.9674 0.2435 1.3706 1.1537

(2.2213) (3.8046) (2.2135) (2.2023) (2.2672)
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Dependent variable ML PC

Observations 176 176 176 176 176
# countries 21 21 21 21 21
R2 0.84 0.84 0.85 0.84 0.84
Wald chi2 523726 855 7015 322866 2257
Prob > chi2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Note: OLS with panel-corrected standard errors in parentheses, using STATA 8.2 (xtpcse). ALL IVs, except the year counter, are lagged one period.
Country fixed effects included.
Two-tailed tests: * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.
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Table 4.2B. Multilateral commitments as % total aid committed and OPINION1

Dependent
variable ML PC

(1) (2) (3) (4)
OPINION1 "0.0005*** "0.0005*** "0.0005*** "0.0005**

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)
GDP PC "0.0000* "0.0000 "0.0000 "0.0000

(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)
LN POP "0.0602 "0.0856 "0.0660 "0.0587

(0.1288) (0.1413) (0.1379) (0.1964)
GOV EXP "0.0067* "0.0063 "0.0074* "0.0076*

(0.0041) (0.0040) (0.0041) (0.0044)
PARTISAN 0.0211*** 0.0220*** 0.0213*** 0.0228***

(0.0074) (0.0078) (0.0075) (0.0077)
LAG ML PC 0.4240*** 0.4158*** 0.4204*** 0.4044***

(0.0803) (0.0819) (0.0798) (0.0829)
GDP %US 0.1219 0.0160

(0.3578) (0.4638)
TOTAL COMMIT "2.8717eþ06 "4.8841eþ06

(4188308.5832) (4377359.0430)
EU "0.0381* "0.0214

(0.0207) (0.0253)
COLD WAR "0.0015

(0.0144)
US HEGEMONY 0.0256

(0.4378)
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Dependent
variable ML PC

YEAR 0.0006
(0.0042)

TRADE "0.0014
(0.0011)

Constant 1.2013 1.6036 1.3117 0.0246
(2.0845) (2.2873) (2.2383) (6.5158)

Observations 176 176 176 176
Number of
countries

21 21 21 21

R2 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.85
Wald chi2 10614 1994 3631 28442
Prob > chi2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Note: OLS with panel-corrected standard errors in parentheses, using STATA 8.2 (xtpcse). ALL IVs, except the year counter, are lagged one period.
Country fixed effects included.
Two-tailed tests: * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.
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The impact of the international system seems limited. American he-
gemony, measured either as a percentage of world trade or world GNP,
is positive as expected but not significant. It seems to have no discernible
effect on countries’ choices about aid-giving. The dynamics of the Cold
War also had no consistent impact on multilateral aid-giving; although
always positive, it was never significant.17 The structure of world poli-
tics seemed to play little role in conditioning aid-giving. On the other
hand, being a member of the EU seemed to matter. But its impact was
unexpected. Joining the EU seemed to lower a country’s multilateral
contributions.

Domestic politics, in contrast, plays an important role. But this impact
was often contrary to expectations. Partisanship was almost always
significant; a government’s partisan orientation mattered. But this result
was contrary to expectations: right governments consistently gave more
multilateral aid than did left ones. Given the view of left governments
as more sanguine about aid in general, it is hard to understand this result.
It could be that right governments are more willing to give aid to
multilateral organizations because such organizations are staffed with
actors whose preferences are more similar to right parties than are their
domestic aid-giving bureaucracies. Right governments may thus avoid
bilateral aid and support multilateral giving as a means of controlling
their home bureaucracies. Or the result may arise from the fact that right-
wing governments like aid less than left ones and can cut bilateral aid
more easily than multilateral, thus driving the multilateral percentage of
aid higher. Overall, this result is robust and puzzling.

My hypothesis about public opinion is supported strongly by the data.
The regressions using public opinion in table 4.2 show that it has the
anticipated impact.18 This result occurs with all three versions of
the public opinion variable, as can be seen from tables 4.2A and 4.2B

17 The Cold War variable is never significant, whether I use the version that marks a
change both in 1989 and 1991 or a dummy for 1989 or 1991.

18 An interesting issue not addressed here is what impact public opinion toward aid
has on overall aid budgets. Some, such as McDonnell et al. (2003, 17) claim it has
none: “Trying to link those levels of public support with ODA levels almost
inevitably leads to the conclusion that the former does not have a direct influence
on the latter. Indeed, on the whole, and in spite of some differences among OECD
Member countries, foreign policy decisions, and more particularly those relating to
aid and international development cooperation, are hardly influenced, at least
directly, by the general public’s preferences. Governments’ strategic priorities,
perceptions of political leaders and decision makers, the influence of domestic
vested interests and specific pressure groups, or the role of other government
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and 4.3A and 4.3B. As the public in donor countries grows more favor-
able toward aid in general, the government is less likely to choose
multilateral aid-giving. This finding suggests that public opposition to
foreign aid may enhance the probability that executives favor multilat-
eral giving. When publics are skeptical about the benefits of aid, govern-
ments are more likely to turn aid over to multilateral organizations in
order to reassure taxpayers that their money is being well spent (i.e.,
spent on aid that is more likely to have humanitarian motivations).

These results are quite robust as well. The results in tables 4.2A and
4.2B do not depend on the version of the public opinion variable used;
tables 4.3A and 4.3B replicate these results using an interpolated version
of the public opinion data, OPINION3, which linearly imputes data
for public opinion. The results here are very similar to those in tables
4.2A and 4.2B. But note that the number of observations is much larger
here, and hence worries about listwise deletion of cases should be allevi-
ated. Using another interpolated version of the public opinion data,
OPINION2, which simply uses the last value for all periods in between
two surveys, the results obtained are virtually identical to those in tables
4.3A and 4.3B. The public opinion variable is always negative and
statistically significant.

The results are also robust to a wide variety of changes in the model.
As can be seen from tables 4.2A and 4.2B and 4.3A and 4.3B, adding
variables does not seem to affect the coefficients on the public opinion
variables much, if at all. When the public is skeptical about the benefits
of aid, holding numerous other factors constant, leaders are more likely
to choose multilateral aid-giving in the next period. Could it be that the
amount of multilateral aid committed actually affects public support for
aid? That is, does an exogeneity problem exist? Regressing public opin-
ion about aid on the percentage of multilateral commitments shows no
significant results. Multilateralism in previous periods has no significant
relationship to current public opinion about aid. It is also apparent from
tables 4.2B and 4.3B that the results are not driven just by changes in the
denominator of the dependent variable. Including a measure of the total
amount of aid commitments (TOTAL COMMIT) does not affect the
results concerning public opinion, nor does it usually have a significant
relationship to current multilateral commitments of aid.

departments and actors in the public domain appear to be much more influential
factors.” Preliminary data suggest this is not the case.
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Table 4.3A. Multilateral commitments as % total ODA committed and OPINION3

Dependent variable ML PC

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
OPINION3 "0.0003** "0.0003* "0.0003** "0.0004** "0.0004**

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)
GDP PC "0.0000*** "0.0000 "0.0000*** "0.0000* "0.0000***

(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)
LN POP 0.0155 0.0640 0.0264 0.0480 0.0144

(0.1124) (0.1371) (0.1150) (0.1130) (0.1126)
GOV EXP "0.0093*** "0.0092*** "0.0096*** "0.0094*** "0.0094***

(0.0035) (0.0036) (0.0036) (0.0036) (0.0036)
PARTISAN 0.0156** 0.0164*** 0.0156** 0.0159*** 0.0154**

(0.0062) (0.0063) (0.0061) (0.0061) (0.0063)
LAG ML PC 0.4159*** 0.4156*** 0.4155*** 0.4108*** 0.4162***

(0.0755) (0.0753) (0.0759) (0.0752) (0.0754)
YEAR "0.0010

(0.0021)
TRADE "0.0002

(0.0007)
U.S. HEGEMONY 0.0668

(0.2925)
COLD WAR 0.0090

(0.0088)
Constant 0.0585 1.1560 "0.1095 "0.5208 0.0626

(1.8394) (3.3262) (1.8741) (1.8536) (1.8413)
Obs 337 337 337 337 337
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Dependent variable ML PC

# countries 21 21 21 21 21
R2 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.76 0.75
Wald chi2 125279 23928 142467 23148 134195
Prob > chi2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Note: OLS with panel-corrected standard errors in parentheses, using STATA 8.2 (xtpcse). ALL IVs, except the year counter, are lagged one period.
Country fixed effects included.
Two-tailed tests: * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.
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Table 4.3B. Multilateral commitments as % total ODA committed and OPINION3

Dependent variable ML PC

(1) (2) (3) (4)
OPINION3 "0.0004** "0.0004** "0.0003* "0.0004*

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)
GDP PC "0.0000*** "0.0000 "0.0000*** "0.0000

(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)
LN POP 0.0099 "0.0366 0.0155 "0.0348

(0.1115) (0.1175) (0.1125) (0.1747)
GOV EXP "0.0094*** "0.0081** "0.0093*** "0.0091**

(0.0035) (0.0035) (0.0036) (0.0037)
PARTISAN 0.0151** 0.0180*** 0.0155** 0.0172***

(0.0061) (0.0062) (0.0062) (0.0065)
LAG ML PC 0.4150*** 0.3933*** 0.4159*** 0.3784***

(0.0756) (0.0752) (0.0755) (0.0773)
GDP %US "0.1690 "0.4355

(0.3251) (0.4191)
TOTAL COMMIT "8.93eþ06** "1.11eþ07**

(4398367.41) (4659486.84)
EU 0.0017 0.0110

(0.0339) (0.0306)
COLD WAR 0.0079

(0.0105)
US HEGEMONY "0.2080

(0.3239)
YEAR 0.0010
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Dependent variable ML PC

(0.0033)
TRADE "0.0009

(0.0008)
Constant 0.1640 0.8602 0.0582 "0.9594

(1.8215) (1.9105) (1.8399) (4.8208)
Observations 337 337 337 337
Number of countries 21 21 21 21
R2 0.75 0.76 0.75 0.76
Wald chi2 21888 20220 134073 7543
Prob > chi2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Notes: OLS with panel-corrected standard errors in parentheses, using STATA 8.2 (xtpcse). ALL IVs, except the year counter, are lagged one period.
Country fixed effects included.

Two-tailed tests:* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.
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These results and the robustness checks add strong empirical support
to the model’s main proposition. Multilateralism responds to domestic
politics, and seems related to the overcoming of principal-agent problems
internally. Public opposition to foreign aid prompts governments to
search for mechanisms to shield aid from the public’s skepticism, and
the commitment of aid to multilateral institutions allows governments to
protect their aid budgets while better satisfying the public which desires
greater needs-based aid-giving.

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has explored why countries choose to allocate their foreign
aid through multilateral channels rather than through bilateral ones.
Giving aid through multilateral institutions represents a fairly new pro-
cedure for most countries. Moreover, aid given through multilateral
means looks different than other forms of aid. It is much harder for
donors to exercise direct influence when using multilateral aid-giving.
This aid is not tied; it tends to be given to the poorest countries – i.e.,
those most in need; and it is often given as grants, instead of loans. Thus
this aid may be of higher quality than bilateral aid, but it is surely of less
direct political utility to donor governments.

The puzzle concerning multilateral aid can thus be rephrased as one
about why donor countries would be willing to exchange political influ-
ence for higher quality aid. Under what conditions does this exchange
make sense for political leaders in donor countries? Some scholars, as
noted above, have speculated that multilateral aid occurs because it is
more effective or efficient. It can solve donor information problems,
facilitate collusion among them, and/or make the conditionality of aid
more effective and less political. If this is the case, then the puzzle is why
isn’t more aid given multilaterally; why just one-third of all aid? Why
are rational leaders making inefficient choices two-thirds of the time?
Clearly, leaders in donor countries perceive a loss from giving aid multi-
laterally, and hence optimize the allocation of it on the margin.

Under what conditions is giving aid through multilateral institutions
an optimal choice for national governments? I argue that this choice is
made to solve a domestic principal-agent problem. Like all government
spending programs, foreign aid entails a delegation process from voters/
taxpayers to elected governments to bureaucrats. In foreign aid the
principal-agent problem is further exacerbated since the principals have
very little information about the benefits they receive from their tax
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money spent on aid. Aid goes to recipients in foreign countries who
cannot vote in the donor country, and taxpayers in donor countries have
little knowledge of how their tax dollars are spent in these foreign
countries. The feedback link between spending and its benefits is broken
in foreign aid. Hence voters in donor countries have to rely upon limited
and biased information provided by their governments, whose agencies
all have incentives to misrepresent aid’s benefits. Voters know that gov-
ernments have private information about aid, and they know that their
agents have goals that differ from their own. They formulate beliefs
about the benefits of foreign aid and gauge their willingness to pay for
it relative to these benefits. When they are pessimistic about the value
of aid, voters will not want to allocate money to the aid budget. Their
agents thus need to find a way to reassure some voters at least. One way
to do this is to give some portion of aid through a multilateral agency,
which some voters at least believe to be a higher quality dispenser of aid.
Hence as public opinion about foreign aid becomes more negative,
executives are increasingly likely to channel more aid through multilat-
eral organizations to reassure voters. Multilateral aid institutions thus
can solve a principal-agent problem for donor countries.

The data here support this proposition. As public opinion vis-à-vis
foreign aid becomes more negative, more aid is channeled through multi-
lateral organizations. This result holds even when controlling for a wide
variety of other factors. In sum, governments may delegate aid delivery
to international institutions when their publics lack information about
the consequences of aid and fear that their governments will deviate
from their wishes concerning its use. By using the international organiza-
tion to send aid, the government issues a credible signal about the use of
foreign aid; the collective principal relationship to the multilateral agency
allows it to be useful to national leaders. In this way, the presence of
international institutions can make domestic as well as international
actors better off by helping to solve a principal-agent problem in domes-
tic politics. Political leaders in democracies will have greater motivations
to create and maintain multilateral international institutions in these
types of situations. As the introduction to this volume notes, multilateral-
ism will be chosen when the benefits for principals outweigh the costs,
but it should be remembered that these benefits can be largely domestic.
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5

Distribution, information, and delegation
to international organizations: the case

of IMF conditionality

LISA L. MARTIN

States delegate authority to international organizations (IOs) for many
reasons. Incentives to delegate fall under the general heading of infor-
mational concerns, such as monitoring behavior or providing scientific
expertise, and distributional concerns, making sure that policies reflect
major state interests. This chapter elaborates the informational and
distributional logics of delegation, draws observable implications from
them, and uses these propositions to examine the development of policies
regarding conditionality within the International Monetary Fund (IMF).

Some would argue that the IMF has achieved greater agency or
autonomy than IOs in any other sphere of activity. I use the definition
of autonomy presented in the introduction to this volume: the range of
potential independent action available to the agent (I also sometimes use
the term agency to refer to the same concept). Initially, the IMF was
merely a set of rules regulating member state behavior rather than an
organization with any autonomy. However, it quickly transformed into
an active organization. Much of this transformation took place via
debates about the use of Fund resources by members, leading to the
practice of conditionality.

I begin by setting out two potential sources of variation in the auton-
omy of IOs: distributional conflict and the demand for information.
I develop a number of expectations about how the delegation of author-
ity should vary in response to the concerns. In the IMF, these concerns
take the form of divergence of preferences among the executive directors

I thank Devesh Kapur, Jeff Frieden, James Boughton, Miles Kahler, and participants in
the Cambridge workshop on the Political Economy of International Finance and the
BYU conference on delegation to international organizations. My thanks for research
assistance go to David Singer and Ethan Handelman.
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(EDs) and private information held by the staff. I then examine the his-
torical development of rules and procedures governing the use of condi-
tionality in the IMF to provide evidence relevant to these hypotheses.

I distinguish between formal agency, which is the amount of authority
states have explicitly delegated to an IO, and informal agency, which is
the autonomy an IO has in practice, holding the rules constant. Both
formal and informal autonomy fit within the definition of autonomy
adopted in this volume. Formal autonomy refers to state decisions about
the explicit rules that delegate authority to IOs; informal autonomy
refers to IOs’ ability to maneuver within the existing rule structure. My
conception of informal autonomy conforms closely to the puzzle studied
by Erica Gould in this volume, and her chapter on the IMF provides
further details on how the IMF staff uses the informal autonomy it gains
through delegation.

Overall, the picture of agency and delegation is a complex one. Trad-
itional IMF practices of not publicly airing many of the details of its
internal proceedings make a definitive study of the agency issue difficult.
Autonomy varies. The staff may simultaneously be tightly constrained in
some aspects of its activity, while enjoying close to a free hand in other
dimensions. The distributional and informational frameworks help us to
analyze the causes of IMF structure and actions, thus providing greater
insight into its functions as an international institution. For example,
they help us to understand the substantial delegation of authority that
took place in the 1950s, and challenges to that delegation in the 1970s.
IOs gain autonomy as the result of intentional state decisions to delegate
authority, not through a careless process driven by the staff (Barnett
and Finnemore 2004: 56–58). In the case of the IMF, Fund staff and
management have autonomy when it works to the interests of the execu-
tive board (EB), and the historical evidence clearly demonstrates that
decisions about delegation are thoroughly debated and considered; the
autonomy of staff does not emerge by accident.

DISTRIBUTIONAL CONFLICT AND PRIVATE INFORMATION

AS SOURCES OF AUTONOMY

When states create an IO and endow it with some agency, they necessar-
ily delegate a certain degree of authority to it. However, the level of
delegation varies greatly across IOs, over time, and across issues. Some
IOs have attained substantial autonomy, while others can do little with-
out explicit consent from member states (Cortell and Peterson 2001;
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Nielson and Tierney 2003a; Pollack 1997). I argue that two sets of
factors help us to understand variation in the level of delegation. One is
distributional conflict, meaning conflicts of interest among member
states. The other is informational concerns, especially private informa-
tion that might be held by the IO staff. In developing these rationales for
delegation, I draw explicitly on a principal-agent framework, where
member states are understood as principals and the IO as an agent. In
the case of the IMF, I simplify by assuming that the EB, which directly
represents member states, is the principal, and that the management and
staff (treated as a unitary actor) is the agent.

Distributional concerns

The introduction to this volume refers to preference heterogeneity as a
potential source of IO autonomy. Preference heterogeneity can also be
understood as distributional conflict, since it means that different princi-
pals prefer that different outcomes prevail. To illustrate and develop the
argument, assume a simple, one-dimensional space over which member
states make decisions. In the case of the IMF, this space ranges from loose
conditions on drawings to rigorous conditions. States’ ideal points will
array themselves along this continuum. I assume that the IO staff also has
a preference on this spectrum. The preferences of states and the IO will
vary over time and across countries. For the IMF, states’ preferences will
be influenced by both economic and political factors. They will be
concerned about the economic consequences of programs for the inter-
national financial system, but also about their political relationship with
borrowers. For example, they may prefer looser conditions for states that
are political allies, wishing to spare them the domestic upheaval that
tight conditions often cause. In the IMF case, I assume that state interests
are reflected by the EDs. As the IO staff is not directly responsible to
any particular member state, being made up of international civil ser-
vants, I assume that its preferences are driven primarily by economic
(“technocratic”) considerations.

Figure 5.1 illustrates how state and staff preferences might appear
for a particular program or policy choice. For tractability, I identify only
five states, which could be thought of as groups of like-minded states.
I assume that the staff makes a proposal for a program, and the members
approve this proposal by majority vote. States’ ideal points are repre-
sented by the numbers 1 through 5. The staff’s ideal point is indicated by
the letter S.
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The assumption of a staff proposal and majority votes by members is a
strong one, and may not be appropriate for all IOs. However, it is
accurate for the case of the IMF, and some version of a staff proposal
and state approval is appropriate for most IOs. In the IMF case, the states
are represented by EDs who make up the EB. EDs have different numbers
of votes, depending on whom they represent. One important question is
whether the EB can amend staff proposals, or whether they are presented
with a “take it or leave it” offer. Technically speaking, in the IMF the
board has the right to do whatever it wants, and so could amend
proposals. But in practice, amendments would be controversial and
cumbersome, subject to charges of political interference. Because condi-
tions have been agreed in prior negotiations with the borrowing country,
attempts to amend would mean sending the staff back for renegotiation.
These considerations mean that, in practice, the board almost never
considers amending staff proposals.1 It therefore seems a reasonable
simplification to assume that proposals to the board are essentially
take-it-or-leave-it offers (Gold 1984: 392; Garritsen de Vries 1985: 987).

Given this decision-making framework, on any individual program
the staff can have substantial influence over the content of the program
or policy finally approved. The staff can propose the program closest to
its own preference that is able to muster majority support. The EB will
only veto a staff proposal if a majority finds the status quo – i.e. no
program – more to its liking than the proposal.

This simple setup leads to a few preliminary propositions about staff
autonomy, understood as the staff’s ability to influence the content of
programs. First, observe that staff influence is likely to grow when the
status quo is strongly disliked by most states. In this case, nearly any
proposal will be able to gain a majority, so the staff can present something
close to its ideal point. This observation could lead us to suggest, for
example, that in times of crisis that threaten the international financial

1 Stone (2002) notes some extraordinary circumstances in which the staff is forced to
amend its proposals because of EB disapproval.

Figure 5.1. State and staff preferences over stringency of conditionality
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system, IMF staff will have substantial influence, as EDswill be anxious to
move away from the status quo. On the other hand, when dealing with
relatively minor borrowing countries, or with chronic problems that do
not pose any immediate threat to the international system, EDs are more
willing to live with the status quo. In this case, the staff will have to be
more attentive to ED preferences, effectively limiting its autonomy.

A second observation is that the distribution of preferences among
states will have implications for staff influence. When state preferences
diverge, stretching along the entire policy continuum, there is more likely
to be a wide range of proposals that could gain majority approval. This
gives the staff room for maneuver, as they can choose the proposal within
this space that comes closest to their ideal point. In contrast, when state
preferences converge, the staff will have less flexibility. Now a smaller set
of proposals is likely to gain approval, constraining the staff to make a
proposal within this smaller space. I therefore expect that staff autonomy
will be greater when there is disagreement among states about the desired
policy (the degree of conditionality in the IMF case). Such disagreement
allows the staff to play states off against one another.2

The hypotheses developed so far focus on informal agency – the
autonomy of staff given a stable set of rules. However, this setup also
suggests likely changes in the rules governing staff activities as a result of
the distribution of state preferences. Recognizing that the staff might
have significant autonomy on any individual decision, states have
searched for ways to put ex ante constraints on staff activities. They
can specify guidelines for policies or provide more direct oversight of
staff activities, for example. Under what conditions are states likely to
put stringent constraints on the staff?

One straightforward expectation is that a state is more likely to dele-
gate significant formal authority when it believes that staff preferences
are in line with its own. If the staff is perceived as an outlier – preferring
far looser or tighter conditions than the majority of states – states will
recognize the potential use of agenda-setting power to force an outcome

2 I should note that this proposition differs from that developed in the introduction to
this volume, where the claim is made that greater preference heterogeneity will
make states less likely to delegate authority. The difference arises because I am
considering informal autonomy here: the autonomy the staff has, holding the rules
constant. Given a priori delegation decision and constant rules, greater heterogen-
eity should increase the room for maneuver available to the staff. This proposition is
actually anticipated by the introduction’s argument that preference heterogeneity
makes it difficult for states to restructure an existing delegation relationship.
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far from what they would prefer. Under these conditions, states are likely
to reclaim authority, perhaps setting more explicit guidelines for policy or
exercising more direct oversight. On the other hand, when the staff is
perceived as “like-minded,” states will be willing to allow it substantial
flexibility. This proposition is consistent with that in the introduction to
this volume, where the “nature of the agent” is proposed to influence
patterns of autonomy.

Following this logic, it also follows that those states whose prefer-
ences are closest to those of the staff will be the strongest proponents
of staff autonomy. Those who perceive their interests as at odds with the
staff will argue for tighter constraints, clearer guidelines, and so on.
Thus, the distribution of state and IO preferences provides us with some
general hypotheses about delegation of formal authority to IOs, and IO
autonomy given a stable pattern of rules. Four distributional hypotheses
will structure the following empirical discussion:

(D1) When states are most dissatisfied with the status quo, as during
crises, they will allow the staff the most autonomy.

(D2) Given a stable set of rules, as state preferences diverge, staff
autonomy will increase.

(D3) States will delegate more authority to the IO staff when it
believes that staff preferences are in line with its own.

(D4) Those states with preferences closest to the staff’s will be the
most willing to delegate authority to the IO.

Informational concerns

Another important source of variation in IO autonomy comes through
consideration of informational concerns. In many circumstances, such as
design of IMF programs, a great deal of information is required for
drafting policies that are likely to be effective. This dynamic is antici-
pated by this volume’s introduction, where “specialization” is seen as a
source of delegation and autonomy. Even when states oversee activities
closely, it is often impossible for state representatives to have the neces-
sary expertise to craft complex, effective programs in a timely fashion.
Thus states rely heavily on staff memos and proposals.

The IO thus has both an important responsibility and an additional
source of flexibility. Staff members are responsible for collecting and
being the repositories of necessary economic and political information
to design policies that are likely to succeed. In the IMF case, they must
collect information on a wide variety of economic variables. They also
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are expected to acquire knowledge that is more political in nature that
will help provide a judgment about a program’s likely success. For
example, is a government likely to live up to the terms of a Letter of
Intent? Or will it fail to meet these terms, either voluntarily or because of
stiff domestic resistance? Without information like this, the IMF’s lend-
ing programs cannot be effective, and may even be counter-productive.

States thus confront a dilemma. On the one hand, they face incentives
to delegate authority to the staff to collect information and use it in de-
signing high-quality programs. On the other, delegation can result in the
staff acquiring private information that it may not share accurately or in
a timely manner. This private information could become a source of
substantial flexibility. For example, consider a situation where the IMF
EB prefers loose conditions on a loan, perhaps because the borrowing
country is a political ally of the major shareholders. The staff, in contrast,
believes that far-reaching policy changes are necessary, so that tight
conditions are appropriate. The staff may be able to use its private
information to exaggerate the economic difficulties facing the borrower,
or to minimize the political difficulties, thus convincing the board to
approve tighter conditions than it otherwise would have preferred.3

Another complication arises for the IMF in that borrowing countries
are often reluctant to reveal vital information. The EDs represent a
diverse, worldwide constituency. Any borrowing country is likely to face
political adversaries on the board. Countries will therefore be reluctant
to reveal sensitive information. However, if borrowers will not reveal
the information, programs will rest on a shaky foundation. The EDs thus
have incentives to convince borrowers to reveal information fully to the
staff, while assuring them that this information will not be leaked or used
for political purposes. One way of providing such assurance is to allow
the staff to treat some information as confidential. Similar considerations
arise when a quick decision is necessary. When the EB believes that it is
necessary to put together a program quickly, it will not have the time to
carefully review all the relevant information, and will find itself relying
more heavily on what the staff chooses to reveal. The board therefore
faces a tradeoff between the perceived urgency of any program and the
desire to reduce the staff’s informational advantage.

3 One could perhaps see such an outcome as an example of agents influencing principals,
as outlined in the introduction to this volume. However, in the interests of keeping the
argument as straightforward as possible, I prefer to interpret such a dynamic as a
standard use of agent autonomy rather than changing principals’ preferences.
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I thus expect that states constantly perform a juggling act with respect
to IO ability to collect information and requirements to reveal this infor-
mation to member states. In situations where designing a strong program
is of vital importance – for example, in a financial crisis – I expect states
to be willing to allow the IO greater leeway in keeping information
private. The same is true when states believe that the staff has preferences
close to their own, as argued above. Concerns about private information
held by the staff will influence decisions about where staff members are
stationed. Stationing staff overseas, rather than in the organization’s
headquarters, allows them to collect more information, but may also
increase their leverage vis-à-vis states.

Two information hypotheses will be examined in the following empir-
ical discussion:

(I1) Staff will gain the capacity to collect information, and keep it
private, when the demand for high-quality information is intense, as in
crisis situations.

(I2) The staff will become more constrained in their informational
capacities when their preferences are believed to deviate from those of
the major member states.

THE EVOLUTION OF IMF DECIS IONS ON

CONDITIONALITY AND GUIDELINES

A focus on principal-agent issues illuminates the structure of the IMF
and the evolution of conditionality. The relationship between the EB and
the management and staff is central to the overall agency issue, and the
management and staff have agenda-setting power when it comes to
proposing loan programs and the conditions attached to them. I ask
how agenda-setting power translates into autonomy of the staff from
the executive board by considering distributional and informational
sources of autonomy. I find substantial support for the hypotheses out-
lined above, particularly those based on informational considerations.

IMF structure

The IMF organizational structure consists of a board of governors, the
EB, a managing director (MD), deputy managing directors, and a staff of
civil servants. The board of governors is made up of political representa-
tives of the IMF’s member states, primarily finance ministers. It has
ultimate authority for running the IMF. However, the IMF’s Articles of
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Agreement allow the governors to delegate nearly all their powers to the
executive board, and they have done so (Gold 1984: 389). In the early
years of the Fund, the governors sometimes attempted to take a more
active role. For example, at one time they established committees to
discuss the annual report. However, attendance was low, and the idea
of such devices was quickly dropped (Southard 1979: 3).

The EB, now made up of 24 EDs, therefore operates as the IMF’s
permanent decision-making body and conducts day-to-day business. It is
in permanent session in Washington. Five EDs are appointed by one large
state each. The rest are elected by constituencies that have no fixed
makeup and are quite diverse. Each ED has a number of votes that are
linked to each member state’s quota (contribution to IMF financial
resources). These quotas are, in turn, loosely based on each member’s
financial weight in the world economy. Some IMF decisions require an
85 percent or 70 percent majority of votes on the EB. However, my focus
here is on approving loans (called drawings in IMF parlance). Approval
of loans requires a simple majority vote of EDs, although in practice the
EB works by consensus, rarely taking explicit votes. The United States
has about 18 percent of total votes.

The IMF staff has grown over time as the membership and activities of
the Fund have grown, now numbering over 2,000. Each department head
reports to the MD, who is appointed for a five-year term. By tradition,
the MD is always a European, while an American is first deputy man-
aging director. The MD’s constitutional position, compared to that of the
heads of many other IOs, is quite strong. Since the MD is the chair of EB
meetings, he is “in a position to control the agenda, direct the discussion,
and by this means influence the board’s decisions” (Strange 1973: 286).
Some MDs have taken more advantage of this agenda-setting power than
have others.

The staff is crucial to the work of the EB. The board carries out its
work largely on the basis of memos and papers prepared by the staff.
Staff members carry out negotiations with countries that are interested in
drawing on Fund resources, undertake regular surveillance activities, and
prepare reports on all member states. Many staff members are regularly
stationed outside Washington, in countries that have extensive dealings
with the IMF.

Over time, the primary mechanism for releasing Fund resources to
member states, and the primary conduit for conditionality, has become
the stand-by arrangement. A country wishing to have access to Fund
resources negotiates a stand-by arrangement with the management
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and staff. After approval by the EB, this arrangement allows the country
to draw on Fund resources on a specified schedule, under certain
conditions. Letters of Intent attached to stand-by arrangements specify
the actions that the borrowing country pledges to undertake.

My concern is with the procedures that go into negotiation and
approval of IMF programs, and how these procedures affect the relative
influence of the EB and the staff and management. Because the EB cannot
approve a program without a proposal from the staff, a useful starting
point in understanding this complex principal-agent nexus is to recognize
that the staff has agenda-setting power, while the EB has the power to
accept or reject staff proposals. If the staff anticipates that the outcome of
board decisions will not be to its liking, it could refuse to present a
program in the first place, providing it with gatekeeping power. Once
a program is in place, agenda-setting power takes the form of assessing
whether the borrower has lived up to the conditions of the loan and
recommendations about whether to release the next stage of the drawing.

The decision to attach conditions to IMF drawings in itself conferred
some autonomy on staff and management. As the exact content of
conditions would inevitably be subject to staff input, any use of condi-
tionality provides it with authority. Therefore, understanding the Fund’s
early decisions to use conditionality and the procedures it developed to
set conditions illuminates important aspects of the agency issue. These
early decisions are also important because the procedures have changed
surprisingly little over the last fifty years, in spite of massive change in the
content of conditions, the scale of lending, and the variety of countries
involved. More recently, the Fund has reviewed conditionality practices
and explicitly promulgated guidelines. Although open discussions about
issues of staff authority and autonomy are not frequently available in the
public record, they do at times arise and suggest that the framework
introduced above helps us understand the structure of EB-staff relations.

The first years

The Articles of Agreement negotiated by John Maynard Keynes and
Harry Dexter White at Bretton Woods left the issue of conditionality
intentionally vague. The positions of Keynes and White, and the polit-
icians that they represented, were predictable as Britain was certain to
have to draw on Fund resources, while the United States would be the
major source of these resources. The debate between automaticity,
favored by Keynes, and conditionality, favored by White, played out
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over the first few years of the Fund, and was settled in the United States’
favor by 1952. The early signals indicated that automaticity would
prevail (Robichek 1984: 67). Keynes was anxious to avoid giving the
Fund “wide discretionary and policing powers” (Dell 1981: 1). He
believed that the Bretton Woods agreement endorsed his view that the
Fund’s “initiative and discretion” should be limited. His preferences were
shared by virtually the entire membership other than the United States.
Internal Fund memos and congressional hearings affirm that the United
States wanted the Fund to be able to limit access to its resources.4 The
United States settled for the requirement that governments make repre-
sentations as to their intentions for using resources (Dam 1982: 117).

The United States opened the door to conditionality by assuring that
the Articles of Agreement required that Fund resources could only be
used for purposes consistent with the Fund’s principles. If the EB could
question members’ representations, “then there was the possibility that it
might be able to exercise some discretion under cover of an assessment of
need” (Dam 1982: 117). Ambiguity in the Bretton Woods agreement
allowed US negotiators to tell Congress that drawings would be subject
to conditions, while other countries believed that unconditional drawings
would be possible. Keynes, aware of congressional resistance to the agree-
ment and anxious to assure its passage, did not publicly dispute the US
interpretation. By 1947, the EB decided that it had the right to challenge a
member’s representation about the purposes to which it would put Fund
resources. This wedge allowed the principle of conditionality to develop.

However, the first MD, Camille Gutt, expressed views consistent with
automaticity (Dell 1981: 8), while the United States continued to insist
on the board’s right to scrutinize requests for drawings. Between 1949
and 1951, drawings from the Fund nearly came to a halt, due to a
combination of Marshall Fund aid substituting for IMF resources and
deadlock about mechanisms for using them. No drawings occurred
during 1950, and the entire amount drawn from October 1949 until
September 1951 was only $76.8 million, while repayments of earlier
drawings to the Fund during this period were $67.7 million (Horsefield
1969, 1: 276).

During this period, the EB as well as the staff and management paid a
great deal of attention to developing procedures that would allow an

4 Broz and Hawes (this volume) illustrate the consistent connection between the
preferences of the US Congress and IMF activities.
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increase in drawings. The concept of automaticity disappeared during
these discussions. A number of staff proposals emerged. At first, the staff
questioned whether the EB had the legal right to specify the terms of
drawings, claiming that the board had either to approve a drawing with
no conditions, or to reject it entirely (Horsefield 1969, 1: 279). The staff
proposed continuous consultations after a drawing occurred, with the
Fund then cutting off further use of resources if the policies adopted were
not appropriate. Many EDs felt that this procedure was too severe. After
this rejection, the staff changed its tune, and suggested that the Fund
might be able to suggest to members appropriate policies, and to make
following them a prerequisite for the right to draw. This proposal also
aroused concern. While the United States supported the staff view, others
“said that they doubted the Fund could go as far as the staff had
suggested in interpreting the Fund’s powers” (IMF Archives S1723, EB
Minutes, Meeting 285, February 12, 1948).

The United States throughout this period insisted that conditions be
attached to the use of resources, and that the Fund’s Articles of Agree-
ment allowed, in fact required, such conditions. A memo from the US ED
in March 1948 argues that the Articles provide “ample powers to estab-
lish conditions on borrowing members . . . with respect to the economic
policies of the borrowing members while they are in debt to the Fund”
(IMF Archives S1720).

New MD Ivar Rooth presented a plan in November 1951, known as
the “Rooth Plan,” that finally broke the deadlock. This plan became the
basis of stand-by arrangements. After extensive discussions and some
modifications by a staff working party, the Rooth Plan was approved in
February 1952. The basic idea of the plan was that drawings of greater
resources would result in greater stringency of conditions. Members
would agree with the Fund on a plan to assure policy changes and
repayment of the drawing within a specified time before the EB would
approve the stand-by arrangement.

This formal development of conditionality reflected actual board
practice in the years 1948–52.5 Over this period, requests for drawings
were often challenged on the grounds of policy problems that would lead
to an inability to repay. For example, an informal request from Colombia
in May 1948 for a purchase of $12.5 million was put on hold because
the current measures in place to improve Colombia’s economic situation

5 The archival evidence seems to contradict the claim by Williamson (1982: 11) that
lending during the early years essentially reflected the principle of automaticity.
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were “insufficient.” The board specified that a “strong policy of monet-
ary stabilization” was necessary, and said it would approve the request
if Colombia “prepared to take the proper steps” (Archives S1720, Memo
from Taylor to Brand, November 5, 1948). The EB adopted similar
policies toward Peru and Chile (Archives S1720, Memo from van
Campenhout to Brenner, March 16, 1948; Archives S1720, EB Minutes,
Meeting 240, December 23, 1947).

The development of the principle of conditionality went hand-in-hand
with a shift in responsibility from the EB to the staff. In the first two years
of the Fund, EDs played an active role in negotiations, heading field
missions. EB Minutes from 1947 establish the following early principles:

Liaison between the Fund and each member should normally be carried out
by the Executive Director concerned, the Managing Director, and staff members.
In particular cases a mission might be sent out as had been done recently, but
such special contacts should be carried out only after decision by the Executive
Board. (Archives S1720, Meeting 170, May 20, 1947)

This statement illustrates the tight constraints on staff autonomy that
the EB initially attempted to maintain. At times, EDs questioned staff
judgments on particular policy issues, such as advice to Iran on its
exchange rate, or to Colombia on fiscal issues. Such questions continu-
ally raised the issue of staff autonomy, and EDs attempted to delegate
enough authority to the staff to allow them to do their jobs, but to
maintain control. For example, US ED Southard was unhappy with a
staff report on Iran, and “expressly reiterated his support for the inde-
pendence of the staff, even while declaring that he could not agree that
technical reports should be submitted by the Fund with which the board
disagreed” (Horsefield 1969, 1: 471).

The practice of EDs participating in missions stopped in 1948, with a
board decision clarifying the division of responsibility between the board
and the staff. But from 1948 until the early 1950s, the EB continued to
keep a tight rein on staff missions. The “composition of each staff mission
was subject to Board approval, and the Board outlined detailed instruc-
tions for them” (Horsefield 1969, 2: 11). Furthermore, members routinely
discussed their prospective requests for drawings directly with the US ED
prior to submitting a formal request. This practice ended by 1956. Susan
Strange sees this as an “important shift of responsibility from the United
States to the Fund” (Strange 1973: 279). EB oversight of staff missions
also became less stringent. As staff members conductedmissions, they had
to make a number of immediate decisions that were only subject to review
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afterwards, indicating their agenda-setting function. Overall, by the late
1950s and early 1960s, the complex process of policy-making meant that
“the management and the staff ha[d] a large measure of responsibility”
(Horsefield 1969, 2: 11). That “in later years the influence of the staff
tended to grow is undeniable” (Horsefield 1969, 1: 471).

Miles Kahler (1990: 96) also notes that the staff gained autonomy in
the early 1950s, and began to exercise it. The EB stopped attempting to
revise individual country programs. He indicates reasons that are con-
sistent with the informational framework for delegation: “The United
States supported these expansions of staff autonomy. In part it had no
choice; meticulous design of country programs required a degree of
expertise and information that executive directors and their staffs could
not provide” (Kahler 1990: 96). He also notes, however, that national
governments retained control over the general outlines of policy.

Strange finds the same pattern of shift from a dominant EB to more
staff authority. “At first . . . the secretariat was very much overshadowed
by the Executive Board, to whom it was subordinate, and operated
mainly as the board’s advisor” (Strange 1973: 267). However, once
consultations with members became common, the staff acquired more
authority. Strange identifies the pressure of business – the need to make
decisions in a timely manner – as one factor contributing to greater staff
autonomy. For many matters, the staff adopted the so-called “lapse-of-
time procedure.” “In effect, this meant that the board backed up staff
decisions automatically, unless an executive director having an objection
or query was reasonably prompt in raising it” (Strange 1973: 267).

The reasons that historian Margaret Garritsen de Vries indicates for
this substantial shift of authority from the EB to the staff with the devel-
opment of conditionality echo the informational and distributional ra-
tionales for delegation. She argues that frequent staff–ED contact meant
that staff could convey information informally to EDs, so that explicit
oversight was unnecessary; and that over time EDs came to have more
confidence in the staff. Another reason that the staff gained authority over
time was their accumulated expertise. Growth of membership and turn-
over on the board meant that it did not build up the kind of institutional
memory that the staff gained over time.6 Thus, the desire to draw on high-
quality information led to greater delegation of authority to the staff.

6 See also Finch (1994).
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Keith Horsefield argues that moving the venue of negotiations from
Washington to members’ capitals substantially enhanced staff influence.
He points out the informational advantages this shift gave to the staff:

It . . . led to the staff acquiring a much more intimate knowledge of the problems
of each member country than was possible for any Executive Director except the
one who had been appointed or elected by that country. It was a small step from
this to the evolution by the staff, in discussions with members, of programs for
the reform of their economies; and an even smaller step to the inclusion of
conditions in stand-by arrangements which reflected these programs and under-
takings which members had given to observe them. Yet the result was that the
Board came to be faced with draft stand-by arrangements and letters of intent
that had been prepared by the staff in consultation only with the member
country – or at most with the Executive Director immediately concerned – and
which contained conditions drafted by the staff itself. (Horsefield 1969, 1: 472)

One controversial issue associated with the shift of venue was whether
the ED concerned would be able to review draft country consultation
reports before the staff presented them to the board. “The Management/
staff successfully argued that the whole consultation process would be
frustrated if, in effect, the staff had to negotiate the contents of the report
. . . This was another important step in establishing the operational
independence of the staff” (Southard 1979: 10).

Horsefield calls this shift nothing short of a “revolution.” Not surpris-
ingly, some EDs protested. At the 1951 annual meeting, some governors
expressed similar views. The governor representing Australia decried the
“tendency of the Fund, which according to my information is constantly
pressed on the Executive Board by a section of the staff, to interpret the
law in such a way as to expand the functions of the Fund, and thus
indirectly the influence of the staff” (Horsefield 1969, 1: 270). However,
the informational demands of drafting effective programs eventually con-
vinced the board that it had little option but to embrace this delegation of
authority. The shift of authority to staff was not evidence of a runaway
agency or lack of attention on the part of principals, but an intentional
choice determined by the need to tradeoff direct control for high-quality
information. This interpretation of staff autonomy stands in sharp contrast
to that of Barnett and Finnemore (2004: ch. 3), for example, who see the
staff as authoritative and influential because of their legitimacy and bur-
eaucratic incentives, not because of rational decisions by their principals.

Horsefield also draws attention to the conflict of interest among EDs
that the distributional framework highlights. He argues that “the princi-
ple reason for the strengthening of the staff’s position was that it had
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opportunities for exercising initiative, and took them” (Horsefield 1969, 1:
472). For example, the staff sent an important report on international
reserves and liquidity to Fund members without board review. Horsefield
identifies “a clash of views amongst Executive Directors . . . which might
have made it impossible to present an agreed Board report” as the permis-
sive condition for this exercise of staff autonomy (Horsefield 1969, 1: 472).

US ED Frank Southard has published his own analysis of the evolution
of board–staff relations during this early period, and concurs with the
conclusions reached by the official historians: “[I]n the end, the result
was a strongManagement/staff and an Executive Board that acted largely
on Management recommendations” (Southard 1979: 7). Southard also
provides evidence that the model is realistic in assuming that EDs do not,
in practice, have amendment power over individual country programs
proposed by the staff. While the board does revise general policy papers
and annual reports, reports “on country consultations, including those
recommending the use of Fund resources, were not to be revised unless
actual errors were found” (Southard 1979: 9). In addition, he shows the
effective gatekeeping power exercised by the staff and management, as
the EB decided, after much controversy, that it would not consider
requests for the use of resources in the absence of a recommendation by
the staff. Some countries have threatened to go directly to the board to
evade this staff gatekeeping authority, but these threats have never been
carried out, as the EB has made it clear that it would vote “no” in such a
circumstance (Southard 1979: 10).

Evolution of mechanisms

Mechanisms for implementing stand-by arrangements evolved during the
1950s. Concerns about agency issues – in particular, mechanisms to
assure that the EB had oversight power in spite of increasing staff activity
– continually appeared during this period. One notable instance was MD
Rooth’s parting address in 1956. Here, he emphasized the “delicate”
nature of relations between the EB and the staff and management. He
was particularly unhappy with the tendency of EDs to discuss problems
with other EDs, rather than with the management. As the Fund had not
been as active in the mid-1950s as Rooth desired, he felt that its achieve-
ments fell short of its promise. He located the source of this “failure . . .
in the difficult problem of the respective responsibilities of the Executive
Directors and the management and staff . . . Mr. Rooth emphasized anew
the desirability of entrusting to the management and staff of the Fund the
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application of its policies and the day-to-day Administration of its activ-
ities” (Horsefield 1969, 1: 424). Rooth’s successor, Per Jacobsson, came
into office with a similar view: that the EB “sat rather too heavily on the
back of the Managing Director” (Southard 1979: 5).

The early years, in which the practice of conditionality was invented
and institutionalized, thus set the framework that still exists for relations
between the EB and the staff. This period saw a considerable delegation
of authority. The EB retains control over general policy decisions, and its
delegation of authority was intentional. The staff gained agenda-setting
and gatekeeping power over specific programs. The reasons for this
delegation lie in the informational and distributional criteria discussed
above, with more emphasis on the informational rationales at this stage.
Two later changes in the formal procedures deserve mention: the
promulgation of guidelines on conditionality in 1968 and 1979.

A set of explicit guidelines for conditionality was first established in
1968. These guidelines emerged in response to concern on the part of
some EDs about the content of conditionality and excessive staff influ-
ence on these conditions. Those EDs representing developing countries
raised the concerns, especially in response to a program negotiated with
the UK in 1967. A sterling crisis arose, and the MD was instrumental in
negotiations with the UK. This situation contrasted starkly with the last
major episode involving the UK, in 1956. Then, the decisive negotiations
occurred between the UK’s ED and the US secretary of the Treasury
(Southard 1979: 20). In 1967, the MD demonstrated that he could
specify the terms on which the Fund would provide assistance, and used
this leverage to convince the UK to devalue the pound. Negotiations were
confidential, and EDs not informed of their progress. This decision to
allow the MD substantial autonomy showed evidence of deliberation,
not lack of attention on the part of EDs. They considered, for example,
whether the Group of Ten might be a better body for handling this
sensitive situation. However, both the UK and the EB preferred that the
IMF take a leading role (Strange 1976: 140).

However, the outcome of these negotiations led to an uproar among
developing countries, as they perceived the conditions agreed in the
negotiations as far more lenient than those attached to programs with
developing countries. The program contained no provisions for phasing
of drawings, no performance clauses, and few monetary or credit ceilings
(Dell 1981: 12–13). This leniency was especially criticized because the
loan was for a large amount, $1.4 billion, in the UK’s highest credit
tranche, and therefore should have included stringent performance
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criteria. Instead, provisions for reviews and consultations substituted for
the usual quantitative performance requirements.

The MD, Pierre-Paul Schweitzer, anticipated that developing coun-
tries would review the terms of the UK program closely, and so spent
considerable time explaining the reasoning behind the agreed plan. His
major justification was that the devaluation of a major currency like
the pound sterling potentially threatened the international monetary
system. “In these circumstances, it seemed to him that all of the financial
support which the Fund could make available to the member ought to be
forthcoming en masse whenever needed” (Garritsen de Vries 1976: 341).

In spite of Schweitzer’s justifications, developing country EDs com-
plained that this episode revealed a lack of equality of treatment, and argued
in favor of uniform standards. Their discontent led to a general review of
use of the Fund’s resources, resulting in the 1969 guidelines on condition-
ality. The reviewbeganwith a staff paper arguing in favor of continuation of
the existing policies, on the grounds that individual design of each program
was necessary. One could also read this argument as favoring continuing
staff discretion. The staff’s position was supported by developed countries,
but not by developing countries. They demanded some criteria that would
guide the number and content of performance clauses.

The outcome of EB discussions was a set of guidelines approved in
September 1968. These guidelines reflected the demands of developed
countries, as they recognized that “no general rule as to the number and
content of performance criteria can be adopted in view of the diversity of
problems and institutional arrangements of members” (Decision No.
2603-(68-132), September 20, 1968). The board also decided, however,
in line with the preferences of developing countries, that “the number of
performance criteria . . . should be limited to those considered truly
necessary for determining whether the objectives of a member’s stabiliza-
tion program were being achieved” (Dell 1981: 12). In addition, it
developed standard texts for consultation and performance clauses in
stand-by arrangements. Thus, while the guidelines left substantial staff
discretion and primarily codified existing practice, they can be read as an
attempt to limit this discretion.

Over the next few years, the EB devoted greater attention than had
previously been the case to reviewing the details of staff negotiations.
Any changes in existing performance criteria recommended by the staff
had to be approved by the EB, and policies demanded by the board
became more specific. The board also demanded, and received, reviews
of the financial models used by the staff in their negotiations. It asked for
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more evidence on the results of previous programs, and greater quantifi-
cation to allow them to oversee programs more easily.

This increased oversight by the EB continued in the 1970s. Members
of the EB, “and those in developing countries in particular, were ever
vigilant to constrain the fund’s management and staff as to the scope of
the conditionality they could pursue in negotiations with prospective
borrowers” (Polak 1991: 53). Developing country views were, temporar-
ily, reflected in the United States, as the Nixon Administration expressed
deep dissatisfaction with the management of the Fund in 1971. MD
Schweitzer was criticized by US officials for allowing Fund staff too
much leeway (James 1996: 244).

The 1976 annual meeting saw the airing of extensive criticism of the
staff (Garritsen de Vries 1985: 493). EDs from developing countries
began explicitly to call for “a close involvement of the Executive Board
in the application of the Fund’s policies to particular countries by having
the Executive Board set up specific guidelines and constraints” (Garritsen
de Vries 1985: 502). The Syrian ED expressed a similar view: the EB
“ought to have a larger role in the application of conditionality to
individual members. As it was, conditions were not approved ex ante
by the Executive Board, that is, before the program was finalized; they
were determined by the management and staff and approved only ex post
by the Executive Board” (Garritsen de Vries 1985: 503).

A review of the guidelines in 1979 reflected this intensified vigilance,
with a further attempt to set standards for the number and content of
conditions. The emphasis was on limiting the number of performance
criteria and preconditions used. The guidelines gave the EDs “closer
participation in the negotiating process” (Garritsen de Vries 1985:
505). Periodic reviews of the guidelines took place in the late 1980s
and late 1990s, but did little to change their basic structure.

How to interpret these debates about guidelines for conditionality?
They lend support to the distributional framework. During the 1960s
and 1970s, conflicts of interest on the EB grew as developed countries
ceased to have any realistic possibility of drawing on Fund resources.
Their interests in conditionality thus moved closer to the long-held views
of the United States, while developing countries preferred loose condi-
tions. The divergence in views was increased as the industrial countries
believed that the conditions of many post-oil shock programs were too
lenient (Kahler 1990: 104).

The distributional framework predicted that such polarization of
preferences on the EB, given a stable set of formal procedures, would in
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practice increase the flexibility of the staff, as they could play EDs off
against one another. In fact, it was during the� 1970s that EDs expressed
concerns that the management and staff were essentially setting policies,
not just implementing them (Kahler� 1990�:� 104). In reaction to this
increased practical autonomy, the EB attempted to change the rules so
as to rein in the staff, as expected. In addition, these debates provide firm
support for the expectation that EDs with preferences closest to those of
the staff should be the most willing to grant the staff significant auton-
omy. Attempts to rein in the staff came primarily from the developing
countries, which saw the staff as imposing conditions that met the
demands of developed countries.

PRECONDITIONS AND TREATMENT OF

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION

The previous section has examined the historical evidence relating to the
development of procedures for conditionality. I now turn to two add-
itional issues relevant to the agency problem: the use of preconditions in
programs and provisions for the treatment of confidential information.
The issue of preconditions has become important since the mid-1970s,
when they became common, and the problem of confidential information
has run throughout the life of the Fund. Both present the potential for the
staff to gain substantial autonomy.

Preconditions are actions that the staff and management require a
member to take before they will present any program to the EB for
approval. Preconditions evolved to address problems of monitoring and
credibility. The 1979 guidelines on conditionality recognized the use of
preconditions as associated with the need to establish credibility. With
conditions written into programs in the usual manner, questions continu-
ally arose about who would monitor these conditions, whether members
would really live up to them, and whether release of further Fund
resources would really be dependent on their achievement. Requiring a
member to meet certain standards before any program is presented
circumvents all of these difficulties.

However, as John Williamson points out, the use of preconditions
creates a new problem, one that is central to the issue of staff autonomy.
The problem is “the absence of ex ante control by the Executive Board
over the actions of the staff” (Williamson 1982: 36). Since staff set these
preconditions, determine when countries have met them, and can refuse
to present programs to the board until the preconditions are met, they
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could become the source of an exceptionally high degree of autonomy.
Williamson recognizes the problem, but also argues that the ex post
power of the EB to ask about what preconditions the staff has demanded
might serve as an adequate constraint on the staff and explain why the
board has gone along with the use of preconditions.

The 1979 guidelines on conditionality attempted to put limits on the
use of preconditions. The guidelines state that: “A member may be
expected to adopt some corrective measures before a stand-by arrange-
ment is approved by the Fund, but only if necessary to enable the member
to adopt and carry out a program consistent with the Fund’s provisions
and policies” (Decision No. 6056-(79/39), March 2, 1979). EDs have
continued to allow the use of preconditions, indicating their satisfaction
with current procedures – or at least a calculation that the benefits of
using them outweigh the possible losses from increased authority for the
staff. A 1986 review indicates that while the management and staff
establish preconditions, they do so “against the background of dis-
cussions in the Executive Board with respect to previous programs or
Article IV consultations” (IMF 1986: 7). However, there is also evidence
that staff have at times used preconditions to evade what they see as
excessive political interference by the EB. For example, in the case of
Russia in the early 1990s, persistent intervention against the recommen-
dations of the staff led to the increased use of preconditions (Åslund
2000: 25). Randall Stone’s (2004) careful study of IMF programs in
Africa indicates that such political interference is a primary reason for
the economic failure of programs, lending support to the idea that the
staff would have incentives to attempt to limit it.

When preconditions and “prior actions” became relatively common,
in the late 1970s, the EB spent some time discussing their use and
implications. A report in August 1978 acknowledged concern:

Several Executive Directors suggested that the requirement of prior actions by
members should be altogether eliminated. Normally, Executive Directors are not
formally informed of these measures until the request for a stand-by arrangement
is presented to the Executive Board for approval; these measures therefore do not
receive the Board’s endorsement at the time they are discussed between the
member and the staff. (IMF 1978: 6)

Other EDs found the use of preconditions necessary in some circum-
stances. Not surprisingly, the staff agreed with the latter position, arguing
that they established a groundwork that allowed for effective programs.

The report went on to an explicit discussion of agency issues. Begin-
ning from the presumption that preconditions are sometimes essential,
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the question became one of associating the EB more closely with their
determination. The difficulty is that the necessary measures could only be
identified in the process of discussions between the staff and the country’s
financial authorities. The report recommended informal contacts be-
tween the MD and EDs to keep the EB informed, but against any formal
EB discussion of evolving preconditions. A review a couple of years later
showed continuing EB concern with the issue, but EDs agreed to
continue using preconditions on a case-by-case basis (IMF 1983: 7).

A second source of staff autonomy that has frequently met with
concern on the part of the EB is the treatment of confidential infor-
mation. In the course of negotiations with members, the staff often
acquires information that the member would prefer to keep confidential.
Analysts of the Fund have noted the “delicacy” of discussions between
the staff and members (Gold 1984: 392). If a member does not anticipate
that such information will remain private, it may refuse to disclose it,
undermining the potential for a successful program.

In the early years of the IMF, the EB assumed that it would be privy to
all information shared with the staff. However, as staff negotiations
gained in importance, EDs moved toward a willingness to allow the staff
and management to keep some information private. The original Articles
of Agreement and Rules and Regulations made no reference to the
treatment of confidential information. However, questions about the
access of EDs to such information arose quickly, coming on the EB’s
agenda as early as March 1947.

The EB’s early decision established an equal right of all EDs to any
information; the ED representing the member concerned could not have
privileged access to information. The EB decision “specified that every
member of the Executive Board was entitled to request and receive all the
information in the possession of the Fund” (Garritsen de Vries 1985:
991). However, revealing some sympathy for the desire of members to
protect sensitive information, the MD adopted the practice of requesting
a member’s consent before disclosing information to EDs. This practice
at least allowed members to know what information was being disclosed,
and what remained confidential.

The situation changed after the mid-1950s with increased intensity
of staff activity. In what historian Garritsen de Vries (1985: 990) calls
a “salient advance in the Fund’s policymaking,” the EDs became willing
to allow the MD to keep confidential information from them. This
development was perceived as going hand-in-hand with allowing the
MD or staff to take the initiative in raising issues with members.
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Questions about how to treat confidential information arose again in
the 1970s, reflecting the growing difference in perspectives between
developed and developing countries, as well as new issues on the IMF’s
agenda. The MD, Johannes Witteveen, at times carried out lengthy pri-
vate negotiations. As negotiations dragged on, the EB inevitably became
worried that it was being excluded (Garritsen de Vries 1985, 1006).
Concerns grew that the retention of confidential information by the staff
unduly increased the power of staff technicians in negotiations (Buira
1983: 133). “There is striking testimony that the amount of information
which has been available to Executive Board members as a basis for their
decisionmaking has, in fact, been limited” (Eckaus 1986: 245).

When the question of confidential information arose again, the issue
was whether the technical assistance provided by the staff should first be
cleared with the ED concerned. This question provoked strong feelings
on the part of the MD and staff, as they felt that it was of “prime
importance” (Garritsen de Vries 1985: 994). They worried that this
precedent would mean that any information provided by a member
would be available to all governments. They also emphasized the import-
ance of the existing delegation of authority to the success of the Fund:
“If Executive Directors were to direct the Managing Director in conduct-
ing the ordinary business of the Fund, the Fund could become a minor
institution, with no effective relations with member governments”
(Garritsen de Vries 1985: 994).

The EDs discussed the issue extensively, and endorsed the existing
practices. “In short, the Executive Board decided that the Managing
Director and the staff would continue to have considerable freedom with
respect to confidential information” (Garritsen de Vries 1985: 994).
However, they also took some steps to shore up existing procedures,
reining in the staff to a mild extent. Staff reports would be available to
EDs unless a member specifically requested that they not be. The staff
was directed to discuss the issue of confidentiality with members, encour-
aging them not to withhold information unless it was absolutely neces-
sary to do so. The attempt to encourage members to release information
became stronger in recent years, with the IMF under great pressure
to increase the transparency of its operations. The MD was instructed
to hold more frequent informal discussions with EDs to keep them
apprised of the progress of negotiations. The EB also took the step
of establishing a committee to deal with any conflicts over access to
information that the MD could not resolve. However, this committee
does not appear to have been used.
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Thus, the pattern is of a substantial delegation to the staff in the mid-
1950s, with modest attempts to put more limits on their access to private
information in the late 1970s and today. Garritsen de Vries (1985: 992)
summarizes the logic behind these explicit decisions to allow the
management and staff access to private information:

The major theme running through these Executive Board decisions was that such
treatment of confidential information would enable the Fund to promote its
purposes and exercise its powers more effectively. A minor theme was that the
information, or conclusions based upon it, would often be provided to the
Executive Board in some circumspect form.

The EB thus kept tight control over decisions about confidential infor-
mation, while the content of these decisions amounted to a substantial
delegation to the staff. As the informational framework suggests, when
high-quality information is in demand, greater delegation is likely to occur.

CONCLUSION

Delegation of authority to an IO leads to a certain degree of autonomy
on the part of the staff working for the IO, and can be analyzed using the
concepts of principal-agent relationships. The case of the IMF illustrates
these relationships. Two analytical frameworks provide insight into vari-
ation in staff autonomy and influence. One, a distributional framework,
focuses on the preferences of states and staff members. The other con-
siders informational demands as a motivation for delegating authority.
These perspectives provide a mechanism for understanding the evolution
of staff authority on IMF conditionality. They suggest six propositions
about how staff agency, formal and informal, will vary. By way of
conclusion, I summarize how the IMF’s historical evidence stacks up
against these six expectations.

First, the distributional perspective suggested that states will delegate
more authority when they are most dissatisfied with the status quo (D1).
During crises states have been more willing to allow the staff substantial
autonomy, consistent with this hypothesis. Second, as state preferences
diverge, staff autonomy should increase (D2). As the positions of developed
and developing countries became polarized in the 1960s and later, the IMF
staff found itself with more flexibility and influence. In response, the EB
attempted to put more formal constraints on staff activities. In contrast,
when the preferences of the EB converge – as during a crisis, for example –
the staff finds itself having to respond more directly to EB demands.
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Third, states should be more willing to delegate authority to the staff
when staff preferences are close to those of member states (D3). The
strongest evidence in favor of this proposition comes from the early years
of the IMF. As EDs learned that they could “trust” the staff, they
delegated significant authority to staff members. A closely related ex-
pectation is that those states with preferences close to those of the staff
will be the most willing to delegate authority (D4). Strong support for
this proposition arises in the debates over conditionality of the 1960s and
1970s, when EDs representing developing countries consistently com-
plained about staff autonomy and searched for ways to put tighter
constraints on staff actions.

Other expectations concentrate on informational issues. IO staff will
gain autonomy as the demand for high-quality information increases
(I1). This is probably the most compelling explanation for staff agency
that appears throughout IMF history. Demand for the necessary infor-
mation to design programs with some probability of success led to the
stationing of staff overseas, the withdrawal of EDs from negotiations,
and other steps that substantially increased staff authority. On the other
hand, states will constrain the staff’s ability to collect private information
as states’ preferences diverge (I2). Evidence of this effect is apparent in
decisions about the treatment of private information and the use of
preconditions during the 1970s, when polarized ED preferences led to
attempts to force the staff to reveal more information to the EB.

Overall, the process by which the IMF makes decisions on condition-
ality and the historical evolution of this process show that the staff does,
in fact, have substantial autonomy and influence.7 However, this finding
is not evidence of a runaway agency. Instead, decisions about how much
authority the staff should acquire have been deliberated and argued
thoroughly by the EB. The EB has chosen to delegate authority to the
staff in order to resolve distributional and informational problems asso-
ciated with the use of Fund resources. At the same time, the board retains
the power to retract and restrict staff autonomy, and at times exercises
this power. The IMF’s practices regarding conditionality thus suggest that
the distributional and informational frameworks presented here provide
a valuable tool for understanding the general problem of delegation of
authority to IOs.

7 One ED from the Netherlands, who had previously served on the staff, complained
that he had more influence when he was a senior staff member (“The ‘Yes’ Men
Atop the IMF,” Wall Street Journal, May 12, 1983).
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6

Delegation and discretion in the European Union

MARK A. POLLACK

The European Union (EU), like other international organizations (IOs), is
composed of its member states. The governments of those member states
have signed and ratified successive treaties outlining the objectives and
institutions of the Union, starting with the European Coal and Steel
Community of 1951 and continuing through the creation and institu-
tional elaboration of today’s European Union. As in any international
organization, the member governments of the EU have assigned to them-
selves the central role in the governance of the Union. At the same time,
however, the EU’s member governments have created and allocated
increasing powers and discretion to a number of supranational organiza-
tions, including the executive Commission, the European Court of Justice
(ECJ), the European Central Bank (ECB), the European Parliament (EP),
and a growing number of independent agencies which are delegated
regulatory and/or informational functions in specific issue-areas. Al-
though clearly the creation, or agents, of the member governments, these
supranational organizations possess powers and preferences distinct
from those of their member-state principals, and they have frequently
been posited by both practitioners and academic observers as the em-
bodiment of the project of European integration, and indeed as the
“engines” or “motors” of the integration process.

The delegation of such powers to supranational organizations, the
editors of this project point out, raises two fundamental and linked issues.
First, why do states choose to delegate certain tasks and responsibilities

I would like to thank the editors as well as Bill Bernhard, Andrew Cortell, Mona Lyne,
Helen Milner, Alex Thompson, and the participants in the Harvard and UCSD
workshops on Delegation to International Organizations for comments on earlier
drafts of this chapter.
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to IOs, rather than merely acting unilaterally or cooperating directly? In
the case of the European Union, why have member states chosen to create
an executive Commission and other supranational agents, and delegate
an ever-growing array of functions to them? Second, how do states
control IOs? Having delegated authority to IOs, what mechanisms do
states employ to ensure that their interests are served? (Hawkins, Lake,
Nielson, and Tierney, this volume). As applied to the EU, this question
focuses our attention on what Thatcher and Stone Sweet (�2002�) call the
“how” of delegation, namely the institutional design of international
agents and the control mechanisms created to limit their discretion.�1

The leading approach to such questions, the editors point out, has
been and remains a principal-agent approach derived from rational
choice theory. The principal-agent approach to delegation adopts a func-
tional logic, explaining delegation decisions in terms of the functions
performed by agents, with the most commonplace claim being that poli-
tical principals delegate powers to agents in order to lower the transac-
tion costs of policy-making. The institutional form of delegation, in this
view, reflects the complex, issue-specific calculations of principals, who
design various control mechanisms in order to tailor the discretion of
their agents so as to maximize the gains, and minimize the losses, of
delegation. In the principal-agent approach, therefore, a desire by polit-
ical principals to reduce the transaction costs of policymaking explains
both the “why” and the “how” of delegation.

In this chapter, I formulate and test a variety of principal-agent hy-
potheses about the conditions under which EU member governments
delegate powers and discretion to the EU’s primary executive agent, the
European Commission.2� The chapter is organized in four sections. In
the first section, I set out a simple principal-agent model of delegation,
and derive from it several testable hypotheses about the functions likely
to be delegated to supranational agents and the institutional design of

1 Thatcher and Stone Sweet’s third question, “With What Consequences?”, focuses
on the nature of the principal-agent relationship after the moment of delegation, and
more specifically on the autonomy of the agent and its ability to influence policy
outcomes in ways unintended or undesired by the principals. For the sake of
tractability, I bracket this important but complex question in the current chapter.

2 The discussions of PA analysis and of delegation to the Commission in this chapter
draw extensively from Pollack 2003a. For contrasting discussions of EU delegation
to the European Court of Justice, and the extraordinary discretion that it enjoys
vis-à-vis its political principals, see Pollack (2003a: ch. 3) and Karen Alter’s contri-
bution to this volume.
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the control mechanisms created to limit Commission discretion. The
second section examines the empirical record of the Commission’s dele-
gated functions, including an historical analysis of the EU’s original
design as well as a functional and cross-sectoral analysis of Commission
discretion, which I argue fit closely with the predictions of PA models.
The third section focuses in particular on the role of the European
Parliament (EP) nomination and censure of the Commission. This central
and growing role of the EP, I argue, demonstrates the limits of purely
functional explanations of delegation, and suggests the importance – at
least at the margins – of normative concerns about democratic legitimacy
in the design of the EU’s institutions; it also raises the intriguing question
whether the Parliament has emerged as a collective or multiple principal
of the Commission alongside the EU’s member states. In the fourth and
final section, I conclude that principal-agent analysis has proven to be
a fruitful approach to the study of international delegation, explaining
variation in member-state decisions to delegate powers to IOs, as well
as variation in the subsequent influence of those IOs over policy out-
comes. The primary challenge for future research, I argue, consists of
moving beyond the “parallel demonstration of theory” – namely, that the
principal-agent approach allows us to explain delegation decisions
and agents’ influence within a number of IOs – and begin explaining
international delegation and agency across international organizations.

PRINCIPAL-AGENT ANALYSIS: DELEGATING

FUNCTIONS, LIMITING DISCRETION

Generally speaking, the delegation of powers by a group of principals
(such as domestic legislators or member governments) to an agent (such
as a regulatory agency or a supranational organization) is a special case
of the more general problem of institutional choice or institutional
design: Why do a group of actors collectively decide upon one specific
set of institutions rather than another to govern their subsequent inter-
actions? The basic approach of rational choice theory to this problem of
institutional choice is functional: that is to say, institutional choices are
explained in terms of the functions that a given institution is expected to
perform, and the effects on policy outcomes it is expected to produce,
subject to the uncertainty inherent in any institutional design (Keohane
1984; Koremenos et al. 2001).

Within American politics, a growing literature on the institutional
design of delegation examines the transaction costs involved in the
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making of public policy, which make it difficult for re-election-minded
members of Congress to produce efficient policies and satisfy their con-
stituents. Off-the-shelf models from American politics emphasize two
specific transaction costs of policy-making that might be reduced
through delegation (see e.g. Epstein and O’Halloran 1999a; Huber and
Shipan 2000). (1) Informational transaction costs arise when legislative
principals are confronted with a complex policy environment, and often
require technical information and expert advice in order to craft effec-
tive public policies. In order to produce the necessary information,
legislators design political institutions that employ policy experts, and
create incentives for those experts to provide policy-relevant information
for legislators. (2) In addition to these informational concerns, legisla-
tive principals may encounter a second transaction cost, namely the
problem of credible commitment; that is to say, a group of legislators
may find that it “pays” electorally to commit themselves to certain kinds
of policies, but that they cannot credibly bind themselves or their succes-
sors to maintain those policies in the future. For this reason, legislators
may often delegate powers to bureaucratic agents (such as Congressional
committees, regulatory agencies, or independent central banks) who,
because of their independence and their insulation from day-to-day
electoral pressures, are more able to commit themselves to maintaining
a given policy in the future. These two transaction costs, and the prospect
of reducing them, also play a central role in Keohane’s (1984) functional
theory of international regimes, in which international institutions facili-
tate cooperation among states both by reducing the transactions costs
of international negotiations ex ante, and by monitoring compliance and
identifying transgressors ex post.

In formulating and testing such PA models, it is vital to specify and
operationalize ex ante the types of functions that principals might be
expected to delegate in order to reduce transaction costs. Indeed, with-
out such specification, transaction-cost models can become tautological:
principals delegate powers to agents in order to reduce transaction costs,
and we know that those powers reduce transaction costs because princi-
pals are willing to delegate them. For this reason, I derive from the PA
literature in American politics the hypothesis H1 that principals should
delegate four key functions to their agents, namely: (1) monitoring
compliance with agreements among the principals; (2) solving problems
of “incomplete contracting,” most notably by adjudicating disputes
among the principals about the meaning of previous agreements; (3)
adopting credible, expert regulation of economic activities in areas where
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the principals would be either ill-informed or biased; and (4) setting the
parliamentary agenda so as to avoid the endless “cycling” of policy alter-
natives that might otherwise result from the possession of agenda-setting
power by the principals themselves.

In the case of the European Union, then, we should find EU member
governments delegating these four types of functions to agents such as
the Commission. Such a pattern of delegation would support the hypoth-
esis that member-state principals are indeed motivated primarily by a
desire to minimize the political transaction costs of international co-
operation. A random pattern of delegation, by contrast, or a pattern in
which authority is systematically delegated for functions other than those
specified above, would suggest that member states are motivated by
concerns other than the minimizing of transaction costs.

Studying the delegation of powers in isolation, however, is of limited
utility without a further examination of the institutional form of delega-
tion, which can limit the discretion of agents in the conduct of their
delegated functions.3 Specifically, when delegating authority to an agent,
principals can also adopt various control mechanisms to limit the dis-
cretion of that agent, and hence the prospect of agency losses. These
control mechanisms can be divided into two broad categories: ex ante
administrative procedures and ex post oversight procedures. Adminis-
trative procedures define more or less narrowly the scope of agency
activity, the legal instruments available to the agency, and the procedures
to be followed by it. By contrast, oversight procedures consist of the
various institutional mechanisms that principals can use to (1) monitor
agency behavior, thereby correcting the informational asymmetry in
favor of the agent, and (2) influence agency behavior through the appli-
cation of positive and negative sanctions. Among the formidable array
of sanctions at the disposal of legislative principals are control over
appointments, control over budgets, and the possibility of overriding
agency behavior through new legislation (Hawkins et al., this volume).

If these control mechanisms were costless, one would be expect prin-
cipals to adopt the full range of administrative and oversight proced-
ures in all cases in order to minimize or eliminate agency losses. These
mechanisms, however, are not costless. Strict administrative controls, for

3 The term “discretion” as employed in this chapter follows the definition and
operationalization in Epstein and O’Halloran 1999a, and can be roughly equated
with the use of “autonomy” in the editors’ introduction to this volume.
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example, tend to produce rigid and inefficient policies, while oversight
procedures and sanctions may impose significant costs for principals
as well as agents. In addition, both types of oversight, by limiting the
autonomy of agents from their principals, also limit their credibility as
independent regulators.

Given these costs, principal-agent models predict that principals will
select control mechanisms carefully, tailoring the mix of control mechan-
isms to the nature of the functions delegated and the characteristics of
specific issue-areas. In delegating to agents, that is, principals attempt
to choose the “right” institutions to minimize agency losses at an accept-
able cost to themselves. However, as Huber and Shipan (2000: 9) point
out, the “right” institutions may vary considerably depending upon the
nature of the political environment: “One size does not fit all.” Rather,
they argue, the institutional design of control mechanisms can be con-
sidered as a dependent variable, which in turn reflects other factors of
the political environment, which are the independent variables for the
purpose of explaining institutional choice.

Over the past half-decade, rational choice scholars have put forward
a wide range of hypotheses about the specific aspects of the political
environment that might be expected to influence the decision by princi-
pals to allocate discretion to regulatory agents; but two factors already
mentioned – the demand for policy-relevant expertise and the demand
for credible commitments – have been singled out by various authors as
the most important motivations for delegation and the most important
determinants of agent discretion.

First, the existence of imperfect information – or more specifically,
legislators’ need for policy-relevant information – is often cited by ra-
tional choice scholars as justification for the delegation of powers from
legislators such as the US Congress to regulatory agencies such as the
Environmental Protection Agency or the Food and Drug Administration.
The argument here is straightforward: the empirical world is inherently
uncertain, and legislators face constant demands for policy-relevant in-
formation about the state of the world. Under such circumstances, legis-
lators may find it useful to delegate power to a regulatory agency, which
is assumed to provide policy-relevant expertise and thereby improve
the quality of regulation while reducing the workload of legislators
and their staffs. Such an informational rationale for delegation gives rise
to the hypothesis that, “all else being equal, policy areas shrouded in
uncertainty will tend to be delegated at higher rates” (Epstein and
O’Halloran 1999a: 197; see also Bawn 1995; Huber 1998).
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Second, legislative principals might face difficulties establishing the
credibility of their commitment to specific policy choices over time. More
specifically, the nature of politics as a game played over time points to
two generic obstacles to credible commitment: time inconsistency, which
occurs when a legislator’s or government’s optimal long-run policy differs
from its short-run policy, so that these actors face a rational incentive in
the short run to renege on their long-term commitments; and ill-defined
political property rights, which occur when a group of legislators or a
government faces the prospect of eventually being replaced in office by
other actors with different preferences, who might then overturn their
preferred policies. In both cases, legislators and governments may enjoy
a rational incentive to delegate powers – and very substantial discretion –
to independent bodies charged with the adoption and maintenance of
certain policies, even in the face of pressures to renege from the principals
or their successors. The classic example of such a disjunction between
short-term and long-term preferences arises in the area of monetary
policy, where legislators and governments may have a long-term prefer-
ence for anti-inflationary monetary policies, but may find themselves
unable to commit to such policies because of the short-term temptation
to reduce interest rates and stimulate the economy on the eve of an
election.

Problems of credible commitments also arise in specific issue-areas
where policies generate diffuse benefits for the public at large but impose
concentrated costs on potentially important constituents. For example,
Congressional legislators may find it politically efficient to adopt a
rigorous anti-trust policy against business cartels and concentrations or
to close inefficient and expensive military bases, but in each case indi-
vidual legislators would be tempted to be lenient faced with protests
from concentrated interests in their own constituencies (Epstein and
O’Halloran 1999a: 1–4). In this view, an independent regulator insulated
from political pressures would enjoy greater credibility vis-à-vis political
constituencies and markets, and legislators would benefit by delegating
significant discretion to such non-majoritarian organizations. If this view
is indeed correct, we should expect legislative principals to delegate
powers, not only in issue-areas marked by relative uncertainty but also
in issue-areas characterized by concentrated costs and diffuse benefits.

In recent years, this argument has been applied to the European Union
by Andrew Moravcsik (1998: 73), who argues that member governments
delegated powers in the various EU treaties primarily to establish the
credibility of their mutual commitments by monitoring compliance and
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filling in the details of the treaties that form the central, but incomplete,
contracts of the Union. Giandomenico Majone (2001) goes further,
arguing that there are not one but in fact “two logics of delegation”:
one logic informed by the demand for policy-relevant expertise, in which
principals delegate executive functions to agents within relatively con-
straining control mechanisms; and a second “fiduciary” logic, guided by
the demand for credible commitments, in which principals deliberately
insulate their agents – or “trustees” – so that the agents may implement
policies to which their principals could not credibly commit. By and
large, Majone argues, member states have delegated powers in EU treat-
ies primarily for the purpose of establishing credible commitments, and
therefore grant considerable if not complete discretion to supranational
agents in those treaties. By contrast, the Council delegates implementing
powers to the Commission in secondary legislation “to reduce the costs
and improve the quality of decision-making in the Council,” and accord-
ingly design control mechanisms to limit Commission discretion (Majone
2001: 115).

The above claims from the American and EU literature can, for our
purposes, be recast as hypotheses for empirical testing. Specifically, we
can postulate that the net discretion of the European Commission will
vary as a function of (H2) the demand for policy-relevant information in
complex issue-areas and/or (H3) the demand for credible commitments
among the member-state principals. In addition, following Majone, we
will test the hypothesis (H4) that Commission discretion will vary strik-
ingly between treaty-based fiduciary delegation to enhance credible com-
mitments, and lower levels of discretion in secondary legislation designed
to provide policy-relevant information.

Testing these hypotheses, however, requires an effort to operational-
ize both the dependent variables of delegation and discretion (see below)
and especially the intangible independent variables of uncertainty and
the demand for credible commitments. Measuring the inherent uncer-
tainty, or informational intensity, of an issue-area is a difficult and
contentious process since the actual complexity of an issue-area is im-
possible to measure directly, and the various proxies proposed by various
scholars may in fact measure factors other than the issue-specific demand
for information. In the various studies cited above, for example, a variety
of measures of informational intensity, complexity, and uncertainty
have been proposed, including the number of laws cited in a given bill
(Krehbiel 1991); the number of Congressional committee meetings or
hearings in a given issue-area (Epstein and O’Halloran 1999a: 206–11);
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and, in the case of the EU, the length of a given piece of legislation
(Franchino 2000), the number of provisions calling for the adoption of
“detailed rules,” the presence or absence of “action plans” in a given
area, and the presence or absence of committees in a given piece of
legislation (Franchino 2001). However, of these other measures a number
are inapplicable in the context of the EU or risk-measuring factors other
than information. For example, while Franchino’s use of word count as
an indicator of informational intensity seems plausible at first glance, it
is striking that other studies of delegation (e.g. Huber et al. 2001) employ
the same measure as an indicator of discretion on the equally plausible
grounds that longer legislation is, ceteris paribus, more detailed and
hence more constraining to an implementing agent than shorter legisla-
tion. Hence, attempts to measure informational intensity or uncertainty
in quantitative terms invariably encounter a proxy problem in the sense
that scholars are driven to rely on proxy indicators that provide precise
numbers for statistical analysis, but at the risk of measuring something
other than uncertainty.

For this reason, I resist developing quantitative proxies for uncer-
tainty, relying instead on a broad classification of scientific and technical
issues, together with foreign and defense policies, as the most likely to
require extensive technical expertise.4 If demand for policy-relevant ex-
pertise is an important motivation for member-state delegation to the
Commission, we should see such delegation clustering in these issue-
areas, and we should also see the member states allocating sufficient
budgets and personnel to the Commission so as to provide this expertise.
On the other hand, if delegation takes place largely outside these issue-
areas, or if the member governments do not provide a sufficient bud-
get and staff for the Commission to provide technical expertise in this
area, then the informational rationale for delegation would not be
supported.

Similar problems arise with the abstract concept of a demand for
credible commitments, which is frequently invoked as an important
motivation for delegation to domestic and international agents, but
difficult to operationalize and measure independent of the act of delega-
tion itself. In light of these difficulties, I employ two (imperfect) indica-
tors of credible commitments, the first functional and the second based

4 These policies, moreover, dovetail closely with Epstein and O’Halloran’s (1999a:
206–11) classification of the most complex issue-areas based on committee hearings
data.
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on the distribution of costs and benefits by issue-area. With regard to the
former, there is general agreement in the literature that certain dele-
gated functions seem to be particularly associated with the alleviation
of credibility problems. First, and most importantly, monitoring com-
pliance with agreements is central to the credibility of any domestic or
international agreement; although such delegation obviously includes an
informational component, it should therefore count as evidence for the
credible-commitments view. Second, the filling in of incomplete contracts
by judicial rule-making or arbitration is another commonly cited means
of increasing the credibility of a contract, which would otherwise be less
constraining for the principals and should therefore also count as support
for a credible-commitments motivation.

By contrast, the other two functions specified above may count in
favor of either an informational or a credible-commitments rationale
for delegation. With regard to legislative agenda setting, for example,
Majone (2001) argues that member states delegated agenda-setting
power to an integrationist Commission in order to increase the credibility
of their common commitment to the European project; Nugent (2000)
and others, however, have emphasized the Commission’s informational
role as an expert actor capable of producing legislative proposals that
take into account the preferences and practices of all EU member states.
Similarly with regard to regulation, the delegation of regulatory powers
can be designed either to take advantage of agency expertise in the face
of technical uncertainty or to insulate regulators from political pressures
to increase the credibility of regulation – or both, since the categories of
information and credible commitments are not mutually exclusive but
overlapping. In sum, delegation of the first two functions – monitoring
and enforcement and the filling in of incomplete contracts – represents
support for the credible-commitments view of delegation; by contrast,
delegation of agenda-setting and regulatory powers may provide support
for either view, or both, requiring a closer analysis of the motivations of
the principals.

A second means of analyzing the importance of credibility as a motive
for delegation is to examine the pattern of variation across issue-areas.
As noted above, a number of scholars have suggested that credible
commitments should be particularly problematic for issue-areas or pol-
icies that impose concentrated costs and generate diffuse benefits. If this
is the case, we should expect to see greater delegation of powers to
agents, and greater discretion for those agents, in policies that impose
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concentrated costs and generate diffuse benefits – including most not-
ably trade liberalization, anti-trust policy, environmental and consumer
protection, and defense. By contrast, we should expect to see legislative
principals retain regulatory powers for themselves in areas where benefits
can be carefully targeted onto concentrated constituencies and costs
are diffused, such as taxation policy, agriculture, and other pork-barrel
spending programs. In the US setting, Epstein and O’Halloran find
support for these hypotheses in their analysis of Congressional delega-
tion. According to Epstein and O’Halloran ( �1999�a: � 201�–203), “Legisla-
tors closely guard policy-making authority in those areas that afford
them an opportunity to target benefits to particular constituents,” such
as taxation and social security. By contrast, legislators are more prone to
delegate powers in areas where benefits are widely dispersed, making it
hard to claim credit to individual constituents, and costs are concen-
trated, making delegation attractive as a means of shifting blame; exam-
ples include defense, foreign affairs, and selective service. Extending this
analysis to the EU, we should expect to find member governments
delegating the greatest degree of discretion in issue-areas characterized
by concentrated costs and diffuse benefits (trade, anti-trust, foreign policy,
environment and consumer protection) and least discretion in issue-areas
with concentrated benefits and diffuse costs (taxation, agriculture, and
other transfer payments).

DELEGATION TO THE EUROPEAN COMMISS ION:
THE EMPIRICAL RECORD

What powers, or functions, do the member governments of the European
Union delegate to the EuropeanCommission? Towhat extent, and inwhat
ways, do member governments attempt to curtail the discretion of the
Commission through the use of various control mechanisms? Does such
variation in delegation and discretion correspond to aspects of the polit-
ical environment, such as uncertainty or the need for credible commit-
ments? In this section, I seek to answer these questions through a detailed
examination of the record of delegation and discretion to the Commis-
sion. The section first examines the record of delegation to the Com-
mission in the EU’s constitutive treaties, followed by a separate analysis
of delegation in secondary legislation, concluding with analysis of
the evidence in terms of the four hypotheses specified in the previous
section.
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Delegation of functions to the Commission in the treaties

The European Union is a creature of the treaties that established and
have subsequently amended its institutional provisions. Following the
initial experiment of the European Coal and Steel Community (1951),
the 1957 EEC Treaty was the founding “constitutional” document of
the European Community, and has since been amended numerous
times, most notably in three landmark treaties: the 1986 Single European
Act (SEA), the 1992Maastricht Treaty on European Union, and the 1997
Treaty of Amsterdam.5 These treaties, incorporated into the Consoli-
dated Treaties in 1997, lay out the basic institutional structure of the
contemporary European Union, including the delegation of powers to
supranational organizations such as the Commission, the Court, and the
European Parliament. For our purposes, the treaties also provide an
opportunity to assess the functions delegated to the Commission, the
control mechanisms established to limit its discretion, and the pattern of
cross-issue variation in that discretion.

The section of the Consolidated Treaties dealing specifically with the
Commission comprises nine articles (Articles 211–19 EC) which describe
the Commission’s tasks and composition. The first of these (Article 211)
begins with a non-exhaustive list of the Commission’s functions:

In order to ensure the proper functioning and development of the
common market, the Commission shall:

! ensure that the provisions of this Treaty and the measures taken by the
institutions pursuant thereto are applied;

! formulate recommendations or deliver opinions on matters dealt with
in this Treaty, if it expressly so provides or if the Commission considers
it necessary;

! have its own power of decision and participate in the shaping of
measures taken by the Council and by the European Parliament in
the manner provided for in this Treaty;

! exercise the powers conferred on it by the Council for the implemen-
tation of the rules laid down by the latter.

5 This chapter does not analyze the provisions of the Treaty of Nice ( �2001�), which
made no major changes in the delegation of powers to the Commission, or the
Constitutional Treaty (2004�), which has yet to be ratified by EU member states at
this writing.
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Clearly, these provisions, as supplemented by other articles in the Treaty,
lay out a broad role for the Commission, which is called upon to
participate in setting the agenda for the EC legislative process; monitor-
ing and enforcing primary and secondary EC law; and implementing
policies adopted by the Council. These functions, moreover, correspond
closely to the functions spelled out by principal-agent models, including
agenda setting, monitoring and enforcement, and the adoption of expert
and credible regulation. Let us consider each, very briefly, in turn.

Agenda setting

With regard to agenda setting, the Commission has been granted the
sole right of initiative for nearly all “first-pillar” or EC legislation,
meaning that any legislation adopted by the Council, or by the Council
and the Parliament, must proceed on the basis of a proposal from the
Commission. This extraordinary delegation of powers to the Commis-
sion, Majone (2001) argues, represents a classic act of self-commitment
to the project of European integration by member governments, on the
plausible assumption that the Commission is a “preference outlier” with
a strong preference for further integration, and can be expected to use its
powers to pursue those aims.

The actual agenda-setting power of the Commission in any given
area, however, depends not only on its right of initiative but also on the
amendment rule and the voting rules for a given piece of legislation.
Within the EC pillar of the Union, the treaties provide that a Commission
proposal can be amended only through a unanimous vote of the Council
of Ministers – an extraordinarily restrictive amendment rule which,
while short of a “closed rule” requiring a straight up-or-down vote,
presents a higher threshold to the adoption of amendments, and hence
greater protection for the agenda-setter’s proposal, than in most US
Congressional legislation. The effect of this amendment rule, in turn,
depends upon the voting rule governing the adoption of the legislation.
Thus, in cases where unanimous agreement in the Council is required,
the Commission’s proposal enjoys no special status, in the sense that
amendments can be adopted as easily as the Commission’s original
proposal. However, in those cases where the Council can adopt legisla-
tion by qualified majority, the Commission’s proposal is much easier
to adopt than to amend, and its agenda-setting power compares favor-
ably to that of US Congressional committees. In a further complicat-
ion, however, the co-decision procedure introduced by the Treaty of
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Maastricht weakens the Commission’s agenda-setting power in favor
of the European Parliament, by allowing the Parliament and the Council
of Ministers jointly to amend Commission proposals (by an absolute
majority in the former and qualified majority in the latter).

Monitoring and enforcement

In drafting and amending the treaties, member governments have de-
voted considerable attention to the problem of ensuring their own compli-
ance with the provisions of the treaties, and for this purpose they have
delegated extensive powers to both the Commission and the European
Court of Justice to monitor and enforce member-state compliance with
EC law. The most important treaty provision in this regard is Article
226 EC, in which the Commission is delegated the power to monitor
member-state compliance with EC law and pursue infringement proce-
edings against member states before the Court of Justice for persistent
non-compliance.

Initially, the power to initiate infringement proceedings did not in-
clude the right to impose specific penalties on member states; however,
in the 1992 Treaty of Maastricht, member governments, faced with a
sharp increase in non-compliance with ECJ judgments, amended the
treaty to give the Commission the power to initiate infringement pro-
ceedings against member states for non-compliance with Court decisions,
and to propose that the Court issue punitive fines against those member
states. The fit between these provisions and the predictions generated
by principal-agent analysis is clear enough to require little elaboration
here. Clearly, the member governments of the original EEC delegated
enforcement powers to the Commission to increase the credibility of
their mutual commitment to the aims of the Community, and they have
increased the Commission’s enforcement powers subsequently for the
same reasons. Furthermore, in delegating this power the member govern-
ments have also granted the Commission a significant element of dis-
cretion, allowing the Commission to initiate infringement proceedings
on its own authority without seeking the approval of the Council.

Implementation and regulation

In addition to its role as a monitor and enforcer of EC law vis-à-vis the
member governments, the Commission also plays a more direct role in
the implementation of EU policies in certain areas. Unlike US executive
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departments or regulatory agencies, the Commission does not operate
a parallel bureaucracy implementing EU policies “on the ground,” a job
left to the member governments, albeit under Commission supervi-
sion. Nevertheless, the Commission does play an executive role at the
European level:

! adopting implementing regulations within the framework of Council
and Parliamentary legislation;

! managing EC spending programs in areas such as agriculture, the
Structural Funds, and research and technological development; and

! applying EC laws directly in certain issue-areas such as competition
policy.

In addition, as we shall see presently, the EU member states have chosen
to delegate further implementing and regulatory powers in secondary
legislation, which remains the primary source of the Commission’s
regulatory authority.

In sum, the various provisions of the treaties delegate rather extensive
and far-reaching powers to the Commission. More importantly, these
powers fall neatly into three of the functions predicted by principal-agent
analyses, lending strong initial support to H �1. Consideration of these
functions, however, tells us little about the actual � discret�ion� enjoyed by
the Commission in the execution of its delegated powers, nor about the
determinants of such discretion. It is to these questions that we turn in
the next section.

The range of member-state control mechanisms

At first blush, the language of the Treaty suggests, in Article 213 EC, that
the Commission is to be “entirely independent in the performance of its
duties,” and indeed the member states are enjoined “not to seek to influ-
ence the Members of the Commission in the performance of their tasks.”
However, the treaties, together with other provisions of secondary EU
law, include a wide array of administrative procedures and oversight
mechanisms that provide member governments with potential influence
over individual Commissioners or the entire College of Commissioners as
a body. These mechanisms include:

1. Appointment and dismissal procedures: The Commission and its
president are appointed by the member governments, with a growing
role for the European Parliament, allowing both sets of actors in
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principle to influence the initial, or endogenous, preferences of the
commissioners. By contrast, the treaties make only a highly restrict-
ive provision for the removal, or “compulsory retirement,” of indi-
vidual commissioners, which may occur only by a decision of the
European Court of Justice and only if the commissioner in question
can no longer carry out her duties or has committed serious miscon-
duct. Member governments, moreover, are forbidden to dismiss or
even attempt to influence those commissioners in their duties, al-
though in practice commissioners are naturally, and usefully, attuned
to the political sensitivities of their own member states.

2. Oversight procedures: In its agenda-setting role, the Commission is
required to place proposals before the member governments in the
Council and to secure the requisite – and variable – majority or
unanimous vote in favor of its proposals in the Council and, increas-
ingly, the European Parliament. In terms of its implementing powers,
the treaties allow the Council to set “conditions” for the exercise of
the Commission’s implementing powers. In practice, these conditions
have developed into an arcane system of hundreds of “comitology”
committees which oversee the Commission in a classic “police-
patrol” fashion, examining Commission decisions and retaining the
right to overturn those decisions by majorities that vary depending
on the nature and sensitivity of the specific issue-area. Both quanti-
tative and qualitative studies of comitology, moreover, have demon-
strated clearly that the Commission, the Parliament, and the member
governments in the Council have systematic and predictable prefer-
ences over the various types of comitology committees, and that the
Council consistently employs more constraining comitology proced-
ures in “sensitive” issue-areas and in issue-areas where the Commis-
sion’s preferences are known to lie relatively far from the Council
median (Dogan 2000; Franchino 2000; Pollack 2003a).

3. Administrative law and judicial review. The EU treaties themselves
are nearly silent on the subject of administrative law, containing only
a few broadly worded provisions such as the requirement in Article
253 EC that the Commission and other EU institutions “state
reasons” for their actions. Nevertheless, the treaties do provide a
broad framework for judicial review, most notably in Article 230 EC,
which provides for the annulment of EC acts on a variety of
grounds; and the European Court of Justice, together with various
public and private plaintiffs acting as “fire-alarm” monitors,
has developed these minimal requirements into an increasingly
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elaborate and constraining system of administrative law. These
developments, in turn, have had the effect of legalizing the princi-
pal-agent relationship between the Commission and the member
governments (Goldstein et al. 2000), limiting the scope for extra-
legal pressure from member states and making the Court the final
arbiter of principal-agent disputes (Ward 2000; Pollack 2003a:
146–52).

4. The budget. In theory, legislative principals may use the budgetary
process to control the staff and the resources available to their agents.
Legislators unhappy with the behavior of a regulatory agency, for
example, may reduce the resources available to the agency in re-
sponse to shirking. However, as Terry Moe (1984) has noted, bud-
getary control is a rather blunt instrument, which may in practice
reduce valuable agency outputs unrelated to the observed shirking
and costly to the principals as well as the agents. Nevertheless, both
the Council and the European Parliament have on occasion used
their joint control of the EU budget to secure leverage on the Com-
mission, either by cutting budgets for the Commission’s favored
programs or, in the case of the Parliament, by withholding the
discharge of the annual budget.

5. Institutional checks. Finally, the Commission is also subject to add-
itional institutional checks from two Community institutions, each
of which has been established as an independent body with a clear
mandate to monitor the behavior of the Commission and other
Community institutions. The first of these, the European Court of
Auditors, has a mandate to conduct an annual audit of the Commu-
nity budget, and has issued a series of increasingly critical reports
regarding the financial management of both the Commission and
the member states. The second is the European Ombudsman, an
independent official, appointed by the Parliament for a renewable
five-year term, with a mandate to receive and investigate complaints
of maladministration from individual EU citizens, companies, or
associations.

Cross-sectoral variation in Commission discretion

Clearly, then, the delegation of power to the Commission has been
accompanied by many of the classic control mechanisms used by political
principals to control their executive agents in domestic political settings.
One of the central predictions of principal-agent models of delegation
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is that, in matters of delegation and discretion, “one size does not fit all,”
i.e. that member-state principals will vary the discretion of their agents
across issue-areas as a function of the demand for policy-relevant expert-
ise (H2) or credible commitments (H3).

In order to test these hypotheses, I coded the Consolidated Treaties
as acts of delegation, measuring constructing a “delegation ratio,” a
“constraint ratio,” and finally a “discretion index” for the Commission
across each of the 35 issue-areas, following the coding rules laid down by
Epstein and O’Halloran (1999a), and adapted to the EU by Franchino
(2001), in order to determine whether EU member governments have
tailored the discretion of the Commission as predicted by PA models of
delegation.6 Put simply, the delegation ratio for a given chapter of the
treaties refers to the ratio of treaty provisions delegating executive
powers to the Commission to the total number of provisions in the same
chapter. Next, for each issue-area I calculate a constraint ratio, which is
the number of types of control mechanisms that appear in a given
chapter, over a denominator consisting of twelve possible control mech-
anisms listed by Franchino (2001). Third and finally, for each issue-area
I derive a discretion index, which is defined as the delegation ratio minus
the product of the delegation ratio and the constraint ratio. The results
of this analysis are shown in table 6.1.

6 For details of the methods followed in the collection of the data presented in this
chapter, see Pollack 2003a: App. 1–3.

Table 6.1. Delegation and discretion of executive powers, Consolidated
Treaties

Issue-area Delegation Constraints Discretion

1. Competition: Undertakings 33.33% 0 33.33%
2. European Social Fund 33.33% .0833 30.55%
3. Competition: State Aids 28.57% .0833 26.19%
4. Common Commercial Policy 22.22% .1667 18.52%
5. Free Movement of Workers 14.29% 0 14.29%
6. Approximation of Laws 14.29% 0 14.29%
7. Transport 15.79% .1667 13.16%
8. Agriculture 6.25% 0 6.25%
9. Social Provisions 4.55% 0 4.55%

10. EMU: Transitional Provisions 2.5% .0833 2.4%

Source: Consolidated Treaties.
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First,with regard to “delegation,” I have adopted Franchino’s (2001: 31)
conservative rule about the coding of delegation, whereby “delegation is
any major provision that gives . . . the Commission the authority to move
the policy away from the status quo.” The results are shown in the second
column of table 6.1. Using this rather restrictive index, the treaties
delegate binding executive powers to the Commission in only ten issue-
areas, most significantly in the areas of competition policy, where the
Commission is delegated significant regulatory powers for the ap-
plication of EC rules on cartels and concentrations and state aids;
the common commercial policy, in which the Commission serves as the
Community’s negotiator on trade issues within the sphere of EC compe-
tence; and the European Social Fund, the relevant provision of which
simply notes that “the Fund shall be administered by the Commission.”

These functions, which are summarized in table 6.2, fall largely into
two of the aforementioned categories: first, monitoring and enforcing
compliance with EU competition rules (Articles 35, 75, 85, 86, 88) and/
or policing member-state exceptions to such rules (Articles 76, 95, 134);
and second, adopting implementing regulations (Article 39). The excep-
tions include Article 133, which authorizes the Commission to negoti-
ate on behalf of the Union in international trade negotiations; and
Article 147, which was adopted as part of the original Treaty of Rome
and is the only treaty article to delegate to the Commission the power to
implement a spending program.

Moving from delegation to constraints, Franchino (2001) lists twelve
potential control mechanisms, above and beyond the horizontal provi-
sion for judicial review of Community acts, that member states might
adopt to control the Commission. Following Franchino’s method, a
legislative provision featuring all twelve of these control mechanisms
would have a constraint ratio of 1, while one with no control mechan-
isms would have a score of 0. A quick glance at the figures in the third
column of table 6.1 and the more detailed analysis in the second column
of table 6.3 reveals that the treaties do indeed employ a number of these
issue-specific control mechanisms, above and beyond the horizontal
controls discussed above.

Finally, if we calculate the initial delegation ratio, and then subtract a
value which is the product of the delegation and the constraint ratios, we
get a discretion index, which is reported in the final column of table 6.1
and roughly measures the total discretion allotted to the Commission in
a given issue-area. Taken together, these figures suggest the treaties
explicitly delegate executive powers and extensive discretion to the
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Commission in a relatively small range of issue-areas, the most important
of which are competition policy and the common commercial policy.
Furthermore, since the latter are commonly characterized as issue-areas
featuring concentrated costs and diffuse benefits, we can interpret these
findings tentatively as support for the hypothesis that treaty-based

Table 6.2. Executive powers delegated to Commission, Consolidated
Treaties

Issue-area Powers delegated

1. Competition:
Undertakings

Article 85 (1, 2) and Article 86 (3) empower the
Commission to set down and enforce regulations
dealing with cartels and with the abuse of dominant
positions by firms.

2. European
Social Fund

Article 147 provides that “The Fund shall be administered
by the Commission.”

3. Competition:
State Aids

Article 88 (1, 2, 3) empowers the Commission to propose
and to enforce rules regarding state aids to industry.

4. Common
Commercial
Policy

Articles 133 and 134 empower the Commission to serve
as sole EU negotiator in the area of external trade.

5. Free Movement
of Workers

Article 39 (3d) authorizes the Commission to draw up
implementing regulations on the conditions for
individuals to remain in the member state where they
work.

6. Approximation
of Laws

Article 95 (6, 9) delegates to the Commission the power
to approve or reject national standards stricter than EU
standards, and to bring such cases before the ECJ.

7. Transport Article 75 (4) and Article 76 (1, 2) delegate to the
Commission the power to monitor and enforce member
state policies in the transport sector for conformity with
the provisions of the common market.

8. Agriculture Article 38 allows the Commission broad authority to fix
countervailing charges where national policies distort
competition among member states.

9. Social
Provisions

Article 138 allows the Commission to initiate
consultation with the social partners.

10. EMU:
Transitional
Provisions

Article 119(3) allows the Commission to “authorize
the state in difficulty to take protective measures, the
conditions and details of which the Commission shall
determine.”

Source: Consolidated Treaties.
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delegation is motivated primarily by a desire to overcome problems of
credible commitment.

Delegation and discretion in secondary legislation

By contrast with treaty-based delegation, EU member governments have
delegated far more extensive executive powers to the Commission in
secondary legislation – and they have accompanied this delegation with
more, and more constraining, control mechanisms. Following an ambi-
tious research design similar to Epstein and O’Halloran’s (1999a) sam-
pling procedure, Franchino has created a dataset of 158 pieces of major
EC legislation, which he codes for delegation, constraints, and discretion

Table 6.3. Types of constraint in executive delegation, EC and EU treaties

Issue-area Type of constraint

1. Competition:
Undertakings

None specified

2. European
Social Fund

Consultation Requirements: Advisory committee of
member-state, trade-union, and employer’s
representatives

3. Competition:
State Aids

Legislative Action Possible: Council can overturn
Commission decision in Article 88(2) by unanimity

4. Common
Commercial
Policy

Consultation Requirements: Article 133 Committee
Legislative Action Necessary: Final agreements
must be approved by Council, by QMV

5. Free Movement
of Workers

None specified

6. Approximation
of Laws

None specified

7. Transport Rule-Making Requirements: Measures must take into
account the economic circumstances of carriers
Consultation Requirements: Commission must
consult an advisory committee for transport, and in
some cases individual member governments
Exemptions: Article 78 provides explicit exemption for
the former East Germany

8. Agriculture None specified
9. Social Provisions None specified

10. EMU:
Transitional
Provisions

Legislative Action Possible: Council may overrule
Commission decisions by qualified majority vote

Source: Consolidated Treaties.
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according to rules broadly similar to those adapted for the treaties in the
last sub-section. Despite some differences in terms of Franchino’s coding
of issue-areas and the differences in length and detail between primary
and secondary legislation, his findings not only provide additional data
with which to test hypotheses about delegation generally but also allow
us to test H4, namely that member governments delegate broad discre-
tion to the Commission in the treaties in order to ensure credible com-
mitments, while delegating more mundane managerial tasks and less
discretion to the Commission in secondary legislation.

Franchino’s (2001) findings provide at best partial evidence for
Majone’s hypothesis. Specifically, Franchino’s data reveal that member
governments have delegated powers much more broadly in secondary
legislation, including 71 of 158 pieces of legislation, and in 24 out of
Franchino’s 41 issue-areas, although the average discretion index across
all legislation is a modest 4.4 percent. Clearly, then, member govern-
ments have been more willing to delegate executive powers to the Com-
mission, and across a broader range of issue-areas, in secondary
legislation than in the treaties, where the terms of delegation would be
more difficult to change and shirking by the Commission more difficult
to correct.

In terms of the issue-areas delegated, however, we find no clear,
systematic differences in primary and secondary legislation, but a pattern
of partial overlap. Specifically, Franchino (2001: 45) lists ten issue-areas
with a discretion ratio of higher than 5 percent: (1) Competition – rules
for undertakings (20.67 percent); (2) Monetary compensation amounts
(15 percent); (3) Agriculture – organization of markets (14.74 percent);
(4) Fishing – organization of markets (10.61 percent); (5) Competition –
merger control (9.71 percent); (6) Commercial policy (7.37 percent); (7)
Agriculture – financial provisions (6.90 percent); (8) Transport – market
conditions (6.51 percent); (9) Agriculture – structural policy (6.33 per-
cent); and (10) Regional policy (6.21 percent). As in the case of treaty-
based delegation, we again find competition and commercial policy near
the top of the discretion scale, suggesting that the aforementioned logic
of commitments carries over from treaty-based to secondary delegation.
In addition, however, we also find significant levels of discretion for the
Commission in the management of EU spending programs, including
agriculture, fisheries, and regional policy, despite the fact that these
issue-areas do not appear to be characterized by either a high demand
for credible commitments (since they involve disbursing concentrated
benefits) or policy-relevant expertise (since none is mentioned in previous
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studies as an issue-area characterized by great scientific or technical
complexity). In terms of hypothesis H4, then, the observed pattern of
discretion suggests not two distinct logics of delegation (credibility and
informal, respectively), but a partial overlap in these logics, which
remains to be explicated.

Analysis

Returning to the four hypotheses put forward at the beginning of the
chapter, the empirical evidence provides strong support for our first
hypothesis (H1) regarding the nature of the functions delegated by EU
member governments to supranational organizations. As we have seen,
the Union’s members have consistently delegated the functions of agenda-
setting, adopting detailed regulations, and monitoring and enforce-
ment, providing strong support to the functional theory of delegation
put forward above.

Looking beyond the functions of the Commission to the patterns and
determinants of Commission discretion in the treaties and in secondary
legislation, the evidence examined above points to the importance of
credible commitments (H3), the relative unimportance of informational
concerns (H2), and the unexpected importance of speed and efficiency as
an important transaction-cost motive for delegation.

If we look first at the pattern of delegation in the treaties, we find
strong support for Majone’s (2001) and Moravcsik’s (1998) claims that
treaty-based delegation seems to have been designed largely to increase
the credibility of member states’ commitment to their European obliga-
tions rather than to provide expert information in areas of technical
complexity and uncertainty. The clearest evidence of this is the Commis-
sion’s extensive discretion to bring infringement proceedings against
member governments for non-compliance with EC law. The reasons for
this are clear: in order to act as a credible enforcer, the Commission must
be seen as independent of the demands and preferences of even the most
powerful member governments, and this need for insulation and cred-
ibility is reflected in Article 226, which allows the Commission to initiate
infringement proceedings on its own authority.

The Commission’s power to set the legislative agenda might plausibly
be interpreted as motivated either by credible commitments or by a desire
to take advantage of the Commission’s technocratic expertise. Such an
informational motive for agenda setting, however, would not have re-
quired the specific provision in the original Article 149 EEC allowing
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the Council to amend Commission proposals only by unanimity. The
significance of this provision, moreover, was clear to the drafters of the
EEC Treaty, according to Pierre Pescatore (1981: 169), a participant in
the negotiations. Recent archival research by Tsebelis and Kreppel sup-
ports Pescatore’s account; they note, for example, that Paul-Henri Spaak,
who introduced the unanimity provision in Article 149 as chair of the
committee that drafted the Treaty, was aware of the power that it
conveyed to the Commission, as was the German negotiator (and later
first president of the Commission) Walter Hallstein (Tsebelis and Kreppel
1998: 59). There is, no doubt, a secondary informational component to
the Commission’s agenda-setting power, as the Commission might be
expected to be uniquely aware of and sensitive to the concerns of all 25
member states; nevertheless, the bulk of the available evidence suggests
that the original decision to delegate agenda-setting powers to the Com-
mission was motivated by a desire by member governments to commit
themselves by empowering a predictably supranationalist agenda setter.7

With regard to implementing and regulatory powers, finally, it is
striking that the member governments did not delegate across-the-board
regulatory powers to the Commission in the treaties, concentrating the
Commission’s treaty-based powers in a few issue-areas such as com-
petition and external trade policy. As we have seen, both of these issue-
areas are commonly recognized as imposing concentrated costs (typically
on producers) in return for diffuse benefits, posing significant credible-
commitments problems for national policy-makers; and both issue-areas
are the subject of extensive delegation and discretion in other political
systems such as the United States, where they remain the preserve of
executive or independent regulatory agencies. Among the remaining
issue-specific delegations, many of the Commission’s powers combine a
regulatory function with a monitoring and enforcement function, again
consistent with the claim that member states delegate powers to enhance
the credibility of their commitments. By contrast, the member govern-
ments have opted not to delegate extensive powers to the Commission in
complex technical and scientific areas, providing little if any support to
the informational hypothesis.

7 By the same token, however, EU member governments later decided, in the light of
experience with the terms of Article 149, to deny the Commission a similar monop-
oly of initiative in the politically sensitive areas of Justice and Home Affairs and
Common Foreign and Security Policy – further evidence that governments have
tailored the powers of the Commission by issue-area and in light of experience with
existing provisions.
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Delegation in secondary legislation displays greater variation in the
issue-areas delegated and in the apparent motivation of the delegators,
but here again the bulk of the evidence points to concern about credible
commitments and away from informational rationales for delegation.
In addition, however, EU secondary legislation also features a surprising
level of delegation to the Commission in areas such as agriculture,
fisheries, and regional policy that are classic pork-barrel policies dis-
tributing concentrated benefits to well-mobilized constituencies – a pat-
tern diametrically opposed to the credible-commitments argument put
forward above. Nor can this pattern of delegation be explained by
member-state demand for policy-relevant expertise, since EU member
governments possess large and expert bureaucracies in these areas, which
are in any event not among the most scientifically or technically complex
issue-areas of EU regulation. Rather, case-study analyses of these areas
suggest that member governments are motivated neither by a demand
for credible commitments nor by a need for policy-relevant information,
but rather by a desire to reduce the workload of the Council and to
increase the speed and efficiency of implementation, which is vital in
the day-to-day management of agricultural and fisheries markets. Such
concerns about the speed of decision-making play at best a minor role
in most principal-agent models of decision-making; however, if we con-
sider Epstein and O’Halloran’s (1999a: 240) argument that the costs and
benefits of delegation should be measured “relative to next best feasible
alternative,” the concern for speed in the EU context is not a trivial one.
As any student of EU policy-making is aware, the European legislative
process can be painfully slow, requiring months or even years to reach
agreement in the Council of Ministers and, in certain issue-areas, a
majority in the European Parliament. By contrast, delegation of execu-
tive powers to the Commission offers the prospect of speedy and efficient
decision-making that would otherwise be impossible to achieve through
the complex and super-majoritarian legislative procedures in place at
the EU level.

With regard to hypothesis (H4), finally, we find at best partial support
for Majone’s (2001) notion of two distinct logics of delegation (fiduciary
in the treaties, informational in secondary legislation). Instead, we find
overlapping patterns and motivations across the two types of delegation,
with credible commitments as a common concern in primary and sec-
ondary delegation, speed and efficiency a particularly important consid-
eration in secondary delegation, and informational demands relatively
insignificant as a motivator for either type of supranational delegation.
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THE ANOMALOUS ROLE OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

Thus far, the evidence of delegation in the EU lends strong support to the
principal-agent predictions that EU member governments delegate to the
Commission to reduce the transaction costs of policy-making. In
reviewing this evidence, however, we have paid rather less attention to
one puzzling feature of EU delegation to the Commission, namely the
repeated willingness of the EU governments to increase the role of the
European Parliament in both the appointment and censure of the Com-
mission. As we have seen above, the ability to appoint, remove, and
reappoint agency personnel is one of the most basic control mechanisms
in any principal-agent relationship. Simply put, the power of appoint-
ment allows principals to select agents whose preferences, they believe,
will either approximate those of the median voter or produce the out-
comes desired by the median voter. By contrast, the power of removal
and the possibility of reappointment allow the principals to structure
the incentives of agents by threatening either removal from or non-
reappointment to office.

In the case of the Commission, EU member governments have
granted themselves the central role in the nomination of the College
of Commissioners and its president, who currently serve five-year terms
of office; but they have only a highly constrained prospect of removing
individual commissioners for serious misconduct, and are unable to
dismiss the Commission as a whole from office during its five-year
term. Put simply, the member governments retain sufficient control to
appoint commissioners whom they believe will represent their interests,
but allow the Commission sufficient independence during its five-year
term to carry out its activities without fear of censure by the member
states.

As Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney (this volume) point out, however, the
situation is complicated by the growing role of the European Parliament,
which can censure the Commission by a two-thirds majority of its
members, and which also plays a growing role in approving the mem-
ber states’ nomination of both the Commission president and the full
College of Commissioners. This supervisory role for the Parliament,
alongside the member governments, presents two puzzles for the prin-
cipal-agent approach: first, why have member governments delegated
such powers to the Parliament; and secondly, what are the implica-
tions of this situation for the discretion and accountability of the
Commission?
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Why did they do it?

The delegation of supervisory powers to the European Parliament is
puzzling in terms of traditional principal-agent models. To be sure,
supervision of agents by legislative principals is commonplace in both
theory and practice, as are institutional checks such as auditors and
comptrollers. In the case of the European Parliament, however, the
member states have delegated supervisory powers to a body whose
preferences it cannot control – indeed, since members of the EP are
directly elected in second-order elections that tend to take the form of
protests against governments in power, the political complexion of the EP
often runs counter to those of the governments in the Council of Minis-
ters! Furthermore, by contrast with the European Court of Auditors or
the European Ombudsman, the European Parliament has no special
investigatory powers or expertise, yet it alone enjoys the right of censure
over the Commission during its five-year term. The willingness of EU
member governments to delegate such supervisory powers to a body with
distinctive political preferences and without any special policy expertise
therefore presents a puzzle for functional analyses of delegation.

By contrast with the functional, transaction-cost view of delegation
put forward above, historically oriented scholars are nearly unanimous
in their view that the framers of the various treaties created a European
Parliament and endowed it with supervisory powers primarily to ensure
the democratic legitimacy of this new layer of government, which they
feared would otherwise be far removed from democratic control. In this
regard, it is striking that even Andrew Moravcsik (1998: 276), whose
liberal intergovernmentalist model strongly invokes the credible commit-
ments view to explain most acts of delegation, concedes that EU member
governments appear to have been motivated primarily by ideological
motives, including a powerful belief in parliamentary democracy, in their
decision to delegate powers to the Parliament. And indeed, the historical
evidence of delegation to the EP supports the view that such delegation
was motivated by concerns about the democratic character of EU insti-
tutions and policy-making, rather than by functionalist concerns about
the reduction of transaction costs (Pollack 2003a: ch. 4). In the language
of sociological institutionalism, the member states’ repeated choice to
replicate features of parliamentary democracy at the EU level represents
a clear case of what DiMaggio and Powell (1991b) call “normative
institutional isomorphism,” in which an institutional form judged to be
legitimate in one context is copied in another context.
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Nevertheless, to accept that member governments were motivated
by normative concerns about democratic legitimacy is not to suggest that
those member states were motivated solely by a “logic of appropriate-
ness” nor that they ceased to pay attention to the likely consequences of
delegation to the EP. Where the distributional implications of such dele-
gation were unclear or unimportant, “federalist” states have pressed for,
and reluctant states have accepted, an increased supervisory role for the
Parliament. At the same time, however, the member states have repeat-
edly shown themselves unwilling to embrace fully the parliamentary
model, for example by allowing the Parliament to nominate the incoming
Commission. Indeed, there is no evidence that the member governments
seriously considered renouncing their collective right to appoint the
Commission president or their individual right to name “their own”
commissioners – a right defended with equal vehemence by the tradition-
ally intergovernmentalist British and French and by the traditionally
supranationalist Benelux countries. If this interpretation is correct, it
suggests that normative institutional isomorphism does occur in the
EU, but it remains a marginal phenomenon, with member states embra-
cing “legitimate” institutional templates only insofar as these templates
do not risk compromising their substantive preferences.

Multiple principals?

The EU, then, is characterized by a hybrid system, in which the execu-
tive Commission is nominated by the member governments, who also
remain the masters of the EU’s constitutive treaties; yet the member
states’ nomination must be approved by the European Parliament, which
also enjoys the unique ability to censure the Commission. For this rea-
son, Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney (this volume) have suggested that the
Commission is the agent of multiple principals, namely the member
governments and the European Parliament.

The Parliament’s supervisory powers over the Commission are indeed
significant, both in terms of its role in the nomination process and in its
use of the threat of censure. With regard to the nomination of the Com-
mission, Simon Hug (2003) has correctly pointed out, the power of assent
over the nomination of the Commission allows the EP to shape the en-
dogenous preferences of the incoming Commission, whose preferences
must be acceptable to an absolute majority in the EP as well as the
collective position of the member states. At the same time, moreover, the
EP has forcefully used its power of censure during the 1990s, most notably
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by precipitating the collective resignation of the Santer Commission in
1999, and this credible threat of censure by the EP means that the Commis-
sion must remain at least minimally responsive to the concerns of MEPs.

Despite these significant powers, it appears that the Parliament’s
relationship with the Commission falls short of Lyne, Nielson, and
Tierney’s requirement that multiple principles “can re-contract with the
agent independent of the other principals” (this volume). If we look at
the procedures for the appointment and dismissal of the Commission,
we see that Parliament is capable independently of censuring the Com-
mission, but cannot appoint a new Commission in its place, being limited
instead to a straight up-or-down vote on the nominee of the European
Council. In this sense, the Parliament is more akin to the US Senate,
which can impeach the President by a two-thirds majority but does not
thereby become the President’s principal (Hawkins et al., this volume).
Similarly, the Parliament can act as part of the Commission’s collective
principal when it delegates new powers to the Commission as part of the
co-decision procedure with the Council of Ministers; the Parliament
cannot, however, independently adopt or repeal such legislation without
the agreement of the Council of Ministers, once again falling short of
Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney’s definition of multiple principals.

Nevertheless, while the EP falls outside the definitional boundary for
a multiple principal set out by Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney, the authors
are quite correct in pointing to the complex incentives facing the Com-
mission within the EU’s institutional structure, where the EU’s member
states remain collective principals for some purposes (e.g. treaty-based
delegation), while the Council and the Parliament represent collective
principals for other purposes (e.g. nomination of the Commission and
delegation under the co-decision procedure), and the Parliament retains
at all times an independent source of influence on the Commission
through the prospect of censure. For this reason, modeling the Commis-
sion as the agent of a collective member-state principal does indeed
present a misleading picture of the contemporary EU political system,
characterized by a dual accountability of the Commission to the member
states and the European Parliament.

CONCLUSIONS: COMPETING HYPOTHESES AND

COMPARATIVE STUDIES

This chapter set out to test, in the case of the European Commission,
principal-agent hypotheses about the types of functions that member
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states delegate to the Commission (Why Delegate?) and the institutional
form of such delegation (How Delegate?). In both cases, the empirical
evidence provides strong support for the predictions of principal-agent
models. Put simply, the EU’s member states delegate to the Commission
precisely the types of functions emphasized by the principal-agent litera-
ture, including most notably monitoring compliance with EU law,
adopting efficient and credible regulations, and setting the legislative
agenda in the Council of Ministers. In doing so, moreover, the same
governments have designed administrative and oversight mechanisms to
limit the discretion of the Commission, and they have employed these
control mechanisms selectively and strategically across issue-areas as a
function of their demand for credible or for speedy and efficient policy-
making (but not for policy-relevant information, which can be provided
easily by national governments themselves).

Nevertheless, in the context of the current project, it seems wise to end
with two notes of caution. First, as we have seen, the delegation of
supervisory powers to the European Parliament appears puzzling from
the perspective of principal-agent models, and I have argued here that
such delegation is best explained as an instance of normative institu-
tional isomorphism (e.g. the transposition of domestic parliamentary
models to the EU level). Hence, despite their secondary importance in
the EU case, the sociological concepts of normative, mimetic, and co-
ercive institutional isomorphism deserve to be taken seriously as rival
hypotheses to explain the delegation decisions of states in international
politics. Similarly, while principal-agent models stress factors such as
asymmetric information and statutory discretion of agents as the pri-
mary resources of IOs vis-à-vis governments in world politics, these
hypotheses should be tested self-consciously against the competing con-
structivist hypothesis that IOs command other resources, including mor-
ality authority and legitimacy, that may grant them greater influence
than traditional PA analyses would suggest (Barnett and Finnemore
1999; Hawkins and Jacoby, this volume).

The second point concerns the generalizability of our findings beyond
the EU to other international contexts, including the various regional and
global IOs studied by other contributors to this project. Even in the
absence of a systematic comparative survey, it is clear that the EU is at
or near the far end of the continuum in terms of delegation to executive,
judicial, and legislative agents. Indeed, no other international executive
enjoys the regulatory and agenda-setting powers of the European Com-
mission; no other international court reaches so comprehensively into
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the legal orders of its member states as the European Court of Justice;
no other international assembly enjoys the legislative powers of the
European Parliament; and no other international (or indeed domestic)
financial institution enjoys the statutory independence of the European
Central Bank. Principals’ motives for delegation also appear to vary
across organizations: witness the contrast between the EU case, where
informational concerns appear at best secondary, and other organiza-
tions such as the IMF and the UN Security Council, where informational
concerns appear to have been a central motivation for delegation
(Martin, Thompson this volume).

For this reason, a full account of international delegation should seek
not only to demonstrate in parallel the utility of principal-agent models
in explaining principal-agent interactions within IOs – although that is
certainly useful – but also and more ambitiously to explain variation
across IOs, including the fundamental question of why the EU has so
far outpaced other international organizations in the delegation of
powers to supranational agents. Perhaps most importantly, we should
be alert to the possibility that the observed variation is driven by vari-
ables (a) external to traditional PA analysis and (b) across which the EU
provides little or no variation. If this is the case, then a comparative
analysis of delegation in international politics may need to look beyond
the traditional PA literature, paying more attention to the international
side of delegation in international politics, and engaging in comparative
cross-institutional studies.

While space precludes a systematic presentation of such a comparative
theory of delegation, my point here can be illustrated with reference to
three variables that are largely absent from traditional PA models, and
across which the EU provides little variation, but which we might expect
to be important in explaining variation in delegation across internatio-
nal organizations. First, while PA models are not inconsistent with and
can accommodate power differentials among collective principals, such
models generally assume that such differentials are reflected in the voting
rules of political institutions – a naı̈ve assumption in terms of IR theory.
Just as importantly, traditional PA models do not engage with the possi-
bility of a hegemon among the collective principals, yet as Lyne, Neilson,
and Tierney (this volume) point out, the existence of a hegemon within
a collective principal can in theory have profound effects on principal-
agent interactions and hence (through backwards induction) on the
decision to delegate powers to international organizations. In this regard,
it is striking that the European Union has no hegemon but rather a mix
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of large and small states, while most of the rest of the IOs studied in this
project are (or have been) dominated by a hegemonic United States, the
importance of which requires further study.

Second, traditional PA analyses tend to assume that delegation takes
place within a domestic rule of law, and that principal-agent interactions
will be structured by a legally binding contract between principal and
agent. Similarly, the EU witnessed an early and far-reaching legalization,
with the European Court of Justice emerging as the authoritative inter-
preter of EU law and the authoritative arbiter of principal-agent disputes.
More specifically, legalization in the EU has increased the importance of
formal/legal rules – which are therefore formulated with extreme care
by member governments, who recognize them as binding and not simply
as “cheap talk” – while decreasing the scope for informal pressure on the
Commission from member governments. By contrast, most other inter-
national organizations studied in this project are more weakly legalized,
which in turn leaves greater room for (a) “cheap talk” in legally non-
binding acts of delegation and (b) informal political pressures on agents
from their member-state principals.

Finally, because of the early delegation of powers in the EU, states in
other international organizations have delegated powers to their agents
in the shadow of the EU’s example, raising the possibility that delegation
decisions have been influenced by social learning from the EU. Such
learning may, as sociological institutionalists argue, take the form of
normative or mimetic institutional isomorphism, with states in new IOs
emulating legitimate or successful templates from the EU, as in the case
of the recently created African Union which replicates at least the generic
structure of EU institutions. By contrast, however, states may also learn
from the mistakes of EU member states, which have incurred some
agency losses as a result of the partial independence of the Commission,
Court and European Parliament, and therefore resist delegating powers
or discretion to supranational bodies; anecdotal examples here include
EU member states’ own reluctance to delegate new powers in recent
treaties, as well as the grudging acts of delegation to IOs in NAFTA
and Mercosur. Hence, the EU may provide the occasion for social learn-
ing in other IOs, but whether it serves as a model or anti-model remains,
as yet, unclear.
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PART I I I

Variation in agent preferences,
legitimacy, tasks, and permeability
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7

How agents matter

DARREN G. HAWKINS AND WADE JACOBY

In spite of the growing sophistication of the principal-agent (PA) litera-
ture, it still contains a remarkably thin view of agent behavior. That is,
PA theorists have made surprisingly few direct claims about agents.
Almost twenty years after it was written, Williamson’s (1985: 30) pithy
formulation – that agents are “self-interest seeking with guile” – remains
the classic statement, and most current formulations do not go far
beyond it.1 Mainly, the field has focused on what principals can do to
control such agents. These controls – including detailed rules, screening
and selection, monitoring and reporting requirements, institutional
checks, and sanctions, as detailed in the Introduction – give us an indirect
picture of agents as seen through the eyes of principals. While the indi-
rect picture reinforces Williamson’s original notion of potentially trou-
blesome agents, it also suggests that principals have many tools to
control these agents.

Scholars have paid less attention to the strategies that agents use to
try to circumvent these controls. Agents often do more than just attempt
to hide their information and their actions, as discussed in the Introduc-
tion. In fact, as we discuss below, some agent strategies are not very
hidden at all. Other strategies are indeed hidden, but agents use different

We thank David Lake, Daniel Nielson, Michael Tierney, Andrew Cortell, Lisa Martin,
Rachel Cichowski, Karen Alter, Jay Goodliffe, Mark Pollack, Kelly Patterson, Scott
Cooper, Jon Pevehouse, Rachel Epstein, Ed Page and many others who commented
during a series of presentations. Camille Jackson and Anna Sanders provided invalu-
able research assistance.

1 For example, Bergman et al. (2000: 257) note that “delegation is often problematic.
Agents may have different interests from their principals . . . and/or the principal
may be unable to observe the agent’s actions on his behalf.”
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methods to cover their tracks. Though scholars have made great efforts
to articulate and describe a range of principal control strategies, as
summarized in the Introduction, a parallel effort needs to be made to
understand agent strategies. Moreover, a focus on principal control
mechanisms privileges the ways in which principals design the contract
governing agent behavior, essentially directing attention to moments of
institutional creation. What happens between the creation moment and
subsequent outcomes can depend on agent behavior and strategies. Of
course principals can later recontract, yet such recontracting is often
quite difficult due to collective action problems among principals
(Nielson and Tierney 2003a). If scholars are to successfully analyze the
interaction between principals and agents, they need to understand
agents in greater detail. Other chapters in this volume identify agent
characteristics as important explanatory factors – heterogeneity of pref-
erences for Thompson, professional versus political staffing for Cortell
and Peterson, and the particular nature of international courts for Alter –
while we focus on agent strategies.

Our central point is that principal preferences and control mechan-
isms alone cannot fully explain which agents principals end up hiring or
how those agents act once hired. More specifically, independent agent
strategies can influence a principal’s decision to delegate and the agent’s
level of autonomy. Theorists who see agents as simply trying to hide
information and action are likely to miss important strategic interactions
that alter PA outcomes. Our arguments are relevant not only to the PA
approach but also to broad theoretical debates about international insti-
tutions. Much of the institutionalist literature is focused on theorizing
state preferences and design of IOs (Abbott and Snidal 2000; Koremenos
et al. 2001). We focus theoretical attention on IOs as strategic actors with
agency. IOs matter not only because states have designed rules to resolve
problems, but because those IOs are themselves independent actors
that interact strategically with states and others. While few might dis-
agree with this contention, scholars have not yet – with a few exceptions
(Barnett and Finnemore 1999, 2004) – theorized the strategies of those
actors and how they influence international outcomes. We share with
Barnett and Finnemore (2004) a concern with taking IOs seriously as
agents. Unlike them we focus not on the social knowledge that endows
IOs with authority (and that takes them beyond a principal-agent ap-
proach) but rather on the particular strategies that IOs pursue in their
relationship with states.
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Most of us know intuitively that agent strategies differ, and popular
culture constantly reminds us. Forrest Gump is the perfect agent because
he always does exactly what he is told with total commitment (and
surprising competence). When his drill sergeant asks Forrest what he
thinks, Forrest shouts, “Whatever you tell me to think, sir!” To the
sergeant, Forrest is a “@!%@! genius.” To us, Forrest is an agent who
has no strategies that would trouble his principal. But Forrest is unus-
ual. Much more common are what we might call the George Castanza
agent. Like his Seinfeld namesake, this agent is shiftless, marginally
competent, and always on the take. Screening and selection having al-
ready failed, close monitoring of this agent is a must. Principals do get
some work out of this kind of agent – otherwise they would terminate
the contract – but it’s always a close call on whether the costs outweigh
the benefits. PA theorists hardly expect to find many Forrest Gump
agents – though like the sergeant, they know how to appreciate them
when they see them – but they often describe George Costanza agents,
with whom the principal is never satisfied, but also not quite ready to
abandon.

More neglected in PA analysis is the kind of agent exemplified by the
Man with No Name, made famous by Clint Eastwood. In High Plains
Drifter, the Man with No Name is hired by a town’s leading citizens
to protect them against the outlaws who terrorize them. In A Fistful of
Dollars, he is hired by each of two warring families to help in their fight
against the other. Whether splitting principals (the town fathers) or
playing them off against one another (the two families), this agent is a
nightmare: he hides the way his preferences diverge from those of his
principals, he waits for moments of maximum principal vulnerability
to clarify contract terms, he embraces all the autonomy granted by the
principals, and then uses his power to take more. Self-interested with
guile, indeed. The point of the analogy is not to supplant negative
stereotypes of IO officials as feckless and incompetent with equally
cartoonish pictures of them as ruthless and deceptive. The point is that
agent strategies vary greatly and are likely to have some influence on
outcomes. Scholars may know this intuitively, but consideration of that
variation has played little role in either PA or international institutions
theory to date.

Agent strategies are likely to influence both principal delegation deci-
sions and agent autonomy, and we adopt the Introduction’s definition
of both concepts. We argue that agent strategies can entice potential
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principals into delegating authority and then often increase the agent’s
own autonomy once that authority has been delegated. While a whole
range of agent strategies are worthy of examination, we focus on four:
interpreting principal mandates and other rules prior to delegation,
reinterpreting those rules once states have delegated, expanding permea-
bility (to non-principal third parties) and buffering (creating barriers to
principal monitoring of agents). Our point is� not� that principals are too
dumb to anticipate these strategies and to devise counter-strategies.
Rather, given that all controls impose costs on the principals who use
them and that as a result principals may not employ control mechanisms
vigorously, we wish to identify the strategies that agents use to exploit
these difficulties in order to secure delegated authority and to increase
autonomy.

For every endogenous aspect of the contract designed by principals,
we stress an exogenous complement that can result from agent strategies.
All principals propose a mandate and a set of rules for agent behavior. As
we show below, however, potential agents do not always wait patiently
for principal delegation but seek to convince principals through princi-
pal-friendly interpretations that they will be excellent agents. On the
other hand, once principals delegate more authority, agents can openly
attempt to reinterpret these mandates and rules in ways that increase
their autonomy. Similarly, principal monitoring through agent com-
munication is a normal, endogenous part of most agency contracts. Yet
agents can develop strategies to buffer such monitoring, sometimes by
creating fairly elaborate organizational structures to raise the monitoring
costs. Finally, principals and agents exist in a broader political context,
and principals may well allow agents to be permeable to certain third
parties that can influence agent decision-making (Gould � 2003). Since
permeability is a potential aid to principals – through the well-known
mechanism of “fire alarms” (McCubbins and Schwartz � 1984�), it is
often endogenous to the agent contract. But agent strategies can also
increase permeability in ways that let them serve third parties rather
than principals.

The chapter has three sections plus a conclusion. First, we specify
the scope conditions under which agent strategies will matter most. In the
second section, we analyze the ways in which agent strategies may affect
both delegation and autonomy. Finally, we offer a case study of the Euro-
pean Convention on Human Rights. We show that the European Human
Rights Commission and Court first helped convince states to delegate to
them and then used three distinct strategies to gain greater autonomy.
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WHEN DO STRATEGIES MATTER? AGENCY COSTS AND

POOL SIZE AS SCOPE CONDITIONS

For agent strategies to matter, agents need leverage. In particular, the
costs of creating new agents must be high compared to the costs of
delegating to existing agents, and the pool of existing agents must be
limited (see table 7.1).2 This argument underpins all of the subsequent
analysis and sets scope conditions on the arguments to come. Where the
cost of creating new agents is low or where the agent pool is large, agent
characteristics and strategies are less likely to matter.

Principals incur two types of costs in creating new agents: contracting
costs and uncertainty costs. Contracting costs include the time and
resources required to negotiate with other potential principals and to
set up new agents and new control mechanisms. Although states delegat-
ing to existing agents must also pay contracting costs, we assume these
are typically lower than for new agents. Principals that create new agents
must negotiate fundamental agent characteristics, decision rules, funding
methods, broad competencies, and decision-making structures. Such fea-
tures are already established for existing agents so that contracting costs
are limited to negotiations over the task at hand. Additionally, principals
often minimize these costs by writing rules at the moment of agent
creation about how new delegation should proceed (Gruber 2000).

Uncertainty costs multiply these contracting costs for new agents.
When creating new agents, principals are uncertain about whether those
agents will operate in practice as they do on paper, whether the control
mechanisms will work, whether other principals might have hidden

2 On the high costs of creating new agents, see Keohane 1984 and Weber 1994.

Table 7.1. Scope conditions: When agents matter

High costs of creation Low costs of creation

Small pool of
agents exists

Agent characteristics and
strategies are crucial.

Agent characteristics and
strategies matter less because
Ps can create new agents.

Large pool of
agents exists

Agent characteristics and
strategies matter less
because Ps select from
among existing agents.

Agent characteristics and
strategies do not matter.
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agendas in agent creation, and whether and how the prospective agent
will benefit the principal. With existing agents, principals have more
information about the agent’s preferences and abilities, as well as the
nature of the political interaction among principals or between prin-
cipals and agents. As a result, principals have higher confidence in the
predicted outcomes and – provided their preferences are sufficiently
aligned – are more likely to delegate due to the lower risks.

Where the cost of creating new agents is relatively high, a limited pool
of existing agents further increases the importance of agent character-
istics and strategies. Where agent pools are large, screening and selec-
tion can work well as a control mechanism. As pools diminish in size,
however, screening and selection become increasingly irrelevant, and the
characteristics of existing agents loom increasingly large. In both inter-
national and domestic politics, the number of available institutional
agents is generally quite small; only a few bureaucracies or IOs with
the needed expertise are available for any given problem, and principals
often lean on existing agents to take on new tasks. Small pool size can
also adversely affect other control mechanisms. Sanctions, for example,
are less effective when agents know that principals have few other
options. Endless US delays in UN budget payments would undoubtedly
have been more effective in bringing reform if the United States could
credibly threaten to use its money to employ other agents. The UN
monopoly in so many issue-areas makes its existing characteristics both
more important and more difficult to change. Moreover, agent strategies
are likely to matter more in politics than in economics because the typ-
ical agent output is public policy, which is usually a monopoly good and
rarely priced. This makes it difficult or impossible for principals to
compare alternative providers and measure efficiency.3

Our argument so far suggests that limited agent pools can make agent
characteristics and strategies more important to PA outcomes. This pos-
ition echoes an early sympathetic critique of PA theories, which observed
that political bureaucracies are likely to be more difficult to control than
economic agents and that political contexts work differently than eco-
nomic ones (Moe 1984). Few have followed up this insight, despite the
fact that a fair number of empirical studies have now shown that many
political agents have more autonomy and slack than standard PA theories
would suggest (Eisner and Meier 1990; Hill and Weissert 1995; Krause

3 We thank David Lake for helping us make this point.
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1996; Rourke 1976; Wood 1988). Our approach also resonates with
sociological approaches to organizational behavior, which have long em-
phasized the important role that organizational structure can have on
political outcomes (Perrow 1986; Pierson 1996; DiMaggio and Powell
1991a; Barnett and Finnemore 1999).

HOW AGENT STRATEGIES INFLUENCE DELEGATION

AND AUTONOMY

Scholars in both PA and international institutionalist traditions have
focused on principal preferences to explain delegation and control mech-
anisms to explain autonomy. Invoking PA theory, Pollack (2003a) argues
that states delegate to IOs to reduce transaction costs and gain credibi-
lity. Abbott and Snidal (2000) utilize institutionalist theory to reach a
similar conclusion that states delegate to IOs to reduce transaction costs,
strengthen credible commitments, and resolve problems of incomplete
contracting. Although based on a different approach, Moravcsik (2000:
1997) also points to the importance of government (not state) prefer-
ences when he argues that governments delegate to IOs to gain domestic
policy lock-in. With respect to autonomy, Pollack (2003a) echoes main-
stream principal-agent explanations by arguing that state control mech-
anisms determine the scope of IO autonomy. Nielson and Tierney
(2003a) agree, but add that unresolved collective action problems among
principals can provide agents greater autonomy.

Without at all denying that principal preferences and control mechan-
isms are important, in this section we explain what happens when we
reverse the causal arrows to treat agent strategies as independent influ-
ences on principal delegation and agent autonomy. We cover four such
strategies: agent interpretation of potential mandates prior to delega-
tion, agent reinterpretation of their mandates once delegation has oc-
curred, agent efforts to increase their permeability to third-parties, and
agent efforts to buffer principal monitoring. These agent strategies can
expand their autonomy and/or persuade principals to delegate more
authority to them. These strategies also can be used to circumvent prin-
cipal control mechanisms. The strategies vary in interesting ways. Inter-
pretation and reinterpretation address ex ante principal controls (rules,
screening, and selection), while increasing permeability and buffering
seek to circumvent ex post efforts (monitoring, sanctions) (Str!m
2000). Interpretation and reinterpretation are done openly, while buffer-
ing is generally hidden, with expanding permeability often a mix of overt
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and covert action. Principals do not always rebuff agent strategies for a
variety of reasons, including a lack of information on the extent to which
their control structures have been challenged, the judgment that it is too
costly to redesign or rebuild control structures, difficulties in reaching
agreement within collective principals, or even the conviction that the
unexpected agent behavior actually suits their interests.

Agents interpret and reinterpret rules

Although the use of particular rules is a control mechanism in its own
right, all of the control mechanisms developed in PA theory are based on
rules, in a broader sense. Monitoring and reporting requirements require
rules – usually formalized and written down – about how much infor-
mation agents must report and when and how to report it. Institutional
checks and balances rely on rules about which agents have which powers
at what points, which parties must approve of an agent’s action, what
constitutes approval, and how agents achieve that approval. No set of
rules can be completely precise nor cover all contingencies; thus, there is
always room for interpretation. Principals of course have the capacity to
interpret the rules to their advantage, but so do agents. Agents can
decide, for example, whether particular events fall within their mandates
for action.

Early in a delegation relationship, agents are likely to mirror principal
interpretations of the rules. Principals rarely delegate all at once to new
agents but rather delegate only limited tasks or for a limited time. In the
international arena, states commonly create new agents by treaty when
only a limited number of states have ratified that treaty. The remainder of
the states are likely to carefully monitor the agent’s behavior before
delegating authority through ratification or other methods. In particular,
principals are concerned about the agent’s interpretation of its overall
mandate: the cases in which it can act, the powers it possesses, the nature
of the desired outcomes. Agents seeking additional delegation are likely
to interpret the rules in principal-friendly ways in order to receive that
delegation.

Once substantial delegation occurs – in the international arena, once
sufficient numbers of states have ratified a treaty or otherwise accepted
an IO agent – agents are less likely to demonstrate their deference for
the benefit of less important principals that have not yet joined. As a
result, longstanding agents are more likely – depending on the agent’s
preferences – to openly reinterpret their mandate and other rules in ways
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that are at odds with principal preferences. We thus distinguish between
interpretive strategies that precede delegation and reinterpretive strat-
egies that follow it, sometimes many years later. Reinterpretations occur
as circumstances or agent preferences change. Of course, agents cannot
simply reinterpret mandates in unrestrained fashion. In addition to prin-
cipal threats, agents are constrained by their desire for good reputations,
their commitment to professional norms, and their desire to have others
adopt their interpretation, points made by Alter in this volume.

Agents can pursue a variety of reinterpretive methods that increase the
costs of principal control mechanisms or that decrease the probability
that principals will override such reinterpretations. Four mechanisms
stand out.4 First, agents can reinterpret the rules in gradual ways that,
though visible, do not give principals enough incentives to overturn the
reinterpretations and that allow the principal time to adapt to the new
interpretations. Those incremental steps can then sum in substantial
ways. Second, agents can reinterpret rules in ways that split collective
principals and make it unlikely that they will act to overturn the ruling.
Third, agents can behave in ways that accord with the substantive
preferences of principals but that develop procedural innovations. If
principals are eager to embrace the substantive decision, they will often
prefer not to raise concerns about the procedural innovation at that
point, but then may find that agents invoke such procedures as prece-
dents in later decisions. Then, especially if a collective principal is split,
it is difficult to restore the original procedural guidelines. Finally, agents
can ask principals to formalize a practice that agents have developed
informally. Principals may hope that formalizing such changes will end
agent innovation, but if agent preferences have grown out of sync with
those of the principal, formalization may simply solidify their foundation
for further efforts to change the contract. As always, principals can end
the contract, but agent access to large amounts of data and expertise
enables them to pursue and defend independent reinterpretations with
vigor. We illustrate these points in our case study.

4 Barnett and Finnemore (2004: 7) point out that agent interpretation can actually
“create social reality” by “defining meanings, norms of good behavior, the nature of
social actors and categories of legitimate social action.” We agree, but see these as
long-term processes with diffuse and unpredictable outcomes that are also shaped
by principal interpretations. We remain focused on the medium-term and more
discrete dependent variables of principal delegation and agent autonomy.
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Agents increase their permeability to third parties

Principals and agents do not operate in a vacuum but rather interact in
political contexts that include other actors. While these non-principals
have no share in the formal voting rights that control agents, they can be
highly relevant to agent behavior. In international relations, important
social groups have mobilized around almost any issue where states have
delegated resources and authority to IO agents, including security, eco-
nomic, environmental, gender, and human rights issues. Recent scholar-
ship has emphasized that social groups in different countries have
increasingly joined together through networks or organizations and have
succeeded in many cases in altering the agenda and behavior of IO agents
(Keck and Sikkink 1998; Risse et al. 1999). In some cases, the causal
arrows can even become reversed as non-principals influence agents who
then influence principals (Tsebelis and Garrett 2000).

Agent permeability refers to institutional features of agents that allow
non-principals to access an agent’s decision-making process. Principals
may have many reasons to make permeability endogenous to the con-
tract, but perhaps the most commonly cited is the desire to enlist non-
principals in monitoring the agent, the so-called fire alarm mechanism
(McCubbins and Schwartz 1984). In this view, as Lake and McCubbins
make clear in the Conclusion, third parties use permeability structures
exclusively to provide information to principals. We argue that agents
may also be able to influence their own levels of permeability and that
third-party actors not only provide information to principals but also
try to influence agents.

Permeability can be determined by examining institutional rules and
practices regarding access. At the low end of the scale, principals and
agents regularly close their deliberations to outsiders. Central banks,
NATO, and the UN Security Council are probably among the least
permeable agents in the world, routinely meeting in secret. In highly
permeable agents, on the other hand, non-principals can file grievances
against principals with adjudicatory agents and directly argue their case
on equal footing with principals before impartial judges. In between the
high and low ends of the scale, non-principals can lobby agents, help
fund them, participate in debates, or simply observe. Where agents face
election, it is axiomatic that interest groups and other non-principals
can of course be enormously influential. Where agents are appointed,
non-principals can utilize persuasion, shame, information or symbols to
influence decision-making (Keck and Sikkink 1998). Many UN agencies
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fall in this middle range and have often become more permeable over
time. Other global organizations like the World Bank also stand as inter-
mediate cases in which non-principals can participate within important
limits (Fox and Brown 1998; Nelson 1995).

Increasing permeability is likely to influence agent preferences as
non-principals use incentives and persuasion to push agents in their
preferred direction. While third parties undoubtedly provide infor-
mation to principals, as Lake and McCubbins point out in this volume,
they also attempt to influence the agent directly. Agents are likely to be
responsive to third parties when their preferences align, when third
parties have information or other resources the agents need to complete
their job, or when agents are attempting to gain the compliance of third
parties and it is costly to coerce that compliance. Agents are also likely
to be responsive to third parties when they share basic understandings,
norms, or professional commitments and hence are open to persuasion.
At a minimum, permeable agents will be pushed toward decisions
favoring powerful non-principals yet within boundaries set by princi-
pals. At a maximum, non-principals will push agents to transgress these
boundaries. This is especially likely when permeability favors non-
principals whose preferences differ from those of principals.

Agent permeability is not a fixed characteristic and not all per-
meability is endogenous to the PA contract; rather, permeability can
be manipulated by strategic agent action. It is difficult for principals
to design autonomous and permeable agents and yet control access to
those agents, especially in limited agent pools where third parties have
few other choices for action. Agents designed with limits on their
permeability, can, over time, expand the range of actors with whom
they interact or expand the depth of their engagement with third
parties. Agents facing budget or personnel cuts can seek to rally non-
principal support. Bureaucracies can structure public input and infor-
mation gathering in such a way as to favor outsiders with similar
preferences. In the United States, voters have repeatedly instructed their
agents, the legislators, to design laws restricting the access of large
donors like corporations or unions (both non-principals) to those same
agents. Despite repeated attempts, non-principals persist in finding
ways to access those agents, who are extremely permeable. Congress
experiences the same problem in designing bureaucracies to work with
non-principals, which then seek to capture those agents. In the inter-
national arena, the European Court of Justice expanded its permeability
by empowering individuals to raise violations of European law in the
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national courts and encouraging those courts to send them the cases
(Alter 2001).

Agents buffer principal monitoring using dualism and ceremonialism

Organizational sociologists have long been fascinated with aspects of
organizations that seem not to make direct contributions to organiza-
tional efficiency. Some of these insights are ripe for extension to the PA
relationship. Buffering refers to an organization’s attempt to resist moni-
toring. We identify two forms of buffering: dualism and ceremonialism.
Dualism is the creation of a loose coupling between an organization’s
core tasks (what it actually does) and those practices that please other
powerful players in their institutional environment (what others want it
to do) (DiMaggio and Powell 1991a; Meyer and Rowan 1991). Ceremo-
nialism is the superficial reporting of an organization’s activities designed
to satisfy monitors without revealing too much information. Where
interpretation is a response to ex ante controls such as screening and
selection, agents use buffering to mitigate the intrusiveness of ex post
monitoring of their behavior. Interpretation and reinterpretation are
overt activities, but buffering is often more covert. Agents can com-
partmentalize monitoring by promoting “dualist” features in their own
organization; the part of their organization that is most pleasing
to outsiders is then developed publicly while the other part remains
more hidden. Agents can ceremonialize monitoring by getting princi-
pals to accept incomplete or even symbolic information or by making
monitoring purely formal and superficial.

Increasing permeability can facilitate agent buffering. When conflict-
ing demands on agents from principals and third parties grow, agents
may develop dualist features (DiMaggio and Powell 1991a). That is, over
time, non-principals’ influences may come to be reflected in the agent’s
structure: one part works for the principal, perhaps as originally con-
tracted, while another part works for other constituencies. For example,
UNICEF receives roughly half its budget from non-state actors, and it
was a pioneer in setting up NGO consultative committees, both in
national offices and at headquarters. It has now become pro forma for
IOs to have NGO consultative committees to engage certain external
actors (e.g. the NGO Liaison Office at the UN, World Bank Consultative
Committee). IO consultation also extends to private firms as well as
NGOs (especially at UNDP and the UN generally). Agents may thus
reconfigure themselves so that principal controls affect only a portion
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of the agent’s activities. Since agents attractive to principals are likely to
be attractive to others as well, principals may not be able to stop their
agents from moonlighting on behalf of others’ causes, especially if the
organization had a long history prior to being contracted by the prin-
cipal. Thus, permeability can create the incentive for dualism, and dual-
ism creates the possibility for more permeability and, indirectly, more
autonomy.

Both forms of buffering – dualism and ceremonialism – raise the costs
of real monitoring for principals. Rather than be subject to police patrols
(auditing by principals) or fire alarms (various forms of decentralized
tattling), strong agents may offer principals a kind of structured self-
reporting, which might permit the principal’s desire for reassurance, but
attenuate any potentially intrusive aspects. This latter possibility is heav-
ily tilted in favor of agents, for they may well get to sign off on all the
parameters of what monitoring does occur. The examples of Enron and
WorldCom are illustrative: principals (shareholders) assumed themselves
to be operating under various mixes of police patrols and fire alarms (the
proliferation of such systems implying effective redundancy rather than
ineffective chaos); meanwhile, the actual monitoring more closely ap-
proximated structured self-reporting in which the agents had first in-
ternalized, and then thoroughly ceremonialized the monitoring. When
principals select monitoring and reporting requirements as their key
mechanism for controlling agents, they can run large risks, and as in
the corporate scandal examples, they may also not discover this until it
is too late.5

Thus, dualism is a strategy that both results from agent permeability
and may generate more permeability over time. It allows some agents to
serve multiple constituencies (principals and third parties) and still
expand their own autonomy. This is a neat trick in and of itself. Under
the right conditions, dualism can also be a license to steal from princi-
pals, who find their monitoring costs continually on the rise. Of course,
principals could monitor the outcomes agents produce and forget about
trying to monitor agent behavior. This move simplifies matters for the
principal, but it may not improve things much because if agents provide

5 Our reading is consistent with the fact that voter anger prompted a legislative
response in the form of mandated “real” monitoring. That the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act will cost US firms billions underscores a real dilemma about the clumsiness of
principal controls: because shareholder/principals at some firms failed to control
their agents, voter/principals have essentially levied a massive tax on themselves as
consumers. The biggest winners are all the surviving accounting firms.
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truly valuable services for principals, they may be able to skim off
extraordinary amounts and still return a “profit” to their principals.

Two basic claims flow from the discussion above: First, principals are
more likely to delegate to agents who employ interpretive strategies
designed to convince principals that agent preferences are close to their
own. Second, agent autonomy is likely to be greater when agents employ
strategies to reinterpret their mandates and other rules, expand their
permeability, and buffer principal monitoring. These two claims are
sequenced over time; agents must first convince principals to delegate
more authority, and only once principals have committed themselves can
they try to carve out greater autonomy. The alternative arguments,
drawn from the existing literature, are that delegation is driven by
principal needs and that agent autonomy is determined by principal
control mechanisms (see Pollack 2003a).

Why don’t principals simply alter their control mechanisms to coun-
teract these agent strategies? In some cases, they do. We make no general
claim that principal efforts to check agents are ineffective; indeed, we are
impressed with the extravagant lengths to which principals will go to clip
agent wings. But in calling attention to possible agent strategies that drive
the strategic interaction of principal and agent, we see five reasons why
principals may not always root out agent strategies designed to produce
greater autonomy. First, principals sometimes can be fooled into believ-
ing that they are monitoring something real and important about the
agent. Second, the costs to principals of better control mechanisms
sometimes exceed the benefits gained from reining in agents, especially
when the costs to agents of improved evasion are low. Thus, agents may
be able to actually drive up the control costs for principals. Third,
principals may change their preferences, perhaps under agent influence,
and come to agree that even though the agent is utilizing strategies
designed to give it greater autonomy, it is also accomplishing something
of real value. Fourth, principals may not be able to agree among them-
selves on whether and how to change agent behavior. Fifth, the principals
may still be relatively better off than without the agent (and so continue
the contract), even when it is also plain that they are relatively worse off
than they would be with more effective monitoring instruments.

HUMAN RIGHTS AGENTS

We demonstrate the plausibility of the above arguments by applying
them to the European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR) and its
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two main institutions, the Commission and the Court. Why did states
delegate significant authority under the Convention? Once that authority
was delegated, to what extent did the Commission and the Court expand
their autonomy? Why? We make four analytical claims:

1. Principals are more likely to delegate when agents use strategies
of interpretation designed to convince principals that agent and
principal preferences align.6

2. Once states have delegated authority, agents can use buffering strat-
egies to covertly increase their autonomy.7

3. Once states have delegated authority, agents can use strategies to
increase their own permeability to third parties and thereby increase
their autonomy.

4. Once states have delegated authority, agents can use reinterpretation
strategies to openly increase their autonomy.

These claims go beyond the existing arguments in the literature, which
suggest that principal preferences explain decisions to delegate and that
principal control mechanisms determine agent autonomy – a perspective
represented in this volume in chapters by Martin and Pollack. If our
arguments are correct, we should see states (potential members of a
collective principal) observing agent preferences before delegating. We
should also see the Commission and Court (the agents) attempting to
convince states to delegate by interpreting rules in ways consistent with
state preferences and by behaving in ways that diminish the need for
careful state monitoring. Once high levels of delegation occur, we should
see the agents utilizing the three strategies just indicated to increase their
autonomy. If the existing theoretical explanations are correct, we should
observe states deciding to delegate without considering agent prefer-
ences, and we should witness a strong relationship between control
mechanisms and agent autonomy, regardless of agent strategies.

6 This claim refers to marginal, not absolute levels of delegation. The distinction is
crucial. We assume many principals understand the generic risks of reinterpretation,
permeability, and buffering and that this awareness likely depresses absolute levels
of delegation. In any given set of principal choices, however, agents that openly
interpret their mandates in principal-friendly ways should induce more principal
delegation than agents or potential agents who do not.

7 As will be clear, “covert” refers not to cloak and dagger operations by legal
bureaucrats, but rather to their preference for making initial changes quietly and
below the radar of busy state officials.
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The ECHR constitutes a good case for our theory because the Com-
mission’s and Court’s strategies varied over time, as did the level of
delegation they received and their autonomy. In this volume, Alter argues
that principals have few contractual mechanisms for checking a court’s
authority. While control mechanisms may be limited and courts may care
deeply about their reputations, the ECHR institutions are still agents
because states created them in the first place and can withdraw author-
ity from them at any time, either individually or collectively. The ECHR
also provides a helpful case for theory building because different ana-
lytical perspectives suggest different outcomes. From a perspective that
emphasizes state sovereignty, states should be reluctant to delegate au-
thority on human rights issues or allow much autonomy for human rights
IOs because delegation would invite external meddling in internal affairs
(Kissinger 2001). Yet from a domestic politics perspective, human rights
IOs might help guarantee domestic stability and some states should
therefore be eager to delegate authority and autonomy (Moravcsik
2000). A functionalist principal-agent approach would expect judicial
bodies to exhibit high levels of autonomy due to state need to make their
commitments credible (Pollack, this volume). The ECHR offers a rich
empirical domain in which to explore these competing predictions.

Although the ECHR is not particularly well-known, it is an increas-
ingly important institution. A recent comprehensive survey of 32 of its
member states found that every single state had to change important
domestic policies, practices, or legislation in response to Court rulings
(Blackburn and Polakiewicz 2001; see also Shelton 2003). Nor are these
rulings limited to a few prisoners in a local jail cell. Rather, they affect
domestic policies and institutions with broad scope. For example, the
Court has required Great Britain to reform laws banning gay sex, to
allow gays in the military, to curtail wiretapping and other police
powers, and to ban corporal punishment in public schools (Stiles forth-
coming). In Turkey, the Court has ruled repeatedly against the go-
vernment’s security policies with respect to Kurds, including a March
2003 ruling that Abdullah Öcalan – the well-known Kurdish guerrilla
leader – received an unfair trial. Despite Court rulings against states in
increasingly important and contentious issue-areas, state compliance is
so routine that top legal scholars argue that the Court has “almost
uniform respect and obedience rendered to judgments” (Janis et al.
1995: 8).

European states created the Court through the European Convention
on Human Rights, which was signed in 1950 and went into effect in
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1953 when a sufficient number of states had ratified the Convention.8

The Convention committed states to human rights principles defined
chiefly in terms of civil liberties and political rights, excluding social
and economic rights. The Convention created a Commission, which
began operating in 1954, that processed complaints about human rights
violations, weeded out those that did not meet the criteria for admissibil-
ity, gathered information about the cases, attempted to reach friendly
settlements between the disputants, published reports and recommenda-
tions, and forwarded unresolved disputes to other decision-making
bodies.9 In 1959, a Court was established when a sufficient threshold
of states accepting its jurisdiction was reached. To the Court, states
delegated the ability to decide if the Convention had been violated and
to pass binding judgments requiring states to alter their practices. When
European states disbanded the Commission in 1998, they transferred its
functions to the Court as well.10

From the beginning, states were cautious about delegating this au-
thority and so created a two-step delegation process. The original man-
date in the Convention did not allow the Commission to receive
complaints from individuals unless individual states expressly authorized
it, nor did the Convention grant jurisdiction to the Court unless individ-
ual states expressly authorized it. Thus, for states to delegate authority
they first had to ratify the Convention and second had to accept – in
writing – the principle of individual petition and binding Court juris-
diction (possibly accepting one without the other). Without both individ-
ual petition and Court jurisdiction, the Convention could not realistically
be enforced (Moravcsik 2000). Without individual petition, cases would
have to be submitted by other states – an unlikely occurrence because
any state submitting a complaint could have a complaint submitted
against it in retaliation. Without binding Court jurisdiction, states would
not participate in Court proceedings and would be unlikely to implement
principles the Court articulated in other cases. Hence, states ratifying
the Convention without accepting these optional clauses in fact dele-
gated very little authority. Together, individual petition and compulsory

8 Useful overviews of the European institutions include Merrills 2001; Ovey and
White 2002; Janis et al. 1995.

9 Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms
(hereafter, “European Convention”), American Journal of International Law,
1951, 45 (2), Supplement: Official Documents, 24–39, Articles 25–32.

10 European Convention, as amended by Protocol 11, at http://conventions.coe.int/
Treaty/EN/cadreprincipal.htm, accessed Sept. 8, 2003.
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jurisdiction constitute a significant transfer of sovereignty, as individ-
uals could essentially sue their state for human rights violations in an
international court with binding decision-making authority.

In the 1950s and 1960s, the Commission and the Court knew that
several states were reluctant to delegate authority to them. Our theory
suggests that the IOs could receive substantial authority only by persuad-
ing principals to delegate to them through a strategy of interpreting their
mandate in a restrained manner that was fundamentally deferential to
state preferences. A close review of the agents’ actions suggests they were
quite restrained indeed. Of the more than 1,500 individual petitions
submitted to the Commission in its first eight years, it only found 11
admissible (Weil 1963a, 809). Some of the cases it rejected would have
undoubtedly brought substantial attention to the Commission, yet it was
quite deferential to states, refusing to accept petitions from well-known
former Nazis such as Rudolph Hess and disallowing any petition on any
grounds from the German Communist Party, which had been dissolved
by the German government (Weil 1963a: 810–11). The Court, for its
part, made only ten judgments in its first ten years and did not rule
against a state on a substantive issue until 1968, nearly ten years after
its creation and 18 years after states first adopted the Convention. This
record of deference to states included the Court’s much-watched first
case, Lawless, in which the Court decided that Ireland had indeed denied
due process rights to an alleged member of the outlawed Irish Republican
Army, but that this denial was lawful and consistent with the Convention
because Ireland had first implemented a state of emergency (Robertson
and Merrills 1993: 66–67, 184–89). From their earliest cases, both the
Commission and the Court articulated a doctrine of a “margin of appre-
ciation,” which recognized that governments have important interests
in maintaining law and order and that governments are better positioned
to judge those interests than international judicial bodies (Yourow 1996:
15–21).

The Commission and Court remained cautious throughout the 1970s,
as illustrated in table 7.2. The Commission admitted only 2 percent of
its cases through 1979, and the Court ruled against states only 25 percent
of the time. This pattern of caution within the Commission and Court
is exactly what we would expect given that some key democracies
delayed delegating full authority to them until the mid-1970s or even
later. The apparently comprehensive membership in the ECHR by 1981,
however, seems to have emboldened the Court. Once France, Italy,
Portugal, Spain, and Switzerland accepted the optional clauses in the
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Table 7.2. Court and Commission permeability and autonomy, 1955–2004

Year

Decisions
taken on
admissiona

Percent
admitted

Number of
court
rulings

Percent against
states

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960 0
1961 5 0
1962 0
1963 0
1964 0
1965 0
1966 0
1967 0
1968 7 29
1969 4 25
1970 1 0
1971 9 22
1972 0
1973 0
1974 0
1975 4 50
1976 29 7
1977 7341 2 0
1978 731 2 11 36
1979 280 9 14 57
Subtotal 1960s–70s 8352 2 84 25
1980 341 6 7 43
1981 430 5 10 40
1982 425 10 16 56
1983 436 7 18 39
1984 582 9 27 63
1985 582 12 14 5
1986 511 8 28 29
1987 590 5 39 62
1988 654 7 33 42
1989 1338 7 41 51
Subtotal 1980s 5889 8 233 49
1990 1216 12 39 69
1991 1659 13 73 63
1992 1704 11 90 69
1993 1765 12 59 56

(continued)
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1970s, only the odd triumvirate of Greece, Turkey, and Cyprus was left
outside both the Communist bloc and the ECHR. In the context of the
Cold War, it may not have seemed that there were many potential new
members left outside. Indeed, 1982 was the first year that as many as 10
percent of Commission decisions were admitted to the Court, and it
showed the leading edge of a sustained jump in Court rulings and rulings
against states (see table 7.2).

Substantial evidence shows that states watched closely the Commis-
sion and Court, especially as the states debated whether to accept the
optional clauses that would represent real delegation. Denmark and
Ireland were the first to accept the optional clauses (1953) but each
attached significant strings – Denmark used sunset clauses for both
optional clauses, accepting them for only two years at a time, and Ire-
land’s high court initially limited the applicability of ECHR judgments

Table 7.2 (continued)

Year

Decisions
taken on
admissiona

Percent
admitted

Number of
court
rulings

Percent against
states

1994 2372 25 65 52
1995 2990 27 70 56
1996 3400 18 115 44
1997 3777 19 139 47
1998 4420 17 168 58
Subtotal 1990–98 23,303 18 818 56
1999 4251 17 173 86
2000 7862 14 566 83
2001 9728 8 827 83
2002 18,450 3 897 87
2003 18,034 4 883 86
2004 21,181 4 1005 84
Subtotal 1999–04 74,775 6 4351 85

Source: Columns 2–3: for 1955–1990, European Commission of Human Rights, Secretary,
1998, “Information Note,” Strasbourg: Council of Europe; for 1990–2004, Survey of
Activities, European Court of Human Rights, online at http://www.echr.coe.int/ECHR/
EN/Header/Reports+and+Statistics/Reports/Annual+surveys+of+activity/, accessed July 2005.

Columns 4–5: for 1960–1994, Gomien 1995; for 1995–98, Judgments and Decisions and
Reports of Judgments and Decisions, European Court of Human Rights; for 1999–2004,
European Court of Human Rights, “Judgments and Decisions,” at http://www.echr.coe.int/
Eng/Judgments.htm, accessed July 2005.
a No yearly breakdown is available for Commission decisions from 1955–76; 1977 entries
represent the cumulative total for all years between 1955 and 1977.
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(Golsong 1958). The next cluster of states to accept the optional clauses
came in the period 1955–60, and their actions allowed the Court to be
established. The debates in each of these states – Austria, Belgium,
Germany, Iceland, Luxemburg, and the Netherlands – revealed substan-
tial attention to the track record of the new Commission (Partsch 1956/
1957). For example, the Dutch government admitted initial fears the
Commission would make political decisions, but that “after the Com-
mission had been established, it became clear that it had no political
structure” and that abuse of its authority was non-existent (Council of
Europe 1958–59: 562). And when the German opposition wondered
why the Chancellor had not accepted the two optional ECHR clauses,
the government argued that there was “no rush” and refused to commit
Germany to the clauses for another 18 months.11

In the next phase between 1961 and 1966, another group of cautious
states – Norway, Sweden, and the United Kingdom – accepted the op-
tional clauses. Though an early ratifier of the ECHR, Sweden’s govern-
ment was long unwilling to pay the sovereignty costs in the subsequent
step of mandatory Court jurisdiction until “experience has shown that
there is a practical need of the Court.”12 In the early 1960s, under
pressure from other states and some domestic politicians to accept the
Court’s jurisdiction, Sweden (and Norway) officially declared in 1960
that they “needed to experience how the Court functioned practically by
observation” before deciding whether to delegate.13 Only in 1966 (two
years after Norway), did the Swedish government approve automatic
Court jurisdiction, noting that “experience has so far shown that the
Court’s operations are limited.”14 The Court had handed down no
judgments from 1963–66, and the Swedish government noted that all
pending cases dealt with “language issues in Belgium.” Thus, Sweden de-
legated fully only after its six-year observation of the Court’s preferences
revealed nothing troubling.

Britain also waited until 1966 to fully delegate to the ECHR. The
Conservative government of Clement Atlee had actively opposed a strong
Convention and insisted on the optional clauses for individual petition
and Court jurisdiction (Moravcsik 2000; Stiles, in press). Declassified

11 Bundestag Drucksache 174/53 of January 12, 1954. Translated by author.
12 “His royal majesty’s government bill No. 165 of 1951.” March 2, 1951. Translated

by Lotta Andersson, 14.
13 “His royal majesty’s government bill No. 33 of 1966,” January 27, 1966, 4.

Translated by Elena Gismarvik.
14 Ibid., 4.
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executive branch documents show that when the Labour government
took power in 1964, it began dealing with objections to British delega-
tion – objections that centered largely on thorny colonial issues. For
example, in response to worries about the potential effect of Court
decisions on immigration from former colonies, the Lord Chancellor
argued that, “past experience shows how very few cases go to the
Court,” and the Foreign Office’s legal advisor chimed in that, “The
approach of the Commission to this problem has in my experience been
reasonable. I do not see why we should expect less of the Court, which is
composed of even more eminent men than the Commission” (Lord Lester
1998: 249). In this and other debates, the main arguments within the
British government revolved around the preferences of the Court. Even
once thus reassured, the government notified the Commission that it
would accept the right of individual petition for only three years so that
Britain might terminate its acceptance if problems arose. Of the last
remaining major European democracies, Italy and Switzerland delegated
fully to the Court in 1973–74 while France delayed until 1981.15

We now turn to the question of autonomy. We measure autonomy as
the percentage of rulings against states, a measure consistent with the
definition of autonomy in this volume and with the literature on judicial
politics (Larkins 1996, 1998; Helmke 2002). Our unit of analysis is a
Court finding of a violation or non-violation of a substantive Convention
article, where each judgment may have more than one finding.16 Looking
at judgments (“cases”) as a whole presents serious aggregation problems:
If the Court rules against states on one of three substantive issues in a
given judgment, does the judgment count as for or against states? Hence,
it makes more sense to disaggregate the judgments and to look at indi-
vidual findings reported by the Court. As the last column in table 7.2

15 Outside the communist states, Spain, Portugal, and Greece were authoritarian
systems, and Finland did not join the Council of Europe until 1989.

16 In an effort to get at the core issues concerning Court rulings on human rights
violations, we do not count procedural issues, friendly settlements, and cases struck
from the Court’s docket for other reasons. This probably results in an undercount-
ing of the Court’s autonomy, in large part because the Court quite frequently rules
against states on procedural issues. States are almost exclusively responsible for
raising procedural issues as a way to avoid substantive rulings. We code cases
where the Court decides a complaint is inadmissible as a finding in favor of the
state. These are relatively rare because most cases have been previously screened
for inadmissibility, but they include cases where, upon further and more extensive
review, the Court decides the application cannot proceed and hence these rulings
favor states.
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demonstrates, the Court ruled against states 25 percent of the time in
the 1960s and 1970s, but this increased to around 50 percent in the
1980s and then 85 percent since 1998. These contrary rulings cannot be
dismissed as a simple matter of the Court ruling against states in obscure
and isolated cases, especially because the increase in negative rulings
came at the same time as a dramatic increase in the number of cases
decided. Moreover, the European Court is increasingly exercising its
authority in key public policy issues, including security issues and
hot-button social issues like gay rights.17

What drives this increase in agent autonomy over time? Pollack
(2003a and this volume) argues that principal control mechanisms deter-
mine the range of agent autonomy. Where agents, such as the European
Court of Justice, have enormous autonomy, it is because principals have
designed control mechanisms that way in order to resolve information
and credibility problems facing the principals. In this view, the range of
agent activity depends on principals. This argument constitutes a useful
starting point for analyzing the Court. States imposed few control mech-
anisms on the Court, suggesting that they intended it to enjoy substan-
tial autonomy. The most important control concerned procedural rules
governing access to the Court. States attempted to limit individual access
to the Court in a variety of ways, including the opt-in clauses for
individual petition and Court jurisdiction, Commission screening of in-
dividual applications, and measures allowing only the Commission or
states to take cases to the Court. Of equal importance, individuals had
no standing before the Court and no way to represent themselves there
even once the Commission referred their case to the Court. States in-
structed the Commission to bring complaints to the Court but then to
act not in the interests of the individual but rather as the “defender of
the public interest.” States did not even make provisions to inform in-
dividuals of proceedings before the Court in which they were the chief
complainant (Robertson and Merrills 1993: 303–10).

The largest problem with an explanation focusing on control mechan-
isms is that the Court’s autonomy increased substantially before states
altered the control mechanisms to allow individuals greater access to
the Court. Under Protocol 9 that went into effect in October 1994,
states amended the Convention to allow individuals – in addition to the

17 For overviews of the Court’s expanding jurisprudence, see Janis et al. 1995; and
Harris et al. 1999.
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Commission or to states – to bring a case to the Court and to receive
copies of the Commission’s reports on their cases. Prior to this protocol
states had amended the Convention several times, but never altered the
rules governing individual access or other key control mechanisms. By
the time states adopted Protocol 9, however, the Court’s rulings against
states were typically running between 70 and 80 percent each year, much
higher than the 50 percent in the 1950s and 1960s. As a result, the
growth in autonomy cannot be explained by principal decisions to
change the control mechanisms governing individual access.

We argue instead that the Commission and Court increased their
autonomy by using the strategies outlined above. First, the Commission
gradually developed a dualist structure that served the interests of indi-
vidual complainants in addition to the public interest mandated by states.
From their earliest days, Commission members felt they had a stronger
duty to individual applicants than the Convention allowed. In the first
case the Commission referred to the Court, Lawless v. Ireland case in
1960, the Commission communicated its findings to the applicant and
invited his comments, which it then intended to present to the Court
(Robertson and Merrills 1993: 305–306). At first, this dualist structure
was rather crude. In the Lawless case the Commission representative
literally voiced first the Commission’s opinion and then, where it
differed, the applicant’s opinion (Weil 1963b: 155). Over time, the pro-
cedures became more sophisticated. In 1970, the Commission invited the
assistance of the applicant’s lawyer in proceedings before the Court
(Robertson and Merrills 1993: 307). By 1982, the Commission had
created a large number of procedural rules allowing the applicant direct
access to the Court. As two close observers of the Court put it: “After
these changes it was apparent that everything which could be done to
improve the applicant’s position, short of amending the Convention, had
been done” (Robertson and Merrills 1993: 307). It would take states
another 14 years to ratify these agent-led changes by amending the
Convention with Protocol 9.

While the Commission’s dualism was not exactly hidden, neither was
it particularly well-known or well-advertised, in part because it con-
cerned procedural issues rather than substantive outcomes and in part
because the Commission utilized the normative cover of the needs of
justice. As a result, most states monitoring the Court missed their im-
portance. Sweden’s government, for example, chiefly monitored the types
of cases referred to the Court and the substantive outcomes of the Court’s
decisions. If it had probed more deeply, Sweden would have discovered a
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Commission that was beginning to set important procedural precedents
that allowed individual citizens greater institutional access than states
initially intended. But even the most effective opponent of Sweden’s
entry, the Foreign Minister Osten Undén, failed to report on the subtle
procedural changes introduced by the Commission cases. Instead of
probing deeply into these details, he summarized his monitoring of the
ECHR system by noting that the Court ruled on “interesting cases but
hardly of the sort that they are examples of the practical need for
extensive legal investigations” (Undén 1963).

What Undén and others missed was that both the Commission and
the Court operated in professional environments that gave great weight
to individual complainants. Moreover, the Convention had tasked the
Commission and Court with upholding individual rights against state
abuses, and Western norms of justice deem that all parties deserve to be
heard in court. The Commission’s normative commitment to justice and
the broader normative environment favoring due process led it to press
for more individual access to the Court. This behavior is consistent with
the dualist hypothesis, which suggests that agents will adapt to their
environments in ways that reflect all of the demands placed on them
and not just principal preferences.

The Commission’s dualist activities helped the Court gradually in-
crease its own permeability to individual petitioners. Over time, the
Court issued a series of rulings that largely confirmed the Commission’s
efforts to grant individuals more access to the Court. In 1961 in Lawless,
the Court argued that, “The Court must bear in mind its duty to safe-
guard the interests of the individual” (quoted in Janis et al. 1995: 67). At
this time, the Court was mindful of state concerns and so required the
Commission, rather than the individual complainant, to present the
applicant’s views. Ten years later in the Vagrancy cases, the Court went
farther by allowing the applicant’s lawyer to assist the Commission in
the presentation of the case before the Court. Still in its cautious mode,
the Court insisted that the lawyer only be able to act when called upon
by the Commission to assist it and thus did not grant the lawyer an
independent voice (Robertson and Merrills 1993: 307). In 1982, the
Court took the final step by amending its own rules of procedure to
allow individuals to represent themselves directly.

At least partially as a result of these rulings, the Court’s permeability –
as measured by the number and percent of complaints admitted by the
Commission – increased dramatically (table 7.2). In the 1950s and 1960s
the Commission admitted only 2 percent of the applications it received, a
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number that grew to 8 percent in the 1980s and 18 percent from 1990–
98. Throughout this period, the number of applications rose steadily;
by 2004, the Court was reaching admissibility decisions on more than
21,000 cases a year. This increase in permeability has undoubtedly
facilitated the Court’s growing autonomy. States are likely to refer only
a few carefully selected cases that they think they will win. The Commis-
sion’s willingness to refer more cases after 1980 was crucial because it
allowed the Court a greater range of possibilities in which to exercise
autonomy. An applicant’s ability to present his/her own case also boosts
Court autonomy by increasing the chances the Court will be persuaded
by the applicant’s arguments.

After dualism and permeability were at least partly in place, the
Court issued some landmark judgments that reinterpreted the nature of
the Convention and the Court’s own mandate. One basic question
typically facing courts is whether they are dealing with rules intended
as contracts between two parties or with law-making rules having an
“object and purpose” that should be defended and elaborated through
rulings. Courts that interpret rules as a contract are likely to rule in a
more conservative fashion that is deferential to the wishes and under-
standings of the contracting parties, while courts who believe the rules
have a teleological purpose that should be advanced are more likely to
rule in activist ways. Beginning with Wemhoff v. FRG in 1970 and
reaffirmed in Golder v. United Kingdom in 1975, the Court explicitly
adopted the latter approach: “Given that it [the Convention] is a law-
making treaty, it is also necessary to seek the interpretation that is most
appropriate in order to realise the aim and achieve the object of the
treaty, and not that which would restrict to the greatest possible degree
the obligations undertaken by the parties” (Harris et al. 1999: 7; Ovey
and White 2002: 34–39). A minority of judges complained, to no
avail, against this approach, arguing that because the Court was tread-
ing on sovereignty, “a cautious and conservative interpretation” was in
order.

The Court followed up by issuing several rulings interpreting the
Convention in light of changing social standards, not by the standards
or intentions of the drafters of the Convention in 1950. In a 1978
decision, Tyrer v. UK, the Court declared that the Convention is “a living
instrument which, as the Commission rightly stressed, must be inter-
preted in the light of present day conditions” (Harris et al. 1999: 8).
The Court has reaffirmed its authority to use evolving social standards
in many subsequent cases and has sometimes expanded the scope of
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rights granted in the Convention as a result. For example, in a case in
2002, the Court found that destroying property could constitute “de-
grading treatment” and thus violate the human rights Convention
(Shelton 2003: 126–27 and footnotes). It justified this expansive inter-
pretation of the Convention by arguing that “the increasingly high stand-
ard being required in the area of the protection of human rights and
fundamental liberties correspondingly and inevitably requires greater
firmness in assessing breaches of the fundamental values of democratic
societies” (cited in Shelton 2003: 126–27). In 1979, the Court began
restricting the “margin of appreciation” that it gave to national govern-
ments in determining their own needs for law and order. As one thorough
review summarized it, Court judgments after 1979 “more carefully
supervised margins of national discretion, and are more assertive in
defense of claimants’ rights” (Yourow 1996: 56).

We do not argue that the Court, in 1960, strategically charted a course
whereby it would, 40 years later, enjoy much higher autonomy. Yet the
evidence suggests that Commission and Court officials played an active
role in securing state delegation and in expanding their own autonomy.
In the early years, the Commission accepted few cases and sent even
fewer to the Court, which usually did not rule against states – all of
which resulted in more state delegation to the Commission and Court.
At the same time, the Commission began creating a dualist structure to
accommodate its commitment to individuals, and the Court aided this
process by increasing its own permeability through precedent-setting
rulings. After a large number of states committed to the regime, the
Court reinterpreted the Convention in broad fashion and began issu-
ing rulings against states on an increasing number of rights of ever-
broader scope. As one observer put it, “the interpretive tools of the
European Court of Human Rights permit it to conduct all battles, and
in the way it wants” (quoted in Carozza 1998: 1221). States may tolerate
the Commission’s and Court’s path and even benefit from it (whether
they do is an open question), but it seems clear they did not origi-
nally intend or chart that path, which has been blazed by the agents
themselves.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The goal of principal-agent theory, according to two leading scholars, “is
to develop theories about how particular institutional forms can be used
to increase the likelihood of compliant behavior by bureacrats” (Huber
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and Shipan 2002: 27). PA theorists of course recognize the potential for
agency losses, but most have generally argued that principals can minim-
ize actual losses through control mechanisms designed into the PA
contract. The result, by implication, is a world in which principal char-
acteristics and strategies determine the level of agent autonomy, an
approach adopted by Martin and Pollack in this volume. As Huber and
Shipan (2002: 27) put it, principal-agent studies “correctly emphasize
that [agent] discretion is often deliberate. It is purposefully granted by
politicians to bureaucrats because doing so is the best strategy for achiev-
ing desired policy goals.”18 More specifically, they view the level of
discretion offered to agents as the result of conflict between principal
and agent preferences, the ability of principals to write detailed rules,
the absence of conflict among collective principals, and the absence of
alternative principal means of influencing agents (Huber and Shipan
2002: 215).

We agree that PA theorists have focused on principal control mechan-
isms to explain agent autonomy, and we have sought to draw attention to
agent strategies instead. The central claim of this chapter is that agents
possess a variety of strategies that PA theorists have not yet explored and
that can substantially influence both principal decisions to delegate and
agent autonomy. We do not argue that principals are unaware of these
strategies or unable to answer them with strategies of their own. Rather,
we argue that agents are often able to increase their levels of autonomy
when they utilize these strategies, given the costs that principals face in
implementing control mechanisms. Agents are also able to strategically
limit their own autonomy (or signal their intention to do so), thus
inviting the principal to delegate more authority to those agents. We
emphatically do not argue that agent autonomy is the result of “helpless
abdication” by principals, the alternative position articulated by Huber
and Shipan (2002: 17). Rather, autonomy is at least partially the result of
rational, strategic calculations undertaken by agents. Principals of course
counter agent strategies with some of their own, but for a variety of
reasons may have only limited success.

The fact that PA theorists generally have understood agents to be prior
constructions of principals may lead to a bias in the theory. When PA
theory makes agents endogenous (e.g. subject to principal design), then

18 Emphasis in original.
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even if agents do drift away over time, they remain basically agents of
the masters who initially built them. Carpenter (2001: 11) has noticed
a similar problem in studies of American bureaucracies; namely, that
scholars “study bureaucracy only through the legislation that creates
agencies, the Presidents who govern them, or the court decisions that
check or enable their decision making.” The big problem with this
approach is that “it reduces political development to institutional cre-
ation, to the neglect of institutional transformation.” As this study
clearly demonstrates, IOs can and do evolve considerably over time,
often at the initiative of the IO itself. Scholars who fail to examine agent
strategies in detail are unlikely to be able to explain changes over time in
the extent of agent autonomy.

We have identified four strategies that agents use to influence the
PA relationship: interpretation, reinterpretation, building permeability,
and buffering, which can in turn be broken down into ceremonialism and
dualism. We have illustrated the ways in which the European Commis-
sion and Court of Human Rights used those strategies to first persuade
states to delegate more authority to them and then to expand their own
autonomy. The effort to lay out agent strategies and illustrate their
influence only constitutes a first step in the research process. The next
step is to identify which agents are more likely to use those strategies and
the conditions under which they are likely to be successful. Moreover,
agent characteristics are likely to vary substantially across time, issue-
areas, and institutions and are likely to interact with agent strategies in
ways that influence PA outcomes.

Showing how agent strategies matter is likely to enrich PA theory. For
example, a key issue might be the inducements that potential agents give
to principals to “choose us” (or that existing agents give to get new
“business” from principals who already hire them for other jobs). To
what extent could a critical mass of potential high-quality agents be a
contributing factor to secular trends toward increasing delegation? The
natural extension of a theory of agent inducement would then be to
formalize the conditions under which agents could not only induce
principals to hire them but also to change contract terms ex post. All of
the strategies noted in this paper would be plausible starting points for
such a discussion.

Finally, a more robust theory of agent characteristics and strategies
might help the field connect the collective action problems of principals
to agent behavior more directly than we have done. Lyne, Nielson, and
Tierney (this volume) emphasize the way that agency costs often reflect
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problems among multiple and collective principals.19 Given the turmoil
they note, agents employing the strategies we have emphasized could try
to bribe or offer excludable side payments to some members of their
own collective principal in order to get them to set the terms the way
the agent wants them set. Of course, there are limits to this strategy. If
free-rider problems within collective principals are substantial, then even
small agent-source problems might lead principals to end their delega-
tion at the first future opportunity. This logic should act as a check on
the troublesome agents introduced early in the chapter: after all, a
housekeeper who loafs is bad, one who steals is worse, but one who
sows dissension between the principals in the household will be the last
housekeeper those principals ever hire.

19 And as Martin (this volume) suggests, as coordination costs rise, agencies also gain
discretion.
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8

Screening power: international organizations
as informative agents

ALEXANDER THOMPSON

INTRODUCTION

The 2003 military intervention against Iraq inspired numerous commen-
tators to lament the failure of the United Nations (UN) Security Council
during the episode. Supporters of the Bush Administration policy argued
that the Council’s unwillingness to explicitly endorse military action
amounted to a failure to confront threats to international order and ex-
posed the organization as weak, or even “irrelevant” and “impotent.”1

Less predictably, some members of the international law community
offered a critique on legalistic grounds. The Security Council, they argued,
did not stop the United States from intervening unilaterally, thereby failing
to fulfill its role as defender of international law and promoter of inter-
national peace. In a talk before the American Society of International Law,
for example, Richard Falk (2004: 2) judged the Security Council “defi-
cient” with respect to the “war prevention goals of the Charter.” In amore
sweeping critique, international law scholar Michael Glennon (2003: 16)
laments the “rupture of the UN Security Council,” which failed “to
subject the use of force to the rule of law.”

I would like to thank the editors of this volume, as well as Kenneth Schultz, Peter
Gourevitch, and participants in the conference on Delegation to IOs at the University
of California, San Diego, for very helpful comments on earlier drafts. Portions of this
chapter appeared previously in the journal International Organization (Thompson,
2006).

1 President Bush himself warned in his September 2002 speech before the General
Assembly that failure to deal emphatically with Iraq would render the UN “irrele-
vant.” Conservative columnist Charles Krauthammer (2003) pronounced the UN
“impotent” for its failure to effectively disarm Iraq, and predicted the organization’s
demise. See also Perle 2003.
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These criticisms can be challenged on their own terms: After all, the
Security Council did not endorse the war, and its mandated inspections
appear – especially in retrospect – to have been very useful in containing
and defanging Iraq. But they also rely on a narrow and largely inaccurate
view of the Security Council’s role in coercive military intervention. The
notion of failure only makes sense in relation to some metric for defining
success, and the above critiques depend on certain (often implicit) as-
sumptions about the primary functions of the Security Council. In par-
ticular, both sets of critiques rely on a vision of the body as a coherent
actor whose job is to maintain peace by enforcing rules and dictating the
behavior of states. This is a literal interpretation of the Security Council’s
role – as responsible for identifying threats and applying military force
against them if necessary – envisioned in the Charter.2

Treating almost any international institution in this way, as quasi-
governmental, is unrealistic; it sets too high a bar for judging success.
This chapter provides a more fundamental defense of the Council’s
actions in the recent Iraq war by offering a different perspective on its
role, and the role of other international organizations (IOs), in episodes
involving the use of force. As Darren Hawkins, David Lake, Daniel
Nielson, and Michael Tierney (Hawkins et al.) note in the introduction
to this volume, principals have incentives to delegate to agents when the
latter specialize in performing certain tasks. Powerful states, not IOs,
specialize in applying military force, and thus the international commu-
nity must typically rely on them to deal with collective threats. However,
the international community – including both leaders and their domestic
publics – faces uncertainty when it comes to “hiring” these coercive
agents to act on their behalf. This uncertainty creates an important role
for IOs. I argue that in the context of a potential military intervention,
IOs specialize in providing information about the coercing state’s inten-
tions and the likely consequences of its policy, information that helps
the international community decide whether to support the interven-
tion. This specialization creates an incentive for the international com-
munity to rely on IOs as their agent to “screen” interventions worthy of

2 Chapter VII of the Charter endows the Security Council with the power to identify
threats to international peace and security, to respond with diplomatic and eco-
nomic sanctions, and if necessary to mandate military action. While the framers of
the Charter realized that the Security Council would be largely dependent on
member states for military forces, they viewed these forces as being at the disposal
of the Security Council (Articles 45 and 47). In practice, however, the Security
Council does not perform a command and control function.
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international support from those which are not. Thus the international
community, as a collective principal, relies on two sets of agents: power-
ful states to apply coercion and IOs to screen these coercers.

The screening function also provides an incentive for states to subject
themselves to the constraints of an IO – as an alternative to working
unilaterally or with an ad hoc coalition – when they pursue the use of
force. The international support that results from the screening process is
desirable for even a powerful coercing state since it determines the
political costs of a given policy and in some cases affects the policy’s
long-term success. Absent the information generated by IO approval –
that is, when the policy is rejected by an IO orwhen an IO is not involved –
the international community is less likely to respond favorably. It is
important to note that, in such cases, the IO agent has succeeded equally
well in performing its screening function.

Once a coercing state is authorized to carry out an operation, the
international community typically has little control over its actions;
the potential for slippage and undesirable outcomes is high. This is the
same problem faced by employers, who, upon hiring a new employee,may
find it difficult to dismiss the employee even if performance is poor
(Spence 1973: 356).3 Therefore, ex ante efforts at screening and selection
are of paramount importance, and problems of adverse selection rather
than moral hazard and commitment are the primary focus of this analysis.

This chapter addresses several arguments raised in the editors’ intro-
duction. Two are worth highlighting from the start. First, Hawkins et al.
draw attention to screening and selection issues but provide a limited
view of the possibilities. They argue reasonably that states want to avoid
delegating to IOs that will not faithfully carry out the intended tasks
and will therefore invest in choosing IO agents that are “sympathetic” in
terms of their leadership and preferences. The problem of asymmetric
information between principal and agent is obviously central to my ar-
gument, although in my account potential coercing states, not IOs, are
the relevant agents with hidden information, with IOs playing an inter-
vening role as screening mechanisms. Thus with respect to the screening
hypothesis, my findings are consistent with the framework chapter, al-
though refinements are required in the context of the substantive issue
I investigate.

3 The authority granted by IOs to coercing states is revocable, although IOs and other
states have few mechanisms of ongoing control once an intervention has begun.
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My argument also complements the discussion of preference hetero-
geneity by Hawkins et al. They argue that a set of heterogeneous states
are less likely to delegate to an agent than are like-minded states, an
insight that helps explain why endorsement of interventions by certain
IOs might be especially important. Precisely because IOs with a hetero-
geneous membership are less likely to agree on whether and how to
authorize intervention, their successful decisions to do so are more infor-
mative and meaningful. Building from informational theories of legisla-
tive committees, I argue that IOs with a diverse membership are able to
send more information to the international community regarding a po-
tential coercer and its policy than are more homogeneous institutions,
such as regional organizations and ad hoc coalitions. In the spirit of
the Hawkins and Jacoby chapter, I thus focus explicitly on variation
in the characteristics of IO agents.

This chapter proceeds by presenting the theoretical argument on how
IOs serve as informative agents of the international community in the
context of military coercion. The third section presents a case study of
the 1990–91 Iraq conflict, which serves to illustrate the screening func-
tion of IOs. I then extend the logic of the argument to shed light on how
coercing states “forum shop” across institutional alternatives. Among
other implications, the relevant tradeoffs demonstrate why the Security
Council is uniquely effective as a screening agent. The concluding section
returns to theoretical themes raised in this volume.

THE SCREENING FUNCTION OF IOs

Across the range of international institutions, formal IOs uniquely have
the capacity to act independently of state interests and influence.4 It is the
neutrality of IOs, in particular, that allows them to serve as informative
agents of the international community, supplying information that an
individual state – in our case, a potential coercer – could not credibly
supply. Because they cannot be controlled by individual states, and
because they are standing bodies with (more or less) diverse member
interests, they have two advantages as information generators: first, they
are able to impose constraints on a coercer, making signaling of limited
ambitions possible, and second, they act as representatives of the

4 Abbott and Snidal 1998. For further conceptualization of IO independence, see
Haftel and Thompson 2006; Thompson and Haftel 2003; and various chapters in
this volume, including the introduction, Alter, Cortell and Peterson, and Hawkins
and Jacoby.
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international community, allowing them to generate information on
policy consequences that is regarded as neutral and thus credible. Both
types of information are important to leaders and their publics as
they assess the coercer and its intervention policy, in other words, as they
attempt to overcome their adverse selection problem.

To help us understand what makes IOs informative, we can conceptu-
alize them in the same terms as legislative committees, one function of
which is to supply information to the legislature (their principal). Like
these committees, comprised of legislators, IOs are composed of a sub-
set of states in the international system. Driven mainly by the works
of Thomas Gilligan and Keith Krehbiel, informational theories of legis-
lative organization propose that committees are designed to serve as
sources of policy-relevant information for the legislature as a whole
(Gilligan and Krehbiel 1989, 1990; Krehbiel 1991). The most important
design feature is their composition in terms of member preferences,
which largely determines how informative the signals sent by committees
are. Specifically, a committee that is heterogeneous (that is, whose mem-
bership is diverse and “bookends” the median preference of the floor)
sends more information than a homogeneous committee; and a commit-
tee composed of “preference outliers,” whose membership has extreme
preferences relative to the floor median, is less informative than one with
a more moderate composition. Only when they are diverse and represen-
tative can committees transmit information that is seen as credible and
therefore informative to the legislature as a whole.

These principles of information transmission by institutional agents
can be usefully applied to the realm of international institutions. It is
instructive to consider the properties of IOs in comparison to the primary
multilateral alternative in the context of coercive interventions: ad hoc
coalitions. Whereas IOs are standing bodies, multilateral coalitions are
by definition composed of like-minded states, as the phrase “coalition of
the willing” reflects. In the language of the legislative signaling literature,
they are homogeneous and composed of preference outliers. Because
the ideal point of the median member of such a coalition is likely to be
very close to the ideal point of the coercer with regard to the question of
intervention, the coalition is not likely to impose substantial constraints
and support from the coalition is not informative to the median member
of the international community. Among the most robust findings in
theories of strategic information transmission is that actors with more
similar preferences can send more informative signals to each other
(Crawford and Sobel 1982; Lupia and McCubbins 1994b: 368; Krehbiel
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1991). Therefore, by itself, multilateral support of a coercer conveys little
information to the international community.

As informative agents, IOs send two types of information to the
international community, one directed at state leaders and the other at
publics. In the remainder of this section, I outline these information
transmission mechanisms in more detail.

Information on intentions and policy consequences

I assume that state leaders are relatively well informed about policy
alternatives and consequences and that IO member states do not have a
meaningful information advantage over other states in terms of expertise
or knowledge about an issue. Other leaders do, however, lack informa-
tion regarding the intentions of the coercing state’s leadership and are
concerned that the coercer, in confronting a collective threat, will pursue
a policy that is more aggressive or ambitious than the international
community prefers. Such behavior is a form of agency slack (in the form
of “slippage”) that might undermine the interests of other states by
producing undesirable outcomes.

Both the international community and states considering coercion are
faced with a dilemma. In a use of force context, it is difficult for powerful
states to reassure others that their goals are limited and unthreatening.
And yet the international community must rely on such states as agents
to intervene militarily when there are genuine collective threats. An IO
with neutral preferences can send a highly informative signal because
it imposes costs on a coercer that a more aggressive state (i.e. one with
intentions that threaten third-party states) would be unwilling to pay.
The IR literature certainly recognizes that international institutions
impose costly constraints on states, usually in the context of credible
commitment arguments, but conceptualization and identification of
these precise costs is not well developed (Lake 1999; Martin 1992a). At
least four overlapping costs may be imposed when coercion is channeled
through an IO.

First, a state’s freedom of action is almost always limited when a
policy is channeled through an IO, thereby reducing the discretion of
a coercing agent. Other member preferences contribute to defining the
limits of possible coercive measures and a coercer is accepting these
limits when it chooses to work through an IO. Indeed, once a state
chooses to act through an IO, it is faced with generating some support
and is thus constrained to bring a limited and defensible set of goals to
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the table. For example, early US drafts of Resolution 1441 – which
eventually re-established an inspections regime in Iraq and threatened
“serious consequences” in the absence of cooperation – were watered
down to eliminate provisions that would have been rejected by other
Security Council members, such as a more specific authorization of
“enforcement” and a provocative requirement that any Permanent 5
state could send representatives as part of an inspections team (Blix
2004: 76–79).

Second, coercers face organization costs – including the costs of com-
municating, bargaining, and reaching common positions – when they
work through an IO (Olson 1965: 47). These are a form of transaction
costs. Any multilateral approach to foreign policy increases the costs of
decision-making and of implementing policy. These are compounded by
political factors and “influence costs,” as each actor seeks to shape the
organization’s decision to his own benefit.5 For years in Bosnia, the
Europeans and United States struggled to implement a coherent plan as
each government sought to shape the policy in its own interests. In the
end, as one analyst of the bargaining concludes, “U. S. administrations
typically compromised with or accommodated the Europeans, adopting
policies at odds with their own policy preferences” in order to retain
NATO’s imprimatur (Papayoanou 1997: 92). Side-payments may be
another cost of organizing consensus in the context of an IO.

The third type of cost, delay, is partly a product of the first two. In
contrast to a less formal multilateral approach, IO approval involves
votes and a structured decision-making process, which require a willing-
ness to engage in diplomacy and wait for approval of the policy. Fourth
and finally, working through an IO increases the level of scrutiny to
which an intervening state is subject. Since IOs increase transparency
and require a more public accounting of actions, the international com-
munity is able to track the behavior of a state that chooses to work under
their auspices, as they both prepare and conduct an intervention. More-
over, the exchange of information and discourse that takes place within
an IO tends to reveal information about states’ preferences and intended
actions, leading to more effective monitoring and higher-quality signal-
ing at the international level (Wallander 1999; Keohane 1984). The
diversity of IO members is key. Unlike a unilateral effort or an ad hoc
coalition with similar interests, most IOs include states with disparate

5 On “influence costs,” see Milgrom and Roberts (1990: 58).
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interests who will be watching the coercer with a critical eye. This
scrutiny almost axiomatically leads to more sincere signaling (Lupia
and McCubbins 1994b: 368).

These various costs, which I refer to generally as the costs of con-
straint, allow the coercer to send a meaningful signal when it chooses to
work through an IO. The coercer has shown restraint and a willingness
to cede some control, something a more threatening “type” would not
be willing to do. This reassures third-party states, which are in turn less
likely to retaliate politically and to oppose the intervention.

However, even if other state leaders determine that supporting the
coercive policy is in their national interest, they may face domestic
barriers to doing so; they must convince their own publics that support-
ing another state’s use of force is justified. IO approval helps over-
come this additional obstacle by sending policy-relevant information to
domestic publics abroad.

While IR scholars have paid increasing attention to how domestic
publics influence state interests and policy,6 the role of domestic publics
abroad is not well understood and should be considered as an impor-
tant strategic player. Members of publics are poorly informed relative to
their leadership. They have uncertainty regarding the reasons for a given
policy and the relationship between the policy and potential conse-
quences. In the context of coercion on the part of another state, they
do not know if the policy is justified and serves multilateral interest or
whether it involves selfish goals with undesirable international conse-
quences. Because international issues often lack salience, and because
each individual has negligible influence on foreign policy, members of
the public have little incentive to gather information on foreign affairs
and to engage in careful calculation regarding international events. It is
perfectly rational, therefore, for individuals to remain largely ignorant
of international policy matters.

Ignorance, however, does not imply indifference. Publics are looking
for “information shortcuts” to assess international issues, and IO en-
dorsements can perform this function (Popkin 1991). Since the claims of
IOs are more neutral and representative of the international community
than claims of individual governments, or of ad hoc coalitions, the
signals they convey regarding a policy are more credible and thus more
informative. This is the fundamental principle behind the informational

6 For a good example in the context of coercion, see Schultz 2001.
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rationale for committee heterogeneity in legislatures: “In the presence of
uncertainty,” write Gilligan and Krehbiel (1989: 463), “diversity of
interests on the committee promotes informational efficiency.” Individ-
ual citizens, like legislators, respond to new information they receive
about the reasonableness and effects of policies, and they update their
beliefs in sensible ways (Shapiro and Jacobs 2000: 224).

Through this process of information transmission, which helps do-
mestic publics identify intervention policies worthy of support, IO ap-
proval makes it easier for leaders to offer support. As one Canadian
diplomat notes, “The average Canadian doesn’t know the details and
the nittygritty [of foreign policy]. It comes down to symbols. With IO
approval, you hardly need to make the case [for supporting an interven-
tion].”7 In the language of the two-level games literature, the information
transmitted to domestic publics by the IO agent increases the size of the
domestic “win-set” for leaders throughout the international community
by minimizing domestic opposition (Putnam 1988). More generally, this
information logic may provide an alternative to standard norm-based
explanations for why publics favor multilateralism – especially centered
around an IO – over unilateralism.

THE SECURITY COUNCIL AND IRAQ, 1990–1991

The 1990–1991 Persian Gulf conflict serves to illustrate the screening
function of IOs during episodes of military intervention. Following the
Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in August of 1990, the United States went to
great lengths to work through the UN in order to apply pressure and
ultimately to expel Iraq from Kuwait, seeking Security Council reso-
lutions at every stage. Resort to force came only after 12 resolutions
condemning Iraq’s behavior and imposing sanctions, including the pas-
sage of Resolution 678, which authorized UN member states “to use all
necessary means.” In the end, support was widespread and the United
States suffered no serious diplomatic setbacks as a result of the war.
Thirty-seven countries contributed personnel to the coalition and about
twenty provided military hardware. Financial contributions of $54
billion were also made to the United States.8

7 Author’s interview with a senior Canadian diplomat, November 14, 2003 (location
withheld to preserve anonymity).

8 On military contributions, see Lake (1999: 208–10); Matthews (1993: 313–15). On
financial contributions, see Terasawa and Gates 1993, and Freedman and Karsh
(1993: 358–61).
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Most observers of Gulf War diplomacy agree that by turning to the
Security Council and acting with its approval the United States was
able to achieve greater legitimacy and support for its use of coercion.
But this observation begs important questions. Why and how was the UN
able to perform this function? Why did UN involvement in what was
fundamentally a US-led effort change how other states perceived and
reacted to events? The logic of screening and information transmission
helps us address these questions.

During the early stages of the episode, the international community
did indeed face an adverse selection problem and was uncertain about
whether it should “hire” – that is, offer tacit or direct support to – the
United States as its coercive agent. Initially, most governments and
publics were deeply torn on the question of American intervention. Many
Arabs viewed Saddam as a hero, and Arab public opinion loathed the
idea of Western troops entering the region (Lesch 1991; Heikal 1992:
225–26). Even King Fahd of Saudi Arabia, who faced the most immedi-
ate threat of continued Iraqi aggression, was highly reluctant to accept
US help, as Mohamed Heikal makes clear: “Never in his eight years on
the throne had King Fahd faced a decision as difficult. . . . Saudi instincts
rebelled against pressure to accept American help” (Heikal 1992: 213).
Non-Arab leaders were no more eager. Gorbachev faced strong domestic
opposition to supporting the United States and told Bush during Desert
Shield that he “was nearly as eager to get U. S. troops out of Saudi Arabia
as he was to get Iraqi troops out of Kuwait” (Beschloss and Talbott 1993:
262). France had been Iraq’s foremost Western ally and, like many other
countries, faced substantial losses due to the cessation of trade and the oil
embargo (Terasawa and Gates 1993: 182–83).

In sum, it was not at all obvious to leaders and publics that potential
US military action was in the interest of the international community.
The case shows that the Security Council process imposed costly con-
straints on the United States that served to diminish concerns over US am-
bitions among foreign leaders, and that UN approval helped overcome
domestic opposition in various countries, facilitating their governments’
support of the intervention.

Screening US intentions

As the United States contemplated the use of coercion to push the Iraqi
army out of Kuwait, it had to take into account probable reactions to the
introduction of the only superpower’s military might into a politically
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sensitive region of the world. States in the Gulf region had a genuine
concern for their sovereignty and the encroachment of US military influ-
ence, and states outside of the region were worried about the precedent
being set and their own interests in the Gulf. For many leaders, American
muscle flexing was inherently threatening and undesirable. When the
United States sought approval and relinquished some decision-making
to the UN, this sent a strong signal to the international community that
the United States had the limited, status quo goal of reversing the Iraqi
invasion.

By channeling its coercion through the Security Council, the United
States suffered costs that helped to signal its intentions. Aside from the
operational and logistical difficulties that arose from putting together
a multinational force, American political and military leaders faced a
number of very real constraints in the form of policy changes and delays,
as well as in the extent of the coercive goals pursued. US behavior was
also subject to a high level of transparency and scrutiny. All of these
limitations were generated or enhanced by working through the UN. The
Bush Administration was constrained by the Security Council and the
slow and methodical decision-making process that resulted from seeking
approval during each phase. As one senior Bush administration official
lamented, “When you try to bring people on board, you have to listen
to them” (Newsweek, October 1, 1990: 20). This reflects the influence
costs of seeking IO approval.

At two stages in particular US policies were delayed and modified in
order to mollify the Security Council: the decision to enforce the initial
embargo on Iraq and the decision to launch Desert Storm. Resolution
661, passed on August 6, imposed a trade embargo on Iraq. But the first
enforcement measures did not take place until August 31. Though the
United States – and Britain, whose navy was also actively patrolling
the Persian Gulf – was willing and able from the start to enforce the
UN embargo on shipments to Iraq, these ships were allowed to pass
through the naval blockade for several weeks. US decision-makers faced
a dilemma, as National Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft describes:

The question was, do we move unilaterally to stop them, or do we wait and try to
get additional authority from the UN? We had lengthy discussions with the
British about it and of course [Margaret] Thatcher said go after the ships . . .
[James] Baker was insistent that we wait. He convinced the President we would
lose the Soviets (who were still adamantly opposed to using force) and perhaps
the chance for a positive vote in the Security Council on enforcement if we went
ahead unilaterally. (Bush and Scowcroft 1998: 351–52)
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Colin Powell and Dick Cheney agreed that, for political reasons, they
should wait for UN approval (Woodward 1991: 284). The French and
Soviets had argued that 661 alone could not be used to authorize
enforcement; the latter in particular were a major obstacle and delayed
a new resolution approving force (Toronto Star, August 25, 1990: A1).
Ultimately, this approval came in the form of Resolution 665, passed by
the Security Council on August 25, which authorized the use of force
to disable ships destined for Iraq that refused to stop for inspection.

Waiting for UN endorsement in order to enforce the embargo was
costly for the United States, apart from the fact that supplies were getting
through to Iraq in the meantime. To begin with, there was a credibility
issue, as hesitation might raise questions about US resolve (Freedman
and Karsh 1993: 147). Moreover, waiting for another resolution raised
the prospect that the United States and Britain would lose flexibility, a
fear expressed by Thatcher that proved well founded (Thatcher 1993:
821). Afraid that US enforcement actions could trigger war, China, the
Soviet Union, and France insisted on strict wording for the resolution
that did not simply state that “minimum use of force” could be used – the
Americans’ preferred syntax,whichhadalmost unlimited interpretations –
but rather spelled out that only measures “commensurate to the
specific circumstances as may be necessary” could be employed. More-
over, there is some evidence that these three countries explicitly sought
Resolution 665 as a way to imposed limits on the American use of
force.9 As one journalist noted at the time, “the Soviet Union wanted
to get as many constraints as possible on U.S. military action in the
Gulf” (The Independent, August 27, 1990: 7).

For US decision-makers, the next great debate – and delay – was over
the launching of Desert Storm. Once again, Thatcher argued to Bush that
going back to the UN was too risky; she worried that it would constrain
the United States and Britain unduly. In seeking a further resolution,
she argued, “We risk amendments,” therefore it was preferable to “go
to war on our own terms” (Bush and Scowcroft 1998: 384). In the end,
the United States waited four months from the date of the invasion
until Resolution 678 authorized the use of force on November 29.
Considerable diplomacy and consultations took place before the United
States could even propose language for a resolution. Though Shevard-
nadze and Baker had agreed on acceptable wording for the resolution

9 For more on the passage of Resolution 665, see Freedman and Karsh (1993:
143–50).
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as early as November 8, and though Gorbachev told Bush at a November
19 meeting that he would vote in favor of the resolution, the Soviets
insisted on more time for diplomacy throughout the month (Freedman
and Karsh 1993: 230–32). Even when a date for a Security Council vote
was settled, while the United States hoped to set a relatively prompt
deadline for Iraqi withdrawal, the Soviet Union and France insisted on
a “pause for peace” as a condition of the Resolution’s passage. The
Soviets asked for a January 31 deadline; the French compromise of
January 15 was selected. The very idea of an “announced” war repre-
sented a constraint, as US policy-makers had preferred a more flexible
approach (New York Times, November 14, 1990: A1).

Delay was costly for US military planners and policy-makers for
two reasons. First, it allowed Saddam to prepare for hostilities. Bush
expressed his concern very clearly in early January, worrying that, “Each
day that passes, Saddam’s forces also fortify and dig in deeper into
Kuwait. We risk paying a higher price in the most precious currency of
all – human life – if we give Saddam more time to prepare for war.”10

Though part of this waiting period was needed by the US military to
move troops and equipment into position, its duration probably
exceeded by weeks the optimal length of time. The second potential cost
of delay came in the political realm. The anti-war movement was rapidly
developing momentum in January, including within Congress. Thus
delay was the last thing Bush wanted from a domestic political stand-
point, and it almost cost him dearly (Mueller 1994: 59–60). Internation-
ally, some feared that it would be hard to maintain a coalition over
time. In a Washington Post editorial, Henry Kissinger warned that the
“psychological basis” for war would wane over time as the initial emo-
tion over Iraq’s invasion faded, and that the extensive diplomatic ef-
forts that were taking place would “undermine the military option by
consuming time” (Washington Post, November 11, 1990: B7).

Nevertheless, the wait was politically important: It satisfied European
countries that hoped to further explore diplomatic solutions and it
allowed Arab leaders to investigate “Arab solutions.” It also signaled
that the United States was willing to be constrained and was approaching
the conflict in a manner that accommodated the interests of others.

When the United States declared a cease-fire on February 28, reactions
were mixed. Saddam was still in power and another day or two of

10 George W. Bush, Radio Address to the Nation on the Persian Gulf Crisis, January
5, 1991. Available at < http://bushlibrary.tamu.edu/research/papers/1991> .
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fighting would have led to the destruction of far more Iraqi equipment
and the capture of thousands more Iraqi troops. These signs of failure
led to postwar accusations that the coalition had not even succeeded.
US leaders limited their goals in this way partly because they felt con-
strained by the UN mandate and did not want to risk forfeiting it. Bush
knew it would be costly to adhere to the UN mandate, as prewar polls
showed a strong public desire to remove Saddam (Mueller 1994: 41–42,
545). According to Bush: “I firmly believed we should not march into
Baghdad. Our stated mission, as codified in UN resolutions, was a simple
one – end the aggression, knock Iraq’s forces out of Kuwait, and restore
Kuwait’s leaders. To occupy Iraq . . . would have taken us way beyond
the imprimatur of international law bestowed by the resolutions” (Bush
and Scowcroft 1995: 464). George W. Bush confirms that his father felt
constrained by the resolutions only to force Saddam from Kuwait
(Woodward 2002: 329). To shed the aegis of the UN by pursuing more
ambitious goals would have been to risk alienating states around the
world, and a more expansive set of goals – which were considered early
on but rejected when the UN pathway was chosen – would have been
interpreted as aggressive and threatening.

UN involvement, and the signal it sent, was important in different
ways to different third-party states. Arab leaders, who were especially
preoccupied with US and Israeli influence following the end of the Cold
War, reacted to the prospect of Western intervention with “deep fear and
suspicion of ulterior motives,”11 including the exploitation of local re-
sources and a desire to strengthen political dominance in the region.12 As
David Lake points out (1999: 235–36), those states most immediately
affected, such as Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, were being asked to forfeit an
independent foreign policy and to effectively submit to protectorate
status for the duration of the American military presence. Moreover,
war aims that included the overthrow of Saddam were entirely unaccept-
able to other Arab regimes. Self-imposed restraint and limited aims were
thus key for the United States to avoid a political backlash by states in
the region.

States outside of the region were concerned for somewhat different
reasons. The French hoped that Saddam’s regime would remain in power

11 Khalidi (1991: 167). See also Los Angeles Times, August 31, 1990: A6.
12 Azzam (1991: 481). For example, Saudi Arabia’s King Fahd suspected the United

States of wanting to establish additional military bases (Heikal 1992: 212).
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and that Iraq would not be unduly weakened so that their trading
relationship could ultimately remain intact. After losing Europe to the
West, the Soviets had genuine political and strategic apprehensions over
US motivations and long-term goals in the Middle East, a major Cold
War battleground (Alexandrova 1991: 233–34). As one Foreign Ministry
official complained early in the standoff, “There are no guarantees that
the United States will leave Saudi Arabia after the crisis is over” (New
York Times, August 31, 1990: A13). The United States thus granted
the Soviet Union considerable control over decision-making, via direct
diplomacy and especially the Security Council (Baker 1995: 396–410).
Forfeiting some autonomy to the Security Council sent an important
signal to the broader international community that US preferences made
it a trustworthy coercive agent.

Overcoming public opposition

From the time American troops began arriving to defend Saudi Arabia,
leaders throughout the international community faced tough domestic
political questions in deciding whether to support a potential US-led
invasion. By November, all of the US’s European allies (except the UK),
Canada, and all Arab members of the emerging coalition had made a
Security Council resolution a condition for supporting the use of force.
This would help them “sell” support of the war to their own domestic
audiences. It is clear that US policy-makers had foreign publics in mind
when they chose to work through the Security Council. Scowcroft be-
lieved that the UN “could provide a cloak of acceptability to our efforts
and mobilize world opinion behind the principles we wished to project”
(Bush and Scowcroft 1998: 491).

Domestic audiences were most skeptical in the Arab and Muslim
world. Western military involvement in the Middle East was a sensitive
issue, stimulating memories of colonialism and drawing attention to the
Arab–Israeli conflict. This made it very difficult for many Middle East
leaders to openly support US intervention. Indeed, even before the initial
invasion, as Iraq amassed troops on the Kuwaiti border, Arab leaders
pleaded with the United States to take a low profile. They feared that the
relatively strong US reaction would only inflame the situation (Freedman
and Karsh 1993: 51). Following the Iraqi invasion, no Arab regime dared
to call publicly for Western assistance; even Kuwait’s desperate call for
international help was qualified with an explicit preference for an “Arab
solution.”
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Among the Arab public, even those who disapproved of Iraq’s inva-
sion saw the US role as a separate matter and were strongly opposed
(Heikal 1992: 239). “For many Arabs,” explains one regional expert,
“the prospect of a U. S. military presence shifted the political argument
from the issue of Iraqi aggression to the issue of Western neocolonialism”
(Lesch 1991: 37). Equally important for Arab leaders was the mobiliza-
tion of opposition groups, mostly Islamist in orientation, whose position
was initially strengthened by US involvement (Azzam 1991: 478–79).
Saddam fanned these sentiments by portraying the struggle as anti-
American and anti-Israel. Arab leaders who were convinced that US
intervention did not pose a threat and hoped to offer support were
therefore torn between international and domestic politics. A study of
Arab public opinion during the Gulf War concludes that Arab govern-
ments were in fact constrained by domestic attitudes and calibrated their
policies accordingly (Pollock 1992).

Nevertheless, despite significant opposition, “predictions that the
presence of Western forces in the Gulf would set the ‘Arab street’ ablaze
largely fizzled” (Lake 1999: 243, fn. 173). Once a few key Arab states,
such as Egypt, Syria, and Saudi Arabia, decided that the risks to the
region of a belligerent and even more powerful Iraq were too great to
countenance, and that Western intervention was sufficiently unthreaten-
ing, their leaders followed the American lead and launched a “coordin-
ated information campaign” centered around the multilateral nature of
the intervention (Telhami 1993: 194). UN cover allowed Egyptian Presi-
dent Hosni Mubarak to argue to his citizens that Saddam “is one man
against the world,” and his policy of supporting the intervention was
supported by 84 percent of the population.13 Pro-coercion governments
were able to prevent Saddam from imposing his own interpretation of
events – as an Iraq versus US conflict. Notably, even those governments
that supported Saddam throughout most of the crisis still endorsed UN
sanctions and welcomed UN involvement.

The domestic political challenges facing leaders outside the region
were qualitatively different but no less important. The Soviet Union, in
particular, was a key partner – indeed, it may have been the only country
whose consent was absolutely required for the United States to proceed.

13 New York Times, November 8, 1991: A1; “Poll Shows Majority Egyptians Back
Government Policy,” Xinhua Overseas News Service, January 20, 1991 (accessed
via Lexis-Nexis), citing a poll conducted by the American Chamber of Commerce
in Cairo.
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And yet Gorbachev and his Foreign Minister, Eduard Shevardnadze,
faced myriad domestic challenges, leading them to insist that any de-
cisions on possible military action be taken by the Security Council
(Washington Post, November 9, 1990: A1). Gorbachev was under im-
mense pressure from the right to dissociate Soviet policy from the
appearance of excessive US influence (Fuller 1991: 58). The prospect of
supporting military coercion against Iraq also triggered a fierce de-
bate between the Arabists in the Soviet foreign policy establishment
and Shevardnadze, who was portrayed by them as pro-American (see
Alexandrova 1991: 232–33; Fuller 1991: 58). Especially since the
Soviet Union and Iraq had been close allies during the Cold War,
the Soviet public was not convinced that an invasion of Iraq was in their
national interest, and diplomatic efforts by the United States to get the
Soviet Union on board were frustrated as much by domestic opposition
as by any international factor (Baker 1995: 282; Beschloss and Talbott
1993: 247). Speaking to Baker, Gorbachev put a fine point on the
problem: “You are asking the Soviet Union to approve the use of
American force against a long-time ally of the Soviet Union.”14 The
bottom line was that no group in the Soviet Union could envisage
supporting an “American” military campaign.

In the end, Gorbachev and Shevardnadze were able to maintain just
enough domestic support by pointing to Security Council approval and
by framing the operation to the public as a collective mission. The UN
became the focal point of Soviet policy. For example, almost as soon as
Desert Shield was announced, the Soviet Foreign Ministry spokesman
observed that: “The experience of many years shows that the most
correct and sensible way of acting in conflict situations is through col-
lective efforts and the utmost use of UN mechanisms. . . . We are for the
Security Council to tackle this most urgent issue [of the Iraqi invasion of
Kuwait] now” (quoted in Freedman and Karsh 1993: 125). Framing the
coercion of Iraq in reference to the UN helped mitigate domestic oppos-
ition by showing that collective interests were at stake, thus enabling a
key state to support the policy.

Various Western leaders also relied on the UN to make support
politically possible. According to one observer, “France would not have
been drawn into the Gulf except under the aegis of the UN” (Con-
naughton 1992: 106–107). ThoughMitterrand felt that Article 51 should

14 BBC Television, Washington Version, January 17, 1992, quoted in Freedman and
Karsh (1993: 231).
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have been sufficient from a legal perspective, he did not feel that it could
justify coercion to his domestic audience. “Article 51 doesn’t mind public
opinion,” he explained to Baker. “Fifty-five million French people are
not international lawyers. We need that resolution [to authorize the use
of force] to ensure the consequences it will entail” (Baker 1995: 315).
Germany and Japan both faced cultural and constitutional barriers to
supporting military action. In order to justify their support of the coali-
tion, in terms of both law and public opinion, their governments framed
the intervention as a collective effort under the aegis of the UN.15

A useful comparison of international public opinion can be made to
the 2003 Iraq war, conducted with no Security Council mandate. While
70 percent of Western Europeans supported intervention in the first Gulf
War,16 only 19 percent of Europeans polled in January 2003 supported
the second.17 UN authorization seems to have been a key variable in the
latter case. When asked if the United States should intervene militarily
in Iraq without UN approval, a plurality in only one European country
(Slovakia) out of 30 agreed. When asked if their country should partici-
pate in a military intervention with Security Council approval, the
number of pluralities jumps to 15.18 A Gallup International poll also
conducted in January 2003 showed that few populations were in favor
of war. When asked if their country should support a war, majorities in
only the United States and Australia responded positively; in the re-
maining 37 countries there was not majority support. The prospect of
UN authorization, however, raised favorable attitudes toward the war by
30–50 percent in most EU countries, and by 46 percent in Canada, 56
percent in Australia, 52 percent in New Zealand, 29 percent in India, and
35 percent in Nigeria.19

In both wars, even when government leaders had decided that sup-
porting the intervention was in their country’s interest, they often faced
domestic opposition. As one newspaper characterized the situation in
Europe in late August 1990, while unanimous condemnation of Iraq
was unprecedented, “domestic political difficulties and wariness about
jumping aboard a U. S. bandwagon are still causing division on the issue

15 The Daily Telegraph, September 10, 1990: 12; Purrington and A. K. (1991: 318).
16 Gallup poll conducted in October 1990, summarized in the Washington Post,

October 25, 1990: A31.
17 EOS Gallup Europe, “International Crisis Survey,” available at <www.eosgallu

peurope.com/int_survey> .
18 Ibid.
19 “Iraq Poll 2003,” available at <www.gallup-international.com/surveys.htm.>
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of military action outside a UN umbrella” (The Independent, August 25,
1990: 7). The Security Council’s imprimatur was the most powerful tool
for convincing these publics that the coercive policy was justified and
worthy of support. As one Turkish government official notes, contrasting
the 2003 Iraq war with the first, “a resolution gives us something to work
with domestically; we just didn’t have that in the second case.”20

The passage of various UN resolutions in the 1990–91 episode
allowed leaders to portray the intervention to publics around the world
as a reasonable response to a common threat. The heterogeneity of the
Security Council – the non-permanent members at the time were Canada,
Colombia, Ethiopia, Finland, the Ivory Coast, Cuba, Malaysia, Romania,
Yemen, and Zaire – allowed Bush to credibly point out that “diverse
nations are drawn together in common cause” (State of the Union speech,
January 29, 1991). Other state leaders used the same themes in their
public statements and publics reacted to this information by offering
widespread support for using force against Iraq. By lending its neut-
ral approval, the Security Council helped publics screen a desirable
intervention policy from an undesirable one.

INSTITUTIONAL VARIATION AND FORUM SHOPPING

Of course, the international community has little control over whether
a potential coercing state chooses to work through an IO at all – the
coercer may operate unilaterally or with a coalition of the willing.
Moreover, the coercer sometimes has a choice among IOs. These choices
by themselves send information and have implications for the ability of
the international community to screen coercive policies. In this section
I extend the logic of the theoretical argument to address two questions.
First, under what conditions will a potential coercing state choose to
operate through an IO? Second, when IO-based action is chosen, how do
coercers choose among the available organizations?

I have so far described formal IOs as possessing some neutrality from
state interests, which explains their ability to act as informative agents.
However, we can more accurately think of institutional neutrality as
varying across all institutions, including among IOs themselves. While
there are clearly other important variables, including voting rules, bur-
eaucratic autonomy, and informal sources of leverage by states, I define
institutional neutrality in terms of the distribution of preferences among

20 Author’s interview with a Turkish diplomat, New York, November 13, 2003.
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its membership. I argue that the screening power of an institution during
episodes of military coercion depends importantly on its independence
with respect to the interests of the potential coercing state, on the one
hand, and how representative it is of international community interests,
on the other.

From the perspective of the coercing agent, as the neutrality of insti-
tutions increases, so do the constraints – the policy is more likely to be
delayed, modified, or blocked altogether. These costs are mirrored com-
mensurately by political benefits: The greater the neutrality of the insti-
tution, the more informative is that institution to the international
community principals and the lower are the political costs of using force.
Variation among institutions in terms of preference distributions thus
helps answer the additional question of forum shopping, with each insti-
tutional choice offering a mixture of costs and benefits (here I treat
multilateralism as an informal institutional form).

Figure 8.1 portrays the tradeoffs associated with achieving authoriza-
tion from institutions that are more or less neutral, with unilateralism
representing a complete absence of independent authorization. Unilat-
eralism allows a coercer to retain full autonomy but does not help reduce
international political costs since the choice to go-it-alone tells the inter-
national community that the coercive policy is motivated by selfish goals.
This can be thought of as a negative screen. Thus, we expect to see
unilateralism either when coercing states require maximum flexibility
or when they anticipate the international political costs of coercion
to be low, or both. Ad hoc multilateralism is a middling strategy: Like-
minded states do not constrain the coercer as much and are not viewed

Figure 8.1. Implications of variation in institutional neutrality
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as impartial representatives of the international community, thus “coali-
tions of the willing” produce only modest political benefits. Formal IOs
are most neutral due to their standing memberships and are therefore
the most informative institutions with respect to the international com-
munity. They are the most effective positive screening agent. From the
coercer’s perspective, involving formal IOs reduces international political
costs but (and largely because) it also imposes constraints.

These tradeoffs are captured in two ceteris paribus propositions that
establish the more general conditions under which coercers will seek IO
approval over other options. First, the lower the value they place on
flexibility (i.e. the less sensitive they are to the costs of constraint), the
more likely coercers are to turn to IOs. Second, the higher the anticipated
international political costs, the more likely coercers are to turn to IOs.
When both conditions are met, states are most likely to channel policies
through IOs. Two examples – the 1989 Panama invasion (conducted
unilaterally and without IO approval) and the 2003 Iraq war (condu-
cted multilaterally and without IO approval) – illustrate this logic and
provide contrasting cases to the 1990–91 Gulf War.

Unilateralism in Panama can be explained by the high value that was
placed on flexibility and the modest concern over political costs. Turning
to an IO or a multilateral coalition would have been too costly given
strategic objectives – to arrest Manuel Noriega, retrieve an imprisoned
CIA operative, and overwhelm the Panamanian Defense Force before
it could organize – that required surprise and rapid action. Secrecy was
of paramount importance, making diplomacy and deliberation imprac-
tical (Woodward 1991: 178; Powell 1995: 428). Moreover, the most
obvious IO option, the OAS, had proven slow to move. While it had
passed a resolution condemning the May 1989 elections, which were
marked by fraud and then nullified by Noriega, the organization could
not succeed over the next several months in pressuring Noriega to step
down and ultimately could not agree on more concrete action (Felton
1989: 2223). The cost of these constraints was simply too high to
countenance. In any case, the United States expected reactions to its
intervention to be relatively muted. Outside the region, most govern-
ments were content to let the United States operate with a free hand in its
own sphere of influence.21 Latin American countries reacted negatively

21 In general, US policy-makers operate on the assumption that intervention in the
Western hemisphere will be less politically costly. Author’s interview with a State
Department official, Washington, DC, January 11, 2000.
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to the intervention but were too dependent on the United States to
retaliate in a meaningful way. As one scholar notes, “the Bush Adminis-
tration was prepared to weather the inevitable protests since the com-
plainants were either unable or unwilling to make Washington pay any
tangible price” (LeoGrande 1990: 619).

The Middle East, on the other hand, is a more sensitive region for the
United States. In the lead-up to the 2003 war, policy-makers were indeed
concerned about an international backlash and spent months trying to
achieve an explicit Security Council endorsement. However, the United
States was not willing to forgo flexibility – in terms of delay and limits on
its goal to overthrow Saddam – and this made Security Council approval
impossible in the end. The aversion to IO-imposed constraints likely
came from two sources. First, there was the lesson from the most recent
prior intervention, Kosovo, where NATO members bickered constantly
and lowest-common-denominator policies were consistently chosen
(ICISS 2001: 59). Second, the effect of the September 11, 2001, attacks
was to heighten the US sense of vulnerability. As David Malone notes,
“This led to greater hostility in Washington towards attempts at the
UN and elsewhere to constrain US power” (Malone 2003: 76). Even in
Afghanistan, the Bush Administration had declined an explicit Security
Council authorization to intervene “in order to retain as much freedom
of action in its response as possible” (Malone 2003: 76). While the
concern over international political reactions was still high, as they were
at the time of the Gulf War, the United States was not willing to sacrifice
flexibility. Unwilling to achieve an IO mandate, the White House focused
its efforts on building a coalition and stressing its size and involvement in
order to achieve some political cover.

As figure 8.1 illustrates, choices among IOs themselves, at the right
end of the continuum, represent a microcosm of the tradeoffs confronted
across the continuum. Building again on theories of committee signaling
in legislatures, figure 8.2 graphically presents three variations in IO
member composition. Assuming that the coercing state is more pro-
intervention than the median member of the international community
(whose preferences are shown distributed in a roughly normal fashion),
the coercer’s choice among IOs will determine how much information
is sent to foreign leaders and publics. Figure 8.2a represents a situation
where the IO membership is both heterogeneous and representative,
reflected in a median preference that matches the median preference of
the international community. In security matters, the Security Council
best matches these characteristics. The distance between the IO’s median
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Figure 8.2. Preference distributions regarding military intervention
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preference and the coercer’s ideal point suggests that the IO is independ-
ent with respect to the coercer; the proximity of xIO and xi implies that
information transmission to third parties is efficient, that is, that the IO
serves as an informative agent of the international community. Channel-
ing coercion through this IO will likely entail costly constraints – includ-
ing the possibility of having the policy blocked altogether22 – but will
also produce high quality information regarding intentions and policy
consequences. In short, the coercer is relinquishing the most authority in
return for the greatest political benefits resulting from the IO’s screening
power.

Figure 8.2b represents another typical case. The IO membership is
relatively homogeneous and, though they are less hawkish on average
than the coercer, their median preference is much closer to the coercer’s
than to the median principal’s.23 Because they are less neutral and repre-
sentative than the IO in figure 8.2a, the coercer is able to retain more
flexibility and is more likely to achieve an outcome closer to its ideal.
While some information will be transmitted to the international commu-
nity if coercion is channeled through such an IO, this choice of forum
is less effective as a mechanism for lowering international political costs.
This explains why regional bodies, such as the OAS and NATO, have a
limited ability to legitimize US interventions (Slater 1969). Authoriza-
tion of the 1983 Grenada invasion by the obscure Organization of
East Caribbean States did not prevent widespread condemnation of
the action by US allies and through a General Assembly vote. As the
Kosovo example shows, regional IOs tend to be chosen when a coercer
cannot achieve Security Council approval, when the anticipated political
costs are quite low (the humanitarian goals of the Kosovo intervention
provided a widely accepted justification), and when a relevant IO is
available.

Finally, figure 8.2c represents an unusual (but plausible) case and an
exception to the rule regarding committee composition. In the context
of legislatures, Krehbiel recognizes the possibility that a homogeneous

22 Indeed, even the United States, the Council’s most powerful member, has been
blocked by vetoes or threats thereof on multiple occasions, most recently in Kosovo
and Iraq. In the latter case, the United States also would not have achieved the nine-
vote threshold for a resolution to pass, a reflection of the body’s diversity and
independence.

23 A graphic representation of a multilateral coalition would look most like the IO in
figure 8.2b, though with less variance in preferences and an ideal point closer to the
coercer’s.
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committee composed of preference outliers might make a claim that goes
against expectations. In this case, the signal is exceptionally informative
and the potential to screen effectively is very high. For example, if an
agriculture committee proposes to reduce subsidies or if a defense com-
mittee proposes to cut military spending, this sends clear information
to the floor that these policies are reasonable (Krehbiel 1991: 83).
An analogy in IR might be a case where the Arab League endorses
intervention against an Arab state.

The coercer’s choice among institutional alternatives – from unilat-
eralism, to ad hoc multilateralism, to a choice among IOs – is ultimately
determined by its goals and the circumstances of the case, which influ-
ence how sensitive the coercer is to the costs and benefits outlined above.
It is important to note, however, that the coercer may be constrained
by the limited availability of appropriate IOs in a given case.24 Given the
alternatives available, a coercer will seek to work through an institution
that is as neutral as necessary, but no more.

CONCLUSION

The central political role for IOs during episodes of military intervention
is to act as a screening mechanism for leaders and publics around the
world. IOs act as an agent of the international community whose func-
tion is to transmit information about coercing states and their proposals
to use force. I have offered a theoretical argument for how this infor-
mation transmission works and for why, and under what conditions,
powerful states channel their coercive policies through IOs – as an
alternative to unilateralism or ad hoc multilateralism – despite the costs
of doing so.

With respect to their informative properties, a key institutional feature
of international institutions is their membership composition. IO mem-
berships that are heterogeneous and broadly representative are able to
provide information that is viewed as more credible to the international
community, allowing them to perform the screening function more ef-
fectively. Regional organizations and coalitions of the willing, by con-
trast, are not as neutral and therefore not as informative. These agent
characteristics help explain the widely observed phenomenon that the

24 Hawkins et al. (this volume) make a similar point when they note the paucity of IO
agents from which state principals can choose.
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Security Council plays a uniquely powerful role as a “legitimizer” of state
policies involving the use of force (Voeten 2005; Hurd 2002; Thompson
2006). As my case study demonstrates, by working through the Security
Council in the 1990–91 conflict with Iraq, the United States was able to
send information regarding its intentions to other state leaders and to
send policy-relevant information to publics abroad, information that
increased international support for the intervention.

Applications of principal-agent theory to international organizations
have tended to focus on a few “usual suspects” in the landscape of IOs,
many of which are represented in the contributions to this volume – e.g.
European Union institutions, the World Bank, the IMF, and certain UN
agencies. These organizations are intrinsically important and clearly
worthy of study, but they are not representative insofar as they have
unusually large and influential bureaucracies. Hawkins et al. explicitly
argue that IOs are best understood as bureaucracies.25 And in most
treatments of IOs as informative agents – including Lisa Martin and
Mark Pollack’s contributions to this volume – their ability to supply
information depends on the expertise of an independent staff. However,
as this chapter illustrates, we need not focus on bureaucracies to under-
stand IOs as agents. This is an important point since many IOs have no
meaningful staff, let alone an autonomous bureaucracy. My theoretical
discussion of membership composition and preference heterogeneity
points to different sources of IO influence and should serve to broaden
our theoretical understanding of delegation to IOs.

25 On bureaucracies as a source of IO autonomy, see Barnett and Finnemore 1999.
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9

Dutiful agents, rogue actors, or both? Staffing,
voting rules, and slack in the WHO and WTO

ANDREW P. CORTELL AND SUSAN PETERSON

These days, IOs seem to have few friends and many critics. Their detract-
ors alternately portray them as witless tools of the United States and
other powerful states (Mutume 2005; Oatley and Yackee 2000) or as
rogue actors who, in escaping the control of the states that created and
comprise them, threaten national sovereignty (Miller 2005). Like most of
the chapters in this volume, we reject such oversimplifications.
The institutional design of some IOs allows them to engage in behavior
undesired by their member states, while others are highly constrained
and incapable of such independence. Nevertheless, even those agents
capable of slack usually act as their principals intend. In 2003, the World
Health Organization (WHO) took the unprecedented step of directly
warning travelers away from countries with significant outbreaks of
Sudden Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS). Both before and after this
radical step, however, and for much of its history, the WHO staff
eschewed actions that violate its contract with its members. In recent
years, similarly, the World Trade Organization’s (WTO) Appellate Body
(AB) granted non-state actors standing in the WTO dispute settlement
process, despite clear evidence that the member states saw the IO as
overstepping its authority. Like the WHO actions, however, WTO be-
havior proved the exception to the rule; the WTO most often carries out
its delegated functions in much the way its members intend.

We thank the editors and other participants in the project and especially the following
colleagues: Karen Alter, Martha Finnemore, Erica Gould, Darren Hawkins, Wade
Jacoby, David Lake, Lisa Martin, Jonathan Mercer, Daniel Nielson, Heather Scully,
and Michael Tierney.
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Under what conditions do IOs engage in slack? That is, what factors
determine when an IO’s administrative element – its “supportive admin-
istrative apparatus” (Abbott and Snidal 1998: 4) comprising the person-
nel appointed to facilitate member state coordination and implement
the organization’s mandate – takes independent action undesired by
the principal? Recent applications of PA theory to IOs suggest that the
agent’s institutional design influences its autonomy and the likelihood
that it will engage in slack. As Hawkins, Lake, Nielson, and Tierney note
in the introduction, principals use various mechanisms of control – the
initial grant of discretion, monitoring and reporting requirements, scre-
ening and selection mechanisms, institutional checks, and sanctions – to
structure agents’ incentives and ensure compliance with principals’ pref-
erences. Our analysis supports this general approach but suggests that
many PA applications fail explicitly to theorize one or both of two crucial
analytic steps in their arguments.

First, whether an agent engages in slack depends largely on its prefer-
ences. PA approaches generally take agents’ preferences as given and
assume they will conflict with those of the principals. As Michael Barnett
and Martha Finnemore (1999: 705–706) note, however, this is a prob-
lematic assumption since “IOs . . . are often created by the principals
(states) and given mission statements written by the principals. How
then, can we impute independent preferences a priori?”1 PA theory’s
focus on screening and selection suggests an answer: an IO’s staffing
rules influence its preferences. In particular, international or independent
staffs – as opposed to staff seconded from and assigned to represent the
interests of their own states – are likely to form preferences independent
of those of their members.

Second, PA theory correctly acknowledges that whether an agent can
engage in slack depends on the extent of agreement among principals.
When significant preference heterogeneity exists, an agent can exploit
disagreement to advance its own preferences (Kiewiet and McCubbins
1991: 26–27; Nielson and Tierney 2003a: 249). The existence of pre-
ference heterogeneity alone, however, does not identify whether or
how such differences matter. Structures of control or voting rules

1 Barnett and Finnemore’s (1999) analysis may produce the same error they criticize.
They contend that IOs’ divergent preferences and dysfunctional behavior flow from
defining features of modern bureaucracies and internal, bureaucracy-specific traits.
To the extent that all IOs share characteristics common to modern bureaucracies,
however, they all should seek to escape the control of their creators.
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influence agents’ autonomy by reconciling preference heterogeneity and
conditioning principals’ use of oversight mechanisms.

In this chapter, we explain when IOs can engage in slack and speculate
on when they actually do. We begin our analysis with the grant of dis-
cretion in the delegation contract. When states grant IOs significant
discretion, rather than specifying detailed rules to the agent for carrying
out its responsibilities, slack is possible. Discretion is a necessary, but
not sufficient condition for slack, however. IOs may slip the control of
their principals only when two other conditions apply. First, an IO’s
administrative element must have preferences that are distinct from those
of the principals. This is most likely when the IO is staffed by in-
ternational personnel, rather than appointees seconded from national
governments. At the same time, independent staff that form a kind of
epistemic community are unlikely to want to see their organizations, and
thus the success of their mission, torn apart. For this reason, international
staffs also may, and often do, restrain themselves and advocate pre-
ferences similar to their principals’. Second, whether an IO with inde-
pendent preferences is able to translate them into slack depends, in large
part, on the voting rules governing relations among the states. In general,
voting rules that empower relatively few states enhance principals’ con-
trol and limit slack; rules that empower numerous states make agreement
among principals difficult and therefore generally enhance IO autonomy.

We present, in short, a two-step approach in which staffing explains
preferences and, in IOs with independent preferences, voting rules ex-
plain the ability of the administrative elements to implement them. Only
IOs with international staffs and voting rules that disperse decision-
making authority across at least a majority of the members are capable
of slack. Even those IOs, however, may be unlikely to engage in behavior
undesired by their members because of fear of the consequences of such
action for their mission and reputation.

The chapter proceeds in two parts. In part one, we present our argu-
ment. After briefly discussing the importance of the grant of discretion
in the delegation contract as a necessary condition for slack, using the
example of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), we exam-
ine the impact of staffing procedures and voting rules. In part two, we
apply the argument to two IOs with favorable staffing and voting rules –
agents, in other words, that are most likely to engage in slack – the WHO
and the WTO. In both cases the administrative elements are able to act
in ways undesired by the principals, but they did so infrequently. The
very factor that gives the administrative element preferences for change,
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the presence of an international professional staff, also discourages it
from rocking the boat.

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND SLACK

Discretion, “often the most prominent feature of the [delegation] con-
tract” (Hawkins et al., this volume), is a necessary condition for auton-
omy. If principals do not delegate any discretion to their agent, of course,
the IO lacks the ability unilaterally to defy the wishes of its members. If
states grant discretion, slack may emerge, but it need not. After briefly
discussing the importance of discretion as a prior condition, we focus on
the two explanatory variables, staffing and voting rules, which determine
whether IOs that have been granted discretion are able to use it in ways
undesired by states.

The opportunity for slack first emerges when member states write
discretion, a grant of authority that specifies the principals’ goals but
not the particular actions the agents must take to achieve those goals,
into the delegation contract. Such discretion may include the scope of
the issues the agent is authorized to handle, the policy instruments avail-
able to it, and the procedures an agent must follow to use its policy
instruments (McCubbins and Page 1987: 411–13). The grant of discre-
tion creates the opportunity for slack; different types of IOs – i.e., courts,
banks, regulators, or bureaucracies – will provide states with recourse to
different control mechanisms and supranational institutions with differ-
ent strategies to advance their agendas (Cox and Jacobson 1973; Tallberg
2000). To the extent that it is possible to generalize about the initial grant
of authority, one aspect appears paramount: whether IOs have the au-
thority to fulfill their mandate without the specific, prior approval of the
members. If they do not, there is little chance that the agent can engage
in behavior undesired by the principal.

NATO illustrates this point nicely. States delegated limited authority
to their agent, particularly on core military issues, choosing instead to
create a system of rules for how the agent is expected to do its job. Most
important, NATO’s administrative element does not decide when force
will be employed; states do. In practice, the states, individually or
through the North Atlantic Council (NAC), NATO’s highest decision-
making body, retain tight and continuous control of these decisions by
requiring NATO commanders to seek approval for targeting and other
decisions (Clark 2001). Principals gave NATO’s secretary general the
authority to use his good offices to resolve disputes and to raise issues
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for consideration by the NAC (Jordan 1967: ch. 2; NATO 2001: ch. 10),
but he cannot act on his recommendations without NAC approval. Staff
assist with force development, standardization, and infrastructure devel-
opment, studying issues, facilitating the exchange of information, and
identifying common standards and collective needs. In all these areas,
certainly, NATO’s administrative element may influence principals’ pref-
erences and behavior, but it has limited autonomy. All staff recommen-
dations come back to the states, which administer funds, enter into
agreements with each other, and transfer funds directly to other states
(Kay 1998: 42).

It should be no surprise, then, that NATO has little room for inde-
pendent action, since its creators designed it this way. Consider the con-
trast between NATO and the WHO and WTO, discussed below. States
have delegated to the WHO the authority to study public health threats
and publicly disseminate information without requiring approval for
specific recommendations. The WTO, similarly, has the authority to
adjudicate trade disputes among members and to set its own procedures
for doing so. That agents like the WHO and the WTO have a wider range
of independent action available to them than NATO tells us little more
than that the principals wanted these IOs to enjoy greater autonomy. To
achieve this goal, states deliberately built discretion into the delegation
contracts. The interesting question then becomes, when can IOs that
have been granted significant discretion actually engage in slack? The
answer lies in two other elements of institutional design, which are less
easily manipulated by the principals.

First, staffing rules, the procedures affecting the type of personnel
hired for the IO’s administrative element, determine whether and to
what extent IOs develop preferences distinct from those of the member
states. These rules vary between two general forms: either personnel are
seconded from states or they comprise an international civil service.

Staffing procedures affect the degree to which an IO will hold in-
dependent preferences.2 National representatives are unlikely to form
preferences independent of the principals, but an international staff
composed of officials instructed to represent the IO is likely to develop

2 Staffing rules also may influence the IO’s capacity to implement its preferences.
Individual states should find it easiest to screen seconded officials. Sanctions are
likely to be more credible, moreover, against seconded officials who identify their
primary professional interests with advancement in the national government than
civil servants whose promotion hinges on advancing the IO’s objectives.
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distinct preferences. This is true for at least two reasons. First, inter-
national staff are more likely to be experts in their particular field, such
as public health or international trade. Staff who share a common
professional identity are likely to focus on the knowledge- or problem-
based aspects of the IO’s mission and to develop a similar “logic of
appropriateness” (March and Olsen 1998) as their professional roles
become the lenses through which they view the IO’s mandate (Alter, this
volume). The logic of appropriateness associated with serving a par-
ticular international social purpose or normative value leads the IO to
understand its job in ways that may run counter to states’ preferences.
The staff may see itself not simply as the states’ agent, but also as a
member of an international community delegated the responsibility of
overseeing the community’s values. Staff at the WHO, for example,
might come to see themselves as trustees for public health for the world
and the international jurists in the WTO’s AB are protectors of fair and
free trade.

Second, international civil servants, unlike national representatives,
have bureaucratic incentives to advance the IO’s mission. The job secur-
ity and prospects for advancement of an international civil servant
depend on criteria associated with the IO and not with member states.
Such internally generated evaluations – as well as the organizational
cultures that are likely to develop – increase the inward focus of staff
members, producing independent interests that may conflict with states’
preferences. Representatives of member states, in contrast, tend to be
interested in maximizing their state’s national interest or concerned with
domestic or electoral politics, concerns that are absent for unelected IO
bureaucrats. Even when national representatives share specialized know-
ledge and professional norms, as in NATO’s military staff, they possess
multiple interests, any one of which may take precedence over an IO’s
mandate.3

At the same time that international staffs have both epistemic and
bureaucratic incentives to develop independent preferences, they face at
least two sets of countervailing pressures. First, international staff who
share a common social purpose are likely to be acutely aware of the
extent to which they are dependent on states for the agency’s existence

3 This does not mean that a purely seconded staff cannot form independent prefer-
ences. As the officials’ tenure lengthens and their prospects for future employment
outside the government increase, even seconded staff may develop preferences
independent of the member states (Keohane et al. 2000: 460).
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and resources. They therefore will tend to avoid advocating positions
that jeopardize the IO’s existence or resources. Second, an international
staff will be wary of behavior that may tarnish its reputation in the
eyes of member states and the international public (Johnston 2001). In
both cases, international staffers are not unlike national representatives,
whose preferences are unlikely to diverge from their principals’ because
of fear of sanctioning. International staff will share this fear when sur-
vival or reputational concerns loom large. Threats to the IO’s resources
and reputation also threaten the staff’s shared international social pur-
pose and normative values and therefore temper the staff’s tendency for
independence. In short, the IO staff simultaneously may be pulled to
form independent preferences and pushed to conform to states’ prefer-
ences. Which set of dynamics takes precedence in any given case remains
a task for empirical investigation.

IOs cannot engage in slack unless their administrative elements have
preferences distinct from those of their member states, but not all IOs
with independent preferences are equally capable of achieving them.
Understanding the conditions that enable the staff to achieve its prefer-
ences, then, requires a focus on the structure of control or voting rules
governing states’ attempts to oversee the administrative element. These
rules structure the resolution of preference heterogeneity among the
members of a collective principal (Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney, this
volume) and determine members’ ability to approve IO behavior, sanc-
tion their agent, or reach consensus on a new delegation contract
(Pierson 1996; Pollack 1997).

The structure of control varies along a continuum measuring the
distribution of voting authority across states. On one end is a highly dis-
persed structure characterized by unanimity or consensus, in which all
states must agree and any one can reject a proposed action. The midpoint
is majority rule, while super-majorities disperse authority to a greater
extent because they accord an equal role to a larger number of states.
A slightly more concentrated structure of control emerges when a minor-
ity or a committee can oversee the IO’s actions. The most concentrated
structure comprises a single state, which exercises de jure authority over
the IO, most likely through heavily weighted voting rules.

Contemporary IOs illustrate this range. In the WTO, control is highly
diffuse since decision rules are primarily based on consensus among its
148 members. In other IOs, a less than unanimous majority oversees
the organization’s actions. The WHO uses a majority or super-majority
voting system, depending on the issue, and the European Union (EU)
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employs a qualified majority voting system for its members’ relationship
with the Commission. No contemporary IO approximates a concen-
trated structure. Those that come closest – the International Monetary
Fund and the United Nations Security Council – concentrate veto power
in a minority of members, but disperse authority for approval of an
action across a majority of members.

The voting rules structuring the relationship among the principals
influence an IO’s ability to implement its preferences and engage in slack
(Alter and Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney, this volume). In general, voting
rules that empower relatively few states enhance principals’ control and
limit slack, because it is relatively easy for the states to overturn un-
wanted actions. Under such conditions, slack is minimized because
“agents rationally anticipate the preferences of principals and the high
probability of sanctions . . . and adjust their behavior accordingly”
(Pollack 2002: 202). A structure of control that empowers numerous
states, in contrast, generally enhances agent autonomy because it makes
it difficult for principals to halt or overturn undesired IO behavior. In
such situations agents recognize that their principals lack the political
consensus to sanction them. In effect, the structure of control determines
whether and to what extent there exists a credibility gap regarding
principals’ capacity to execute their threats against agents who slack.

Our argument expects that only IOs characterized by a specific insti-
tutional design should be capable of slack. A grant of discretion creates
the opportunity for slack, but only those IOs like the WHO and WTO
with international staffs and relatively dispersed structures of control
actually can engage in slack. Figure 9.1 summarizes this argument.

At the same time, IOs that are capable of acting in ways undesired by
the states that created and comprise them rarely do. For much the same
reason they form independent preferences – because they comprise an
international staff charged with representing the IO, not their home
governments – the staff are unlikely to want to engage in behavior that
might jeopardize their resources and mission.

CASES

An ideal research design would test the argument across a range of cases,
corresponding to the types depicted in figure 9.1, but that is not possible
in a single chapter. Instead, we examine two cases in which slack is most
likely, where the IO’s administrative element comprises an international
staff and voting rules disperse authority. We explore the WHO andWTO
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over time and across different aspects of their mandates, providing many
more observations than cases. The interesting tasks, given the most likely
case selection, are to trace the process by which the independent variables
produce slack and ask why slack does not occur even more often than it
does. The following case studies explore these two issues in depth after
briefly examining the principals’ grants of discretion to their agents and
measuring the two independent variables, staffing and voting rules.

The World Health Organization

Established in 1948 as the “directing and coordinating authority on
international health work,” the WHO seeks “the attainment by all
peoples of the highest possible level of health” (WHO 1948: Preamble).
To fulfill this ambitious mandate, the member states delegated to the IO
significant information-gathering and other responsibilities and created a
staff composed of medical and public health professionals who were
likely to develop independent preferences based on their shared expertise
and commitment to the WHO’s mission. The founders instituted a two-
thirds majority-voting rule, making agreement among the principals
relatively difficult. Together, the staffing and voting rules suggest an
agent capable of escaping the control of its principals with relative
impunity. Indeed, WHO staff have engaged in slack, most notably on
SARS, but this outcome has been rare, since the staff’s shared expertise
and bureaucratic commitment often induce caution. In one case, in fact,

Figure 9.1. Institutional design and IO slack
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the staff reversed itself in response to a member’s criticism, despite the
state’s inability to overturn the WHO’s decision.

Article 2 of the WHO constitution outlines the significant functions
of the WHO in the health arena: coordinating international health
work among state and non-state actors; eradicating disease; promoting
health in a wide range of areas; providing technical assistance and aid
to member governments to strengthen health services; developing and
promoting international health standards; maintaining epidemiological
and statistical services; “propos[ing] conventions, agreements, and regu-
lations and mak[ing] recommendations with respect to international
health matters”; “promot[ing] and conduct[ing] research in the field
of health”; studying and reporting on “administrative and social techni-
ques affecting public health and medical care from preventive and cura-
tive points of view”; “provid[ing] information, counsel and assistance in
the field of health”; and “assist[ing] in developing an informed public
opinion among all peoples on matters of health” (WHO 1948: Art. 2).

Originally, the structure of the WHO secretariat reflected the two
broad types of activities delegated to the staff, information-gathering
and technical assistance.4 Today, the secretariat is organized by substan-
tive issue-areas, and the individual departments, each of which is headed
by an assistant director-general, retain responsibility for research, sur-
veillance, health promotion, training, coordination, and other tasks.5 In
short, the WHO staff gather and disseminate information, issue recom-
mendations, publish expert reports, and provide technical advice across
a wide range of health issues, often with very little direct oversight by
the member states. Expert committees, for example, must consent to any
changes in their reports. Like many other less formal WHO documents,
reports require only the director-general’s approval to be published
(Jacobson 1973: 202). These reports guide WHO personnel and medical
professionals worldwide and, because they usually are reported in the
media, reach a wider public (Jacobson 1984: 124).

4 Each activity had its own department. TheCentral Technical Serviceswas responsible
for information-gathering, while the Advisory Services provided expert consultants
and trained specialists to countries requesting assistance (Berkov 1957: 30–31).

5 Departments include: HIV/AIDS, TB and Malaria; Communicable Diseases; Non-
communicable Diseases and Mental Health; Sustainable Development and Healthy
Environments; Health Technologies and Pharmaceuticals; Family and Community
Health; Evidence and Information for Policy; External Relations and Governing
Bodies; and General Management.
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The WHO’s founders delegated these responsibilities to an adminis-
trative element – including the director-general, secretariat, and executive
board – comprised largely of doctors and other public health experts.
The World Health Assembly (WHA), the WHO body of member state
representatives, elects the executive board, which includes 32 technical
experts whose role is to advise and facilitate the WHA’s work. According
to WHO doctrine, members of the board serve as individuals, not as
national representatives. The executive board nominates and the WHA
appoints the WHO’s director-general.

The director-general, in turn, oversees a secretariat of 3,500 health
and other experts. These officials staff the IO’s office in Geneva and six
regional offices, as well as thirteen laboratories in ten countries. Early
in the WHO’s history, the principals sought to insure a high level of
scientific proficiency among the staff by issuing temporary, rather than
permanent contracts. The founders believed that staff who stayed too
long would become too deeply immersed in the WHO bureaucracy and
lose their scientific edge. Writing in 1973, however, Jacobson noted that
“[t]his policy prevails in de jure though not completely in de facto terms”
(Jacobson 1973: 199).

In addition to the permanent and temporary staff members in the
secretariat, the director-general also appoints expert advisory panels,
expert committees, and scientific groups to monitor and study a number
of international health concerns. These bodies include individuals with
relevant scientific, medical, and technical expertise. Members of expert
advisory panels report on developments within their fields, while ex-
pert committees and scientific groups study specific issues (Jacobson
1973: 202).

The founders established a majority or super-majority voting rule,
depending upon the issue under consideration, to govern relations among
states and between the principals and their agent. The 192 members are
represented within the WHA, the IO’s highest policy-making body, on a
one-state, one-vote formula. Most WHA decisions are taken by major-
ity rule, although “important questions” – regulations, resolutions, and
amendments to the constitution – require a two-thirds majority of
members present and voting (WHO 1948: Art. 60). Attempts to rein in
or reprimand runaway staff would require the support of two-thirds of
the WHA, and such a majority might be difficult to assemble. The
recipients of WHO technical assistance – African, Asian, and Latin
American states – are likely to side with an activist staff’s attempts to
enlarge the IO’s budget or expand its mandate into new operational
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activities.6 After 1960, in fact, the developing states constituted a
two-thirds majority within the WHA.

In practice, WHO staffers allied with developing states in the WHA
on numerous occasions, taking the WHO into new health areas like
pharmaceuticals (Mingst 1992: 216–18), breast-milk substitutes (Sikkink
1986; Mingst 1992: 216–17), and tobacco control (Lazurus 2003;
Williams 2003). The so-called “politicization” of the WHO provides
another example of this phenomenon. In the 1970s, parts of the admi-
nistrative element sometimes encouraged WHA members to assert
themselves on a number of explicitly political issues, usually over the
objections of some of the largest donor states. Despite US complaints that
the issues were outside the WHO’s mandate, the WHA endorsed expert
reports on the dangers of nuclear weapons and the epidemiological
effects of the Vietnam War (Jacobson 1973: 187; Williams 1987: 63).
Expert reports and WHA resolutions voiced IO preferences in the Middle
East conflict, criticizing Israeli policy for its effects on Palestinians’
health, demanding WHO visits to the occupied territories, and support-
ing the Palestinians’ right to self-determination as a means of improving
health conditions (Jacobson 1973: 187; Mingst 1992: 223; Williams
1987: 64). In each case, the administrative element’s reports and recom-
mendations explored new areas not envisioned by the founders, but
policy change occurred only when a two-thirds majority of the principals
voted to move the organization in these new directions. The staff did
what it was supposed to do – identify, study, and respond to health
threats – even if some states, including some very powerful ones, objected
to the particular threats identified or the solutions advocated.

Although these cases do not constitute slack, they highlight the con-
flicting influences – both epistemic and bureaucratic – on staff prefer-
ences. Their medical, scientific, and public health training and expertise
often push WHO staffers to advocate that the IO branch out into new
areas of health and wellness. At the same time, their medicalized view of
the WHO’s role often pushes them to exclude more political issues. As
former Director-General Gro Brundtland put it, “We can set standards in
areas where there is a reasonable agreement about facts and technical
medical content. But on the more political front about how to finance
healthcare, or what part of the gross domestic product should go to

6 If, in fact, the preferences of the administrative element and the bloc of developing
states diverge, it would be relatively easy for the WHA to overturn the staff’s
actions.
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health – all of these issues are deeply political and they certainly are not
decided, in any way, by an international institution with just under 4,000
people” (Global War 2002: 26).

The staff’s shared commitment to the survival and prosperity of the
agency reinforces this caution. In 1983, for example, then Director-
General Halfdan Mahler warned developing states in the WHA:

If we allow ourselves to be lured astray into fields beyond our constitutional
competence I am afraid we will find ourselves in those very minefields that we
have been trying to avoid in the interest first and foremost of the health of the
deprived peoples living in the ThirdWorld. None of us would want to blow up our
Organization nor would we want to lose the tremendous prestige we have gained
as an Organization of 160 member states, able to cooperate with one another for
the health of people everywhere without distinction of race, religion, political
beliefs, social or economic development – indeed, what our very Constitution
demands of us. (Williams 1987: 63)

In 1989, similarly, then Director-General Hiroshi Nakajima negotiated
a compromise when recognition of the Palestinian Liberation Organiza-
tion (PLO) threatened to rend the organization. The United States prom-
ised to withhold its contribution, one-quarter of the WHO’s annual
budget, if the PLO’s membership application were approved. Nakajima
brokered a compromise by lobbying WHA members to put the health of
the agency before politics (Lewis 1989; Randal 1989). In both cases, the
WHO’s staff acted as a brake on the kind of change it advocated in other
cases.

Both epistemic pressures for change and bureaucratic incentives for
caution battled in another area – communicable disease surveillance and
response – where the WHO staff ultimately chose to slack. In this area,
the WHO operates within the confines of the International Health Regu-
lations (IHR). Originally adopted in 1959 as the International Sanitary
Regulations and renamed in 1969, the IHR are designed to “ensure the
maximum security against the international spread of diseases with a
minimum interference with world traffic” (WHO 1983: Foreword). The
regulations required member states to notify the IO of outbreaks of three
diseases: cholera, plague, and yellow fever. If invited into the affected
country, WHO staff could then study and recommend responses to the
outbreak and provide assistance to the national governments. The limi-
ted notification requirement was intended to form “the backbone of
WHO’s international surveillance activities on the diseases subject to
the IHR” (Fidler 2004: 33). Yet states had no legal obligation to report
any other diseases, and the WHO staff had no authority to disseminate
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information obtained by any means other than the required disease
reporting by governments.

The staff has exceeded this authority on several occasions. Their
concern with the public health consequences of a disease outbreak led
staff to form preferences at odds with the intentions of the principals,
while the dispersion of voting authority among the principals meant
that it would have been difficult to rein in the staff. The administrative
element had long struggled to operate within the IHR and fulfill its
mission to “stimulate and advance work to eradicate epidemic, endemic
and other diseases” (WHO 1948: II, 2g). With the approval of the WHO
Committee on Communicable Diseases and the executive board, Dir-
ector-General Marcolino Candau in 1970 exceeded the IO’s authority
by reporting an outbreak in Guinea of cholera, a disease covered by the
IHR, without official notification or permission from the Guinean gov-
ernment. The government had ignored repeated appeals by the director-
general and refused to report the outbreak, so Candau took matters into
his own hands and publicly disseminated information from other
sources. In making the public announcement, Candau acknowledged
that he was acting outside the IHR but claimed that his actions were
necessary to fulfill the IO’s functions as outlined in Article 2 of the WHO
constitution (Fidler 2004: 64). Other parts of the administrative element –
the Committee on Communicable Diseases and the executive board –
condoned the director-general’s actions. Although there was little fallout
from this action, the staff exercised caution and never again exceeded the
IHR in this manner.

The staff’s preferences for change in the terms of the delegation
contract remained strong. The WHO took a beating in the 1980s and
1990s by states and non-state actors for its increasing irrelevance on
issues like AIDS (Godlee 1994a, 1994b). The staff was becoming increas-
ingly frustrated, moreover, by the IHR’s restrictiveness and ineffective-
ness: only three diseases required notification; states routinely violated
the regulations by failing to report cases of these diseases; and the IHR
proved irrelevant to the growing HIV/AIDS pandemic (Fidler 2004:
35–41). In response, WHO staff began lobbying member states to revise
the health regulations. The staff’s arguments about the need for IHR
revision resonated with many member states, which had long agreed
that the existing IHR were inadequate. In 1995 the WHA instructed
the director-general to undertake revisions to the IHR (WHA 1995).
The administrative element sought to augment disease reporting by
national governments with epidemiological information acquired from
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non-state sources, acquire the authority to report on “public health
emergencies,” rather than just specific diseases, and establish a dispute
settlement mechanism to settle disagreements arising under the IHR
(WHO 2002; Fidler 2005: 21–24).7 Initially, the revisions were to be
complete by 1998, but the target date was delayed four times to May
2004 because of technical issues and member state resistance to the
dispute settlement mechanism and a subsequent WHO proposal that
the IHR identify the required capacities of national disease surveillance
systems (Fidler 2005: 26–30). Before the revisions were complete, in
2001 the WHA bowed to encroaching technological capabilities and
formally approved the gathering of epidemiological information from
non-governmental sources.

While the process of revising the IHR inched forward, the WHO
administrative element acted outside the existing contract on several
occasions. First, the administrative element defied the principals by col-
lecting and using epidemiological information from non-governmental
sources. In 1994 a non-governmental organization (NGO) initiated an
internet-based reporting system, the Program for Monitoring Emerging
Diseases, which was designed to provide early warnings of infectious
disease outbreaks. In 1997 the WHO began using an NGO network, the
Global Public Health Intelligence Network to search non-governmental
sources for evidence of disease outbreaks, including many diseases not
covered by the IHR. In 1998 the IO began operating its own Global
Outbreak Alert and Response Network (Fidler 2004: 63, 66–67). In
short, from 1998 to 2001, when the WHA approved the gathering of
information from non-governmental sources, the administrative element
was engaging in slack often without member state knowledge, never
mind approval.

In this context, in February 2003 the WHO was alerted to the out-
break of a new disease, SARS, which gave rise to a second and more
egregious example of WHO slack. The IO’s behavior in this case consti-
tuted a significant break with prior patterns in at least two ways. First,
on the basis of non-governmental information suggesting both that the

7 As Fidler (2005: 23–24, n. 125) explains, “This dispute settlement provision would
apply to all disputes, not just those involving measures that restrict international
trade. The Committee of Arbitration proposal seemed clearly designed to address
the problem of unwarranted and excessive measures because the problem of failure
to notify was remedied by WHO’s ability to gather non-governmental sources of
surveillance information.”
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epidemic might have originated in the Guangdong province of China
and that it was continuing unabated, and in the face of the intransigence
of Chinese officials, WHO staff repeatedly and publicly accused the
Chinese government of denying them access to the province (Ying and
Savadore 2003). According to David P. Fidler (2004: 96–97), “[i]n an
unprecedented move, WHO went on the offensive against China,” which
was under no obligation to report cases of a disease not subject to the
IHR. “WHO’s public criticism of the Chinese government represented a
radical break with the traditional diplomacy that characterizes relations
between the Organization and member states.”

Second, under Director-General Brundtland’s leadership, on March
12 the WHO issued a rare global health alert. Later in March and in
April, the IO issued a series of unprecedented emergency alerts warning
travelers to avoid Hong Kong, Toronto, Taiwan, and parts of China in an
effort to curb the spread of the disease. WHO officials imposed condi-
tions for lifting the travel advisories, which were widely perceived to
injure tourism and trade in affected countries and which provoked loud
complaints from China and Canada. The WHO was acting not just
outside the existing delegation contract, but, as Fidler (2004: 139–40)
concludes, its actions went “well beyond the authority it was proposing
to write into the revised IHR. . . . [T]he most radical of all the WHO
recommendations – the geographically-specific travel advisories – were
directed at travelers not WHO member states. For the revised IHR,
WHO proposed that it would issue ‘recommendations for actions by
Member States.’”

As was true when some staff and developing states sought to expand
the WHO’s mandate into political issues, staff preferences reflected
conflicting pressures. For most staff, their role as health professionals
compelled them to advocate strong action, in clear violation of the terms
of the existing delegation contract, to bring the burgeoning SARS epi-
demic under control. When asked where the WHO’s mandate for this
action came from, the current Director-General J. W. Lee replied, “[I]n
a sense our mandate is . . . the truth” (NPR 2003), not the delegation
contract between the principals and their agent. Some staff objected,
however, to the decision to issue the travel alerts. If they were wrong
about the severity of the crisis, they reasoned, the IO’s legitimacy would
suffer (Cohen et al. 2003: A6). In fact, WHO staff exercised caution, at
the same time they clearly were operating outside the delegation con-
tract. In response to protests by the Canadian government, the WHO
lifted its travel advisory against Toronto after only six days, despite an
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original timetable under which the WHO would revisit the need for the
advisory after three weeks, or twice the incubation period for SARS
(Fidler 2004: 92).

The WHO’s administrative element ultimately succeeded in changing
the organization’s procedures and mandate, gaining post hoc member
state approval for what it had already done (WHA 2003). Prior to May
2003, however, the IO engaged in slack in both the SARS and the earlier
cholera epidemics, as well as in its information-gathering activities be-
tween the two cases. This slack emerged because of the WHO’s insti-
tutional design. The IO’s professional staff of medical and public health
advocates sought to do what was necessary to stem the epidemics of
infectious disease, not to follow the political dictates of its principals. It
would have taken a highly concentrated voting rule to overturn the
administrative element’s actions, which violated the terms of the delega-
tion contract and which some – but not two-thirds – of the states clearly
disliked. Alternatively, it would have taken a secretariat of political
appointees, rather than health professionals, to create an organization
in which the staff did not advocate independent preferences on infectious
disease surveillance and control. At the same time that we see significant
slack in the area of communicable disease, the WHO cannot be described
as a rogue actor. The very institutional feature that generates independent
preferences, a professional staff, also produces caution among public
health professionals, who fear the possible consequences of acting out-
side the delegation contract for the legitimacy and financial health of
their organization.

The World Trade Organization

Established in 1995, the WTO seeks to liberalize trade among its large
(148 by July 2005) and growing membership. To fulfill this mandate, the
member states delegated to the IO dispute resolution responsibilities
and nominal informational roles. They also created a staff of interna-
tional economic professionals, whose shared expertise and commitment
to the WTO’s mission are likely to generate independent preferences. The
members traditionally employ a consensus voting rule for most issues,
which makes it difficult to reach agreement or change the status quo.
Together, these staffing and voting rules suggest an agent capable of
forming its own preferences and escaping the control of its principals,
at least with respect to the dispute settlement system. In fact, the AB, the
highest element of the WTO’s dispute settlement system, has taken at
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least two significant actions that amount to slack, both of which influ-
enced the standing of non-state actors in the organization’s dispute
settlement system. At the same time, the AB’s concern for its standing
in the eyes of member states has led it to exercise caution, going so far
as to reverse one of these actions even though the displeased members
were incapable of overturning it.

The WTO comprises two central administrative organs, a secretariat
and a dispute settlement system. The secretariat enjoys no independent
decision-making power. Its 22 divisions primarily provide expert infor-
mation to the members, public, and media, organize and support the
members in their meetings and negotiations, and provide technical assist-
ance to developing country members (WTO). The staff of about 630 civil
servants includes mainly trade economists, international trade lawyers,
other specialists in international trade, and translators, and is headed by
a director-general. Gregory Shaffer (2001: 56) likens the professional
staff to an epistemic community, since its members share similar beliefs
about the validity of neo-classical economics and the importance of
trade liberalization. The secretariat staff may express these preferences,
but it finds it difficult to act on them since it plays only a supportive role.
As Shaffer (2001: 56) observes, “[o]n the basis of their reputation for
impartiality, inside information, and close contacts with trade diplomats,
Secretariat members can, at least at the margins, help shape knowledge,
frame issues, identify interests, facilitate coalition-building, and thereby
affect outcomes.”8

The members delegated significantly greater discretion to a two-tiered
dispute resolution body. These bodies are expected to offer an independ-
ent interpretation of members’ compliance with their treaty obligations
and are empowered to recommend how members can make their trade
practices compatible with their WTO obligations. The first tier com-
prises three-person dispute resolution panels constituted for individual
disputes. Panels independently determine whether a member’s actions
conform to WTO rules. Their rulings may not change the rights the trade
agreements grant to members (see WTO 1994: DSU).

The second tier comprises a standing seven-member entity, the AB. The
AB is assisted by its own small secretariat, comprising a director and about

8 In this capacity, secretariat officials assist the dispute settlement panels. According
to one former member of the AB, “it is thus safe to assume that the influence of these
officials on the work of individual panels can be considerable” (Ehlermann 2003:
473).
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a dozen lawyers. The AB is delegated authority only when the parties to a
dispute do not agree with a panel’s ruling. Based on the WTO’s Dispute
Settlement Understanding (DSU, Art. 17.13), The AB can only uphold,
modify, or reverse a panel’s findings and may rule only on elements
of the panel’s legal interpretation appealed by one of the parties. It lacks
the power to remand a case to the relevant panel. AB members, like
panelists, may seek information from outside experts and are expected
to interpret the trade treaty “in accordance with customary rules of inter-
pretation of public international law” (WTO 1994: DSU, Art. 3.2). Like
the panels’ decisions, the AB’s rulings may not change a member’s treaty
obligations. In addition, the treaty calls on the AB to develop its own
working procedures for appellate review, thereby enhancing its autonomy.
The AB works out these procedures with the chair of the Dispute Settle-
ment Body – the member state council – and the WTO director-general,
although the latter two officials’ approval is not required. In fact, only a
single, one-sentence article (WTO 1994: DSU, Art. 17.9) is devoted to
this authority, which has come to encompass a wide range of technical
details regarding the appeal process as well as other procedural issues
on which the members failed to act (Steger 2002). The AB has the
greatest autonomy, and thus the most potential for slack, in this area.

Panelists are drawn on an ad hoc basis from a small group of officials,
many of whom represent member states, yet serve in their individual
capacity. Put otherwise, panelists serve on a part-time, case-by-case basis
and continue in their full-time jobs, whether in the public or private
sectors. A recent EU report found that “panelists do not have time to
develop expertise in the procedural or technical aspects of the dispute
settlement system” (quoted in Miller 2005). Members created screening
and selection mechanisms to reduce unintended outcomes at this level:
members select the pool of potential panelists and may reject a panelist
chosen for a dispute involving them; and panelists may not be nationals
of the parties to a dispute unless the disputants agree. Moreover, dispu-
tants can screen a panel’s report in an “interim review” and comment on
its findings and conclusions. Perhaps most significantly, disputants can
automatically appeal undesired panel decisions to the AB, the second tier
of the dispute settlement system.

The AB’s members are “persons of recognized authority, with demon-
strated expertise in law, international trade and the subject matter of
the covered agreements generally. They shall be unaffiliated with any
government” (WTO 1994: DSU, Art. 17.3). These officials serve four-year
terms, renewable once, and are chosen to be “broadly representative”
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of the membership. As Karen Alter (2003: 795) notes, “the politics of
appointment is focused primarily on the geographical distribution of
judicial appointees,” thereby reducing the ability to screen potential
AB members. The members of the AB possess heterogeneous back-
grounds, including prior experiences in government, IOs, private law
firms, and academia.9 Nevertheless, they possess a shared professional
focus on international economic and legal issues.

According to James Bacchus (2002: 1030), an original member of the
AB who served from 1995 to 2004, AB members’ shared professional
interests have helped them to develop a common goal.

From the beginning, I have been joined. . . . by distinguished international jurists
of the very highest order. They have, each and all, been legal thinkers and legal
craftsmen of the very highest quality. They have been students of history and
philosophy as well as students of economics and jurisprudence. They have been
seekers of the better world that yet can be – if we succeed in our shared efforts to
secure the international rule of law.

In this regard, the AB members’ professional focus led them to recog-
nize that their “shared goal from the very start was the establishment of
an independent, quasi-judicial institution that would serve all the
Members of the WTO equally and effectively” (Bacchus 2003: 7). Yet
Bacchus also points out that the meaning of “members” of the WTO is
not limited to only the states.

Our “range of duty” is to the entire population of all of the 146 Members of the
WTO. Five billion people are with us whenever we sit together at our table. . .
Their needs, their longing, their passions, their aspirations for a fuller and truer
humanity – their fondest hopes for freedom – are all ever with us as we reason
together in our efforts to help the Members of the WTO clarify and uphold their
international treaty obligations. We believe that, by reasoning together, we can
best serve all their hopes for freedom (Bacchus 2003: 7).

These two roles – agents of the member states’ governments and repre-
sentatives of individual citizens – are not inherently incompatible. Never-
theless, giving priority to the interests of the international public can lead
to slack.

Claus-Dieter Ehlermann (2003: 478), another original AB member
who served from 1995 to 2001, concludes that this shared identity and
outlook also have been cultivated by the structures and processes of the

9 See www.wto.org for complete biographical information of the current members as
well as those previously serving.
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AB itself, noting that the members create their own procedures for
carrying out the responsibilities delegated to them. Ehlermann empha-
sizes the AB’s “working procedures,” which he concludes have “contrib-
uted to the independence of the Appellate Body, both in an objective and
subjective sense.” Its “system of exchange of views” has “contributed
greatly to consistency and coherence of decision making” and “to the
high degree of collegiality among . . . members.” In fact, while the treaty
enables individual AB members to offer dissenting opinions, to date the
AB has made decisions by consensus in its 70 or so rulings.

A General Council, comprising official representatives from each
member state, oversees the organization’s secretariat and the dispute
settlement process. Its decisions are taken by consensus, meaning that
no state present objects to a decision. The organization identifies situ-
ations requiring voting, which is based on the principle of one state, one
vote. Changes in the organization’s central principles demand unanimity.
Although authoritative interpretations of individual aspects of the IO’s
treaty require a three-quarters majority,10 standard practice has been
to reach decisions by consensus. Members approve panel and AB deci-
sions using a reverse consensus procedure; a panel’s and the AB’s de-
cisions take effect within 60 and 30 days respectively, unless states decide
by consensus not to adopt the ruling (WTO 1994: DSU, Arts. 16.4,
17.14). It is possible, then, for members to vote separately on specific
parts of the AB’s reports (Ehlermann 2003: 479).

The structure of control further enhances the AB’s autonomy in creat-
ing working procedures. Existing voting rules make it difficult for mem-
bers to overturn undesired procedures: three-quarters of the members are
required to reverse the AB’s interpretation of the treaty, or the members
can amend the treaty by consensus. This voting rule leads

the balance [to tip] in favor of the Appellate Body because it is very difficult
for the WTO members to make a collective decision. The decision-making
process in the WTO under Article IX [which requires a three-quarters majority
to adopt interpretations of the agreements] reflects a major structural deficiency
in the WTO system, because it lacks provisions to provide a flexible “legislative
response” to Appellate Body’s decisions, regardless of whether they are consider-
ed to be wrong or right (Joergens 1999: 213).

The AB then has a large potential for slack. First, members delegated a
wide range of discretion, particularly in the procedural area. Second,

10 Some actions require a two-thirds majority, including submissions of amendments
for members’ consideration.
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professionals who have developed their own identity and operate on the
basis of internally generated procedures staff the AB. Thus, it is likely to
form an understanding of appropriate actions that conflict with member
states’ ideas. Third, voting rules make it difficult for members to reverse
the AB’s decisions. Taken together, these three characteristics indicate
that the AB’s members possess the capacity to produce slack.

Yet a perusal of the ten-year history of the WTO indicates that slack is
rare, since AB members recognize that their ability to create an efficient
international judicial body hinges on the willingness of states to partici-
pate in it. The historical record indicates that the AB has taken many
decisions that have displeased some states. In doing so, however, the AB
has acted as members intended: to determine whether defendants have
passed domestic laws or regulations that contravene their treaty obli-
gations. Similarly, the AB has affirmed some members’ understanding
of appropriate procedures even though there was no consensus about
their appropriateness. For example, it agreed (WTO 1997) that member
states could use private counsels to represent them in the dispute settle-
ment system. Although “this was the first time in the fifty years of
experience under the GATT, and then the WTO, in which a country
had been represented by private counsel,” Bacchus (2001: 957) observes,
the AB “concluded that it was not for us to second-guess a member
of the WTO on who that member wanted to include in its delegation in
an Appellate Body proceeding. So we let in the lawyer.” In effect, the AB
has taken actions that are not universally supported, but these actions
do not constitute slack since the AB was doing what it was intended
to do. There are two exceptions to this pattern.

Both cases of slack emerge with respect to the AB’s decisions regard-
ing the standing of NGOs. The participation of NGOs had been debated
during the Uruguay Round negotiations, but a majority of members
opposed the inclusion of friend-of-the-court (amicus) briefs in the treaty.
Hence the treaty is silent on their role. Nevertheless, the AB ruled that
the treaty grants it and panels the discretion to accept amicus briefs
from NGOs (WTO 1998, 2000a). This action reflected the AB’s sense
of commitment to the wider population affected by the WTO. As Bac-
chus (2004: 4; also Ehlermann 2003: 484) subsequently explained, “[t]he
opportunity to submit amicus briefs can give those from the wider world
the chance to have their say – without in any way undermining the
essential intergovernmental nature of such proceedings. Amicus briefs
can provide an additional and valuable point of view – as they do for
judiciaries throughout the world.” A vast majority of states opposed this
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decision, noting that the AB’s actions altered members’ obligations and
that the matter was outside the AB’s jurisdiction. The representative from
Mexico voiced the position of many developing states:

When the D[ispute] S[ettlement] U[nderstanding] provisions were being negoti-
ated in the Uruguay Round, there were already proposals that panels should be
able to receive amicus curiae briefs. If such a possibility had not been included in
the DSU provisions, it was because WTO members had decided that it was not
appropriate. In other words, Members were not faced with a situation where they
had accidentally created a legal lacuna as a result of not having foreseen that this
kind of problem might arise in the future. Members had deliberately decided not
to include that possibility in the DSU. (WTO 2000c: 14)

There was not unanimous opposition to the AB’s action, as several
states, including the United States, supported NGO participation. Those
members opposed to the AB’s unilateral decision to modify the treaty
consequently did not reverse the action.

A different outcome emerged in November 2000, when the AB estab-
lished a process for the submission of friend-of-the-court briefs for the
Asbestos case (WTO 2000b). The AB division’s secretariat posted the
procedure on the IO’s website and the secretariat’s External Relations
Division sent “an email . . . to the subscribers of the NGO bulletin as per
established procedure” (WTO 2000c: 9). The AB claimed authority for
this action from the WTO’s treaty and justified its decision “in the
interests of fairness and orderly procedure in the conduct of this appeal,”
the empowering language of the working procedures (WTO 2000b: 1;
2003a). The secretariat explained its action by reference to “its own
procedures for increasing the knowledge and understanding of inter-
ested individuals and institutions” about the IO (WTO 2000c: 3). These
actions occurred after the 1999 Seattle demonstrations and increas-
ing complaints about the institution’s lack of transparency and distance
from non-state actors, which the procedures were envisioned to help
satisfy. Most members considered both entities to have overstepped their
competencies, however, by entering into procedural areas reserved for
states.

A special session of the General Council convened to address the
matter. Based on members’ negative reaction, the chair of the Council
instructed the AB to “exercise extreme caution in future cases until
Members had considered what rules were needed” (WTO 2000c: 28).
This constrained response reflected the consensus voting rule for amen-
ding the DSU, which made it difficult for members to overturn the AB’s
action, since a minority of members supported it. The AB nonetheless
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subsequently rejected all 17 amicus briefs that followed its new proced-
ures (WTO 2001).

One explanation for the AB’s reversal reflects the ongoing review
of the DSU and the possibility that the members would fix loopholes
in the DSU to rein in the AB. Yet since a minority of members welcomed
the participation of NGOs, the consensus voting rule makes such reforms
unlikely.11 A more persuasive explanation emerges, in Ehlermann’s
(2003: 484–85) words, from the fact that “this decision had given rise
to a major diplomatic row” and, in doing so, affected the legitimacy of
the AB and the WTO itself. In a revealing reflection written after the
episode, Bacchus (2002: 1035) voices similar concerns about the strength
of the dispute settlement system: “[I]t is neither my role nor my place to
make suggestions to theMembers of theWTOabout their rule-making . . .
It is for the Members of the WTO to decide how best to establish an
effective system for making new rules.”12 Member state criticism then
became a more significant determinant of the AB’s actions than the
body’s internally generated desire to bring procedural clarity or increase
the rule of law.

The WTO’s institutional design enables the IO’s AB to pursue actions
outside the delegation contract. The AB is well positioned to advance
independent preferences thanks to the voting rules in place. As Ehler-
mann (2003: 485) points out, “nobody can – or should – expect the
Appellate Body to change its interpretation of the DSU” until three-
quarters of the members agree to change the treaty. Yet throughout the
WTO’s ten-year history, only two cases of significant slack have emerged.
The same institutional feature that generates independent preferences –
a professional staff – also inhibits slack by the seven jurists, who fear
the consequences of member state opprobrium for their capacity to
develop an effective and legitimate international judicial process. In this
respect, concrete and large-scale member state interest in institutional
reform, as difficult as it is to achieve due to the consensus voting rule,
may still be a powerful inhibitor of slack.

11 In fact, members remain at odds over appropriate reforms and recently postponed
the deadline for revisions. See WTO 2003b.

12 He continues (2004: 4) to believe in the need for such rules as he explained in a
speech following his departure from the AB: “The participation of amicus curiae in
dispute settlement proceedings . . . can – and should – be governed and controlled
in a reasonable way by reasonable rule – as it is in judiciaries throughout the world.
The rule used by the Appellate Body several years ago in the asbestos case is a good
place for the Members of the WTO to start in addressing this issue.”
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CONCLUSION

This chapter explores when IOs can engage in slack and speculates on
when they actually do. PA approaches provide a useful starting point: the
design of the delegation contract, particularly whether the IO is granted
significant discretion to fulfill its mandate, identifies the agent’s auton-
omy. Yet this permissive condition does not explain whether an agent
will want to use its autonomy in ways undesired by its principals or
whether it can succeed in doing so. To fully understand an IO’s propen-
sity to engage in slack, we need to examine characteristics of both the
agent and the principal.

Like Hawkins and Jacoby (this volume), first, we argue that agent
preferences matter. Those preferences are, in large part, a function
of staffing procedures. An IO’s administrative element is most likely to
develop independent preferences that conflict with member states when
it is staffed by international personnel, rather than seconded national
appointees. WHO and WTO staff are appointed to represent the IO, not
their home governments, and each forms a kind of epistemic community
whose preferences often diverge from the principals’.

Not all international staffs are equally capable of achieving their
preferences, however, often for reasons having little to do with the agent.
For this reason, like Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney (this volume), we focus
on a second variable: the voting rules governing relations among the
members of a collective principal. In general, voting rules that empower
relatively few states enhance principals’ control and limit slack; rules that
empower numerous states, such as those characterizing the WHO and
WTO, make agreement among principals difficult and enhance agent
autonomy. Our two-step argument, in short, explores the effects of both
agent and principal characteristics on the likelihood of slack.

Being capable of slack, however, does not mean that an IO will engage
in slack. In contrast to PA approaches’ emphasis on oversight mechan-
isms as the primary means by which principals control their agents, we
argue that staffing procedures may create incentives for self-restraint. An
independent staff that has a professional commitment to advance its
mandate is unlikely to want to see its organization and mission undercut
by loss of legitimacy or financial support. Together, the WHO and WTO
cases show staffs that sometimes opposed expansions of their organiza-
tion’s mandate, exceeded their authority only rarely and cautiously, and
reversed their actions despite the inability of their member states to
overturn them.

Staffing, voting rules, and slack in the WHO and WTO
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Our focus on staffing procedures overcomes an omission in rational-
ist approaches, identifying the origins of IOs’ preferences, as well as a
shortcoming in constructivist perspectives, why IOs’ organizational cul-
tures do not produce more frequent demands for slack. It also explains
why the same IO may appear to be both rogue actor and dutiful agent.
Further research on agent preferences is needed to establish the scope
conditions that lead the IO to opt for one or the other behavior at any
given time. This work should couple a focus on agent preferences with
an appreciation of the internal dynamics of the collective principal.
Delegation under anarchy has great potential for slack because states
guard their sovereign rights and create voting structures that distribute
authority across the membership.

Agent preferences, legitimacy, tasks, and permeability
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10

Delegating IMF conditionality: understanding
variations in control and conformity

ERICA R. GOULD

INTRODUCTION

States delegate to international organizations (IOs) all of the time. Activ-
ities ranging from weapons-inspecting to peacekeeping to monitoring ex-
change rate practices and free trade arrangements have all been delegated
by states to international organizations. International relations scholar-
ship tends to be dominated by two basic interpretations of the outcomes
of this delegation. According to one, IOs are perfect handmaidens of
state principals and IO activities conform directly to state preferences.
According to the other, IOs are independent bureaucracies governed
by their own interests or culture; IO activities are not closely related to
state preferences at all. However, empirical reality seems to fit neither
model. International organizations and specific international organiza-
tional activities vary along a continuum of conformity with state instruc-
tions. Some IOs and their activities closely reflect state wishes, whereas
others seem to be determined by other factors. What explains this
variation?

The principal-agent framework (PA) addresses these issues directly and
offers an explanation of why certain IOs or particular IO activities
conformmore closely to state directives, while others do not. This chapter
focuses on the delegation of a particular activity to a particular IO – the
design of conditional loan arrangements to the International Monetary
Fund – and considers how well PA theory explains the variations in IO
conformity with state preferences.

I thank Judith Goldstein, Miles Kahler, Barbara Koremenos, Lisa Martin, Jon Peve-
house, Kenneth Stiles and the editors for incisive, detailed comments on earlier drafts
and the International Monetary Fund archives for access crucial to the completion of
this research.
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In particular, this chapter focuses on the extent to which the PA
framework helps us understand the relationship between state prefer-
ences and IO activity – or between the principal and the agent – once the
initial delegation has taken place. States may initially delegate condition-
ality for a variety of reasons (Milner, this volume). My main focus is
how well principals are able to control the IO agent once conditionality
has already been delegated. To what extent can a PA model explain these
variations? Fund conditionality is a particularly puzzling and apt focus
for this study because original empirical material suggests that there is
wide variation in agency slack, or agent conformity with principal pref-
erences. In addition, the Fund’s activities (as compared to other IOs) are
particularly influential; as a result this variation has been a source of
controversy. As the US congressionally appointed Meltzer Commission
report stated, Fund conditionality “has given the IMF a degree of influ-
ence over member countries’ policy making that is unprecedented for a
multilateral organization” (IFIAC 2000). Fund conditionality thus offers
an interesting case: why has state control over the design of Fund condi-
tionality agreements varied?

In short, this chapter suggests that the PA framework has particular
strengths and weaknesses in explaining ongoing IO activity and the vari-
ation in principal control. In terms of strengths, the PA framework offers
insights to explain the variations in IO conformity with state principal
preferences by focusing on both the agent’s and the principal’s cost-
benefit analysis. In the case of Fund conditionality, there is a good deal
of variation in Fund conformity with state principal preferences. The
PA framework helps explain the broad patterns of conformity or devi-
ation: elements of Fund conditionality programs that are less costly for
principals to monitor end up conforming more to principal preferences.
Similarly, those elements of Fund conditionality programs that are more
costly for principals to observe and enforce tend to conform less.

However, this chapter also highlights some limitations of the PA
approach, as defined by this volume, for explaining and predicting
IO activity.1 While the PA approach was able to explain some broad
trends in Fund activity – namely, variations in conformity with principal
preferences – it could not explain or predict actual agent activity when

1 Hawkins et al. (this volume) define the PA relationship narrowly as a contractual
one in which the principal can “terminate” the agent. Dixit et al. (1997: 753) define
principals more broadly as any actor that “influences” or “pressures” another. See
also Bernheim and Whinston 1986.
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the agent deviates from principal preferences or explain variations in
conformity � within� a specific activity type. These deficiencies have serious
consequences for scholars interested in explaining actual IO activity.
While the PA approach may help scholars determine how much “auton-
omy” (or potential slack) an IO may be able to take advantage of, it
cannot necessarily indicate whether the agent will actually take advan-
tage of that autonomy and, if so, whether and how they will deviate from
principal preferences.�2� Will Fund conditionality become stricter or more
lenient if principals find it too costly to monitor the IMF closely?

The chapter will proceed as follows. First, it will briefly review the
existing literature on IMF agency slack, which consists mainly of two
dominant perspectives with nearly diametrically opposed interpreta-
tions of the empirical landscape. The chapter then introduces the key
features of the PA framework employed here: the models of the principal
and the agent, the measures of collective principal preferences and agent
activity, and the nature of delegation. The fourth section is largely
empirical. Using new measures of IMF conditionality and principal
preferences (both gleaned directly from the IMF archives), I assess vari-
ations in the IMF’s agency slack with respect to the design of Fund
conditionality agreements. The pattern of agency slack that emerges is
complex: certain design features tend to conform more to principal
preferences than others; certain programs seem to conform more to
principal preferences than others. The fourth section is largely analytical.
Conventional explanations do not provide a convincing explanation for
this pattern of agency slack. To what extent does the PA framework,
which is directly concerned with agency slack, explain this variation? In
short, I argue that PA does explain the broad trends in conformity across
design features, but that it does not provide an explanation for actual IO
activity outcomes. The conclusion offers some suggestions to remedy this
weakness.

Existing literature on the IMF’s agency slack

Different theoretical approaches point scholars to different questions.
The PA framework usefully points us towards asking three general ques-
tions: Why do principals delegate? How do principals try to control
agents? And what are the consequences of that delegation (or how well

2 See Hawkins et al. (this volume) for definitions of agency slack and autonomy.
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does agent behavior conform with principal preferences)? This chapter
focuses mainly on the second and third questions regarding the ongoing
delegation relationship and the consequences of delegation.

Surprisingly, IR scholarship to date has largely ignored these ques-
tions. Instead, most IR scholarship tends to be dominated by two basic
interpretations of international organizations. For one, IOs are perfect
handmaidens of state principals. Much of the academic and popular
literature on the International Monetary Fund falls in this camp. For
instance, Miles Kahler has argued that the US has exercised strong
control over Fund conditionality, and has generally pushed for the in-
creases in conditionality that we have observed (Kahler 1990). Strom
Thacker has similarly argued that Fund lending decisions, although not
specifically Fund conditionality, are driven strictly by US interests
(Thacker 1999). For the other model, IOs are independent bureaucra-
cies governed by their own interests or culture. For instance, Michael
Barnett and Martha Finnemore argue that international organizations
are often “dysfunctional.” The “dysfunctional” activities of IOs are
driven by the IOs’ cultural environment, not by the IOs’ state principals
(Barnett and Finnemore 1999: 707). In the case of the IMF and condi-
tionality, Barnett and Finnemore argue that the Fund staff’s expertise
gave them a great deal of latitude to develop and adjust certain intel-
lectual models, which in turn justified the expansion in Fund condi-
tionality. They argue that the failure of Fund programs may drive the
expansion in Fund conditionality, but that the staff’s expertise determines
the content of that change (Barnett and Finnemore 2004).3

However, empirical reality seems to fit neither of these models. Instead
we observe IOs, including the IMF, acting against the interests of their
state principals in some instances, and we observe IOs strictly controlled
by states in others. In the case of Fund conditionality agreements, we
have observed examples of Fund agreements that seem tailored to the
interests of the Fund’s biggest donor, the United States. Russia in 1998
and Mexico in 1995 are two favorite and oft-used examples. Similarly,
we have observed examples of arrangements where the US explicitly
stated opposition to a program or loan, which was nonetheless passed,
for instance India in 1957 and 1981 and the UK in 1969 (Memo from
G. L. L. de Moubray, January 17, 1957; James 1996: 333–34; Interview 4

3 Martin (this volume) offers another perspective: states vary the delegation of author-
ity to the IMF based on distributional conflicts and the “demand for information.”
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with author, February 2000).4 Thus individual cases could be used to
support either or both of the dominant, yet conflicting, interpretations of
international organizations. The PA framework offers more of a middle
ground, suggesting that agency slack may vary across different agents,
across different agent activities, and across time. However, the existing
literature on Fund conditionality provides only limited empirical data
and thus has not allowed scholars to adjudicate between these competing
interpretations of reality (Guitàn 1981, 1995; Polak 1991; Horsefield
1969: vol. 1; Dell 1981; Williamson 1983; Kahler 1990; Barnett and
Finnemore 2004).

PRINCIPALS, AGENTS, AND THE DELEGATION

OF CONDITIONALITY

Gauging agency slack

Fund conditionality agreements – agent activity – have changed sig-
nificantly from their original design. However, it is not immediately

4 The author conducted 16 interviews between September 1999 and May 2002 in
Washington, DC, San Francisco, and New York. Each interviewee was asked a list
of open-ended questions about the process of constructing, influencing, and revising
Fund conditionality programs, about the role of being an executive director or staff
member (depending on the interviewee), and about the role of the Fund in the
international system. From this starting point, conversations veered in different
directions depending the interviewee. Interviewees largely preferred to remain an-
onymous; as a result references to these interviews are general. The interviews
conducted and consulted by the author are: Interview 1: Executive Director or
member(s) of Executive Director’s office, September 14, 1999; Interview 2: Executive
Director or member(s) of Executive Director’s office, February 8, 2000; Interview 3:
Executive Director or member(s) of Executive Director’s office, February 8, 2000;
Interview 4: High-level fund staff member, February 9, 2000; Interview 5: Executive
Director or member(s) of Executive Director’s office, February 10, 2000; Interview 6:
High-level fund staff member, February 10, 2000; Interview 7: Executive Director or
member(s) of Executive Director’s office, February 10, 2000; Interview 8: Executive
Director or member(s) of Executive Director’s office, February 11, 2000; Interview
9: Executive Director or Member(s) of Executive Director’s office, February 11,
2000; Interview 10: Executive Director or member(s) of Executive Director’s Office,
February 14, 2000; Interview 11: Executive Director or member(s) of Executive
Director’s office, February 15, 2000; Interview 12: Executive Director or member(s)
of Executive Director’s office, February 15, 2000; Interview 13: Executive Director
or member(s) of Executive Director’s office, February 17, 2000; Interview 14: High-
level fund staff member, August 30, 2000; Interview 15: Commercial bank execu-
tive, October 3, 2000; Interview 16: Former high-level fund management, May 28,
2002.
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apparent how to interpret this change since the delegation “contract” has
been revised, and principal preferences over conditionality may have
also evolved.5 Scholars have found the degree of agency slack – the
degree to which agent activity deviates from principal directions – to be
particularly difficult to measure (e.g. Pollack 2002). How does one know
when Fund conditionality is truly conforming to principal directives and
when it is not?

Weingast and Moran (1983) have suggested that scholars observe
how often the principal (here embodied by the Fund’s EB) disciplines or
corrects the agent as an indicator of agency slack. All Fund conditionality
programs need to be approved by the EB, which acts as a final veto
player. By that logic, one could record instances when the Board rejects
a program and disciplines a transgressing agent. Interestingly, the EB
rarely revises, much less vetoes, particular Fund arrangements (Inter-
views 2 and 4 with author, February 2000; Southard 1979). There are
only a few instances in the Fund’s entire history of the EB turning down
or even modifying a request for a conditional loan arrangement.6 For
Weingast and Moran (1983), this observation suggests perfect agent
conformity: EB controls are so effective that IMF activities always reflect
EB preferences. However, there are two reasons why this interpretation
appears doubtful. First, there is the general problem of observational
equivalence: scholars who argue that principals perfectly control the
agent and scholars who argue that agent activities are relatively autono-
mous may both predict EB inaction (Nielson et al. 2003). Second, in the
particular case of Fund conditionality, interviews with numerous EDs
and their staff, in addition to the texts of the EB meetings, suggest that
principals frequently disagreed (albeit with varying intensity) with indi-
vidual Fund program designs, and yet programs are still approved.7 As a
result, analyzing EB meetings or votes does not appear to be the best way
to assess agency slack.

5 Martin (this volume) focuses on the early development of staff–EB relations and
some of the early changes, like allowing staff to negotiate loan agreements in
borrowing state capitals, which she argues resulted in a “shift of authority to staff
was not evidence of a runaway agency or lack of attention on the part of the
principals, but an intentional choice determined by the need to tradeoff direct
control for high-quality information.”

6 One example was the proposed 1979 Sierra-Leone stand-by arrangement, which
was reduced, but not denied. E-mail correspondence from James Boughton, Decem-
ber 1998; Kapur et al. (1997: 496).

7 The author conducted interviews with EDs, or members of the EDs’ staff, from 10 of
the 24 ED offices in February 2000. See also fn. 5.
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By contrast, Kiewiet and McCubbins (1991) suggest that comparing
principal preferences with subsequent agent activity is one of the most
useful and direct ways of assessing agency slack. Such a suggestion
requires both a measure of principal preferences and of agent activity.
This chapter follows Kiewiet and McCubbins’ (1991) suggestion. The
following two sections discuss how the principal and agent are conceived,
and the measures of principal preferences and agent activity utilized in
this chapter.

The principal

According to Hawkins, Lake, Nielson, and Tierney in the introduction
to this volume, a principal is “an actor who grants conditional authority
to an agent.” In this case, the IMF’s principal is a collective one (Lyne,
Nielson and Tierney, this volume; Nielson and Tierney 2003a: 247). The
EB is a body of state representatives that delegated the task of designing
conditional loan agreements to the IMF’s management and staff in 1952.
Since then, the terms of this delegation have been revised several times.

According to the collective principal concept, decision rules that ag-
gregate preferences within the collective principal are primary (ibid.).
Famously, IMF EDs have different “weighted” voting power when voting
on certain decisions. Many decisions also require super-majorities that
further accentuate the power of EDs with relatively high voting power.
However, in the case at hand, the very well-known weighted voting
system does not actually govern conditionality agreements. Instead con-
ditional loan arrangements are formally approved by the simple majority
of votes cast, not the majority or super-majority of voting power (Article
XII, Section 5c).

How should one measure principal preferences over Fund condition-
ality design? Scholars often simply assume principal preferences. Alter-
natively, principal preferences are inferred either from explicit statements
regarding preferences over agent activity or from principal behavior in
a related area (Nielson and Tierney 2003b). In this chapter, I rely mainly
on the Conditionality Guidelines, which are explicit instructions on
conditionality debated at length and passed by the EB at irregular inter-
vals according to the same decision rule (majority of votes cast) used
to approve individual conditionality agreements (e-mail from James
Boughton, August 19, 2003). While the Guidelines may not be perfect
reflections of collective principal preferences, they do offer a unique, and
I would argue relatively accurate, measure of principal preferences when
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few others exist. However, in order to increase confidence in the accuracy
of this measure, I supplement this proxy with additional sources of
evidence – including statements from Fund staffers and insiders and
careful case studies completed by other scholars – which provide further
support that these Guidelines are useful estimations of the collective
principal’s preferences. In order to gauge the agency slack, I compare
those instructions (or stated preferences) with subsequent agent activity:
did the IMF conform to collective principal instructions?

The agent

The other half of a PA model is naturally the agent, in this case the IMF.
Scholars also often assume certain agent interests, for instance that the
bureaucracy wants to “maximize their budget, their staff and their inde-
pendence” (Vaubel 1996: 195; Niskanen 1971). In this case, I employ a
more inductive model of the IMF and its interests. As I have argued
previously, the Fund itself is comprised of an international staff of
economists, most trained at a few select US and Western European
universities (Gould 2003; Gould 2006; Clark 1998: 182 cited in Kapur
2001: 33; Evans and Finnemore 2001 on the homogeneity of the staff).
Despite their diverse national backgrounds, new staff and management
join the Fund with remarkably similar shared assumptions and prin-
ciples influenced by their education (Chwieroth 2003: 9). Both the Fund’s
staff and its management have been trained as economists and want
to be successful economists, influencing the direction of the interna-
tional economy at large and the economies of individual borrowers
by applying theoretical principles. The failure of an implemented Fund
program damages not only the reputations of the individual staff
members who designed it, but also the organization’s reputation and
the credibility of the principles that have been applied. As a result, I
assume that the Fund – that is, the staff and management – want Fund
programs to succeed in measurably improving the economies in which
they intervene.

Some stress the differences between the Fund’s management, some of
whom are political appointees, and the Fund’s staff, most of whom are
careerists. This distinction between staff and management is not empha-
sized here. Certainly the PA relationship is not simply EB–Fund. The
chains of delegation extend in both directions. While each step in this
delegation chain may be important and lead to increases in agency slack,
for the purposes of this chapter, I am most interested in, and limit
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myself to, the basic delegation from states (the EB) to an international
organization (the IMF’s staff and management).

Until recently, access to Fund programs, or measures of Fund activ-
ity, have been limited. For this chapter, I rely on a recently constructed
dataset of 249 Fund conditionality agreements (SBA, EFF, SAF, and
ESAF) from 20 countries between 1952 and 1995, the Conditionality
Dataset, as a measure of agent activity. An observation is a unique
conditional loan arrangement, in other words a unique country-loan-
year. True random sampling, while methodologically preferable, was not
viable given the organization and resources of the Fund archives. Conse-
quently, I selected representative countries and then, data and access
permitting, included all relevant agreements for that country between
1952 (when conditionality began) and 1995 (after which many arrange-
ments remained classified at the time of data gathering). The 249 cases
came from the following 20 countries: Argentina, Bangladesh, Bolivia,
Brazil, Central African republic, Côte D’Ivoire, El Salvador, Ghana, Haiti,
Korea, Mali, Mexico, Morocco, Niger, Philippines, Romania, South
Africa, Turkey, United Kingdom, and Yugoslavia. Despite this atypical
case selection method, the 249 cases are generally representative, both
by region and arrangement type (Gould 2003; Gould 2006).

The Conditionality Dataset codes each loan agreement according to
its terms as stated in the original loan agreement, including the letter of
intent, attachments, and the resulting press release. A typical Fund loan
agreement includes a letter from the borrowing country requesting a
loan and detailing an extensive policy program concerning many differ-
ent sectors of the economy and government. The arrangement itself
generally outlines more policy proposals and the program’s schedule of
reviews, and often in the penultimate paragraph specifies which condi-
tions are binding. Binding conditions trigger the suspension of the Fund
loan if they are violated. Each case was coded according to 31 separate
criteria questions and 52 different binding conditions.

Predictions of the principal-agent model

The PA framework focuses on the principal’s and the agent’s cost-benefit
analysis (Hawkins et al., this volume). The principal will delegate when
the benefits of delegation exceed the costs. Likewise, the agent should
also comply with principal directives to the extent that the benefits of
compliance exceed the costs of non-compliance. Principals clearly have a
variety of control techniques at their disposal: monitoring and reporting
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requirements, screening and selection procedures, institutional checks and
balances and sanctions (Kiewiet and McCubbins 1991). However, perfect
monitoring and enforcement of an agent is too costly. As a result, princi-
pals employ these control techniques as long as their benefits (associated
with improved compliance) exceed their costs (e.g. resources and time exp-
ended). If monitoring and enforcement were costless, presumably agency
slack would be reduced to zero. However, the divergence of interests
between the principal and agent, the costs of monitoring and the infor-
mational asymmetry between principal and agent result in agency slack.
Some degree of uncertainty about agent activities or some acceptance of
deviations from principal preferences will likely be optimal according to
the principal’s cost-benefit calculus because of the cost function of
monitoring. The general hypothesis derived from the PA framework is:

If control and monitoring are more (less) costly, then agent behavior should
conform less (more) to principal preferences, assuming divergent interests and
that other variables remain constant.

Enforcement should be more or less costly under specific circum-
stances. For instance, agents with ideal points located relatively closer
to the principal’s (on a hypothetical unidimensional policy space) should
be less costly to control than agents with ideal points that are situated
further away, all else equal. As a result, principals often try to “select”
agents with similar preferences to their own. In the case at hand, different
aspects of the conditionality agreements (length, number of conditions,
etc.) are designed by the same agent (the IMF), so agent type should not
account for variations in agency slack. More promisingly, the PA frame-
work highlights the importance of the nature of delegated activity. Cer-
tain activities may require a much greater investment of the principal’s
energy and resources in order to achieve the same degree of compliance
as a less complicated or opaque activity.

Monitoring and enforcement of any given activity for a fixed agent
will be more costly if that activity is less observable, less measurable,
and more dependent on agent expertise (Bawn 1995: 697; Epstein and
O’Halloran 1994: 716; Huber and Shipan 2002; Bendor et al. 2001: 244;
Kiewiet and McCubbins 1991: 17). When agent activities are not easily
observable or measurable, then the principal must expend energy and
resources in order to collect information about agent activities, and hence
the degree of agency slack. As a result in these cases, the principal often
relies on agent-dispensed information, which is less costly but may
compromise the assessment of agent activity. By contrast, when agent
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activities are easily measurable and observable, the principal can collect
independent data on agent activities easily and sanction the agent when
their activities deviate without excessive costs. Similarly, when agent
activities rely heavily on agent expertise, agency slack should increase
for at least two reasons. First, agents are more likely to have an infor-
mational advantage; as informational asymmetries increase, so should
the costs of monitoring and enforcement. Second, when agent activities
require expertise and there is uncertainty surrounding the delegated
activity, principals may face a tradeoff between “circumscribing way-
ward bureaucrats and giving them the latitude to react to unforeseen
contingencies” (Bawn 1995: 697; Kiewiet and McCubbins 1991: 17).
Bawn and Epstein and O’Halloran have argued that as the “technical
uncertainty” surrounding an issue increases, principals will grant the
agent greater discretion (Epstein and O’Halloran 1994: 716; Huber
and Shipan 2002; Bendor et al. 2001: 244). This greater discretion allows
the agent greater opportunity to slack.

MEASURING AGENCY SLACK: THE CASE OF IMF

CONDITIONALITY

In order to gauge agency slack, this section compares the Fund’s acti-
vity, as measured by the Conditionality Dataset, with the collective
principal’s preferences, as measured by the EB-generated Conditionality
Guidelines. The EB issues policy directives that are intended to guide and
constrain future Fund activity, including Fund conditionality arrange-
ments. Thus I consider: how well do Fund activities conform to these
basic directions and rules of activity? This section reveals that since at
least the late 1960s, there has been a particular pattern of compliance:
certain directions have been closely followed, whereas others have been
largely neglected by the Fund’s staff and management.

Delegation of conditionality

State representatives established the International Monetary Fund in
Bretton Woods, New Hampshire in 1944 in order to help maintain
international monetary stability by monitoring and maintaining the
Bretton Woods exchange rate system. Initially the discretion to design,
negotiate and offer conditional loan agreements was not delegated to the
International Monetary Fund (Dell 1981; Horsefield and Lovasy 1969;
James 1996; Gold 1979; Martin, this volume; Gould 2006). It was not
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until 1952, after a protracted struggle between members of the executive
board (EB), that states formally delegated the authority to design and
negotiate conditional loan agreements to the IMF. The Fund’s first con-
ditional lending facility, the stand-by arrangement (SBA), is an agreement
between a member country and the IMF that stipulates that the country
can be assured that it will be able to draw (or borrow) a certain specified
amount of Fund resources automatically within a certain window of
time, as long as the country commits to, maintains, or implements certain
agreed-upon policies. The EB set specific instructions regarding these
agreements for the staff. SBAs were initially envisioned to be short-term
assurances of automaticity, and require little if any change in a country’s
policy (SM/52/5, January 22, 1952; SM/52/57, October 1, 1952).8 The
decision that established the SBA instructed that these agreements would
be limited to six months in length, 25 percent of a country’s quota and
would not be automatically renewable (EBD No. 155 (52/57); SM/52/49,
July 31, 1952; Aufricht 1964; Horsefield and Lovasy 1969: 403).

During the first few years after the establishment of the SBA, the
practice and policy of Fund conditionality evolved. Both the Fund’s staff
and the EDs seemed to be willing participants in many of these early
changes. Soon after the October 1952 decision was passed, Fund staff
began deviating from it (Gould 2006: ch. 4). However, principal prefer-
ences also appeared to develop and change quickly, during this period as
well (Martin, this volume; Hawkins and Jacoby, this volume). For in-
stance, in December 1953, the EB officially changed its instructions to
the staff regarding the length, stating that stand-bys could extend longer
than six months, “if this appears warranted by the particular payments
problems of the member making the request” (Aufricht 1964: 64). Next,
the staff began adding binding conditions to Fund conditionality agree-
ments; countries were required to implement certain policies or meet
certain targets in order to maintain free access to the specified stand-by
amount for the full period of the loan. IMF staff began dividing condi-
tional loans into installments and eventually conditioning disbursement
of each installment on different criteria. The staff initially developed
each of these new practices, largely without state guidance. However,
many of the existing practices were codified in 1968 through the First
Amendment to the Articles, which stipulated that smaller “gold tranche”
drawings would be approved virtually automatically, whereas larger
drawings would be subject to conditionality, generally under a one-year

8 These and subsequent IMF documents are located in the IMF archives.
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SBA, which would be phased and require the borrower to meet certain
binding conditions (SM/66/14, January 24, 1966, 1–2; Gold 1979: 70).

First Conditionality Guidelines

While some staff practices were codified by the First Amendment in
1968, others were criticized. The EB’s first major attempt to provide
the Fund staff and management with clear instructions to change their
design of conditional loan agreements came with the First Conditionality
Guidelines. EDs thought there was not enough uniformity across pro-
grams, and also that Fund conditionality had become too stringent
(EBM/68/122–123, August 14, 1968; EBM/68/128, September 6, 1968;
EBM/68/131–2, September 20, 1968). In the debates preceding the 1968
decision, nearly all EDs, including the US ED, advocated less stringent
conditionality and fewer binding conditions (EBM/68/122–23, August
14, 1968). According to the Fund’s own estimates, the number of per-
formance criteria (or binding conditions) included in Fund programs had
more than doubled – from 2 to 5.1 – in less than a decade (SM/68/128,
Supplement 3, September 4, 1968). By 1967, even the relatively small
first credit tranche (FCT) SBAs required countries to meet 2.1 binding
conditions on average. The EB passed new rules for guiding staff activity
on Fund conditionality on September 20, 1968.

This EB decision included twomain instructions. First, in contradiction
with guidelines the staff had developed for themselves in 1963, the EB
stipulated that FCT SBAs would not be phased and not include binding
conditions. However, all arrangements beyond the FCTwould be phased
and would require both binding conditions and consultation clauses.
“Exceptional cases” would not be required to be phased. In other words,
the EB tried to establish some uniform design criteria for loan programs
that were in and above the FCT. Second, while the EB instructed the staff
to include binding conditions and consultation clauses for all larger upper-
credit tranche (UCT) SBAs, the EB agreed that binding conditions had
“proliferated” in previous SBAs and hereafter should be limited to those
“necessary to evaluate the implementation and achievement of the object-
ives of the program” and “keep the number of criteria [or conditions] to
the minimum necessary, for the success of the program” (SM/68/128,
Supp.4, September 13, 1968). In short, UCT SBAs were to be phased,
require binding conditions, and require consultation clauses.9

9 FCT SBAs versus UCT SBAs are calculated using the Conditionality Dataset, where
FCT SBAs are SBAs where the amount of the loan is equal to 25 percent or less of
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The First Conditionality Guidelines offered clear instructions for the
IMF management and staff. However, only some of these instructions
were heeded. Fund programs did become more uniform in some respects,
but not in others. For instance, before � 1968�, FCTs and UCTs required
phasing for a somewhat similar proportion of agreements (66� percent
for UCTs and� 80� percent for FCTs), with three or four phases on average
per agreement (where one phase equals no phasing; the loan is delivered
in one installment). After the First Conditionality Guidelines, the design
of FCTs and UCTs diverged with respect to the use of phasing. FCTs
did not abandon phasing all together, but they did include phasing much
less frequently after� 1968� than before it. Seventy-three percent of the
FCT programs sampled between � 1969� and� 1978� did not require any
phasing, wheras UCTs consistently required phasing after � 1968, as in-
structed by the Guidelines. Ninety-seven percent of UCT agreements
sampled between � 1969� and� 1978� required phasing, with an average of
4.2� installments per agreement (see table� 10�.1).

With regard to the requirement of binding conditions, the First Con-
ditionality Guidelines stipulated that FCT SBAs should not require bind-
ing conditions, whereas UCT SBAs should consistently require binding
conditions but limit the number to “the minimum necessary.” Prior to
these Guidelines, FCTs were actually more likely to require binding
conditions (80 percent) than UCTs (73 percent). After the Guidelines,
both FCT and UCT SBAs became more likely to require binding condi-
tions (96 percent and 100 percent, respectively). As a result, the UCT
SBAs moved in greater compliance with EB preferences for greater uni-
formity, while the FCT programs actually moved away from the EB’s
stated preference of no binding conditions for these smaller programs. In
fact, only one FCT SBA (of 23 sampled between 1969 and 1978) did not
include any binding conditions, as instructed by the board.

Through the First Conditionality Guidelines, the EB also instructed
the Fund’s management and staff to limit the number of binding con-
ditions. However, even during the 1970s when, according to many
scholars, competition from low or no conditionality lending vehicles
forced the Fund to offer easier terms, the number of conditions actually
continued to increase. According to the Fund’s own research, the average
number of binding conditions required by an upper credit tranche be-
tween 1969 and 1977 was 5.8. Recall that the Fund staff estimated the

the country’s quota, and UCTs are all SBAs above that amount. This assignment of
status closely, but not perfectly, correlates with Santaella (1995: table 10.1).
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average number of binding conditions between � 1965� and� 1967� was� 5. �1,
indicating a modest increase during the decade between the first and
second conditionality reviews. According to the Conditionality Dataset,
the average number of binding conditions in a SBA also increased during
this period, from an average of� 5.�6� in� 1968� to an average of � 8� in � 1978�.
The Fund’s own data – collected in preparation for the Second Condi-
tionality Guidelines debate – suggested that UCT SBAs were far from
uniform. Between� 1969� and April� 1977, on average SBAs for Asian coun-
tries required� 7.6� binding conditions, whereas SBAs for African countr-
ies required only� 4.1� conditions. Fourteen “fiscal” binding conditions
were required for all SBAs during that period,� 12� of which were included
in Western Hemisphere (Latin American and Caribbean) and European
SBAs (SM/ �77�/128�, June � 6,� 1977�, tables � 10�.1–10�.6).

Second� Condi�tionality� Guid�elines� and� conform�ity� assessm�ent

The EB resurrected the discussion of conditionality guidelines in the late
1970�s. During the debates preceding the Second Review of Condition-
ality decision in� 1979, as with those preceding the� 1968� decision, EDs
spoke passionately about the need for Fund staff members to stick to
broad macroeconomic targets as binding conditions, rather than speci-
fic (e.g. fiscal) policies and the need to reduce the number of binding

Table 10.1. Conformity with First Conditionality Guidelines: phasing,
number of binding conditions and uniformity

1968 guidelines Before 1968 1969–1978
Greater

conformity?

FCT
SBA

No phasing Mean ¼ 3.5
phases 80%
with phasing

Mean ¼ 1.7
phases 27%
with phasing

Yes

No binding
conditions (B. C.)

Mean ¼ 3.4 B. C.
80% with B.C

Mean ¼ 4.8 B. C.
96% with B.C

No

UCT
SBA

Phasing with
limited
exceptions

Mean ¼ 3.7
phases 66%
with phasing

Mean ¼ 4.2
phases 97%
with phasing

Yes

B. C. required 73% with B.C 100% with B.C Yes
Limit # of B. C. to
only those
“necessary”

Mean ¼ 3.5 Mean ¼ 6.9 No

Source: Conditionality Guidelines.
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conditions. The elected ED from Australia diplomatically articulated a
sentiment shared by many other EDs when he stated:

Requirements had been made of countries to reduce subsidies, or to raise the
prices of government services, change the structure of taxes, and so on. While no
doubt appropriate from an economic point of view, it might have been better if
those requirements had not been raised to the status of performance criteria
[binding conditions], but left on the level of well-intentioned advice.

(EBM/78/82, June 5, 1978, 4)

Related to this preference for less structural and fewer binding condi-
tions, many EDs emphasized the need for the Fund to stick to short-term
balance of payments financing, as its mandate instructed, rather than its
drift into longer-term development lending. For instance, the US ED
argued that “the Fund should confine itself to the shorter range . . . in
order not to blur the distinction between it and other institutions” (EBM/
78/82, June 5, 1978, 15; Garritsen de Vries 1986: 504; International
Monetary Fund 1983: 20–23). A broad consensus emerged in the EB that
several of the staff developments on conditionality practices had gone too
far, and did not reflect principal preferences.

The Second Review of Conditionality was passed by the EB in 1979
and again provided new guidelines for IMF conditionality. Three of these
instructions are noteworthy in their attempt to define and constrain fu-
ture Fund activity. First, reiterating the 1968 review, the Second Review
emphasized uniformity across loan programs, this time stipulating that
phasing and binding conditions would be omitted from FCT SBAs, and
included in all others. Second, the decision provided the staff with
instructions about the length of these intendedly short-term loan pro-
grams. The permitted length of Fund programs was extended to reflect
the then-current practice, but an explicit limit was set. By 1979, the
average conditionality program was about 11 months.10 Most new ar-
rangements were now supposed to last around 12 months and at most
three years (SM/78/296, Rev. 1, Supp. 3, March 5, 1979; Gold 1979: 17).
Third and finally, the Guidelines returned to the question of how many
and what type of binding conditions (or performance criteria) should be
included in Fund programs. The First Review had instructed staff to limit
the number of binding conditions, but those instructions had generally

10 This is the average of the sampled stand-by arrangements in the Conditionality
Dataset. This is not the actual length of the arrangements, but rather the length
specified in the conditionality agreement itself.
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not been heeded. Through the Second Review, the EB instructed the staff
to limit the inclusion of binding conditions in both number and type.
Binding conditions should “normally be confined to (i) macroeconomic
variables, and (ii) those necessary to implement specific provisions of the
Articles or policies adopted under them” (SM/78/296 Rev. 1, Supp. 3,
March 5, 1979; Gold 1979: 30). Binding conditions should also be
limited to only “those that are necessary to evaluate the implementation
of the program” – and type – to macroeconomic, not structural condi-
tions. In short, these Guidelines attempted to limit the increase in condi-
tionality by reducing the “number of performance criteria, insisting on
their macroeconomic character, circumscribing the reasons for reviews
and keeping preconditions to a minimum.”

These Guidelines have been ineffective at restraining conditionality.
In fact Jacques Polak wrote, “these restraining provisions [from the
1979 decision] have not prevented the intensification of conditionality
in every direction that the guidelines attempted to block” (Polak 1991:
53–54). Polak’s quote appears to be a bit of an overstatement: confor-
mity with the guidelines actually varied depending on the particular
term. For instance, the EB had instructed the Fund to design uniform
SBAs, and in certain ways uniformity did increase after the 1979 Deci-
sion. Of the 66 UCT SBAs in the Conditionality Dataset from 1980 to
1995, only one did not include phasing and all of them required binding
conditions. However, the number of binding conditions and the amount
of phasing continued to vary widely across SBAs even after the 1979
decision. Between 1980 and 1995, the average number of binding con-
ditions for a UCT SBA was 10.6, but ranging from 6 to 17. The average
number of phases was 5.7, ranging from 1 to 15. Second, Fund arrange-
ments did continue to get longer on average, but only moderately so.
According to the Conditionality Dataset, the average SBA between
1968 and 1978 was 11.7 months by design, whereas the average SBA
between 1979 and 1995 was 15.5 months by design. While 40 of the 73
SBAs sampled between 1980 and 1995 were longer than 12 months
(which was the targeted ideal length), no SBAs were longer than three
years (which was set as the firm upper limit). Third, the number of
binding conditions did continue to increase substantially.11 According
to the Conditionality Dataset in 1979, the average number of binding

11 Polak (1991: 14) has also provided averages in the number of performance criteria
for several time periods that indicated that performance criteria have proliferated.
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Table 10.2. Conformity with 1979 Second Conditionality Guidelines

1979 guidelines 1969–1978 1980–1995
Greater

conformity? 2002 guidelines

Phasing None for FCT Mean ¼ 1.6 77% no
phasing

Mean ¼ 6 N ¼ 1 Unclear None for FCT

Phasing Phasing for all UCT Mean ¼ 4.2 4% no
phasing

Mean ¼ 6 2% no
phasing

Yes Phasing for all UCT

Length Approx. 1 year, with
3 years as upper
limit

Mean ¼ 12 months
Max ¼ 24 months

Mean ¼ 16 months
Max ¼ 36 months

Yes 12–18 months, up to
3 years maximum

Number of B. C. All UCTs require
B. C., but limit to
“those necessary”

100% required B. C.
Mean ¼ 7

100% required B. C.
Mean ¼ 11

No Use conditions
“parsimoniously”

Type of B. C. “normally . . .
macroeconomic
conditions

64% required no
procedural
conditions

27% required no
procedural
conditions

No “Normally . . .
macroeconomic
and structural
measures”

Note: Only sampled SBAs were included from the Conditionality Dataset.

Source: Conditionality Dataset.
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conditions for a SBAwas� 7. �2� and by � 1994, it was nearly double the� 1979
average at � 13.�5. Fourth and finally, the types of binding conditions also
continued to change and become more structural in nature, despite EB
instructions to the contrary. Table� 10.2� indicates the decrease in the
percentage of SBAs requiring no procedural conditions after the� 1979
decision (and particularly after� 1982�). Figure � 10�.1� depicts the three-year
moving average of the change in the number (top line, left axis) and type
(bottom line, right axis) of binding conditions for all arrangements
sampled between � 1980� and� 1995�.

Third� Condi�tionali�ty� Guid�elines

In the wake of the recent debates on the appropriateness of Fund condi-
tionality, the EB approved new Guidelines on Conditionality and a
related decision on SBAs on September� 25, � 2002�. This new decision
replaced the Second Review of Conditionality Guidelines, which had
officially instructed staff activity since� 1979�. As with the EB’s previous
Guidelines on Conditionality, these emphasize uniformity and attempt to
rein in the increases in conditionality. They also include some new
features, like an emphasis on country “ownership” of programs and
Fund-recommended reforms. However, it is noteworthy how many of

Figure 10.1. Change in the number and type of binding conditions, 3-year moving average
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the instructions appear to reiterate points from the First and Second
Guidelines.

Four main instructions are worth highlighting. First, the EB encour-
aged the staff to strike a balance between “maintaining the uniform
treatment of members” and “paying due regard to the domestic social
and political objectives, the economic priorities, and the circumstances
of members” (sic). Second, the EB instructed the staff to apply “program-
related conditions . . . parsimoniously.” However this time, the EB
engaged in ex post recontracting and “parsimony” was itself parsed
out, giving Fund staff less room to maneuver. According to the EB’s
decision, conditions should be feasible (“reasonably within the member’s
direct or indirect control”) and “either (i) of critical importance for
achieving the goals of the member’s program . . . or (ii) necessary for
the implementation of specific provisions of the Articles [of Agreement].”
Conditions should also “normally consist of macroeconomic variables
and structural measures that are within the Fund’s core areas of respon-
sibility,” which are specifically delineated. Third, an accompanying deci-
sion on SBAs reiterated the EB’s preference for limits on the length of
SBAs. It stated that the “normal period for a stand-by arrangement will
range from 12 to 18 months . . . [and] may extend beyond this range, up
to a maximum of three years.” Fourth, and consistent with previous
decisions, the EB specified that SBAs or drawings within the FCT should
not be subject to phasing or binding conditions, but that “they will be
included in all other stand-by arrangements.”

In many ways the 2002 Guidelines repeat preferences stated explicitly
in 1968 and 1979 by the EB – instructions regarding the inclusion of
conditions, the “scope” and number of conditions, the uniformity and
length of programs – and consistently not followed by the staff. In short,
according to this measure, principal preferences do not seem to have
changed substantially since the 1968 and 1979 EB decisions. If this meas-
ure is accurate, then the changes in agent activity – in Fund conditionality –
since 1979 do not seem to be driven by a change in collective principal
preferences.

Additional evidence of principal preferences

But is this an accurate measure? Are the statements passed in the Con-
ditionality Guidelines a reliable measure of collective principal prefer-
ences, or is it “naı̈ve” to take states at their word? Conventional wisdom
suggests, contrary to the discussion and measure employed here, that the
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Fund’s state principals actually prefer more and stricter conditions,
rather than fewer, less constraining conditions. The claims and evi-
dence marshaled by those articulating the conventional wisdom – that
the state principals generally preferred more and stricter conditions – as
well as two additional types of evidence – statements by Fund insiders
and case studies conducted by another scholar – are considered briefly,
and provide further support for the accuracy of the measure employed
here (see Gould 2006, Chapter 4, for a more detailed discussion).

The conventional wisdom suggests that powerful creditor states, like
the US, have disproportionate power in the EB and have pushed for
increases in conditionality. Often scholars will use individual and non-
representative cases to substantiate this claim. Alternatively, scholars
have focused on two general periods in the Fund’s history: the initial
delegation of conditionality in the 1950s or the Reagan Administration
period. Since this study is more concerned with ongoing collective prin-
cipal control, not the moment of delegation, the 1950s is less pertinent
for this study. However, to the extent that the Reagan Administration
did push successfully for increases in conditionality, as argued for in-
stance by Kahler, the collective principal preferences indicated by the
Conditionality Guidelines would appear to be inaccurate (Kahler 1990:
104). To the contrary, however, the Reagan Administration did not push
in any consistent way for increases in conditionality, and data from
actual Fund agreements indicate that conditionality did not abruptly
increase after 1980, as suggested by Kahler and others.12 The Reagan
Administration’s public rebuke of reputedly lax programs in its first year
in office (e.g. Grenada, India, and Pakistan in 1981) did not last long.

12 Kahler (1990: 104–105) considers Williamson’s (1982) evidence “convincing” that
the Reagan Administration successfully increased Fund conditionality. While this
argument is plausible from the data gathered by Williamson, US pressure is just one
of several explanations that Williamson (1982: 48–52) considers to explain what
he perceived as an abrupt change in conditionality around 1980. Williamson does
not conclude that US influence was decisive; Kahler does not test his argument
against the competing ones raised by Williamson. Regardless of the analytical
argument one may make to explain changes in conditionality, the evidence from
Williamson (1982) has since been somewhat discredited. As Boughton (2001: 563)
states, “Williamson was working with one hand tied behind his back, in that he did
not have access to data on performance criteria in the Fund’s lending agreements.
His often-cited study therefore relied on two indirect indicators, neither of which
provides unambiguous information.” Subsequent data gleaned from actual Fund
conditionality agreement – the Conditionality Dataset – indicates that there was
not an abrupt change in conditionality around 1980.
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Soon enough, the Reagan Administration earned more of a reputation
as pushing for weaker, rather than tighter, Fund conditionality.13

If the Conditionality Guidelines reflect stated collective principal
preferences and thus the EB has preferred decreases in conditionality
(at least since 1969), then we should observe evidence of the EB’s op-
position to increases in conditionality in other realms. Statements from
Fund insiders should indicate this pressure from the EB and key power-
ful states to weaken conditionality. While few leaks from the Fund make
their way to the public ear, statements by (former) staff members do
indicate that (powerful) states have pushed for decreases in condition-
ality when they have intervened. For instance, Anne Krueger, currently
the deputy Managing Director of the IMF, has written that “the United
States has supported lending to countries whose policy reforms were
clearly insufficient, suggesting even to casual observers the loans could
not be used productively” (Krueger 1993: 99–100). Similarly, C. David
Finch, a Fund staffer for 37 years, “abruptly resigned” in 1987 in
“protest over what he judged to be political interference with the evalu-
ation of proposed stand-by arrangements” (Boughton 2001: 1046–47).
Finch objected to the US and other creditor states pressuring Fund
staffers to weaken Fund conditionality. As Finch wrote in 1988, “In
many cases, creditors’ interests lay in short-term order, not in long-term
reform. As a result . . . they reacted by pressuring the IMF to accept
weaker economic reforms” (Finch 1988: 126).

If the EB has pushed for decreases in conditionality, then careful case
studies conducted by other scholars should also note state pressure to
decrease conditionality. While many scholars have assumed US (or other
creditor state) influence in one direction or the other, Randall Stone
(2002) is unique in his use of diverse methods and sources of evidence
to substantiate his claims. Stone focuses his study on the enforcement,
not the design, of Fund conditionality agreement. He argues that when
the US weighs in, it pushes for easier terms and easier enforcement for
its allies. As he writes, summarizing his model and empirical results,
powerful states “urge the Fund to be lenient toward their favored clients”
(Stone 2002: 18). Stone substantiates these claims through large-N
empirical analyses and case studies of post-communist countries in the

13 As one New York Times article (Farnsworth 1987) on the 1987 World Bank–IMF
Annual Meetings wrote, “Delegates from the third world welcomed the willingness
of Treasury Secretary James A. Baker 3rd to . . . soften often-crushing I. M.F. loan
conditions.”
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1990s. For instance in the case of Russia’s 1992 loan agreement, Stone
writes that IMF negotiators initially demanded a strict program; how-
ever, the US “urged the IMF to soften its usual requirements” (Stone
2002: 119–120 and 124 citing New York Times, March 27, 1993: I, 1).
Several other cases discussed by Stone similarly support the assumptions
employed by this study: that creditor states and the EB have actually
pushed for decreases in conditionality.

In short, an array of evidence – including the EB’s Conditionality
Guidelines, statements by Fund insiders and case studies – suggest that
powerful states and the EB have urged a reduction, not an increase, in
Fund conditionality.

A pattern emerges from comparing the collective principal’s instruc-
tions (Conditionality Guidelines) with subsequent agent activity (meas-
ured by the Conditionality Dataset). In general certain instructions have
been more closely followed than others. Fund conditionality does not
perfectly conform to principal instructions. The number and types of
conditions deviate from principal instructions, while the phasing of
Fund conditionality programs conforms more and the length of Fund
conditionality programs conforms quite closely. These trends mask even
greater variation. Within a particular year, Fund programs vary consi-
derably in terms of the length, number of conditions, and amount of
phasing. If the collective principal has preferred more uniform agree-
ments with fewer conditions, why do certain arrangements continue to
diverge, requiring more and different conditions? Why have the collect-
ive principal’s preference that arrangements remain short – and within
certain month limits – been respected, but their preferences regarding
the number and type of conditions have not?

EXPLAINING VARIATIONS IN CONTROL AND CONFORMITY:
THE STRENGTHS OF THE PRINCIPAL-AGENT APPROACH

The patterns of agency slack do not correspond with the predictions
of the two conventional wisdoms about IO activity. State-centric ap-
proaches would expect a near-perfect correlation between state instru-
ctions and subsequent IO activity. Clearly that is not the case. While
individual cases of Fund agreements vary in the degree to which they
conform with state instructions, the broad trends are that the length of
Fund agreements and phasing appear to conform to state instructions,
while the number and type of conditions largely do not. Bureaucratic
explanations would expect international organizations to be governed
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by their own logic, generally removed from state principal instructions.
However, this is also not the case. Certain elements of the Fund program,
like the length, and also particular individual programs, conform quite
closely to state principal instructions.

As suggested earlier, the PA model predicts that if control and moni-
toring are more costly, then agent activity should conform less to prin-
cipal preferences, assuming divergent interests and that other variables
remain constant. Certain IOs (or agents) may be more costly to monitor
or control than others. Several factors suggest that the IMF may be a
particularly costly agent for the state principals to control. For instance,
the technical nature of the Fund’s activities, the quick expansion in the
amount of Fund activity, and the related extension of the Fund’s hier-
archy (or “delegation chain”) make diligent monitoring an increasingly
costly activity, while the secrecy surrounding Fund activity prevents
reliance on procedural third-party enforcers (Barnett and Finnemore
2004; Martin 2002; Nielson and Tierney 2003; Lyne, Nielson, and
Tierney, this volume; McCubbins and Schwartz 1984). However, this
chapter is less concerned with comparing the IMF to other IOs, than
comparing different aspects of IMF activity. Just as international organ-
izations can be plotted along a continuum from more to less difficult
to monitor and control, similarly IO activities can be plotted along such
a continuum.

Certain IO activities may also be more costly to monitor and control
than others. As discussed earlier, if agent activities are less observable,
less measurable, and more reliant on agent expertise, then principal costs
of monitoring and enforcement should increase and hence agency slack
should increase, all else equal. This chapter discusses variations in con-
formity of four elements of the Fund conditionality agreement: the length
of the agreement, the number of phases, the number of binding condi-
tions, and the types of binding conditions. These elements also vary in
terms of how observable, measurable, and reliant on agent expertise
they are, and hence how costly they are for principals to monitor. The
length of the agreement is the most easily observable and measurable.
Length is measured in month increments, and there is little room for
interpretation. The EB does not need to rely heavily on the staff’s ex-
pertise or privileged knowledge to develop an opinion about the ap-
propriate length of a particular Fund program. EDs also find phasing
easily observable and measurable; proposed Fund programs include clear
schedules of loan disbursements and EDs can easily keep track of these
disbursements. However, the EB relies more on the IMF staff and
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management’s expertise to determine how many phases – or loan install-
ments – are optimal for a particular borrower. In short, neither length
nor phasing are particularly costly elements of the Fund conditionality
agreement for the EB to monitor and enforce; however, phasing appears
to be somewhat more costly to monitor and enforce, due to the board’s
reliance on Fund staff expertise to determine the appropriate number
and schedule of phases.

By contrast, the number and type of conditions are much more costly
for the Fund’s collective principal to monitor and enforce than both
length and phasing. The design of the actual reform program – which
at its heart consists of the number and type of conditions – is not a
formulaic process. There is still a great deal of uncertainty surrounding
the design of the conditionality agreement, and particularly the recom-
mended reform program. In fact, 50 years after the creation of the SBA,
the unfortunate consensus is that the Fund still has not mastered the
design of conditionality programs. Assessments of the success of Fund
programs frequently argue that Fund programs may actually have a
detrimental effect on Fund borrowers (particularly their economic
growth) (Ul Haque and Khan 1998; Stone 2002: ch. 3). Nevertheless,
the EB relies heavily on the Fund staff’s expertise, including their ex-
perience negotiating with government, their experience with and know-
ledge of a particular borrower and its economic circumstances, and their
specialized training, to determine the appropriate reform program for
each particular case. While the EB – time and again – has articulated
clear general principles regarding the design of Fund programs, the EB
also relies on staff expertise to help them determine whether individual
cases are exceptions and require bending the rules.

In addition to being more reliant on Fund expertise, the number and
type of conditions are less observable and less measurable than length
and phasing. First consider the simple observability, using Haiti’s 1976
stand-by agreement as an example. The agreement includes two docu-
ments: the SBA itself and an annexed letter from Haiti’s National Bank
President and Minister of Finance and Economic Affairs. The length
is clearly stated in the fourth paragraph (“a period of one year from
August 2, 1976”), as is the schedule of phasing: loan disbursements
should not “exceed the equivalent of SDR 3.491 million until October
31, 1976, the equivalent of 3.88 until January 31, 1977; the equivalent of
SDR 4.88 million until April 30, 1977, and the equivalent of SDR 5.88
million until June 30, 1977. . .” (EBS/76/317, Supp. 1, August 3, 1976;
italics added). By contrast, Haiti’s proposed reform program is described
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in the five-page annexed letter, and not all of these proposed reforms are
considered binding conditions. In other words, only some of those
reforms, if violated, would cause the Fund loan installments to be with-
held. For instance, some of the binding conditions are circuitously iden-
tified as “the intention stated in the last sentence of paragraph 7 of the
annexed letter” or “any of the intentions stated in the last two sentences
of paragraph 8 of the annexed letter” in a particular paragraph in the
SBA (EBS/76/317, Supp. 1, August 3, 1976, 1). From this cryptically
worded paragraph, it is not immediately apparent how many different
conditions are being required of Haiti (seven, according to the Condi-
tionality Dataset’s methodology), much less whether that number was
being kept to the “minimum necessary, for the success of the program,”
as instructed by the 1968 Guidelines.

In short, length and phasing are more observable, measurable, and less
reliant on agent expertise than are the number and types of conditions.
As a result, the PA framework suggests that the least amount of agency
slack should be associated with length; there should also be limited
agency slack with respect to phasing; however, one should observe a
good deal more agency slack with respect to both the number and type
of conditions.

The broad trends are consistent with the predictions derived from
the PA framework. The length of the agreements and the amount of
phasing, two features that are easily observable and less reliant on
expertise, should be less costly for the principal to monitor and enforce.
Those features conform closely to principal directives. By contrast, the
design of the Fund program, including the number and types of condi-
tions required, relies heavily on agent expertise and is less easily measur-
able and observable. As a result, PA suggests that it would be more costly
for the principal to monitor and enforce its preferences over the design
of the policy program itself. Consistent with this prediction, the number
and type of conditions deviate from principal preferences, particularly
when compared to the relative conformity of the length and phasing.

WHAT EXPLAINS VARIATIONS IN INTERNATIONAL

ORGANIZATIONAL ACTIVITY? THE WEAKNESSES

OF THE PRINCIPAL-AGENT FRAMEWORK

While the PA framework seems to provide a convincing explanation for the
broad trends in agency slack, at least three deficiencies raise questions about
its utility for scholars interested in studying international organizations.
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First, while the basic predictions derived from the PA framework are
observed, basic implications of this framework are not. Most notable is
the lack of principal re-contracting in the face of agent non-compliance.
Stated otherwise, if the number and type of conditions consistently
violate EB preferences, why has the EB not begun vetoing agreements
or developing new rules to monitor its wayward agent? In recent years,
the EB has taken steps to review Fund conditionality agreements before
negotiations are completed (and effectively fait accompli) in order to
increase compliance with its preferences; a third set of Conditionality
Guidelines has also been passed. These late-coming and relatively meager
efforts may be taken as evidence in support of the PA framework and
its expectation of principal re-contracting. However, what is far more
notable is how limited re-contracting has been over the last few decades.
This observation confounds the expectations of the PA framework.

Second, this chapter considered to what degree variations in agency
slack across activity type were consistent with the expectations derived
from the PA framework. In short, they conformed well. However, the PA
framework does not provide a ready explanation for the equally signifi-
cant cross-sectional variations in agency slack. In other words, why do
certain programs seem to comply with principal preferences regarding
the number and type of conditions more than other programs? Why did
Morocco’s 1982 EFF seem to conform more to principal preferences
than the Philippines’ 1984 SBA?14 Typical principal control mechanisms
(like screening and selection, monitoring and reporting, institutional
checks and balances, and sanctions) do not explain this variation in
conformity and slack. In other words, the PA framework (at least as it
has been utilized here) offers blunter predictions of variations in agency
slack across activity type and seems hard-pressed to explain finer
variations in state control across cases.

Third and relatedly, the PA framework may predict or explain broad
patterns of agency slack, but that does not mean it explains or predicts
actual agent (in this case, IO) activity. Since many scholars are interested
in actual IO activity, not theoretical variations in state control that
may or may not manifest themselves as variations in IO activity, this
deficiency strikes me as the most serious. To be clear, the PA framework
portends to explain both variations in state control/agency slack and

14 Conditionality Dataset. Morocco’s 1982 EFF required eight binding conditions and
no procedural conditions, whereas the Philippines’ 1984 SBA required 15 binding
conditions and two procedural conditions.
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variations in agent activity. Agent preferences differ from the principal’s;
thus agent activity should be predicted by the principal’s preferences
and control mechanisms (or costliness of enforcement), in combination
with agent preferences.

However, in the case where agent autonomy (or potential agency
slack) is relatively wide, one’s assumptions about agent preferences
strongly determine predictions about agent activity or policy outcomes.
This heavy reliance on agent preferences is problematic for two distinct
reasons. First, much work in the PA tradition employs relatively thin
assumptions about agent interests – budget maximization, task expan-
sion, “slack” maximization – and from those general assumptions, spe-
cific preferences over agent activity would presumably be derived
(Barnett and Finnemore 1999: 705).15 Scholars utilizing the PA frame-
work certainly may take agent interests and preferences more seriously
and develop their assumptions through more in-depth analysis. How-
ever, in the latter case, scholars are likely reaching outside of the PA
tradition to develop agent preferences. Thus another set of tools or
another theoretical tradition would be doing much of the explanatory
work.

Second, scholars utilizing the PA tradition are exclusively interested
in two actors: the principal and the agent. However, in the case of agency
autonomy – when the agent has room to maneuver – agent interests,
though not agent preferences over their activities, may determine ultim-
ate agent activity. Take the example of a principal who is a storeowner
and an agent who is her employee. The owner is often away from the
store and provides the employee with a good degree of autonomy. What
the employee does with his autonomy (or potential slack) may not
be determined by his preferences over his own activity (often assumed
to be working less), but instead by a third-party actor that appeals to
his interests (earning money). A local couple may pay the employee
extra money to close the store temporarily and deliver groceries to their
home. In other words, the agent’s interests may allow his activities to be
influenced by third-party actors when slack is possible.

For the case of the IMF, I have made a similar argument regarding the
role of third-party actors appealing to an agent’s interests (Gould 2003;

15 Many assume agency preferences as exogenously given (Niskanen 1971; Vaubel
1983, 1986, 1991) or endogenously defined by procedural constraints (Bawn
1995; McCubbins et al. 1989), with some underlying assumption about what the
agency is trying to maximize.
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Gould 2006). I have argued that a class of actors – dubbed supplemen-
tary financiers – influence the design of Fund conditionality agreements
because they appeal to the IMF’s particular interests. The Fund (staff
and management) want their programs to be successful in the short-run;
this success preserves their negotiating authority and power. Supple-
mentary financing is often crucial for the short-run success of individual
Fund programs because the Fund provides only a fraction of the amount
of financing necessary to correct the payments imbalance and implement
the Fund program. Both the Fund and the borrower rely on this outside
financing to supplement the Fund loan. This reliance gives the supple-
mentary financier a degree of leverage over the design of Fund programs.
This is just one example of how agent interests (not preferences) and
third-party actors may explain what an IO agent actually does with its
slack, and thus be a necessary ingredient if the goal is explaining actual
IO activity.

CONCLUSION

This chapter is a preliminary attempt to apply the insights of the PA
approach to the study of IMF conditionality. IMF conditionality is an
intriguing puzzle for the PA approach. Agency slack varies depending on
the particular feature of a Fund conditionality agreement. Certain elem-
ents of the Fund agreement – like the number and type of conditions –
appear to deviate from principal preferences on a more regular basis than
other elements, like length and phasing. Most state-centric accounts (and
in fact many PA accounts, which tend to overemphasize the effectiveness
of principal controls) would expect the Fund’s state principals to exercise
greater control over the staff’s activities. This investigation of the delega-
tion of conditionality to the IMF suggests certain benefits and certain
limitations from the PA approach.

Applying the PA approach to the study of international organizations
is useful for a variety of reasons. Perhaps most important, it focuses our
attention on an important set of questions. Does IO activity conform to
state preferences? How effective are states in controlling IOs? Are there
certain characteristics of IO activity that allow IOs greater autonomy?
This chapter suggests that state principals may not always be able to
perfectly control international organizational agents. In order for the
PA approach to be useful to scholars, it needs to be able to explain vari-
ations in the dependent variable: agency slack. Critics have rightly noted
that (too) much of the work in the PA tradition focuses on explaining
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a constant dependent variable: constrained agent activity. This chapter
therefore tries to demonstrate the utility of the PA tradition, not only in
explaining responsive, constrained agents, but also deviant ones. The PA
approach can provide a framework for understanding IO activities or
IOs themselves on a continuum of conformity.

However, applying the PA framework to the study of international
organizations may have some drawbacks, which are also highlighted
briefly here. While PA may do a good job of explaining why principals
adopt certain mechanisms of control and predicting what the range
of agent activity will be, it does not necessarily do a very good job of
predicting actual agent activity, in this case IMF conditionality. While
PA models may tell us something about why Fund activities deviate from
principal instructions, they tell us little about the ultimate outcome:
which point in the range does the agency choose and why? Why do they
deviate to these activities? The clear downside of exclusively applying
the PA approach to the study of IOs is that we may therefore understand
that the agent is able to exercise a certain degree of autonomy, but have
little idea what the agent will do with that autonomy.

To remedy this problem, future work in the PA tradition can follow
one of two avenues. First, scholars could develop and adopt more nu-
anced assumptions regarding agent preferences over their activity (and
when to expect them to diverge from the principal’s) in order to offer
more accurate predictions of agent activity.16 Alternatively, future work
may broaden the focus beyond simply the influence of formal principals
and agents over agent activities. If agents maximize certain interests (e.g.
Fund staff maximizing short-run success of Fund programs), there is
no logical reason why third-party actors cannot manipulate agent in-
centives and influence agent activity, just as formal principals often do.
The eventual policy or point within the equilibrium range, in this case
the design of Fund conditionality agreements, may reflect the influence
of third-party actors, for reasons that PA theorists will not find sur-
prising. Third-party actors, not only formal principals, may be able to
manipulate agent incentives and thus agent activity. Therefore, within
the range of autonomy specified by PA insights, the actual form of
activity may be specified by either the agent’s preferences over its own

16 For instance, this suggests a possibility for fruitfully combining approaches. Work
in the sociological institutionalist and historical institutionalist traditions often
focuses on the basis for the divergence of preferences between staff and states, or
between agents and principals. See Cortell and Peterson (2004: 7–8).
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activities or by a third-party appealing to the agent’s natural incentives
and interests.

In short, the PA approach is very useful in highlighting agency slack
and understanding how the agent is manipulated by its principal. How-
ever, those employing the PA framework will need to either develop
more nuanced theories of agent preferences over activity or broaden the
PA relationship in order to explain actual international organizational
activity, not “simply” the potential ranges of IO activity and mechanisms
of state control.
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11

Delegation to international courts and the limits
of re-contracting political power

KAREN J. ALTER

International courts (ICs) clearly fit the paradigm of delegation exam-
ined in this volume. States operating as a collective principal create ICs
through a revocable delegation contract; appoint IC judges; and can
write or rewrite the mandate and laws that ICs interpret. Principal-agent
(PA) theory expects courts to be among the more independent “agents,”
intentionally so. As Giandomenico Majone argues, in delegation to
enhance the credibility of a principal the “Fiduciary Agent” is made in-
dependent because “an Agent bound to follow the directions of the
delegating politician could not possibly enhance the commitment”
(Majone 2001: 110). Thus intentionally principals allow judges to be
fired only for egregious acts unbecoming to their office, and judicial
salaries are protected. Still, PA theorists expect states to have substantial
tools of control because international judicial terms are short (4–8 years),
because international judges may worry about their professional futures
including whether or not their term is renewed, and because states can
sanction ICs through rewriting their mandate, legislating to reverse their
rulings, or through non-compliance.

This chapter has generated interest and comments from so many people, I am sure to
forget some. I would like to thank Judy Goldstein, Brian Hanson, Lawrence Helfer,
Ian Johnstone, Mona Lyne, Jide Nzelibe, Helen Milner, Jon Pevehouse, Eric Posner,
Paul Stephans, David Steinberg, and the participants in PIPEs at the University of
Chicago for comments on earlier versions of this paper. Special thanks to Robert
Keohane who defended me against a highly critical onslaught, to Jonas Tallberg,
Darren Hawkins, Dan Nelson, David Lake, and Mike Tierney, who while enthusiasts
of PA theory engaged my work constructively in numerous reads, and to Richard
Steinberg. This paper has benefited tremendously from the sustained challenges from
participants in the project on Delegation to International Institutions and the later
sharp critiques at the “Transformations of the State” Sonderforschungsberich 597 at
the University of Bremen.
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While these expectations are shared by most PA theorists, studies
employing PA theory to analyze ICs have offered contradictory predic-
tions about whether and when we should expect IC autonomy. Geoffrey
Garrett and Barry Weingast have argued that the European Court of
Justice (ECJ) has far less autonomy than national courts because the ECJ
fears re-contracting. They assert that ECJ decisions mainly select among
the range of outcomes the most powerful states implicitly want (Garrett
and Weingast 1993: 201). In a later co-authored article Garrett argues
that when the ECJ is interpreting the provisions of European treaties that
require unanimous support to change, ECJ autonomy is high but when
the ECJ is interpreting directives or regulations that can be changed by a
lower voting threshold, ECJ autonomy is lower (Tsebelis and Garrett
2001). Yet elsewhere Garrett argues that the ECJ will have greater
autonomy when there is greater clarity in the law (because the ECJ
can use the clarity for political cover) and when its case law is well
established (Garrett et al. 1998). Mark Pollack and Jonas Tallberg argue
that the ECJ is actually quite autonomous, even more autonomous than
national supreme courts, because the rules to legislate over an ECJ
decision make re-contracting extremely difficult and unlikely (Tallberg
2002b; Pollack 2003a: 201). Paul Stephan predicts that ICs – and espe-
cially the ECJ and WTO – will be far less independent than domestic
courts to the point that “one should not expect ambitious, systematic,
and comprehensive law coming from an institution endowed with the
authority to develop unified law on an international level” because IC
judges can be replaced after a short term in office (Stephan 2002: 7–8).1

These arguments are not logically inconsistent; rather authors are draw-
ing conclusions from different institutional rules that point in opposite
predictive directions. But with these various arguments any PA claim
can be made and pointed to as an “explanation” of an independent or
dependent IC behavior.

Adjudicating the conflicting claims is likely impossible because of
the fungibility of state preferences, difficulties measuring slippage, and
overdetermination problems. Because state interests are fungible, a single
ruling can be interpreted as evidence for contradictory claims. For

1 This prediction cuts against international law scholars who expect the ECJ and the
WTO to be among the more autonomous ICs because they have compulsory
jurisdiction and the ECJ has private access (Helfer and Slaughter 2005; Posner
and Yoo 2004).
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example, Garrett and Weingast use the ECJ’s Cassis de Dijon decision2

to support their claim for low ECJ autonomy arguing that the ECJ was
influenced by powerful Germany which had a long-term interest in
open markets (Garrett 1995: 174–75). Karen Alter and Sophie Meunier
argue that Germany lost in the Cassis ruling, not only because the
German government’s argument as the defendant in the Cassis case
was rejected by the ECJ, but also because as a high standard country
Germany wanted either high European level standards or the ability to
impose its standards on products produced outside of Germany (Alter
and Meunier-Aitsahalia 1994: 539, 542). Bernadette Kilroy tests whether
the ECJ appears to give preference to the interests of the most power-
ful states, finding that the ECJ responded more to the threat of non-
compliance than the threat that states might sanction the ECJ (Kilroy
1995, and 1999). Mark Pollack assesses Kilroy’s analysis, finding that
despite her efforts Kilroy cannot rule out other explanations of ECJ
decision-making – such as the argument that the ECJ decides the case
purely on the basis of law, without varying its rulings according to the
power or intransigence of member states, or the likelihood of state com-
pliance (Pollack 2003a: 200). If we cannot use as evidence the positions
governments articulate in the cases themselves or in public afterwards
(because politicians may be acting strategically rather than sincerely),
and we cannot agree on what states’ interests actually are (in which case
we should also wonder how an IC judge is supposed to ascertain “state
interests”), then concepts like relative slippage, autonomy, or retreat
will remain variable depending on the analyst.

Instead of trying to adjudicate claims about relative autonomy, this
chapter focuses on whether “re-contracting politics,” meaning the prin-
cipal’s ability to screen agents during the appointment process, to replace
agents because of principal displeasure, or to otherwise change the dele-
gation contract as a form of sanction, appears to be the tool of state poli-
tical leverage PA theory expects it to be. States surely have re-contracting
power in that they make appointments decisions and they can change
the contract. But I argue that this power is not a significant tool of
political leverage over ICs, and thus states do not have special powers
over ICs by virtue of being part of the collective principle.

I offer two complementary reasons for why re-contracting politics are
not the axis around which states and ICs seek to mutually influence each

2 Rewe Zentral AG v. Bundesmonopolverwaltung für Branntwein (Cassis de Dijon),
ECJ case 120/78, [1979] ECR 649.
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other. Section one makes an empirical argument, explaining the political
and institutional factors undermining the effectiveness of recontracting
tools as means to influence IC decision-making. The analysis implies that
principal control tools may actually be weaker at the international level
compared to the domestic level. Offering my own explanation for the
puzzle of why states would design ICs that are in some ways less subject
to influence than their domestic counterpart, I argue that the outcome of
weak re-contracting tools is partly unintentional (negotiators, mimick-
ing domestic delegation, likely do not realize the extent to which their
re-contracting tools will be ineffective) and partly a result of the fact
that concerns about international power politics essentially trump prin-
cipal concerns about controlling ICs. In locating the source of the weak
re-contracting tools in international political factors, this section contra-
dicts the claim of the introduction and conclusion that the consequences
of delegation to international entities, like ICs, are similar in the domestic
and international realms.

Section two moves away from the PA categories defined in the intro-
duction of the volume, using the categories international law scholars
use to explain variation in the ability of states to influence ICs – including
whether or not states must first consent to an IC’s jurisdiction and who
has access to ICs. Law scholars’ arguments suggest that states essen-
tially pick their poison in delegation to ICs, choosing from the beginning
to create more or less independent ICs with the knowledge that there
is a relationship between the independence and the effectiveness of ICs.
While the factors law scholars identify as important are part of the con-
tract design, they do not give rise to re-contracting politics because they
are not subject to re-contracting threats. In other words, once the poison
is picked, different types of state-IC politics follow from the choice.

Section three draws together the arguments of the chapter and their
implications for the themes of this volume. Rejecting the central role of
re-contracting politics does not mean that states do not influence ICs, or
that ICs are not subject to political influence. Nor is the claim that ICs
can never be held accountable – no political actor is beyond sanction
and reproach should it stray beyond what others will tolerate. Rather,
the analysis suggests that being a member of the collective principal is
not a meaningful source of state power, and that other modes of influence
likely matter more than re-contracting power. For cases that make it
to court, states use rhetorical and legitimacy politics to try to influence
ICs. To the extent that rhetorical and legitimacy politics matter, other
actors besides states may be actively involved. States also use fully legal
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avenues such as refusing to consent to jurisdiction, or settling out of
court, or shifting dispute resolution to more controllable political venues
in order to navigate around the fact that they do not want slippage yet
beyond rhetorical influence they cannot control IC decision-making.
While these arguments are not inconsistent per se with PA theory,
the analysis suggests that PA theory itself will not be very useful in
studying the dynamics influencing variation in international judicial
decision-making across cases or even across international courts.

(RE-)CONTRACTING POWER AND STATE INFLUENCE OVER ICS

A number of scholars have argued that constitutional courts are more
like trustees than they are traditional agents, and thus that the variables
PA theory relies on are less likely to be helpful in understanding delega-
tion to courts (Alter 2005; Grant and Keohane 2005; Majone 2001;
Stone Sweet 2002).3 But to say that some courts are more like trustees
is not to say that states have determined to simply trust that ICs will
exercise their discretion prudently. States are concerned about slippage,
meaning they are concerned about international judges interpreting the
rules of the collective principal in ways that were not intended and that
the collective principal does not want and would not have agreed to. But
here the problem of collective principals, discussed in greater detail in
the chapter by Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney, manifests itself. The ICs
interpretation may not be what the collective would agree to, but it likely
does represent what a sub-set of states actually prefer. Thus IC slippage
is really about ICs awarding victories in politically contested cases that
state-litigants could not win in negotiations, and thus essentially rewrit-
ing through interpretation the law that states have agreed to. Because
some actors actually prefer the new interpretation, returning to the status
quo ante may be politically impossible. Even if a state-litigant chooses
to ignore the IC ruling, the legal ruling itself can shift the political context
by changing the status quo of what the law means in the eyes of others;
by labeling a state’s extant policy “illegal” popular support for the policy
can be undermined. If one considers the thousands of international legal
rulings that have been issued compared to the relatively small number
of polemical rulings, it would seem that slippage is fairly rare. Despite

3 These authors refer in passing to courts as “fiduciary agents” or “trustees.” In a
separate article I develop this category further (Alter 2005).
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its rarity, one need only consider the Bush Administration’s concerns
about the International Criminal Court to know that states care greatly
about this slippage risk, even if 999 times out of a thousand states are
happy with the job ICs are doing.

Thus the question emerges: even if courts are trustees, can the collect-
ive principal use the contracting tools – their power to appoint, power of
the purse, or power to relegislate – that they exclusively hold to shape
how the international judiciary exercises its discretionary decision-
making authority? If re-contracting tools were effective, then principals
would have a source of power that other actors could not access, and
thus a special leverage to wield vis-à-vis ICs. This section focuses on
each of the traditional PA tools identified in the introduction to this vol-
ume, with the exception of monitoring tools and checks and balances,4

reviewing the scholarship on whether or not re-contracting tools influ-
ence ICs. The best evidence we have suggests that these re-contracting
tools provide little to no political leverage states can use vis-à-vis ICs.
The question then is why do states have decision-rules that directly
undermine their ability to sanction or influence wayward IC agents?

Screening and appointment processes as tools of principal control

Scholars and politicians expect that judicial philosophy will influence
how judges approach opportunities for interpretive discretion so that by
selecting for certain types of judges, the principal may be able to influ-
ence judicial decision-making. There is some evidence to support this
expectation. Max Schanzenbach convincingly shows that in the United
States, Republican-appointed judges exercise their discretion regarding
prison term lengths differently than do Democrat-appointed judges
(Schanzenbach 2004). Eric Posner and Miguel de Figueiredo find that
ICJ judges tend to vote with their countries 80 percent of the time, more
than the 50 percent they expect if legal decision-making were random
(Posner and De Figueiredo 2004). And Erik Voeten finds that European

4 Monitoring and reporting is not really a tool of control for courts; courts openly
publish their rulings, not so much to help states monitor them but because publica-
tion of rulings is the best way to create political pressure for compliance. Also, I fold
what might be considered a discussion of checks and balances into the sanctioning/
re-contracting discussion since relegislating (traditionally considered a “sanction”)
would also be the way ICs might be “checked” or “balanced” by political bodies.
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Court of Human Rights (ECHR) judges vote with their country 74
percent of the time (Voeten 2004). But whether the appointment process
serves as a tool of control is another matter. Indeed none of these authors
links their findings to arguments about principal control.

In the domestic context, Schanzenbach can show that appointment
decisions affect legal outcomes because in his case a single judge is able
to decide on the term length of the convicted criminal. But at the
international level, judicial decision-making involves more than one
judge. While one could imagine that screening effects could radically
change US Supreme Court jurisprudence, which often turns on a single
vote, it is harder to make the case that screening influences IC decision-
making. Posner does not actually claim that legal outcomes are affected,
though he does imply that judicial voting is biased in that votes are not
randomly distributed across cases. But Posner includes in his count cases
where the ICJ in whole or by majority sided with a particular country,
not controlling for whether or not legal reasoning could explain a judge’s
vote equally as well. Erik Voeten rectifies these deficiencies, focusing
on split decision cases where it is clear that legal factors are not deter-
minative (otherwise the ruling would not be split) and controlling for
when judges were part of a majority in finding for a legal violation—in
which case the facts and law may matter more than the nationality in
influencing judicial decision-making (Posner cannot use these controls
because his “N” is already too small to generate statistically solid con-
clusions). With these controls, Voeten is able to identify only 31 rulings
out of the larger sample of 5,010 rulings where a country won its case by
one vote and where its judge was in the majority, thus where in theory
national selection effects of appointment could have shaped the legal
outcome. Controlling for other factors shaping judicial decision-making,
Voeten identifies 11 occasions where a state likely escaped sanction due
to the strategic behavior of a country’s judge (Voeten 2004). The cases
of potential national selection effects are not particularly noteworthy, so
it is not that these 11 cases are the most important rulings the ECHR has
made. Overall Voeten’s findings suggest that where there is sufficient
legal ambiguity to generate a split decision (800 of the 5,010 ECHR
judgments sample, thus 16 percent of ECHR cases), there is less than a
2 percent chance that selection effects could shape the legal outcome.
It is also interesting to note that Voeten found no correlation between
whether ECHR judges were appointed by left or right national govern-
ments and how judges voted in split decisions. Instead, the largest pre-
dictive factor of whether or not judges were “activist” in their votes
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was whether the country appointing the judge was also a member of the
European Union.

Of course judges could also amplify their influence by persuading their
colleagues to support their view. Indeed states seem to intend for this
to occur, to ensure that national positions are represented in judicial
deliberations. Thus regional organizations intentionally provide a space
for a judge from each country, and de facto allow countries to select their
judge, accepting whomever is nominated. Also, the ICJ has provisions
to appoint special judges to ensure that each country has a national
voting on their case. But by ensuring that both parties have national
representation within the legal body, the effect can cancel itself out. The
canceling effect is why showing national voting does not per se show
court bias.

It is not surprising that judicial screening tools are more effective at
the domestic level compared to the international level. In the United
States there is a politicized process for judicial appointments, one that
allows the dominant majority to screen appointees based on their ideol-
ogy. Given the effort political parties have invested in the judicial ap-
pointment process, it would indeed be surprising if selection politics did
not have an influence. But at the international level there is no con-
trollable international political process to shape who gets to nominate
international judicial positions – rather each state has unilateral control
over who they nominate. Sometimes powerful countries can veto nomin-
ations at the point that judges are being selected from a pool of potential
candidates, and this is where politics of international judicial appo-
intments occurs. Indeed there can be intense politics surrounding the
choices for international judicial appointments, where there are choices
to make (Steinberg 2004; Gordon et al. 1989). However, for regional ICs
(e.g. the European Court of Justice, the Inter-American Court of Human
Rights, and the European Court of Human Rights) one judge from each
member state will be selected and states accept whomever a country
nominates. Permanent members of the Security Council also get to select
their own judge for the ICJ. Each country may well have specific criteria
to screen for the type of judicial candidate they nominate. But there is
no evidence that states coordinate their efforts, or that the result of
these efforts is a bench with a philosophical slant that can be linked to
appointment politics.

The ways ICs decide cases also blunt the effectiveness of the appoint-
ment process as a tool of control. While IC decisions are made based on
a majority vote, it is not always possible to tell how different judges
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voted. The ICJ, International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea, the Inter-
American Court of Human Rights, and the European Court of Human
Rights regularly publish dissenting opinions. But the ECJ and the WTO
Appellate Body never publish dissents, and the International Criminal
Tribunals for Yugoslavia and Rwanda rarely publish dissents. (It is not
yet clear what the ICC will do regarding dissents.)5 Even where dissents
are allowed, many IC rulings are actually made by small panels of judges
and states generally have no control over which sub-set of judges will
hear their case.6 This means that to influence a court using the selection
tool states would have to “correctly” influence the vast majority of
international appointments – not just their own appointee – in a context
where the nominees are put forward by the nominating state and not
through a collective process.

It is even less likely that a fear of not being reappointed shapes judi-
cial decision-making. Often IC judges are not reappointed, but rarely if
at all is it because of the decisions they made on the bench. IC judges
on universal legal bodies are regularly rotated out to create geographic
representation on the court. Even where there is a permanent national
seat international judges are regularly rotated out because each new
national leadership wants a chance to appoint their own judge. While
IC judges could in theory still worry about their life after they serve their
term, in practice the international judges I have interviewed have not
been very worried about this. There is no international judicial career
trajectory because the pool of international judicial appointments is
simply too small7 and many IC judges are near retirement or see an
appointment to an IC as a short-term professional experience in any
event. While there may well be isolated examples where a person did
not get a job they wanted because of their association with an IC (though
I know of no examples), whether a judge could anticipate these situ-
ations, let alone moderate their behavior to avoid the situation, is highly

5 The Rome Statute of the ICC says that there will be one decision but it “shall
contain the views of the majority and the minority”; it is not yet clear how this will
be handled in practice.

6 This is not true for the panel stage for the WTOwhere states can select panelists, but
the AB does not allow for state selection of judges. Also for ICJ cases where states
have not consented to compulsory jurisdiction, states can participate in selecting the
sub-set of judges who will hear their case. (Art. 31 Statute of the International Court
of Justice describing the appointment of ad hoc judges.)

7 There are 21 courts, with about 200 appointees from around the world who could
be described as being “international” judges and 191 states belonging to the United
Nations (Alvarez 2003: 2).
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questionable. Even Richard Steinberg, who believes that the United
States and Europe veto AB judges whom they suspect will be activist,
does not argue that the concerns about reappointment lead judges to
follow the wishes of the United States or Europe (Steinberg 2004: 264).

Thus while there are selection politics at the international level, they
do not appear to give rise to an international judiciary with a particular
philosophical slant let alone a judiciary that needs to worry that their
actions on the bench will create personal limitations on their future
professional achievement. The possible exception to this argument would
pertain to the role of the prosecutor in an international criminal tribunal,
a role that will be far more visible than that of a single judge on an
international court. As I will discuss later, one way states seek to limit IC
slippage is to keep cases from international judicial bodies. Criminal
prosecutors decide which cases to investigate, and whether and how to
plea-bargain outside of court. There is only one chief prosecutor, and
the chief prosecutor will be able to tell those below him or her what to
do. States that can control the selection of the ICC prosecutor may be
able to influence which cases are taken to the ICC for resolution and
perhaps even the arguments the prosecutor pursues in the cases, though
not per se what the judges then do with the arguments raised.

Control of the budget as a tool of principal control

In order to protect judicial independence, principals often limit their
ability to use the budget as a tool of influence. Thus we often find
statutory limits on the ability of legislators to cut judicial salaries. In
the international context, the way international legal processes work also
limits the ability of principals to use budgets as a tool of control. For
most international litigation the greatest costs are borne by the parties
who hire lawyers to assemble the case and assemble all of the factual
material needed to support their position, and provide some of the
“costs” supporting the legal process. The IC’s budget covers translation,
and support staff. To cut an IC’s budget would mainly slow down the
legal process and the multilingual and timely accessibility of rulings,
which may make the legal process even less appealing but will not per
se control how IC judges deal with the cases before them.

International criminal courts are again different in that the office of
the prosecutor shares the international criminal court’s budget. Cases
can only go forward to the ICC when the prosecutor has a preponderance
of evidence to support a conviction. By manipulating the prosecutor’s
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budget and helping or hindering the prosecutor, states can influence
which crimes are investigated and whether or not the prosecutor can
assemble a winnable court case. While the budget probably does not
“control” how the IC judges interpret the law, it likely does affect the
cases and the evidence brought to the court in the first place.

Clear rules as a tool of principal control

States fight over every word in international legal agreements, yet win-
ning these fights does not ensure that state interests are protected over
time. Not only can courts interpret even clear rules in ways states never
intended, they regularly fill in where rules are vague, and on their own
set the “standard of review” – the burden of evidence that will be
required by judges for a finding in favor of a plaintiff. Many legal cases
turn on the standard of review. For example, though WTO member
states drafted clear rules on when safeguards are legal, the WTO appel-
late body added a standard of review that the damages had to have been
“unforeseen” before safeguard protections would be legal, using this
standard to find against safeguard protections by the United States and
Argentina.8

Because writing more precise rules is no insurance against IC slippage,
states often try to mitigate international judicial slippage by writing
explicit caveats into the law itself. For example, the Danish wrote into
the Maastricht Treaty a protocol that allows them to limit Germans from
buying vacation homes in Denmark and the Irish wrote a protocol stating
that nothing in the EU treaties can overrule Ireland’s constitutional
provisions regarding abortion.9 Caveats like these abound, but they
require states to select at the time of negotiation a small handful of issues
to champion since international negotiators will want to limit the
number of caveats they agree to. Where other negotiating parties will

8 Argentina – Safeguard Measures on Imports of Footwear WT/DS121/AB/R Report
of the Appellate Body, December 14, 1999. WTO Appellate Body Report: United
States – Safeguard Measures on Imports of Fresh, Chilled or Frozen Lamb Meat
from New Zealand and Australia AB-2001-1, WT/DS177,178/AB/R (01-2194),
adopted by Dispute Settlement Body, May 16, 2001. These cases are discussed in
Alter 2005.

9 See the Protocol on the Acquisition of Property in Denmark in the Treaty on a
European Union and the very last Protocol Annexed to the Treaty on European
Union and to the Treaties Establishing the European Communities the High Con-
tracting Parties in the Treaty on European Union.
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not agree to a caveat in the law, states often note with their ratification a
“reservation” that asserts for the country an exception to the treaty. The
number of reservations a country asserts is also politically limited lest
one anger fellow signatories who will not feel that the agreement is
actually reciprocal. Also, while states can assert reservations, courts
will not per se accept them as legally valid. Indeed the legal effect of
“reservations” on binding obligations is far from clear (Swaine 2005).

The thing to remember is that even with caveats and reservations, as
time evolves new governments and interests arise, interpretations of the
caveats can change, and thus many state interests can become unpro-
tected over time. For example, when states agreed to the EC’s Equal
Treatment directive they added Article 2(2) that said: “This Directive
shall be without prejudice to the right of Member States to exclude from
its field of application those occupational activities and, where appro-
priate, the training leading thereto, for which by reason of their nature
or the context in which they are carried out, the sex of the worker
constitutes a determining factor.”10 At the time this caveat was negoti-
ated, British and German law explicitly allowed derogations to the
requirement of equal treatment for the military.11 These caveats did not
stop the ECJ from later asserting its authority to oversee the limits of
excluding women from military positions. The ECJ ultimately upheld UK
exclusions of a female cook from the Royal Marines because the presence
of a woman could undermine group cohesion in an elite unit, but it found
Germany’s constitutional ban on woman in combat-related roles to be
too comprehensive and therefore discriminatory.12 Germany embraced

10 Council Directive 76/207/EEC of February 9, 1976 on Equal Treatment for Men
and Women in Employment, OJ [1976] L 39/40.

11 Article 85(4) of the United Kingdom’s 1975 Sex Discrimination Act states: “noth-
ing in this Act shall render unlawful an act done for the purpose of ensuring the
combat effectiveness of the naval, military or air forces.” In Germany women were
only allowed to serve in the band, or in the medical services, and by a provision in
the German constitution (the Basic Law) were explicitly prohibited from “render
[ing] service involving the use of arms” (German Basic Law Article 12 a (4)). These
exceptions were arguably consistent with Article 2(2) of the Equal Treatment
Directive, and were never challenged by the European Commission as a violation
of European law probably because the realm of the national security remained
firmly a national issue and a policy area where sex discrimination had long been
accepted as the norm.

12 Sirdar v. Army Board, Case C-273/97, 1999 E. C.R. I-7403, [1999] 3 C. M.L. R.
559 (1999). Alexander Dory v. Federal Republic of Germany, Case C-186/01
judgment of March 11, 2003. Tanja Kreil v. Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Case
C-285/98, 2000 E. C.R. I–69.
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the ECJ’s outside pressure, changing its constitution and actively inte-
grating women in a number of roles in the military (Kuemmel 2003;
Liebert 2002). But one must only look at the efforts to exclude the ECJ
from foreign policy issues to know that states did not and would not have
agreed to let the supranational European court rule on any issue related
to how they organized their national militaries if they had been given
the choice.

Empirically speaking, there is little solid evidence that more precise
rules limit IC autonomy. Indeed Geoffrey Garrett, Daniel Keleman and
Heiner Schulz actually expect greater precision to facilitate ECJ inde-
pendence because the court can use the precise wording as political cover
(Garrett et al. 1998). While a special edition of International Organ-
ization hypothesized about a relationship between the level of precision
of a legal rule and its influence in general, the volume as a whole was
unable to substantiate the link (it did not try to link precision to slippage)
(Goldstein et al. 2001). Instead in that volume Karen Alter found that a
number of factors unrelated to rule precision shaped whether or not
the ECJ comes to influence domestic policy (Alter 2000) and Kathryn
Sikkink and Ellen Lutz found in Latin America that more legalized and
precise rules regarding torture had actually less influence than less legal-
ized rules regarding disappearances and democracy (Lutz and Sikkink
2000).

Sanctions through rewriting the delegation contract
as a tool of principal control

Legislative bodies always retain the right to change the law if they are
unhappy with how it is being applied or interpreted by judges. Geoff
Garrett has argued that the threat that states might go back and rewrite a
rule helps mitigate judicial slack (Garrett 1995; Garrett et al. 1998;
Garrett and Weingast 1993; Tsebelis and Garrett 2001), but the empir-
ical support for this claim is far from conclusive. One can find plenty of
examples of politicians playing to their political base by condemning the
actions of “unaccountable judges.” Yet compelling examples of serious
threats on courts, like President Roosevelt’s threat to “stack” the US
Supreme Court, or Charles De Gaulle’s threat to eliminate the French
Conseil d’Etat (Parris 1966), are very rare. Even attempts to legislatively
reverse a court – such as the Republican Congress’s recent effort to
overturn judicial decisions in the Terry Schiavo case – are surprisingly
rare.
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Why are these cases so rare, and why are the examples all domestic? It
is only really possible to relegislate over a legal ruling when one political
party has commanding control over the legislature so that a populist
political attack can become a political reality. At the international level
no one actor or party has commanding control over the legislative pro-
cess, and states tend to disagree about which policy is best, making them
unable to unite behind an alternative interpretation. Thus developing
country outrage at a WTO appellate body ruling regarding amicus briefs
has led to blocked efforts to reform the WTO dispute resolution mech-
anisms, but not a reversal of the amicus brief ruling, in large part because
the United States and Europe are happy with amicus briefs being allowed
(Schneider 2001). US anger at the ICJ’s Nicaragua ruling13 led to the
withdrawal of the United States from the ICJ’s compulsory jurisdiction,
but no change in international law regarding the use of force.

The most likely venue one might find international relegislation to
counteract an IC decision is the European Union, since the EU produces
copious legislation that sometimes requires only a qualified majority
vote. Yet despite Garrett’s claims of ECJ re-contracting threats, and
despite widespread public disenchantment with European integration,
Damian Chalmers could identify only four examples of legislation inten-
tionally added to counteract an ECJ decision, examples that were not
per se “sanctions” in light of undue activism (Chalmers 2004: 15, nn. 55–
56).14 The most well-known example was the “Barber Protocol” adop-
ted because many European countries were unhappy about the costs of
the ECJ’s Barber ruling equalizing the retirement ages of men and
women. Yet this protocol only limited the Barber ruling’s retrospective

13 ICJ judgment of 26 November 1984 – Jurisdiction of the Court and Admissibility
of the Application. ICJ Judgment of 27 June 1986 – Military and Paramilitary
Activities in and against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v. United States of America) –
Merits.

14 (1) The Barber Protocol is discussed in this paragraph. (2) A protocol was added to
the Treaty on the European Union saying that nothing in the EU treaties could
undermine Ireland’s constitutional provisions regarding abortion. Yet this provi-
sion did not reverse the ECJ’s Grogan ruling challenging Irish policies that limited
women from traveling to Britain to get an abortion.Grogan stands; Ireland no long
tries to restrict women from traveling to the UK to get an abortion; and abortion
services remain legally classified as falling under EU rules regarding the free
movement of services. (3) When the ECJ ruled against a German affirmative action
policy (in the Kalanke ruling) on the basis that the EC directive disallowed such
policies, states corrected the directive. (4) Two declarations were added to the
organization of German, Austrian, and Luxembourg public credit unions to
counteract an ECJ ruling regarding competition law.
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effects; the decision itself was not reversed. Nor could Mark Pollack link
this “sanction” to any change in ECJ behavior: “[I]ndeed one might
argue that the Court’s post-Barber jurisprudence, rather than constitut-
ing a generalized retreat, represents a return to the pre-Barber pattern
in which the Court generally, but not always, opts for a broad interpret-
ation of Article 141, most often over the objections of one or more . . .
member governments” (Pollack 2003a: 200).

Judges will tell you, perhaps in a fit of denial, that they consider the
separation of powers to mean that legislatures write laws, and judges
interpret laws. Since it is always the prerogative of the legislature to
change the law, they argue, relegislation is not a political or social
sanction that undermines their reputation. But we do not have to take
judges at their word to believe that relegislation is not a sanction. That
we find so little serious discussion of relegislation viewed as a political
sanction implies either that judges do not slip, that they slip yet there is
not support to relegislate, or that others do not see the well-being of
judges as adversely affected by legislatures changing legal texts.

Arguably ICs hesitate to aggressively apply legal principles that gener-
ate great controversy, but the law in question and the legal interpret-
ations remain on the books to be dusted off when political tempers cool
or in a less contentious political context. Institutions change over time
through reinterpretation of statutes, by shifting the emphasis from one
provision in a statute to another, or by seizing on and giving new life to
moribund yet latent statutes and roles (Pierson 2004; Thelen 2004).
Indeed the US Supreme Court’s famous Marbury v. Madison ruling
remained a dead letter for years. Only through time did the Marbury
ruling come to be seen as a defining moment when federal judicial
authority was established, changing the course of US constitutional and
judicial history forever.

Why are principal re-contracting tools so weak?

It is not impossible that principal tools of control can work, nor is it
the case that a belief in the sanctity of judicial independence is stopping
states from using the tools they have – after all, governments show little
compunction about using their re-contracting tools to influence domestic
judiciaries. The question is why have states chosen appointment rules
and relegislation rules at the international level that undermine their
ability to credibly threaten or influence international judicial actors?
The analytical problem in answering this question is the difficulty
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involved in interpreting what has not happened. Some would read the
lack of state sanctions against ICs as a revealed preference, arguing that
the reason principals neither use nor change their control tools is that
ICs do not slip in ways principals care about. Brian Marks has shown
the flaws of this answer. Using game theoretical modeling, Marks shows
that even when a majority of legislators oppose a judicial ruling, and
the voting rule allows for the majority to change the legislation, the
majority may not relegislate. Marks concludes that “inaction is neither
a sufficient nor necessary condition [to signal that something is accept-
able to] a majority of legislators. Nor can we conclude that the absence of
legislative reaction implies that the court’s policy choice leads to a ‘better’
policy in the view of the legislature” (Marks 1989: 6).

Since we cannot rely on revealed preferences, we need theory to fill
in the rationale behind the perplexing behavior we observe – in this case
principal delegation to international courts that are in many ways even
less subject to principal influence than their domestic counterparts. Let
me suggest an “isomorphic mimicry meets international politics” exp-
lanation of why we find such weak principal control tools at the
international level.15

Governments likely delegate to ICs for the same reasons they delegate
to domestic courts – to have courts fill in contracts, resolve disputes,
and to use legal mechanisms to help monitor compliance (McCubbins
et al. 1989; Milgrom et al. 1990; Weingast and Moran 1983). But in
undertaking delegation for these reasons, likely neither negotiators
nor the national legislators who ratify international agreements have
fully thought through how the international context is in fact quite
different from the domestic context. The context is different in a number
of ways.

First, changing international agreements is far harder than changing
domestic agreements, and in this respect international agreements are
more similar to constitutions than they are to domestic statutory law. The
difficulty in changing rules stems both from the heterogeneous interests
of states at the international level and from international voting rules
shaped by power concerns rather than legislative efficiency and principal
control objectives. Voting rules in international institutions tend to be
designed to allow a small number of powerful states to block the legisla-
tive will of the majority, and a large number of weak states to block the

15 For a similar type of isomorphic argument where domestic institutions are
imported to the international level, see McNamara 2002.
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will of the powerful. Such rules make it difficult to get agreement on
anything, and especially difficult when it comes to reversing slippage – a
“joint decision-trap” context (Scharpf 1988) where few may like the
status quo yet no one can agree to a new status quo (Alter 2001: 195–98).

Second, international law differs from domestic law in that the sub-
jects of domestic law are generally private actors where the subjects
of international law are sovereign states. PA models of delegation to
the judiciary which Weingast et al. build on are administrative and civil
courts models.16 In domestic administrative and civil law contexts, the
interests of the government and the courts are aligned; in the words of
Martin Shapiro, courts are branches of the state itself, working in tan-
dem with the government to advance state social control over the popu-
lation (Shapiro 1981: 17–28). Only in a constitutional review role do
the interests of courts and states not align since in constitutional review
courts are checking legislative power. This difference between consti-
tutional review and other judicial roles is why rational choice scholars
like Jon Elster and Giandomenico Majone create separate concepts and
categories for delegation to constitutional courts, which they see as “self-
binding” as opposed to “other-binding” (Majone 2001; Elster 2000).17

While most of the functional tasks that are delegated to ICs are very
similar to the administrative review and dispute resolution roles given to
domestic courts (Alter 2006a), because ICs will be issuing rulings vis-à-vis
state actors, they will inherently be constraining the exercise of national
sovereignty, just as constitutional courts limit the exercise of legislative
sovereignty. This means that delegating the exact same functional moni-
toring or filling in tasks to an international court will be different com-
pared to the domestic context. Add to the difference in legal subject that
often international law has a “supreme” status over conflicting domes-
tic or local laws. Thus even if states do not intend to create con-
stitutional international courts, and think they have only asked IC to
interpret the rules they collectively agreed to, in fact states often get
ICs that end up practicing constitutional review over sovereign states.

16 Even in administrative contexts rational choice scholars find that factors other than
principal interests are of greater influence on administrative decision-makers. See
Weingast and Moran 1983; Caruson and Bitzer 2004.

17 Note that Stone Sweet’s and Majone’s trustee model is based on constitutional
courts in a domestic context (Stone Sweet 2002; Majone 2001). Keohane and
Grant extend the trustee category to courts in a discussion of the overall of
accountability of IOs in world politics (Grant and Keohane 2005), and Alter to
ICs in specific (Alter 2005).
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Differences in the international compared to the domestic context cut
two ways. To the extent that states delegate to ICs with an expectation
that their government will have the same tools of influence over courts
internationally as they do domestically, they are likely relying on a false
analogy. But there is a third relevant difference between the internatio-
nal and domestic context: exit through non-compliance carries fewer
political liabilities for international law compared to domestic law.
Governments have a big stake in maintaining the political sanctity of
the “rule of law” at home. Their internal legitimacy as well as external
financial attractiveness for foreign capital depends on private actors
having faith that their lives and investments will be safe because legal
rules will be respected and enforced. Governments do not have as big
a stake in maintaining the “international rule of law,” and they are
advantaged compared to other international actors when it comes to
convincing their population that national interests should trump (Alter
2003: 792–96). Because “non-compliance” with IC rulings is not too
politically costly, delegation to ICs comes with a built- in insurance pol-
icy. No matter how bad the slippage, governments can walk away from
an IC sanction with relatively little pain.18

The empirical support for this “isomorphic mimicry meets inter-
national politics” explanation is best revealed through detailed histor-
ical analysis of particular delegation decisions. In my book Establishing
the Supremacy of European Law, I historically establish the very clear
and open intent that states had in delegation to the ECJ – states saw
themselves as creating an international administrative review court for
the European Coal and Steel Community’s High Authority, and they
intentionally modeled the ECJ directly on the French Conseil d’Etat.
When the Treaty of Rome was drafted, the ECJ’s role was slightly
transformed, though states never agreed to make European law supreme
to national law or to elevate the Treaty of Rome into a constitutional
document. Instead the ECJ itself asserted the direct effect and suprem-
acy of EC law, transforming the Treaty of Rome into a form of con-
stitution (Stein 1981; Weiler 1991), and states ended up with a court
that was fundamentally different than what they intended (Alter 2001:
ch. 1).

18 WTO rulings can create real financial costs, but rich states especially can find these
costs bearable so that compliance becomes a choice they can buy their way out of.
For some, the inability of the WTO system to provide meaningful pain for rich
countries is a flaw in the design of the WTO system (Pauwelyn 2000).
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Short of historical accounts for all existing courts, there is suggestive
evidence for this “isomorphic mimicry” explanation that is more broadly
generalizable. If states assumed that international courts would be like
their domestic brethren, we could understand why states were in many
cases willing to delegate to ICs the drafting of their own procedural rules
for decision-making. We could also understand the apparent lack of
concern for controlling ICs that went into the design of international
judicial appointment processes. And we can understand the legitimacy
problems ICs face, since states did not think they signed up for having
ICs rule national policies illegal or shift the meaning of international
agreements.

The question remains as to why states have not learned that uncon-
trollable ICs present dangers they do not like, adjusting their behavior
accordingly. On the one hand, they have learned. The United States was
once a great champion of international courts, and it has turned into
the chief opponent of delegating authority to ICs. Also, whereas in the
past the statutory rules regarding ICs were drafted in small committees,
and pretty much adopted by the larger plenum wholesale,19 the far more
detailed and contested debates over how and what power was delegated
to the ICC reveal that states are trying to involve themselves more
in decisions regarding delegation to ICs. European citizens are also cle-
arly paying more attention to the substance of their delegation in the
European Union. Still, we can find the model of international delegation
to highly independent ICs replicated for newly created ICs, since the
historic independent IC is the model championed by states who want
to limit the ability of the most powerful states to influence ICs.20 Indeed
while there was great haggling over the design of the ICC, the United
States ultimately lost in its efforts to create an ICC with a Security
Council veto.

Perhaps the larger reason we do not see states act to improve their
“tools of control” is because the potential solutions have greater

19 For discussions of the negotiations of the ECJ and Andean Court statutes, see
Pescatore 1981; Keener 1987. In the WTO context as well, it appears that larger
battles in the Uruguay Round involved substantive trade issues and that the design
of the dispute resolution mechanism was not a subject of sustained negotiation by
state parties.

20 The various ad hoc criminal courts follow similar models, and the proposals for
new regional trade and human rights courts in Africa appear to be drafted based on
boilerplate texts about the European Court of Justice and the European Court of
Human Rights.
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downsides than the benefit of a more controllable IC. Perhaps states
have rejected suggestions aimed at creating a more controllable IC be-
cause they do not want the strongest countries to have even more influ-
ence over ICs, nor are they willing to create any precedent for external
interference in national choices about who represents them in ICs. Per-
haps they also fear that efforts to control the ICs would undermine the
legitimacy of these fragile legal institutions, undermining the benefits of
delegation to independent ICs. These reasons could explain Richard
Steinberg’s assessment that even though concern about judicial law-
making has been raised 70 times by representatives of 55 WTO member
states in the last ten years (Steinberg 2004: 256), and a number of
political reforms for the WTO legal process have been offered, these
reforms “are untenable politically” and unlikely to be adopted (Steinberg
2004: 273–74).

Giandomenicao Majone argued that in delegation to fiduciary agents,
the “agent” is purposely designed to be independent (Majone 2001).
Certainly the difficulty in dismissing judges mid-term and of cutting
their salaries is by design, to help protect the independence of judges.
But the difficulty of using the appointment process to shape IC decision-
making, the unwillingness of states to cede their voting rights to facili-
tate relegislation, and the unwillingness of states to subject IC decisions
to a veto by some version of qualified majority, are probably artifacts
of international power politics and the apprehensions states have about
subjecting the international legal process to more of these politics.

WHAT DOES SHAPE WHETHER INTERNATIONAL COURTS

ARE MORE OR LESS INDEPENDENT?

Law scholars generally do not use the language of principal-agent theory
to think about judges as strategic or politically influenced decision-
makers, knowing that the factors driving judicial strategy have less to
do with re-contracting concerns than with achieving the judicial goals
of influencing policy and the behavior of other actors (Murphy 1964;
Epstein and Knight 1998; Murphy et al. 2002). International law
scholars also generally do not use PA theory to hypothesize about what
makes ICs independent or effective,21 yet they are very interested in

21 An exception is a recent article by Lawrence Helfer and Anne-Marie Slaughter.
What they call the “formal/structural” mechanisms correspond in part to the
mechanisms identified by PA theory. Ex ante structural tools include writing
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whether states control ICs and how state control relates to IC effective-
ness. Recently Eric Posner and John Yoo contrasted “dependent courts,”
where the parties to the dispute are allowed to select arbiters, with
“independent courts,” where IC judges are selected in advance of the
dispute. Lawrence Helfer and Anne-Marie Slaughter offer many chal-
lenges to Posner and Yoo’s finding that dependence is associated with
effectiveness (Helfer and Slaughter 2005), yet they largely accept the
notion that certain ICs are more independent than others. The debate
highlights that there is variation in the design of ICs that occurs below
the radar screen of traditional PA variables, variation that shapes the
extent to which ICs can be more or less independent actors.

Yoo, Posner, Helfer, and Slaughter agree that courts with compulsory
jurisdiction are more independent, as are courts with access for non-state
actors because states are less able to control which cases make it to ICs.
Courts where parties can choose their judges and where consent to
jurisdiction is required are less independent because the judges must
please the parties or the states won’t appoint them again or bring them
cases in the future. How independence relates to effectiveness is con-
tested. Yoo and Posner want to find that independence is bad, but their
argument that independence makes courts less effective uses compliance
levels as the measurement of whether or not ICs are effective. We know
that compliance and effectiveness are two separate issues (Raustiala
2000), and that high levels of compliance do not per se mean that regimes
are effective (Downs et al. 1996). Slaughter and Helfer criticize Yoo and
Posner for this, but they also call into question some of their empirical
measurements and interpretations. Without wanting to take sides in the
debate, I should say Yoo and Posner are relative outliers as most scholars
either associate the factors that contribute to IC independence with
effectiveness (Helfer and Slaughter 1997; Keohane et al. 2000; Helfer

precisely defined legal rules, defining methods and standards of review that allow
deference to states, allowing state reservations when legal obligations are adopted,
allowing reservations or requiring state consent for an IC to have jurisdiction in the
case, limiting access to the IC, and screening tools used in the original appointment.
Ex post structural tools include relegislation of international legal rules to “cor-
rect” an IC interpretation, renegotiation of the tribunal’s jurisdiction, refusal to
reappoint judges, delaying implementation of a decision, or unilateral withdrawal
from a tribunal’s jurisdiction (Helfer and Slaughter 2005). They do not test
whether these tools are effective, and one should consider that these arguments
are offered as a retort to Eric Posner and John Yoo’s argument that independent ICs
are bad in and of themselves (Posner and Yoo 2004).
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and Slaughter 2005) or consider the ICs with the qualities associated
with independence (the ECJ, ECHR, and WTO) to be among the more
effective ICs in terms of their ability to make rulings on important issues
and to have their rulings respected.

More important is the common ground in the arguments which sug-
gests that principals “pick their poison” in the design choices for ICs.
If states want to really bind themselves and others to comply with an
agreement, they design ICs to maximize their enforcement capabilities –
agreeing to compulsory jurisdiction, wider access, and sanctions that
can be associated with IC decisions. When principals are more wary
about delegating authority to an IC, they require consent to jurisdiction
and make IC rulings purely declaratory to make non-compliance less
costly. If these scholars are right, we have two more reasons for why re-
contracting politics do not seem to be at play. First, the decisions to
consent to compulsory jurisdiction and the access rules for ICs add an
element of endogeneity to explaining delegation, suggesting that states
pick the type of delegation they want in the first place, either choosing
independent or dependent courts. (This endogeneity argument holds,
however, only so long as the principal gets the court it chose.) Second,
after the design is set, the delegation decision is fixed. Even if states
should change their mind, independent courts are not amenable to
ongoing re-contracting politics.

An interesting yet puzzling footnote to this debate is that increas-
ingly ICs are designed with compulsory jurisdiction and non-state actor
access (Alter 2006a; Romano 1999). What is driving this turn to enforce-
ment through international courts, and towards private access and com-
pulsory jurisdiction, is a real puzzle. Principal-agent explanations of
why states “delegate” to international courts cannot really explain why
delegation is more common today compared to the past. Those who do
focus on the timing of the trend mainly offer observations that surely
are correct: the end of the Cold War likely facilitated the creation of
many of the new international courts; the proliferation of regional trade
agreements has contributed to a proliferation of international courts
operating within specific regions (Romano 1999; Brown 2002). Such
explanations do not explain the design trend or really explain the dele-
gation. The closest we come to an explanation of the design trend is the
work of James McCall Smith who argues that delegating enforcement to
more legalized third-party dispute resolution bodies is associated with
deeper trade agreements with more specified obligations and a greater
desire by parties to have compliance with the agreement (Smith 2000).
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Elsewhere I show that certain design choices are associated with the
delegation of certain judicial roles, suggesting that a functional intent
for the court drives judicial design choices (Alter 2006b). But while this
“functional explanation” can account for the variation in observed
design, the possibility of judicial roles morphing across roles suggests
that any delegation to courts is subject to unintended consequences, and
the puzzle of why states seem to repeatedly and increasingly be creating
ICs they can’t control remains unanswered.

HOW STATES LIVE WITH INDEPENDENT INTERNATIONAL

COURTS: MOVING BEYOND PRINCIPAL-AGENT THEORY

This chapter offers two separate yet complementary reasons for why
recontracting politics will not be the central axis through which states
seek to influence ICs. (1) International political factors have led states to
create decision rules that make re-contracting tools especially ineffective
at shaping international judicial decision-making. (2) The elements of
contract design that influence the extent to which ICs will be independent
from states do not themselves give rise to re-contracting politics, meaning
they are not amenable to re-contracting threats.

Let me add a third argument which I develop in more detail elsewhere
(Alter 2005): delegation to trustee-agents may simply be fundamentally
different than delegation to agents, giving rise to a different sort of
politics. Trustee-agents are defined by three factors.

1. While trustee-agents are empowered by a revocable delegation deci-
sion, they are selected because the principal wants to harness the
personal reputation or professional norms associated with the
trustee-agent. Because trustees value their reputation, they will be
guided more by professional norms than by concerns about principal
preferences, sometimes dying on their sword rather than be seen as
caving to political pressure. This element of trustee behavior helps us
understand why the ICJ condemned Ronald Reagan’s Nicaragua
policy even though it knew the decision would be ignored and that
the United States would respond by withdrawing from the ICJ’s
compulsory jurisdiction.22

22 For a discussion of this case, see Alter 2005.
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2. Trustees also differ from traditional agents in that they are granted
independent decision-making discretion and thus are not expected by
others to act as the agent of the principal (Grant and Keohane 2005).
Indeed the trustee may in fact be deemed not just more efficient
but actually a superior decision-maker, so that efforts cast as “polit-
ical interference” or exceeding state or principal authority can alien-
ate the trustee’s constituency and members of the principal whose
support is needed for re-contracting.

3. Trustees have a putative third-party beneficiary who is different
from the principal. Because both the trustee and the principal are
vying for the political support of the beneficiary, neither the trustee
nor the principal can be exclusively focused on what they or each
other may most want. I argue that this difference between delegation
to agents versus trustees makes re-contracting politics less effective
and forces states instead to use rhetorical and legitimacy politics
to try to influence ICs (Alter 2005). This trustee argument is con-
sistent with the chapter of this volume by Darren Hawkins and Wade
Jacoby who suggest that the selection of an agent is itself important
because agents can behave differently from each other even if they
are situated in the same re-contracting environment, meaning even
if the rules for appointment, reappointment, monitoring, and
sanctioning are basically the same.

None of this implies that ICs are not influenced by states, that states are
unconcerned about independent ICs, or that ICs are not political actors.
The larger point is that re-contracting politics, a privileged tool only the
principal can employ, is not where state–IC relations are likely to play
themselves out. A number of implications follow from these arguments.

Factors other than principal control tools likely matter more in deter-
mining IC independence. While the factors PA theory expects to generate
variation (decision rules and informational contexts) may not shape the
relative independence of ICs, international law scholars expect access
rules and whether or not there is compulsory jurisdiction to be related to
IC independence. This list in itself is certainly too narrow if one considers
that the European Court of Justice and the Andean Court of Justice are
by design institutionally identical yet play very different political roles
within the legal common market systems they inhabit (Alter 2006b).
Also, the arguments about the greater ability to use appointment and
budgeting tools vis-à-vis the ICC suggests that different sorts of legal
processes may be amenable to different sorts of political tools – namely
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that criminal courts may simply be different than ICs that are primarily
involved in dispute resolution. Together these arguments suggest that
viewing ICs as a single category may in itself be fundamentally flawed.
Instead, the political contexts, legal rules themselves, and legal processes
themselves may vary by IC and case, and these factors may shape the
extent to which ICs can act independently from states.

Because states cannot control ICs, states need other mechanisms to
make slippage less problematic. States clearly do care about IC slippage.
Thus the question really should be how do states live with the potential
for slippage, given that their re-contracting tools provide little protec-
tion? I have offered a few suggestive answers to this question. First, states
accept that exit through non-compliance is an insurance policy for their
concerns. Viewing exit as a built-in insurance mechanism can in itself
provide insight into the construction of international legal rules and
international legal mechanisms.23 Second, there is a large politics aimed
at trying to keep important cases away from ICs, so that ICs do not have
an opportunity to issue rulings states do not want. For example, we see
the United States going to considerable lengths to negotiate special
agreements to try to keep countries from cooperating with any ICC
investigation of Americans (Kelley 2005). This politics in no way sug-
gests a lack of IC influence. Rather, states are bargaining in the shadow
of the court, negotiating to settle cases outside of court. There is much to
suggest that bargaining in a court’s shadow (as opposed to in court itself)
may present the best prospect of using ICs to influence state behavior
(Busch and Reinhardt 2000).

Legitimacy politics may be how states and ICs try to mutually influ-
ence each other. Because ICs do not have coercive enforcement powers,
they must rely on legitimacy politics as their principal tool of influence.
Meanwhile, IC dependence on other’s perceptions of their reputation
and authority makes international judges subject to legitimacy politics
being used against them. A number of implications follow. First, PA
theory focuses on the issue of principal control. Once we enter the world
of legitimacy politics, we should expect that principals can easily lose
control (Hurd 1999, 2005; Risse et al. 1999). Second, the means and

23 Joost Pauwelyn sees this option as part of the WTO dispute resolution system itself,
present in the system’s reliance on reciprocal sanctions as the main tool of enforce-
ment and also visible in many aspects of WTO law (Pauwelyn 2000, 2005).
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modes of legitimacy politics are rhetorical rather than material
(Schimmelfennig� 2003�; Johnston� 2001�; Müller � 2004�). Third, in legitim-
acy politics there may be actors other than states and ICs that may invoke
and use these politics. For example, Jonas Tallberg ( �2002) and Susannah
Schmidt ( �2000�) have shown how the EU’s Commission employs the EU
legal system to influence states; Ian Johnstone (2003�) has shown how the
UN General Secretary uses international law as a tool of political influ-
ence; Ian Hurd (2005) has shown how Libya used the United States’ own
norms against it; and Margaret Keck and Kathryn Sikkink (1998) have
shown how transnational advocacy networks can use legitimacy politics
as a tool of influence.

To the extent than these arguments are right, starting from PA the-
ory to understand judicial behavior may be simply unhelpful. PA theory
mainly looks at the decision rules for appointments and recontracting
and informational disparities to generate variation in the independence
of actors, and it expects more independent actors to slip more. Both of
these expectations may be wrong. There may be other contextual fac-
tors far more important than decision-rules that account for variation
in agent behavior (Alter 2000), and even independent actors may
have reasons not to aspire to “slip.” PA theory as an analytical orienta-
tion tends to generate exaggerated expectations about the role of re-
contracting politics and about the influence of principals as political
actors. Also, precisely because PA theory tries to connect insights about
domestic institutions to insights about international institutions, the
theory itself may obscure our ability to discern how the nature of inter-
national context generates different behavior, leading similar institu-
tional actors to behave differently than their domestic counterparts.
While one could try to model ideas like trust, reputation, or concerns
about non-compliance into PA models, it is not clear that the framework
itself – inspired by the insight of delegation – is the best means toward
this end. Indeed there are many ways to make institutions accoun-
table (Grant and Keohane 2005). Why should an analyst privilege re-
contracting politics just because delegation takes the form of a revokable
contract?

The promise of delegation to ICs, or perhaps the nightmare of some, is
that ICs will create a legal and political space where regular politics and
the power disparities in the world do not shape outcomes. If delegation
to ICs succeeds in creating this space, IC interpretations of international
rules will be more authoritative than states auto-interpreting the rules
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to suit their interests, bringing with it a loss in state latitude and auton-
omy. This is the intent behind delegation to ICs, but it is not an intent or
context that PA theory best elucidates. Yet this intent and outcome is
important because delegation to ICs changes the international political
context. ICs do influence state behavior, and states cannot control ICs.
For this reason, the realm which ICs and states share creates an alter-
native venue in which politics plays itself out, attractive to litigants
precisely because states do not control this venue.
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12

The logic of delegation to international
organizations

DAVID A. LAKE AND MATHEW D. MCCUBBINS

States now delegate substantial policy authority to a host of international
organizations (IOs). The chapters in this volume describe patterns of
delegation by states to the multilateral development banks (MDBs), the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), the European Union (EU), United
Nations Security Council (UNSC), the World Trade Organization
(WTO), World Health Organization (WHO), and the European Court
of Human Rights (ECHR), the European Court of Justice (ECJ), and
others. Many of these agents have been delegated greater authority by
states – or have carved out greater autonomy for themselves – and are
deeply integrated into the structure of global governance.

This chapter does not summarize the preceding chapters, but briefly
highlights several themes. We conclude that delegation to IOs is re-
markably similar in cause, structure, and effects to delegation within
states. Principal-agent (PA) theory, which has proven useful in under-
standing patterns of delegation in the domestic arena, is equally applicable
and powerful in explaining delegation to IOs. Most of the chapters in this
volume focus on the design and efficacy of institutions to control agent
opportunism; this is largely internal to the relationship between principals
and agents. Incorporating the role of third parties (TPs), including the
manyNGOs that nowmake up global civil society, is the research frontier.
We highlight the role of NGOs as potentially important actors
in providing information that is essential to the success of international
delegation. Thus, this chapter is an unusual conclusion for a collaborative
volume. Rather than looking backwards at the preceding chapters and
synthesizing their findings, we mostly look forward and outline the route
we believe future research on delegation to IOs ought to follow.

We thank the other editors of this volume for helpful comments.
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DELEGATION, AGENTS, AND AUTONOMY

The Introduction to this volume posits six motives for delegation: (1)
specialization and expert knowledge possessed by agents; (2) the presence
of policy externalities affecting many states; (3) paradoxes of collective
decision-making that can be resolved by granting agenda-setting power to
agents; (4) resolving disputes between principals; (5) enhancing policy
credibility by yielding authority to agents with more extreme preferences;
and (6) locking in policy by creating an autonomous agency. The subse-
quent chapters do not present systematic tests of these incentives, but
adapt the several factors to the problem of delegating to IOs and offer
novel extensions tailored to the specific issues or relationships they exam-
ine. Nonetheless, these six factors are fundamental to the decision to
delegate: without one or more of these attributes, there is little reason
to delegate anything to anybody.

A recurring theme of the preceding chapters is that states delegate to
IOs, in one form or another, to bolster state credibility. States delegate
to IOs to tie their hands and enhance their credibility in the international
community (Thompson, Pollack, this volume) and with their domestic
publics (Milner, this volume). The other factors appear less prominently
across the chapters, but are no less important. Specialization, and espe-
cially the need for expert knowledge, is key to the IMF (Gould, Martin,
this volume), whereas the EU has received greater authority to cope with
policy externalities, disputes, and problems of collective decision-making
(Pollack, this volume). Although direct comparisons are not undertaken,
the motives for delegation to IOs appear to be similar to those for
delegating to other agents in other political arenas.

Like all agents, IOs possess varying autonomy and potential for
agency slack. It is impossible to measure slack directly. Indeed, if observ-
able indicators of slack existed, principals – who typically have far more
at stake than outside observers – would make sure and rapid use of this
information. Nonetheless, it appears that agency autonomy is relatively
low in the IMF and MDBs (Broz and Hawes, Martin, Gould, this
volume), confirming charges that these IOs are frequently pawns of the
developed states. The glaring exception is illustrated by Lyne, Nielson,
and Tierney (this volume) where the US attempted to contract bilaterally
(rather than through established multilateral channels) with the Inter-
American Development Bank. In short, the Bank wasted a large amount
of money and the US responded with increased oversight and slashed
the budget – both responses consistent with expectations of principal
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behavior when faced with a shirking agent. Agency autonomy appears
relatively high in international courts and other dispute resolution bodies
(Hawkins and Jacoby, Cortell and Peterson, and Alter).�1� Martin and
Gould in separate chapters show how the executive board of the IMF,
representing its state principals, has repeatedly altered rules and over-
sight procedures to ensure staff compliance with their wishes. This is
more effective in the areas of loan duration and phasing, Gould finds,
because it is easier to monitor staff in those areas than in negotiating
conditions. Even Alter, who argues that international courts are highly
insulated from their principals, finds a variety of instruments used more
or less effectively by states to limit the autonomy of courts. Controlling
agents is always imperfect and often difficult, of course. But the analyses
in the several chapters above demonstrate clearly, as PA theory would
expect, that when IO agents slack member states periodically attempt
to improve oversight of and performance by their agents.

Some agency slack is to be expected in all delegation relationships. As
Hawkins and Jacoby argue in extending this basic insight, opportunistic
agents can use their current autonomy to create greater autonomy for
the future. The same factors (see above) that make delegation rewarding
for principals also create opportunities for agents to develop autonomy
and act against the interests of their principals. Indeed, the greater the
gains from delegation, the greater the agency losses principals will to-
lerate before reverting to unilateralism or international cooperation (see
figure� 1�, ch.� 1). In delegating to IOs, as elsewhere, “no pain, no gain.”

In turn, some measure of agent autonomy is a prerequisite for states to
enhance their credibility, lock-in favored policies, overcome collective
decision-making problems, or resolve disputes through delegation. If
agents are directly and wholly controlled by their principals, they cannot
be used to create commitments, for instance, to policies that their prin-
cipals might prefer in the long run but not in the short run. Nor can
wholly controlled agents settle disputes between their state principals; at
the very least, wholly controlled agents would be immobilized between
conflicting principals. In our view, the trusteeship status that Alter attri-
butes to courts and claims as outside PA theory is, in fact, fully expected

1 PA theory is a framework, of course, and does not itself specify general propositions
about what the agents will do with the autonomy they possess; this depends upon
the specific theory used by the analyst to explain observed behavior in the issue area
they are examining.
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by the theory and follows from the need for substantial autonomy to
perform the tasks for which courts are responsible.

Perhaps most distinctly in an international context, the collective
decision-making procedures of the principals are central to what gets
delegated and to the level of agent autonomy. Unlike the domestic arena
where agent actions need only a simple (or occasionally a super-) major-
ity to survive, the international arena is more frequently characterized by
weighted super-majority or unanimity voting.2 This makes it harder to
delegate authority to an IO in the first place, since any one country (or
group of countries) can veto a change from the status quo, but it also
makes it harder to rein in agents once they are duly authorized, as any
one beneficiary of the agent’s actions can veto proposals by the others to
punish the agent or to re-contract (see Hawkins and Jacoby, Cortell and
Peterson). The peculiar institutional rules for collective decision-making
in many IOs offer important new venues for studying how institutional
design, delegation, and autonomy interact.

Overall, it appears that delegation is delegation, whether within states
or between states and IOs. The motives, problems, and effects are much
the same, with apparent differences being generated by different values
of common variables rather than by fundamentally different processes –
despite many claims in the extant literature to the contrary.3 There is
little evidence in the chapters above to suggest that problems of agency
slack between states and IOs are uniformly more severe than in other
delegation relationships. Although it has its limitations, especially the
inability to make general claims about what agents do with the auton-
omy they possess (Gould, Alter), PA theory applies equally well to
international delegations as it does to domestic delegations. Delegation
“under anarchy” appears to be pretty much the same as delegation in
other political forums.

WHEN DOES DELEGATION SUCCEED?

A key issue in all delegation relationships is how principals can know or
learn about the actions taken by their agents. Given the ubiquity of

2 Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney (this volume) find that, even under weighted voting,
small countries can prove decisive in collective principals.

3 Waltz (1979) makes the clearest case for the separate “worlds” of domestic and
international politics. Mearsheimer (1994) argues that international institutions are
fundamentally different.
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agency slack, and indeed the need for agent autonomy for some pur-
poses, when and how can principals decide whether delegating authority
to opportunistic agents is “worth it”?

The chapters in this volume emphasize factors internal to the agency
relationship in explaining agency slack and success. In some cases, the
characteristics of the principals matter: greater agent autonomy typically
arises as a consequence of multiple, conflicting principals (Lyne, Nielson,
and Tierney, Martin) and consensus decision-making (Cortell and Peter-
son, Hawkins and Jacoby). Similarly, agent characteristics are also im-
portant. Agents are likely to possess greater autonomy when they are
limited in number and costly to create de novo (Hawkins and Jacoby),
professional (Cortell and Peterson), and possess greater expertise and
more information (Martin, Cortell and Peterson). In other circumstances,
it is the relationship between principals and agents that is determining,
especially the costs of monitoring and control (Gould). Yet, in nearly all
instances, these factors are limited to the principal, agent, and their
interaction.

In other delegation settings, particularly in the domestic political
arena, scholars have recognized that principals have available a larger
repertoire of information sources. Just as agents can adapt to their
principals, a point stressed by Hawkins and Jacoby, principals can, in
turn, anticipate their agent’s adaptations. Central to this larger repertoire
are TPs who are additional actors and, sometimes, additional agents who
can advise principals on the proposals offered by their original agents.
Under some circumstances, illustrated in this volume by Thompson’s
analysis of the UNSC (in this case, another agent), TPs can provide
meaningful information on whether actions by an agent improve the
welfare of the principal or not, and thus reduce the chances of delegation
failure.

In the remainder of this chapter, we sketch out the broader repertoire
of strategies available to principals and identify the conditions necessary
for them to make welfare-improving choices.4 To anticipate our conclu-
sions, principals can identify, will choose, and will actually benefit from
delegation when:

1. There exist alternative policies that both the principal and the agent
prefer to the status quo;

4 This is a reduced form of the arguments developed in Lupia and McCubbins ( �1998).
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2. The agent has an incentive (either because it values a policy more
than the status quo or will be sanctioned by the principal otherwise)
to propose an alternative that the principal prefers to the status quo;
and

3. The principal can distinguish between better and worse alternatives,
either because (a) it possesses the knowledge itself necessary to judge
the agent’s proposed action or (b) it can acquire knowledge (be
“enlightened”) from some TP; and

4. The principal can acquire knowledge from a TP when (a) the TP is
perceived as knowledgeable, (b) the principal perceives a common
interest with the TP, (c) external forces (costly effort, verification, or
penalties for lying) lead the principal to perceive the TP as trust-
worthy, and (d) conditions (a) and (b) or (c) are true.

When these conditions are met, there is at least one alternative (or set
of alternatives) the principal prefers to the status quo, the agent will
propose that alternative (or one from the set of preferred alternatives),
and the principal knows enough to accept it. In this case, the delegation
occurs and improves the principal’s welfare. As a shorthand, we call this
a case of “successful” delegation.5 Given some current status quo, the
principal is better off delegating than not and, knowing what she now
knows, would make the same choice again in the same circumstance.
This is, obviously, a relative standard of success. It does not imply that
the principal receives her first best outcome, or that the agent does not
slack. Absolute standards are unrealistic. Judging how much slack prin-
cipals can tolerate or how many costs are imposed on the principal before
an act of delegation is deemed “unsuccessful” requires analysts to reach
conclusions about preferences, costs, uncertainty, and so on that the
parties themselves often cannot measure. All that our definition implies
is, given what it knows ex post about the delegation action, the principal
would make the same decision again. This conforms with most common
language meanings of the term “success.” When delegation is successful,
we similarly conclude that agents are accountable – that is, they have
done, at least in part, what their principals want them to do. In turn,

5 Success is obviously a shorthand here for “improves the principal’s welfare relative
to the current status quo, net of transactions costs.” Transactions costs incurred by
principals in delegating authority to agents can be important (Alchian and Demsetz
1972; Jensen and Meckling 1976; Spence 1974; Kiewiet and McCubbins 1991;
Laffont and Tirole� 1993). Lupia and McCubbins (�1998�:� 91–�92) show that the
theorems presented in this chapter are robust to including transaction costs.
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delegation fails and agents are not accountable when an agent’s actions
reduce a principal’s welfare relative to the status quo.

Common features of delegation relationships

While the chain of delegation must differ from one context to the next,
especially from domestic to international political arenas, we argue that
all delegations share common features and these features affect the
consequences of delegation. As a result, it is possible to draw general
conclusions about how all acts of delegation work and when they can
succeed – including delegations to IOs.

Our theory provides a simple representation of a delegation act tomake
transparent critical insights about the dynamics common to each link in
the chain of delegation. The foundation of our theory is the premise that
at least three features are common to each link in the chain of delegation.
First, as discussed in the Introduction to this volume, every act of delega-
tion involves a principal, the person or actor making a contingent grant of
authority, and an agent, the person or actor to whom that authority has
been granted. Second, as also discussed in the Introduction, every act of
delegation contains the possibility of conflicting interests, asymmetric
information (hidden action or hidden information), or both.

Third, and the point we emphasize here as central to future research
on delegation to IOs, principals may be able to adapt to agency prob-
lems. When skeptics of delegation proclaim that agents are not account-
able, at either the domestic or international levels, they argue implicitly
that principals cannot adapt to their limited information (see Barnett
and Finnemore 1999, 2004). And although Hawkins and Jacoby are
correct to point out that agents can adapt to their principals, and that
principals condition their strategies on what they can learn about their
agents, they nonetheless fail to consider that principals can anticipate
agency adaptations (see Nielson and Tierney 2003a). It is important
to recognize that the skeptics reach their conclusions by assuming that
principals are incapable of (further) adaptation. These claims, as well as
other common conjectures about the consequence of delegation, depend
on the assumption that principals have no alternatives to ignorance. But
principals often can adapt. Given uncertainty about how an agent’s
actions translate into observable outcomes, discussed in the Introduction,
a principal has three ways of obtaining information about her agent’s
actions: direct monitoring of an agent’s activities (the principal gathers
information herself), attending to the agent’s self-report of his activities,
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or attending to third-party testimony about the agent’s actions. Although
each of these options can provide a principal with the knowledge she
needs, each option also has serious drawbacks.

Direct monitoring is typically very costly. In this form of police-patrol
monitoring, principals are constantly overseeing the actions of their
agents (see McCubbins and Schwartz 1984). For a collection of countries
to monitor the World Bank, for instance, one or more of its members
may need to construct its own agency with expertise in international
development lending, dedicate some portion of the staff in that agency
to observing the Bank and evaluating whether its programs could be
carried out more effectively, and then reporting back to the collection
of states on its findings. The observers in this case would be a “shadow”
World Bank conducting many of the same studies and evaluations that
the Bank itself does in order to determine the efficacy of its lending
practices. As discussed in the Introduction to this volume (Hawkins
et al.), direct monitoring reduces the gains from specialization that
underlie delegation in the first place. Since principals typically have many
responsibilities to attend to, direct monitoring of any or all of their agents
is often prohibitively costly. Therefore, a principal who wants greater
knowledge has a strong incentive to rely on the oral or written testimony
of others.

Relying on an agent’s self-report is equally problematic because that
agent may be reluctant to reveal what he knows (see Lupia and McCub-
bins 1994a). The problem of hidden information which permits agency
slack to arise in the first place cannot be solved simply by mandating the
agent to tell the principal all that he knows. In turn, constructing incen-
tives for the agent to reveal his information is difficult, precisely because
the principal can never be sure that the agent is, in fact, being truthful.
The problem here is analogous to selling knowledge between firms,
which is typically subject to profound “market failures” which can only
be resolved by internalizing the transaction within a single organization
(Caves 1982; Williamson 1985). As long as principals and agents remain
distinct and have possibly conflicting interests, problems of asymmetric
information are difficult to resolve between the parties themselves.

If direct monitoring is prohibitively costly and agents have no incen-
tive to share expertise, then a principal who wants greater knowledge
can get it only from the testimony of a TP.6 When a principal relies on

6 In this context, a TP (or sometimes below, speaker) is equivalent to an “endorser” in
Milner (1997).
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third-party testimony, she does not have to pay (directly) the cost associ-
ated with direct monitoring. In addition, she may not face the same
interest conflicts that keep an agent from revealing what he knows.
However, third-party testimony is not a panacea. TPs and principals
may also have conflicting interests (e.g. the principal is liberal and the
TP is conservative). The TP and principal may, of course, contract to
align their incentives more closely.7 Nonetheless, if the TP has expertise
that the principal does not, and if the principal cannot adapt to the TP’s
advantages, then the principal cannot obtain knowledge from the other
party.

These three common factors form the basis of a theory of delegation.
We use this theory to identify conditions under which conflicting inter-
ests and information asymmetry cause delegation to fail. In the process,
we argue that common claims about the failure of delegation, i.e. un-
accountability, must be re-evaluated. While we agree with the premise
that agents and principals may have conflicting interests, and the pre-
mise that agents have information advantages that principals do not, we
challenge the claim that principals lack any means for coping with these
dilemmas – including principals delegating to IOs. Instead, we find that
if a principal has access to the testimony of others and possesses the
ability to identify enlightening testimony, then delegation can succeed,
i.e. can improve the principal’s welfare over the status quo, even if the
dilemmas of delegation are present. In sum, the task is to derive, rather
than assume, when the ubiquitous conflict of interests and information
asymmetries do, and do not, lead delegation to fail.

A model of delegation

Our model of delegation requires three actors – a principal, a TP, and
an agent. We represent the agent’s actions as the proposal of a single
alternative, x 2 [0 , 1 ], to a commonly known status quo policy, sq 2 [ 0 , 1 ].
The alternative x is an analogy, for example, to an international agency’s
formal proposal to change a particular policy, a commission’s stance on
an issue, or any agent’s unspoken plan of action. The principal either
accepts the agent’s proposal or rejects it in favor of the status quo. One
can think of the principal as a collection of states who must decide
whether to accept or reject a proposal from an IO to change a particular

7 As long as the wage contract for the TP is independent of the wage contract with the
agent, successful delegation may be possible.
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policy, a voter choosing which candidate to vote for, or anyone who
must judge the actions of another to whom they delegate.�8� Before the
principal makes this choice, the TP provides information about the
relative attributes of � x� and� sq�. TPs common to domestic political con-
texts include friends, relatives, co-workers, media organizations, interest
groups, political candidates, political parties, bureaucrats, and others. In
international contexts, TPs may include other states and national level
interest groups, other international organizations, and transnational
non-governmental organizations (NGOs). Unless otherwise stated, and
we will state otherwise, we assume that all elements of this interaction
are common knowledge.

The theory consists of five basic assumptions. We sketch these as-
sumptions here – Lupia and McCubbins ( �1998�) provide a more detailed
description.

Assumption 1 : The agent, TP, and the principal are goal-oriented.
Each player has an ideal point on [ 0 , 1 ] and a single-peaked utility

function. We assume that each player prefers that the principal chooses
the alternative, x or sq, that is closest to its own ideal point.

Assumption 2 : The principal is uncertain about which alternative is
better for her.

We assume that the principal has beliefs about, but may not know,
whether x or sq is closest to its ideal point. Specifically, it knows the
location of sq and its own ideal point, p. However, it is uncertain about
the location of x.

Assumption 3 : The TP makes a statement and can lie.
The TP can make one of two statements to the principal – “the agent’s

proposal is better for you than the status quo” and “the agent’s proposal

8 We focus on the case where the principal chooses one of two alternatives because it
is simple and common to politics. To see how common this case is, consider the
following facts. Parliaments vote many government bills up or down without
amendment. Most jury decisions are a choice between one of two litigants or one
of two legal points of view. Regulatory decisions often entail simple acceptance or
rejection of a single proposal to change the regulatory status quo (for surveys, see
Joskow and Noll 1981; Kahn 1988). Of course, voters sometimes choose from three
or more alternatives. However, even here binary choice is a good analogy as even
here voters could characterize their choice as “candidate A” versus “the other can-
didates,” or “the incumbent” versus “any alternative” (see Simon 1955; March and
Simon 1958). In the case of IOs, principals decide whether to authorize the use of
force, or not (Thompson), create an international court and give it standing on a
particular issue, or not (Alter), and so on. Even where the delegation decision is
actually continuous, as in the choice of how much aid to give bilaterally versus
multilaterally, the modeling decision is often treated in dichotomous terms (Milner).
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is � wors�e� for you than the status quo.” The TP need not make a truthful
statement.

Ass�umption� 4 :� The� sequenc�e� of� event�s.
Figure� 12.�1� depicts the sequence of events.�9� First, the agent (A) can

propose a single alternative,� x�, to the status quo. Proposing is costly. To
make a proposal, the agent must pay the exogenously determined cost,
C� !� 0 � (e.g. conduct a study of � x,� other possible alternatives, and� sq�). If
the agent does not pay� C�, then the game ends and each player’s payoff is
determined by the spatial distance between � sq� and their own ideal point;
the bigger the distance, the smaller the payoff. Second, if the agent pays
C�, then he proposes� x� and the game continues.�10� Third, the TP makes its
statement (depicted as � Better� or � Worse� in figure� 12. �1). Fourth, the
principal (P) chooses � x� or � sq�. Then, the game ends. Each player’s payoff
is determined by the distance between the alternative that the principal
chooses, � x� or � sq�, and their own ideal point. The agent’s payoff is reduced
by� C� if he makes a proposal.

Ass�umption� 5 :� The� TP� has� two� types�:� persuas�ive� or� not� pe�rsuasive�.
In Assumption � 5�, we apply the lessons of previous research on learn-

ing and communication to define two TP types, called� persuas�ive� and
not� persuas�ive� (Lupia and McCubbins � 1998). When the TP is persuasive,
the principal believes his signal and may be able to learn what she needs
to know about the agent’s proposal. When the TP is not persuasive, the

9 Not pictured is a preliminary stage of the game in which Nature determines the
game’s initial conditions (i.e. we the analysts learn what the principals and agents
want as well as what common knowledge the principal and agent share about their
interaction).

10 Our results are robust without a loss of generality to the case where the agent is
uncertain about the consequences of his actions. That is, the effect of communi-
cation has the same type of effect on the agent’s incentives regardless of whether he
knows or is uncertain about the consequences of his actions.

Figure 12.1. Delegation with communication
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principal ignores the signal. Underlying this definition of the TP’s type,
are two conditions required for persuasion.

The� co�nditions� for� persuas�ion.� If the principal lacks information about
the agent and wants delegation to succeed (i.e. wants the agent to be
accountable), then she must have the ability to learn from others. But
learning from others is no trivial matter. Any attempt to learn from
others leads to one of three possible outcomes.

" Enlight�enment�. When someone furnishes us with knowledge, we
become enlightened. If we initially lack knowledge sufficient for
reasoned choice and can obtain such knowledge only from others,
then we can make reasoned decisions only if others enlighten us.

" Decepti�on�. If the testimony we hear reduces our ability to predict
accurately the consequences of our actions, we are deceived. For
deception to occur, the TP must lie to us � and� we must believe him.

" The� third� ou�tcome� is� that� we� learn� nothing�. When we learn nothing,
our beliefs go unchanged and we gain no knowledge.

Both enlightenment and deception, in turn, require persuasion, which
is a successful attempt to change the beliefs of another. The key to under-
standing whether the principal can learn from the TP is to understand the
conditions under which persuasion occurs.

Most scholars of communication and politics, dating back to Aris-
totle, focus on a TP’s � internal� charac�ter� (e.g. honesty, ideology, or repu-
tation) as a necessary condition for persuasion. If a TP lacks the right
character, then these scholars conclude that the TP will not be persuasive.
Lupia and McCubbins ( �1998) argue that persuasion need not be contin-
gent upon personal character; rather, persuasion requires that a liste-
ner perceive a TP to be both knowledgeable and trustworthy. While a
perception of trust can arise from a positive evaluation of a TP’s charac-
ter, Lupia and McCubbins show that external forces can substitute for
character, and can thus generate persuasion in contexts where it would
not otherwise occur. Moreover, when these forces give the principal an
accurate perception of the TP’s interests, then these forces generate
enlightenment as well. Institutions can create precisely the external forces
needed in order to make a TP appear knowledgeable and trustworthy.

Three external forces affect what the principal and TP say and do,
or that can make the TP “trustworthy” to the principal. The first force
is verification, or whether or not the principal can verify the statement
of the TP. We represent verification as follows: after the TP speaks, but
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before the principal chooses, nature reveals to the principal (with some
probability) whether x is better or worse for her. In words, we examine
the case where TP statements can be verified as true or false before the
principal makes her choice. “Nature” here is obviously a reduced form
model of a much more complicated process. Nonetheless, it is sufficient
for us to establish this first external force.

The second force is penalties for lying, represented as a cost that the
TP must pay when it sends a false signal. This penalty directly affects
the TP’s utility. Our motivation for focusing on penalties for lying are the
explicit fines levied on people who lie (e.g. in cases of perjury) and the
losses in valued reputations for honesty that result from being caught
making false statements.11

The third external force is observable, costly effort that the TP must
pay to send any signal. Intuitively, there is a cost for almost any cognitive
task, and speaking is no exception. In addition, TPs can undertake more
or less costly efforts to make their voices heard. In the international
context, TPs can hire or sponsor high level commissions of prominent
(and highly paid) experts, conduct publicity events, or even mobilize
members of associations – all understood in other theoretical contexts
as forms of mass participation designed to pressure political leaders but
which can be understood here as costly and observable efforts to exercise
voice (Keck and Sikkink 1998).

Verification, penalties for lying, and costly effort cover the range of
effects that external forces can have on communication. Verification
affects the manner in which the principal receives the TP’s statement. It
is independent of any costs associated with making statements. Both
penalties for lying and costly effort affect the TP’s costs and are inde-
pendent of the manner in which the signal is received. Penalties for lying
are a simple example of statement specific costs. Costly effort is an
example of communication costs that are independent of what is said.

From the theory, we find that the following conditions are individually
necessary and collectively sufficient for persuasion:

" The principal must perceive the TP to be trustworthy and the principal
must perceive the TP to have the knowledge she desires.

11 While we focus on the case where these costs are common knowledge, our results
are robust to the assumption that the principal is uncertain about them. Note also
that other statement specific costs, such as rewards or penalties for telling the truth,
have similar dynamics.
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" Absent external forces, persuasion requires perceived common inter-
ests and perceived TP knowledge. In the presence of external forces,
these requirements can be reduced. As the likelihood of verification,
the magnitude of the penalty for lying, or the magnitude of costly
effort increase, the extent to which perceived common interests are
required decreases. In other words, with respect to persuasion, external
forces can be substitutes for common interests (and for each other).

Conditions for successful delegation

There are two general conditions that determine the outcome of delega-
tion, and a set of more precise conditions that determine when each of
the two general conditions is satisfied. The first general condition for
successful and thus accountable delegation is the knowledge condition.
The knowledge condition is fulfilled if and only if the principal can
correctly infer whether the agent’s proposal is better or worse for her
than the status quo. The second general condition is the incentive condi-
tion. To satisfy the incentive condition, the agent must have an incentive
to make a proposal that is better for the principal than the status quo.
This second requirement is satisfied if either the agent and principal have
common interests or if external forces motivate the agent to propose an
alternative that is better than the status quo for both he and the principal.
The relationship between delegation and these two general conditions in
our model is as follows:

Theorem 1: If both the knowledge and the incentive conditions are
satisfied, then delegation succeeds. If neither condition is satisfied,
then delegation fails.

If both conditions are satisfied, then the agent makes a proposal that
enhances the principal’s welfare and the principal knows enough to
accept it. In this case, the outcome of delegation is better for the principal
than the status quo – delegation succeeds. When neither condition is
satisfied, the principal cannot hold the agent accountable for his actions
and the agent has no incentive to increase the principal’s welfare –
delegation fails.

If only one of the two conditions is satisfied, then the worst that can
happen, from the principal’s perspective, is the retention of the status
quo. To see this, consider two cases. First, if only the knowledge condi-
tion is satisfied, the principal knows enough about the agent’s proposal
to base its decision on whether the proposal is better or worse for it than
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the status quo. In this case, it can reject any welfare-reducing proposal
and no delegation will occur. Therefore, the worst outcome it can obtain
is the status quo. Alternatively, if only the incentive condition is satisfied,
then the agent makes a proposal that improves the principal’s welfare.
In this case, if the principal rejects the proposal, it gets the status quo
and no delegation occurs, otherwise it does better.

The knowledge condition requires that the principal distinguish
whether the agent’s proposal is better or worse for it than the status quo.

Theorem 2: The knowledge condition is satisfied only if:

" the principal’s prior knowledge is sufficient for her to distinguish
proposals that are better for her than is the status quo from
proposals that are worse for her; or

" she can learn enough to make the same distinctions. When the
principal initially lacks knowledge, the conditions for persuasion
and enlightenment are necessary for the satisfaction of the
knowledge condition.

Recall that delegation is accountable if both the knowledge and the
incentive conditions are satisfied and fails if neither is satisfied. Therefore,
Theorems 1 and 2 imply the following: if the incentive condition and both
of Theorem 2’s two conditions fail, then delegation is not accountable. By
contrast, the consequence of delegation is no worse than the status quo for
the principal if either of the two conditions in Theorem 2 or the incentive
condition is satisfied. Moreover, if the incentive condition and either of
the two conditions in Theorem 2 is satisfied, then delegation is accountable.

These two theorems also imply that the principal need not know very
much about what her agents are doing in order to ensure accountable
delegation. For example, if the incentive condition is satisfied and either
the principal has sufficient prior knowledge about the consequences of
the agent’s proposal or gains enough knowledge by observing the agent’s
costly effort or is sufficiently enlightened by the TP’s testimony, then
delegation is accountable.

The incentive condition requires that the agent offer a proposal that
makes the principal better off than does the status quo.

Theorem 3: The incentive condition is satisfied only if:

" the principal’s ideal point is closer to the agent’s ideal point than
it is to the status quo and the agent gains more than C if the
principal chooses his proposal instead of the status quo, or
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" the knowledge condition is satisfied and there exists a point that
both the principal and the agent (after paying C) prefer to the
status quo. (If the principal initially lacks knowledge, then the
conditions for persuasion and the conditions for enlightenment
are the keys to the satisfaction of the knowledge condition.)

To see why Theorem 3 is true, consider the following. In our model,
the agent must weigh the costless option of making no proposal
against the costly option of making a proposal. Therefore, it is always
better for him to propose nothing than to propose something that is
worse for him than the status quo. Put another way, a necessary condi-
tion for the satisfaction of the incentive condition is that there be at least
one alternative that is better for the principal than the status quo and that
the agent prefers to the status quo so much that he is willing to pay C to
achieve it. If no such alternative exists, then any proposal that is better
than the status quo for the agent leaves the principal worse off than the
status quo and vice versa.

If the agent’s ideal point is better for the principal than the status quo
and allows the agent to recover the costs of proposing it, then, in equilib-
rium, he proposes it when he makes a proposal. We call this the Interest
Condition. If the agent’s ideal point does not fit this description, then
satisfaction of the incentive condition requires a knowledgeable princi-
pal. This can be achieved when the principal learns from a persuasive
speaker or TP.

Stated intuitively, when the agent faces a principal who can distinguish
better proposals from worse proposals, then he knows that proposing
any point that is worse for the principal than the status quo, including his
own ideal point, leads to the status quo as the outcome of delegation. In
these conditions, the agent should only make a proposal that makes both
himself and the principal better off relative to the status quo. By contrast,
if the same agent faces a principal who is incapable of distinguishing
worse from better proposals, then he has no incentive to make a proposal
that benefits the principal. Therefore, when there exists a proposal that
both the principal and agent (after paying C) prefer to the status quo,
satisfaction of the knowledge condition is also sufficient for satisfaction
of the incentive condition.

In figure 12.2, we diagram Lupia and McCubbins’s conclusions
about the relationship between persuasion, enlightenment, and delega-
tion. The direction of causality is from left to right. For example, the
relationship between penalties for lying and successful delegation is as
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Figure 12.2. The knowledge condition
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follows: “Penalties for lying applied to the speaker” are left of, and have
an arrow pointing to, “The speaker is perceived to be trustworthy”; “The
speaker is perceived to be trustworthy” is a step to the right and has an
arrow pointing to, “The speaker is persuasive”; “The speaker is persua-
sive” has an arrow pointing to “Enlightenment,” which, in turn, has an
arrow pointing to the “Knowledge Condition.” The lesson of following
this particular path is that penalties for lying can produce successful
delegation.

A more general lesson is that we can compare the likelihood of
successful delegation in two or more international organizations by
comparing the extent to which the concepts at the terminal branches
on the left hand side of figure 12.2 characterize each setting. That is, if we
could enumerate the extent to which factors such as “observable costly
effort” and “speaker has knowledge,” are at work, then we could rank
order these international organizations in terms of their conduciveness
to successful delegation.

Together, Theorems 1 through 3 imply, and figure 12.2 shows, that
there are many routes to successful delegation. Many of them provide
the principal with ways to adapt to her limited information. For example,
delegation fails only if all of Theorem 2’s conditions and Theorem 3’s
conditions fail. By contrast, delegation succeeds if any of the conditions
in Theorem 2 and any of the conditions in Theorem 3 are satisfied.
Theorems 1, 2, and 3 reveal myriad ways to make delegation succeed,
some of which require the principal to have very little information. Thus,
it is the possibility of enlightenment by any number of means, and not
necessarily principals who have expertise, that provides the sturdy
ground upon which successful delegation can be constructed.

As diagrammed in figure 12.3, it follows that if the knowledge con-
dition and both of Theorem 3’s conditions fail, then delegation fails.
By contrast, the consequence of delegation is no worse than the status
quo if at least one of the two conditions in Theorem 3 or the knowledge
condition is satisfied. Moreover, if the knowledge condition and any of
the conditions in Theorem 3 are satisfied, then delegation is accountable.

DELEGATION AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Having identified the conditions necessary for success in a generic model
of delegation, intended to apply to all arenas of social interaction, we
now turn to three specific characteristics of delegation that may (or
may not) be more common in international relations and form possible
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Figure 12.3. The conditions for successful delegation. NC ¼ necessary condition, SC ¼ sufficient condition.
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objections to our model as applied to IOs. We find little reason to believe
that delegation to IOs is different – or more difficult – than other
delegation relationships. Although circumstances differ and the concerns
manifested in these possible objections may sometimes hold, if the know-
ledge and incentive conditions are satisfied principals cannot be made
worse off than the status quo even when delegating to IOs.

Possible Objection # 1: There are fewer TPs qualified to “speak” about
IO agents than about domestic agents.
The domestic political arena is rich with competing agencies and af-
fected interest groups who can send costly signals to principals about an
agent’s proposal. It might be argued that fewer such TPs exist at
the international level, potentially crippling the ability of principals to
be enlightened about their agents. Although true that, in some issue
areas, the international political arena may not be as institutionally
and organizationally diverse as similar domestic arenas, there are none-
theless likely to be a sufficiently large number of potential TPs for three
reasons.

Our theory requires that only one TP be able to signal a principal
whether an agent’s proposal is better or worse for her than the status quo.
It does not require multiple parties. These single TPs, in turn, can take
many forms, including national-level actors willing to pay the cost of
observable effort to become informed about or make their voice heard
about proposals by IO agents. TPs must, of course, themselves meet the
knowledge and incentive conditions, and their compensation (if any)
cannot be linked to that of the agent. These are non-trivial requirements
that limit the number of TPs in any venue. But given that national-level
TPs can be qualified to speak about proposals by IOs, there is no
particular reason to expect that principals searching for information
about international agents are necessarily handicapped relative to their
purely domestic counterparts.

Moreover, with the growth of international civil society over the last
decades (Keck and Sikkink 1998; Boli and Thomas 1999), and the exp-
losion in the number of transnational NGOs, IOs, and other inter-
national actors, the pool of potential TPs has grown enormously. As
a subject for future research, it may be that the expansion in the number
of possible international TPs has facilitated the trend toward greater
delegation in international relations (Goldstein et al. 2001). Indeed,
it is likely that principals now find themselves not with a shortage of
possible TPs but a cacophony of competing voices.
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In addition, states can always choose to create their own TPs – at some
cost – to evaluate the proposals of IOs. This may be especially important
in areas touching on national security issues, where information is more
tightly held by both state principals and IO agents. In the case of
weapons inspections regimes, for instance, the great powers retain exten-
sive national agencies of their own to monitor the behavior of foreign
states directly and as a check on the accuracy of reports by IOs. At one
level, these national agencies may appear to be redundant capabilities
that vitiate some or all of the gains from specialization that underlie
delegation to IOs in the first place. As TPs, however, these national
agencies gain new – indeed, essential – importance. With preferences
closely aligned with their national principals, and distinct from those of
IOs, these national TPs help resolve the paradox of why some of the most
autonomous IO agents with some of the most significant delegated
powers are found in the weapons inspection and arms control areas –
issues over which we might expect states to be extremely reluctant to
delegate authority (see Brown forthcoming).

In summary, since only one TP is, in principle, necessary for delegation
to be successful, but the pool of TPs available at the international level
is large (including many national level organizations) and growing, we
find little reason to expect that delegation to IOs is likely to be less
successful, on average, than delegation to domestic agents.

Possible Objection # 2: Delegation to IOs is more often characterized by
multiple principals, relative to delegation to domestic agents, and this
creates the potential for greater agency slack.
Lyne, Nielson, and Tierney (this volume) develop the distinction be-
tween collective and multiple principals and examine the consequences
of these different agency relationships for delegation. In collective prin-
cipals, the members come to a joint decision (according to some rule) and
then enter into a single contract with an agent, much as Congress, for
instance, acts as a collective in deciding to delegate to an internal com-
mittee or the president. Similarly, states collectively set health policy and
then delegate to the staff of the World Health Organization certain
investigatory powers, including the ability to issue health and travel
advisories (Cortell and Peterson). With multiple principals, each princi-
pal enters into a separate contract with the same agent, a relationship
often thought to characterize federal agencies responsible to both Con-
gress and the executive or, in an international context, the European
Commission as a single agent reporting to both the Council of Ministers
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and the European Parliament (Pollack, this volume). Clearly, both forms
exist at both the domestic and international levels. In the absence of a
systematic census of agency relationships, we are agnostic about which
form is more common in either arena. Informally, although it is relatively
easy for us to think of examples of collective principals delegating to IOs,
it is harder to identify cases of true multiple principals.12

But even if multiple principals are more common relative to collective
principals, the consequences for successful delegation are not necessar-
ily more severe. In a case of multiple principals, the agent’s incentives
will be structured by the preferences of the principals, and the rules
regarding their collective decisions and actions. Importantly, however,
if the principals satisfy the knowledge condition – and both possess an
ex post veto over the agent’s policy choices, as in the model above – they
can be made no worse off than the status quo under any conceivable
preference ordering. This is best shown by example, as in figure 12.4.

Suppose there are two principals, and both must agree to the agent’s
action for the agent’s choice to affect policy. If both principals are able
to satisfy the knowledge condition, then the agent must satisfy both
principals simultaneously. This may be possible, although difficult, if
the status quo (Q) lies outside the ideal points of the principals, denoted
P1� and P2�, as in figure � 4a. In figure� 4a, where policies and ideal points are

12 The closest analog to multiple principals is the practice of voluntary contributions
to IOs, as opposed to assessed dues, that allow each member to make their
payments contingent on certain activities or conditions.

Figure 12.4. Delegation with multiple principals
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assumed to line up on a single spatial dimension, A is the agent’s ideal
point, while P1 and P2 are the ideal points of the two principals. In this
example, the agent would propose a policy, p*, that makes the first
principal (P1) only slightly better off than the status quo. P1 would
therefore accept p*. The second principal (P2) would also accept p*, as
it is closer to its ideal point than is the status quo, Q. More generally,
whenever the status quo lies outside the range bounded by the ideal
points of the principals, some proposal by the agent is possible, and if
the principals satisfy the knowledge condition, the proposal will be
accepted if made. Whether the agent chooses to make a proposal, how-
ever, depends on its preferences (and the costs of making the proposal).
If A lies to the left of Q, no proposal will be made, leaving the principals
with the status quo. If A lies to the right of Q, a proposal is possible.

On the other hand, if the status quo lies inside the range bounded by
the ideal points of the principals, no proposal made by the agent would
be preferred by both principals to the status quo. If both principals
possess an ex post veto, the agent will always choose not to make a
proposal. If preferences are aligned as in figure� 4b, where Q is interior to
[P1, P2], then the agent would find it impossible to make an acceptable
choice and would therefore choose not to participate. Any proposal to
the left of Q would be vetoed by P2, and any proposal to the right of
Q would be vetoed by P1. This is the classic illustration of gridlock under
divided government (McCubbins 1985, Epstein and O’Halloran 1999b).
Whenever the status quo lies inside the range bounded by the ideal
points of the principals, no proposal will be preferred by both principals
and the agent, if it bears any cost at all in making a proposal, will choose
not to do so.

The important conclusion here is that even when multiple principals
exist, delegation can be successful as long as both principals satisfy
the knowledge condition and possess an ex post veto. Moreover, even
in delegation relationships with multiple principals when agency slack is
normally expected to be a significant problem, if the several principals
can satisfy the knowledge condition they can never be made worse off
than the status quo by opportunistic agents. The status quo may not be a
desired outcome for one or more principals, of course, but their unhap-
piness stems not from agency losses but from policy preferences that
render cooperation impossible. This is, no doubt, a demanding set of
conditions that may not always be met in the real world, but in principle
the requirements for successful delegation can be met even when multiple
principals exist. And, again, although the conditions may be severe, they
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are no more stringent in the case of delegation to IOs than in delegation
to domestic agents.

Possible Objection # 3: The chain of delegation is longer in international
than in domestic context and, therefore, more likely to fail.
A “chain” of delegation involves multiple stages in which the same
authority is granted conditionally from one actor to another (Nielson
and Tierney 2003a). In the simplest case of two “links,” the originating
or “ultimate” principal (P1) delegates to an agent (A1), who in turn
becomes a principal (P2) and delegates to a second agent (A2). In prac-
tice, delegation chains can be quite long. As individuals, for instance,
we may hire an attorney to represent us in a lawsuit; our attorney, in
turn, may hire a variety of associates to handle parts of the case; an
associate may hire an investigator to acquire additional information.
In this not uncommon relationship – albeit one in which we hope never
to find ourselves – there are at least four links in the chain. The investi-
gator is, in some sense, our agent, but only through the preceding links.
Intuitively, it would seem that the potential for agency slack is very much
greater the longer the delegation chain. Also intuitively, it might appear
that delegation chains involving or ending with IOs must necessarily be
longer than wholly domestic chains. On these grounds, states – and their
ultimate principals, citizens – may be justifiably skeptical of delegation
to IOs.

Our theory provides precise conditions for assessing the first intuition
on increasing agency slack. Delegation can succeed in the serial fashion
just described if and only if each principal at each stage satisfies the
knowledge and incentives conditions for its immediate agent. In our
relatively “short” chain with two links above, if the incentive and know-
ledge conditions are met, A2 chooses to make proposal x, A1/P2 knows
enough to whether to accept it (pass it on to P1) or reject it (retain the
status quo), and P1 in turn knows enough whether to accept or reject it
as well. If neither the incentive nor the knowledge condition is satisfied
at any stage, delegation will fail. As above, if only one of the two con-
ditions holds at any stage, the worst that can happen from P1’s perspec-
tive is that the status quo is retained. In our theory, therefore, as long as
the knowledge and incentive conditions are met at every link, delegation
can succeed regardless of the length of the chain.13 We note, however,

13 Note that in the model the principal always moves last or possesses an ex post veto
over the agent’s proposal. The theorems above – and extended here – hold only for
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that satisfying the knowledge and incentive conditions at each link in a
chain is an extremely demanding requirement, and one that becomes
progressively less likely to be met as delegation chains become longer.
Despite the difficulty of satisfying these demanding conditions for suc-
cess, it is important to recognize that delegation is made through very
long chains every day, which suggests that the problems are not insur-
mountable. Focusing on the knowledge and incentive conditions, how-
ever, sharpens the intuition behind claims that longer chains are more
likely to fail. It is not the length of the chain per se that matters, but
rather whether the knowledge and incentives conditions are met in the
way described above.

If the knowledge and incentives conditions are less likely to be met
in longer delegation chains, is this more of a problem for international or
domestic delegations? Once again, we do not find obvious reasons to
believe that the differences between international and domestic arenas
are great – and certainly no general conclusion can be sustained without
detailed empirical investigation. Principals, agents, and delegation itself
are analytic concepts or analogies imposed by theorists to help classify
and explain real world relationships. Principals and agents – and what
constitutes an act of delegation – are defined by the analyst, not the
parties themselves. This holds as well for the number of links in a
delegation chain. It is possible to disaggregate many delegation acts into
numerous parts, and thereby create longer chains. At one level, analysts
write of Congress delegating United States foreign assistance policy to
the Agency for International Development (USAID). At another level,
however, it might be accurate to describe Congress as delegating to the
political appointees who direct USAID, who then delegate to senior staff,
who then delegate to regional or country experts, who then delegate to
USAID employees stationed abroad who first propose projects for
funding. The actual delegation is the same in both cases, but the second

the sequence of moves stated in Assumption 4 and depicted in figure 12.1. It seems
intuitive that in longer chains of delegation, the ultimate principal (P1 in our
example) may not possess an ex post veto, in which case our theory is silent on
the prospects for success. This may account for the common political principle that
delegated authority cannot itself be delegated (Hamilton Federalist 78 ; Stewart
1975; Fisher 1985). For a recent exchange on the topic of international delegation,
see Golove (2003), who argues that further delegation is not inconsistent with early
constitutional thought, and Bradley (2003), who argues that such delegations can
only entail non-self-executing treaty commitments (i.e. in our terms, only when the
principal retains an ex post veto).
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chain is described as being much longer. What chain length we describe
depends on the analytic purpose for which the description is being used.
As always, analysts must make “bets” on which links – and how many –
are salient to the question they are asking (Lake and Powell 1999: 13–16).

As analytic constructs rather than “real” entities, it is impossible to
conclude that delegation chains that include IOs are always longer than
chains that end with domestic agents. We can again write that Congress
has delegated authority over elements of development aid to the World
Bank, which it does by passing authorizing and appropriating funds
that are transferred to that agent – a simple one-link chain. But as above,
we could greatly multiply the apparent number of links by including a
host of intermediate steps between the passage of legislation in the United
States and the ultimate dispersal of aid in developing countries. To argue
that one chain is longer than another refers far more to our analytic
purposes than to any fixed or absolute trait of an act of delegation.

One crucial difference between delegation to domestic and inter-
national agents, however, is that the latter often involves a “pooling”
of sovereignty prior to the hiring of an agent. Although often confused
with the length of the delegation chain, this is a distinct issue. In domestic
acts of delegation, there is typically only one stage at which a collective
principal aggregates “lower level” preferences and sets policy goals
whose implementation may then be delegated to specialized agents.
Voters, the ultimate principals in a democracy, elect representatives to
the legislature, which then sums (through various rules and with more or
less bias) the preferences of citizens into policy. The legislature may then
choose to delegate implementation to an executive, directly to agencies,
or even to municipalities and other lower levels of government. But
importantly, there is only one “summation” point at which a collective
decision is being made.

At the international level, however, there is in the case of collective
principals a second summation point – often described as a pooling of
sovereignty. Outside of the European Union and especially the European
Parliament, which serves to sum preferences directly from voters, most
delegations to IOs proceed through two summation points: first, from
citizens through their government and, second, from governments
through IOs. Collectively, the members of the IO may choose to delegate
authority to that organization and its staff or to other IO agents to
implement policy. The second summation point, however, is quite likely
to produce a collective policy for the member states that is different
from the ideal policy determined at the national level. This is not,
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directly, a problem of the length of the chain, but of the unique nature of
the second summation point. To return to the aid example above, from
the perspective of American voters and their elected representatives, the
key difference between delegating to USAID and the World Bank is
not the number of bureaus between the appropriation of funds and the
delivery of aid, but rather that the Bank’s collective decision-making
structure takes into account the policy preferences of states other than
their own – even despite the disproportionate influence of the United
States within the latter organization. Indeed, as Milner and Thompson
show in their chapters above, it is precisely the difference in ideal points
between a state and the collective principal that allows delegation to
the IO to create a credible commitment or screen other agents. This
second summation problem need not preclude effective – and successful –
delegation. But for clarity, it is important to recognize that the con-
sequences of pooling sovereignty are distinct from the length of the
delegation chain.

CONCLUSION

Delegation is a necessary component of modern international relations,
and many people believe its success depends on the answer to the ques-
tion, “When is delegation accountable?” We have shown that account-
ability in delegation depends on two conditions: the knowledge condition
and the incentive condition. The satisfaction of both conditions turns
on whether or not the principal can become enlightened, which itself
depends on the conditions for persuasion and the conditions for enlight-
enment. Only when these latter conditions fail, does the principal’s lim-
ited information and the strong tendency of principals and agents to have
conflicting interests imply that delegation must fail to be accountable.
Otherwise, accountability is possible, if not always likely.

Even though successful delegation is possible, it does not mean it is
easy. The knowledge and incentive conditions can be satisfied, but not
always. Nonetheless, from everyday interactions to national level policy-
making, delegation is a common occurrence. Third-party testimony is an
important part of successful delegation. The same is true for delegation
to IOs. Indeed, we see no inherent reason why delegation to IOs should
be more difficult than delegation to other types of agents. State principals
must be mindful of the knowledge and incentive conditions, but this is
true of all possible delegations.
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This chapter has emphasized the role of third parties in the success
of delegation. As noted, this theme does not figure prominently in the
chapters above. There has been an explosion of interest recently in NGOs
and other transnational interest groups. They are often understood as
purveyors of international norms who shape and alter the preferences
of citizens and states (Keck and Sikkink 1998; Boli and Thomas 1999).
Less frequently, NGOs are described as crucial fire alarms in monitoring
compliance with international treaty obligations (Raustiala 1997). The
study of delegation, and our model in particular, suggests that NGOs
and other actors in “global civil society” may be equally or even more
important in monitoring IOs in the exercise of delegated authority. By
helping states satisfy the knowledge condition, NGOs increase the
chances for successful delegation and, in turn, increase the prospects
for international cooperation. They do so not by changing preferences,
as sometimes supposed, but by enriching the information available to
state principals. This volume focuses attention on PA theory and delega-
tion, and emphasizes factors internal to the agency relationship. As PA
theory has developed in other contexts, attention has turned to how
principals can improve oversight and control by incorporating “outside”
sources of information. The role of third parties in delegation is a
promising avenue for future research in international relations as well.
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